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elcome to our 37th issue.

First of all, before anything else, there's an absolutely crucial

"need-to-say" directed to each of you. Last time, just as our

36th issue was being sent to subscribers and hitting the

nadonal newsstands, we lost our mailing address on Sunset

Boulevard. Our office was in the historic old Hollywood

Palladium, which has been the home of a wide variety of

concerts over the years. Mick Jagger played there. For some

years the Palladium was home of the Lawrence Welk television

show. Lots of great dancing and music has emanated from that

hallowed hall.

The building also housed a series of small street-front offices,

recently occupied by a travel agency, a United Parcel outlet, a

year 'round tax consultant “ and us. We all got thrown out

with no notice, the official word being that the Palladium was

soon to be torn down. Currently it looks like it's being fixed

up, and this week there've been seminars in the main hall, and

a concert by Siouxie and the Banshees. Looks like pretty good

business.

At any rate, we had to hustle to find a new location, and a

new place to receive our mail. We settled on getting a box at

the beautiful old Hollywood Post Office on Wilcox Street, built

in 1926. Hopefully THAT won't be tom down soon. Our new
address is: Cult Movies, P.O. Box 1047, Hollywood, CA
90078*1047. At once I put in for an address change, but it seems

that only some of our mail has been forwarded. In fact, I fear I

lost quite a bit of mail over the last few months. If you wrote

letters or ordered things and your letter was returned, it's

NOT because we've ceased our activities. If you drop it in the

mail again, I should get it within several days, since 1 check the

mail every day.

All I can say is, sorry for the inconvenience, and I DO look

forward to hearing from you!

Another important follow up

should be to mention the great

response we got to that one-

page article on the Mexican

dancer, Tongolele. You readers

sent in photos, confessions, and

we even picked up some new
subscribers because of that

article! We learned that she

appeared more in America than

I indicated in that short piece 1

wrote, and that she was a

sensation in Miami, Las Vegas,

and Los Angeles (at the

Hawaiian Gardens theater, among others.)

Furthermore, in November of this year, Tongolele will be

appearing at UCLA for a film program where she will receive

an award honoring her achievements in International Cinema.

The program is free of charge, and open to the public. The

Artist will be appearing in person, and will be joined by many

special guests. Anyone seeking further information can call the

organizer, Miss Macarena Quiroz, Editorial Director at

Televisa, who can provide more details. Her office in Mexico is:

011-52-555-261-2600. (Perfect English is spoken at her office, so

don't be put off from calling!). I've just spoken to Tongolele,
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who is planning some special surprises of

her own for the show, and looks forward to

meeting fans and friends at the program.
We hope to see you there. It will be an
evening of importance to fans of Mexican
film!

In this retro-age, where everything seems
familiar and re-hashed, somehow
everything also seems "like only
yesterday" I was just thinking how it

seemed like only a year or two since we put

our first issue of Cult Movies together. In

truth, it's been twelve years.

The first issue was actually our tribute to

Bela Lugosi, and I thought that would be

the ONLY issue we'd ever do. We followed

up with a few more, all under the catch-all

title of "Videosonic Arts" That title was
bestowed free, courtesy of Korla Pandit.

"Let them think you've got lots more titles

coming, or they'll never pay you for the

FIRST one," advised Mr. Pandit, a musical

artist who felt he'd been cheated more than

once by agents, producers, and syndicates.

Korla, who was a guest at my home during
the planning of our first zine, came up with

the "Videosonic" label. Some people, such
as our eventual cover artist, Dave Stevens,

thought it was great. Other individuals,

such as Mike Vraney of Something Weird

Video, told us to get rid of that Rocket-sor\ic-

tronic name as soon as possible). We
eventually did, once we settled on Cult

Movies as the continuing title.

But originally, the idea was to run as much
new and different photos and posters from

my collection and that of Buddy Barnett,

and getting our thoughts into print in a way
that we probably couldn't through any
other magazine going at the time. Buddy
was all for it from the very beginning. It

didn't take long to realize that he is

probably the greatest Lugosi fan in the

country!

I thought I had a great printer in a

Hungarian fellow named Lazio, who
promised the moon, but couldn't deliver a

firefly. He was so busy with his countless

get-rich scams that he barely had time to

run his printing business, He did print our
pages, but I ended up having to collate, fold

and stitch-bind the book-a-zines together by
hand. I wonder if this makes the zines more
valuable, as a hand-crafted item, rather than

machine mass-produced item?

'The first printing was a mere 1,000 copies,

which sold out at once through one
comicbook distributor, and one ad I took

out in "The Big Reel". Feeling rich with

success, I printed another 2,000, and
managed to get rid of half of those right

away; there are still 50 or so copies left.

Once those are gone, there will be no more.

Loveable Lazio continued to print the next

few things we did, including a pretty good

'zine on old television. But Lazio was a trip.

He had a huge Hungarian girlfriend who
was taller than any basketball player I've

ever seen. 1 forget her name. She had a

beauty parlor in Beverly Hills, and one of

her scams was selling a colored water and
oil mixture in nice bottles for $75 as

GENUINE hair restorer. I know about the

scam because they offered me a few bucks
to be a hair model in the brochure they

printed up to sell this stuff. The idea was
simple. Step 1. Take a picture of me now,
with all my hair. That became the AFTER
picture. Step 2. Shave off most of my hair

right down to an Uncle Fester look and take

a picture of me that way. That became the

BEFORE picture, before I started using their

miraculous hair restorer that grew a full

head of hair in 10 days. The main expense
was in the bottle and ^e beautiful brochure.

I don't know how much of this junk they

.sold, but at $75 a pop, it doesn't take a lot to

make some nice cash.

The beautician also wanted me to come
over to her house to hear another get-rich

quick scam. She claimed to have worked as

a secretary at the home of Zsa Zsa Gabor,

and had some scandalous story about her

that she wanted me to help her write up in

suitable manuscript form and sell to the

National Enquirer. I did go to her hou.se to

hear what the scandal wa.s, but the

beautician was so stoned she couldn't quit

laughing. She was never able to calm down
enough to tell me the dirt she had on Zsa

Zsa. I stayed long into the night, but left the

house without ever hearing the nasties she

planned to spill about her glamourous
fellow countrywoman. I never saw the tall,

laughing beautician again.

Shortly after, our printer vanished from

Los Angeles, and I haven't seen him, either.

We switched to a different style of printing

on a giant web press. Since issue #4, I

haven't had to fold, trim and staple by
hand.

We've never forgotten our roots, and how
we got our start. We've had the Great

Lugosi on our covers six different times,

including a beautiful White Zombie

rendering by Dave Stevens on Lucky #13.

Every one of our issues has had SOME kind

of feature about the world's greatest

vampire, sometimes by masterful sources

like Frardc Dello Stritto and even Bela G.

Lugosi. Buddy Barnett did a full and unique
filmbook treatment of The Ape Man in issue

#18.

But the zine has grown to include all kinds

of true cult figures, from The Three Stooges to

John Waters, as well as individuals the

average ]>erson might not consider as in the

runiung for cult stardom, from sweet little

Harry Langdon (one of the greatest

comediar« of the silent screen), to sweet

little Annabel Chong (one of the hottest tails

to be told on the adult screen). The issues

with Ms. Chong and with Alfred Hitchcock

on the cover sold the best. This past year our
sales have been on an upward curve.

Over the past 12 years we've learned quite

a bit about you, the reader at home. Often
times when an article is good, we don't get

much praise about it; perhaps only a few
letters to comment or correct .something in

the piece. But let something appear that you
do NOT approve of, and we may get bags of

mail letting us know your feelings. For

example, you absolutely do not pick up an
entertainment magazine expecting to read a

political lecture or attend history class,

especially if you feel you're being talked

down to by someone who THINKS he
knows the score.( See? I do read your letters,

whether I print them all or not.)

Oddly enough, and happily for me, this

hostility doesn't seem to carry over into

spiritualism or religion. We’ve often

mentioned and quoted Dr. Manly Palmer
Hall, of course there's the obvious Lugosi

connection there. Once in a while we've

mentioned various "Hollywood saviors",

such as the great yogi Paramahansa
Yogananda, and the slightly scandalous
Amie Semple McPherson. Of course. I've

often mentioned my friend, the

guru/entertainer from India, the great

musician Korla Pandit. No one has ever

written to complain about this kind of thing.

I don't know if this equates to GREATER
magazine sales, but at least no one has ever

threatened to cancel their subscription or

accuse me of trying to shove personal

spiritual ideals down the public's throat.

For this I am very happy. I'll tread lightly

in these areas, but I happen to believe very

strongly in these late ni^t. Art Bell related

topics. I've been in many buildings (mostly

very old theaters where I've worked) and
chanced to witness seemingly supernatural

events to do with amplifier switches turning

themselves on and off, disembodied voices

carrying on deep discussion in an empty,

locked, closed up movie theater, and so

forth. In Seattle I witnessed some kind of

UFO activity, heard the report on the local

radio news, then called the station to find

out about an update on the report, only to

have them deny that they ever broadcast

such a news report. Hence, I believe in the

otherworldly as much as I believe in

conspiracy theories, government cover-ups.

Sometimes these topics become the

makings of our best sci-fi and horror films,

so 1 don't feel they're out of place (so long as

they're kept IN their place) in Cult Movies

magazine. And since no one's ever

complained, I assume you might agree with

me.

Something our readers are more vocal

about is the subject of explicit adult

entertainment, and at times we've had some
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very lively discussion going on in our letters

column about the pros and cons of this

topic. My feeling has always been that "film

is film." End of story. There's comedies,

documentaries, serials, cartoons, trailers,

and so on down the line. Oh, yeah, and then

there's X-rated films. When dear old James

Warren was trying to start his Famous

Monsters magazine, many distributors and

potential advertisers told him his zine was

virtually the same thing as pornography.

Naturally, I don't think we concur with that.

In Ray Greene's documentary about

exploitation films, Schlock, dear, daffy, Doris

Wishman displays the wisdom of Solomon

and Plato combined. "You ask me if I make

exploitation films? I say to you, anytime

you advertise something, you are exploiting

it." The dear old girl took her simple logic to

the grave with her, as Doris has just died as

we are getting ready to go to press.

Earlier this summer I cried when I read

that Linda Lovelace had died. Linda was a

woman who gave much to the adult film

industry, obviously much more than the

industry ever gave back to her. In an early

Cult Movies magazine I wrote a negative

take on "turncoat Linda", based on my
reflections on her books "Out of Bondage"

and "Ordeal", and on a brief encounter 1

had with her when she was on tour in the

early 1980's, doing TV talk show

appearances to promote those books. I've

changed my opinion somehow in ten or so

years. The girl who starred in Deep Throat

and became a household name throughout

the world was a martyr who deserved more

than this world could ever give her. It's

eerie and ironic that she should die on the

30th Anniversary of the filming of that

erotic epic. She'd had a serious car accident

BEFORE the filming of Deep Throat, such

that the director never had Linda bare her

torso for filming, and reveal the hideous

scars on her body. Now, in the spring of

2002, Linda endured another car crash, this

one a fatality.

So far, no one has put her on any

magazine covers that I've seen, or done a

tribute fitting of the first lady of XXX. Down
the line sometime I'd like to run a tribute to

her in Cult Movies. I wonder how many film

fans would dare claim Deep Throat's not a

cultish film classic?

By now many people have visited or seen

pictures of the splendid new Kodak Theater

on Hollywood Boulevard. This is the new

home of the Oscar Award shows, and many

other significant Hollywood events

throughout the year. The most striking

aspect of it from the outside is the giant

replica of the Babylonian set from D.W.

Griffith's film Intolerance, including the

massive elephants atop massive pillars. This

is built into a three-story outdoor shopping

pavilion, adjoining the refurbished

Grauman's Chinese Theater. It is all pretty

spectacular for local folks and tourists.

One sidelight that is curious, though it

went un-reported at the time, is that after

one week of the opening of the pavilion, one

of the steps on the grand stairway collapsed

onto the sidewalk on Hollywood Blvd., and

was blocked off for several weeks until it

could be repaired. Whether this was from

shoddy materials or shoddy workmanship

(or both), is unknown. But the place has

been open and running smoothly for nine

months, and signals a re-birth of the west

side of Hollywood, and the revitalization of

one hell of a glamorous boulevard.

Enough chatter for one issue. We've got

another variety filled issue.

So...on with the show!

Michael Copner

Lugosi; Hollywood's Dracula
The award-winning documentary film is now available on

DVD in its most complete version ever. Special collector's

set includes over 2 1/2 hours of rare video, ranging from

all of the known Hungarian footage of the actor to a

lengthy oncamera interview with his last wife Hope

Lugosi.

Bonus second disc features a newly-discovered Lugosi

political interview and variety of radio show rarieties!

Order yours today for $20 plus $3
postage (domestic) by visiting

wwwJugosidvd.com
or by mailing a check/mo made out
to Gary Rhodes at P.O. Box 6016

Norman^ OK 73070-6016

Enter the world of Bela Lugosi through this limited collector’s set before it disappears!
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We Got Mail! letters to the editor

Regarding "A Tribute to W.C. Fields"

by Brad Linaweaver, the film It's A Gift

(1934) was made by Paramount. Also,

why was there no mention of Fields'

silent films? Sally of the Sawdust
(1925), the first version of Poppy,
That Royal Girl (1926), ail with Carol
Dempster. It's the Old Army Game
(with Louise Brooks), So's Your Old
Man, etc. I hope he does a second
feature article on Fields in the silent

years which have never been done in

a creative way.

Regarding an article on Abbott and
Candido in issue #25, Candy's partner
with Gene Austin was Coco Heimel. In

the movie Songs and Saddles (1938)
which had Gene Austin in the lead he
was supported by Coco and Candy
Hall.

What's going In with your ever
shrinking movie review section? And
getting back to Fields, how about a
story on Carlotta Monti and the films

she was in?

H. Pfeffer

Bronx, NY

(Our comedy material seems popular,
so there is sure to be more WC Fields

in upcoming issues. Regarding the
Video/DVD reviews, it they may be the
most highly regarded continuing part
of our mag. .Everybody loves lists. We
cut back on it around issue F34
because we became so backlogged
when running that book-length Karloff

biography. With the issue you now
hold, we are getting back to normal,
running a fuller review section than we
have in quite a while. Next issue will be
much expanded to meet the demand.
MC)

Issue #32 was a great zine. I was
really glad to see the resurrection of,

what I believe to be, Vincent Price's

greatest movie. The Last Man on
Earth. This is a true horror classic,

with Price actually playing a straight

not-so-hammy role for a change. I've

picked up the fuil frame version which
is distributed by VCI. The picture

quality isn't too bad, at least not as
bad as sources Indicate. Recently, the
movie was shown on the SPACE
Channel, and they aired the
widescreen version. A helluva lot

better in it's original theatrical format.
For an Italian film, the dubbing is

near perfect. Some scenes though.

have no sense of continuity. For
example; when Price loads the first

two corpses into the back of his 1956
Chevy Wagon, the dead girl is on the
right side and the dead guy is on the
left. But when he arrives at the pit,

the corpses have switched sides.
Then, Price only throws one corpse
Into the pit, and the other corpse is no
longer in the car. When Price goes to

drive away, his car is no longer a 1956
Chevy, but it's miraculously
transformed Into a 1959 Ford. When
he's shown driving back home, the car
has become a '56 Chevy again.

Other weird scenes, for example,
are the mirror store. Why haven't the
zombies gone and smashed the
mirrors before Price gets to them?
Another scene, has Price looking for a
new car after the zombies wreck his

Chevy. His tastes go for convertibles,

but he settles for a wagon, a '59 Ford
wagon, .the same one which
appeared earlier in the film (but we
weren't supposed to notice that).

There are probably a lot more errors
throughout the film, but, if you
overlook the production goofups, it is

one genuinely creepy horror flick.

Anyone who's seen it knows It's a

true classic, a classic which George
Romero ripped off when he made
Night of the Living Dead. It's an
obvious tribute (but we're not
supposed to notice that).

Russ Bell

Ontario, Canada

It's commendable that you keep
Bela Lugosi out there in the public eye
by having him in every issue. I guess
you've printed 36 issues and he's

been in every one of them, often

featured on the cover and taking up
the greater part of the interior pages.
Even Gary Don Rhodes (with his

Lugosi fan club) and Bill Obaggy (with

HIS Lugosi fan club) couldn't keep
going very long, excellent though they
were. But you folks keep it going year
after year,

I've seen about 40 Lugosi films. Is

there any consensus as to what his

best one is?

Chester Morgan
Chicago, IL

(It depends on whom you talk to.

Bela, Jr thinks Dracula is his dad's
greatest Film. Personally, I think The

Raven is the greatest, the absolute
Citizen Kane of horror thrillers, and
the most flamboyant role of Bela's
career We're going to have an article

on this in the next issue of CM, which
all Lugosi lovers should find
enthralling. MC)

Karin Black. Charlie Chaplin SArcenio Islas

You've won me over. I always look at

your mag, but that one page piece on
Tongolele is causing me to subscribe
to your magazine. She is truly

beautiful, fantastic sounding, and the
whole story is the kind of thing you
just wouldn't read in any other film

magazine, but which always seems to
make it's way into yours. Your chance
encounter with Arcenio Islas, which
led to your talking to the fabulous
Tongolele was an astounding read.
Here's my $30 for a subscription.
Keep up the good work.
Jerry Lansing
Bronx, NY

Don MankowskTs analysis of the
"Fiy" films (CM #35) was excellent,

and really makes it clear that many
so-called science fiction films, while
they may be very well done in some
respects, are actually fantasies
disguised as SF. My favorite examples
are The TIngler (in which Vincent Price

discovers that we all have a small
caterpillar-like creature living in our
spine) and Dr. Blood's Coffin (in which
Kieron Moore discovers that decaying
corpses can be restored to life with a

heart transplant).

And let's not forget Riders to the
Stars, in which we are told that
cosmic rays are not only doing terrible

damage to our experimental rockets.

CULTWIEJ
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but are gradually turning the moon
"Into a ball of dust" (!!??)

Sad to say, I am not surprised by

Forry Ackerman's report of meeting a

young woman who never heard of

Boris Karloff. In the last few years, I

have met several young adults who
never heard of Karloff, Lugosi, Edward
G. Robinson, Fredric March, or Al

Jolson. Almost everyone of my
generation (the immediate post-WW2
baby boom) was basically familiar

with the show business giants of the

previous one or two generations, even

if they had died before we were born.

But no more! Cultural amnesia is truly

upon us.

Marc Russell

Los Angeles, CA

The tribute to Arkoff was my main

attraction to your 36th issue, since

the AIP movies were what kept me
interested in American movies time

and time again. I also think there was

more originality and creativity and

even quality in one AIP movie than in

this year's Hollywood output

combined.

However I was disturbed by the

opening statement made in Buddy

Barnett's "Cult Movies Underground"

column, although I agree madmen
were responsible for a tragedy that

left so many people devastated. The

support given to the United States

and its allies, Europe for instance, in

it's difficult struggle is what stuck in

my throat. Is Iran an evil, sickening

and vile country because they are

trying to establish a democracy? Are

the women and children in Palestine

vile and sickening people as well?

Bush has said that Iran is an evil

country, although Iran was America's

ally in the Afghanian war And

although Bush Is not directly

responsible for the violence in

Palestine he is responsible for not

making a genuine effort to stop it. It

is not Sept. 11 that changed our world

forever; it's the reaction that came
after it.

Steven Rutten

When I was five years old, our family

took me to the local drive-ins to see

the various Goliath, Hercules, and

Samson films imported from Italy. We
saw other films also, but those were

my favorites. Those films totally

influenced my life. For over 30 years

CULT MOVIES

I've worked out daily, especially on

the bench press. Today I'm just under

195 pounds, with 19 inch biceps and

a 49 inch chest. I plan to come to

Hollywood and use my body to get

into the film industry, as I think I'm a

fairly photogenic guy. Exposure to

these films at an early age may also

have influenced my sexual ideas also,

if you know what I mean.
So I was delighted to see your

magazine running articles on the

muscleman epics about five years

ago, often under the byline of

Stephen Flacassier. When he would

drop a descriptive detail about the

size of a man's nipple, of the

development of a certain actor's

arms, chest, legs and ass as recorded

in a series of movies, I felt he was the

greatest film writer in the business.

No other movie mag covered the

scene this well, and I subscribed so as

to get every issue.

Then, suddenly, you dropped
Flacassier and the entire topic. Why? I

let my sub run out, but I swear I'll

renew if you run articles and photos

from these classic erotic films. I can't

believe I'm the only lover of this

genre, and I think you made an error

dropping a hot topic.

Mighty Joe Hung
Oakland, CA

(Okay, pal. It's time to put your $30
where your mouth is. You'll notice

some new and different sword n'

sandal items in the video review

section this issue, by Stephen
Flacassier and others. We are reviving

the topic. I've been conference calling

with young Mr Flacassier, and he's

planning a series of additional text for

next issue. Also, we've talked about

doing a full book-a-zine on the subject

in the near future. Get a good grip on

your lance, and be ready for a thrill

ride back to the 1960's; of tortures

endured and heroic deeds performed

by musclebound men dripping with

olive oil in front of the wide-screen

Italian camera lens. I'll expect your

subscription check by return male. MC)

Send your letters of comment
to: Cult Movies, PO Box 1047,

Hollywood CA 90078.

Then watch for them on these

pages next time.

PHANTOM VIDEO
CNCUT/UNCENSORED Horror,

sleaze, cult & sexploitation Imports,

rarities & bizarre 6Ims on VHS
Psychedelic & X-Rated erotic horror

S&M, infamous & obscure imports

For our updated catalog send S3 to

PHANTOM VIDEO
Dept C, P O &OX 7301

Jupiter, FL 33468
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didyou read these
magazines as a kid?
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then read the stoiy
behind them in:

THE WARREN fOMMNION
THE ULTIMATE REFERENCE GUIDE TO WARREN PUDLISHING

In this 272-page, heavily-illustrated

book, read how publisher James
Warren, with help from the likes of
editor Forrest J Ackerman, created

a youth-orientedpublsihing empire.

Book includes:

* Newpainted cover by Alex Horley
* A definitive Warren checklist
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JAMES WARREN: "A Friend For Life!"

Special Guest Commentary: Verne Langdon

My nearly 40-year Friendship with

Jim Warren goes aii the way back to

1 964 when T was co-owner of Don
Post Studios, i had unwittingiy (but
nonetheiess iiiegaiiyi) "borrowed"
the "MONSTERS" part of the
registered, copyrighted FAMOUS
MONSTCRS iogo for our monthiy
Genii the Conluiois Magazine ad, in

which we were presenting the Don
Post Studios Monsters, which
inciuded Dracula, Frankenstein's
Monster, The Mummy, Phantom of

the Opera, Mr. Hyde, and The
Woltman (S8,95 each). As an avid
FM reader ever since #1 "The
Coilector's Edition" hit the stands in

1958, i felt our masks would be a
welcome addition to the popular
magazine's Captain Company mall
order department, (I remember that
first cover' Jim Warren, himself, was
wearing a Don Post "over-the-head,
borrowed personality" green $3,95
Frankenstein Monster mask and tux,

and Marlon Moore was wearing
glossed fire-engine red lipstick and
a very snug-fitting and nicely-low-

cut black cocktail dressi) Anyway,
when our ad with the eye-catching
header broke in Genii, I had a
bunch of flier-copies of it made up,

and sent them out to novelty and
costume shops everywhere. I also

sent one to the publisher of Famous
Monsters ol Filmland magazine, one
James Warren, whom I had never
mef In my life,

A week or so later, I received a
personal letter from the very same
Mr. James Warren. Publisher of

Famous Monsters ot Filmland
magazine, succinctly explaining to

me that he had always wanted to

own a mask company, and
inasmuch as I had violated certain

United States copyright laws by
"borrowing" his magazine's logo for

our ad, his attorneys would be
seeing us in court Then he added
(much to my relief), fhat if I wanted
to avoid such a confrontation, I

should contact Bon Toubmon, the

Captain of the Captain Company,
and make arrangements to sell our
masks in the magazine.

After I changed into a dry set of

trousers. I postmaste telephoned Mr.

Taubman (actually Jim's Father - Jim
was born a Taubman), and he was
very nice and we agreed to do
business, and I never “borrowed"
anything again, except the "Paul

Muni" life mask (see the article on
Bela Lugosi's Life Mask elsewhere in

this issue).

There's no denying business with

Warren Publishing was always very
good. We sold a large volume of

product through Jim's Captain
Company. But of ufmost
Importance to me was then - and is

now - the fact Jim Warren is a man
of his word. At Warren Publishing

Company he was committed to

meeting his company's financial

obligations expediently, in a better-

than-timely manner. He was very

much "in charge" of Warren
Publishing Company, and ran a
tight ship, dedicated to turning out
the very finest publications that his

readers money could buy He was
(and remains to this day) always
ready to help in any way possible.

Little wonder we embarked upon
an etched-ln-granite-on-going
friendship that continues to this very

day. The most recent time i saw Jim
and his dear Friend Gloria Goldberg
in person, they came out from
Philadelphia in August of '98 to do a
convention in San Diego, then rode
the train all the way up the
California coasf to Montecito to

stay with me for an incredible get-

togefher. We talk on the phone
frequently, and communicate by
email and snail-mail continually Jim
is tons of fun to know: he was a
Major influence In fhe Monster
Revolution, and today he is a Major
Influence to a number of people:
I'm so lucky to be among them.
And I'm so happy he has

authorized the book. Just published,
which details the output of his

creative years in the magazine field.

The Warren Companion Is a
reference guide which shows the
pioneering efforts of my friend: and
how for decades, he created the
trends which other publishers

followed. I was sent an
autographed copy the moment it

left the printing press, and
thoroughly endorse it Any fan
reading these words will be
enthralled by the contents of this

astounding new book,

—
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BY

JOHN O’DOUD
Ah. we judge each other harshly.

Knowing not lifi's hidden force:

Knowing not thefount ofaction

Js much less turbid at its source.

Seeing not amid the evil

Ml die golden grains ofgood,

Oh, wed love each other better

Ifwe only understood.-Kw.'t\ot Unknown

At first the sanitation workers thought it

was a bag of trash. It was only when the two men
got a closer look did they realize that what they

had thought was just another piece of garbage
scattered beneath the Dumpster they had come to

empty, was in reality the body of a woman lying

on her side. The location was a small, vacant
parking lot hidden behind a group of stores on
Sunset Boulevard and Fairfax Avenue, in the heart

of Hollywood. The Dumpster, and two others that

were nearby, faced Fairfax and serviced a Thrifty

Drugstore, an A & P supermarket and The Brush
Wave Beauty Shop. Although Los Angeles is

known for its temperate climate, at 5:30 a.m in

February, the chilly air will typically hover
somewhere near the 45 degree mark. Despite this,

the woman was'clad only in a thin, cotton shift and
a pair of slippers, and with the smudge of dried

blood caked ^ick around her nose and upper lip,

she appeared, at first glance, to be dead. Standing
over her, the garbage men could see that an ugly
mass of old bruises and welts covered her arms
and legs—like purple ink-blots, vivid, even in the
subdued light of dawn. With two inches of dark
roots fighting their way through a brassy, blonde
mess, her hair was bunched in knots atop her
head, like some tangled bee's nest gone awry. So
battered was her appearance that it made it almost
impossible to determine what she actually looked
like underneath all the layers of dried blood and
dirt. Orw of the men later said that the sight of her
crumpled body lying on the pavement of that

empty parking lot, made it appear as if she had
been, "dumped out of the sky" When at last they

noticed that she was still breathing, the two
workers rushed to get help.

Later that morning, word spread
quickly down Sunset Boulevard and all across

town that the woman the men had found was none
other than Barbara Payton, former movie star and
tabloid queen—and a longtime denizen of
Hollywood's Skid Row. Those who remembered
the name were not surprised, for despite the fact

that her film career had ended 12 years earlier—in

a blaze of sordid scandal and poisonous
publicity—Payton had never really left

12

Hollywood...at least not for long. When she had
ventured away from its bright lights for two years

in the mid 1950's, to live among a herd of seaside

peasants on the coast of Mexico, the experience

proved so disastrous she had come crawling back
to town, leaving a trail of empty booze bottles and
busted dreams in her wake. But instead of finding

cheering crowds and klieg lights awaiting her

return, she had found only silence...and shadows.
Her metaphoric plunge from the top of the famed
Hollywood sign, into the bowels of L.A.'s back
streets and alleyways, had brought her to where
she was now...lying in a contorted heap beneath a

mound of rotting trash.

When Barbara Payton was found beside
the garbage Dumpster in Frijruary 1967, she had
spent the last decade of her life in a self-imposed

prison that spanned a 20 to 25-block radius of

Hollywood—an area roughly the size of New York
City's Central Park. Hidden somewhere among
the town's gloss and tinsel, she figured, were the

remnants of who she once was—and what she
had—and if she looked hard enough—she could

surely reclaim all that she had lost. But, by the time

Payton landed unconscious in that Sunset
Boulevard parking lot, she had long since
bypassed Hollywood's gloss aitd tinsel, and had
instead found herself laid to waste on a sad, lonely
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road of physical, menial and emotional ruin. That

she had managed to survive the previous ten years

of her life had simply amazed those who knew of

the unrelenting hell she had endured.

Barbara Payton's many desperate

attempts to embrace the dream of Hollywood

delivered her instead to its darkest and ugliest

comers. Few others have fallen from its opulence

to its squalor in such rapid and complete

fashion...and fewer still, with the absolute

determination she possessed, to completely self-

destruct. When taking into consideration the many

enemies she made during her twenty years in The

Land of Lost Dreams, it is somehow ironic that she

would be found lying beneath a trash bin—for

Barbara Payton truly had been chewed up by the

Hollywood machine, and then spit out like so

much garbage. In the gray dawn of that February

morning in 1%7, Payton was fast approaching her

firul exit. The path that led her to this place of such

utter solitude and inner desolation had begun 39

years earlier, in a small, Midwestern town—2,000

miles, and a thousand lifetimes, away.

It was amid the towering pines and cold

winds of Cloquet, Minnesota that Barbara Lee

Redfield was bom on November 19, 1927. She was

an infant of tremendous beauty, says longtime

Cloquet resident Mildred Golden, who as a child

remembers a baby "...with hair so blonde it was

almost snow-white, and the deepest, most

beautiful blue eyes." Her parents, Erwin Lee

(nicknamed "Flip" by family and friends), a

construction worker, and Mabel, a housewife,

were middle-class, blue-collar types, and by all

known accounts, Barbara and her younger brother

Frank had a decidedly average childhood. Several

former neighbors of hers—all contemporaries of

Barbara—recall a "bright, outgoing and athletic

little girl" who seemed to derive a great deal of

enjoyment from the state's many wintertime

activities, including ice skating, skiing and

sledding. "I loved the winters," she later wrote of

her childhood in Cloquet. "The cold, crisp

Minnesota winters, with a blue-black sky at night

and a billion stars you could reach up and grab by

the handful. I think I made a wish on every one of

those stars." Reared as a church-going Roman

Catholic in a conventional and typical small-town

manner—one that practically demanded good

behavior and domestic aptitude in all female

family members—she took an early interest in

cooking and became quite good at it by her pre-

teen years. It was a skill that remained intact

throughout her life, and Barbara would later relish

the opportunity to whip up gourmet meals for her

various beaus, husbands and friends.

As she reached her adolescence, Barbara

Lee Redfield first began to experience her

powerful (and seemingly, effortless) influCTtce on

the opposite sex. Years later, she would recall an

incident that occurred when she was eleven or

twelve, when a famous actor appeared at a war

bond rally near her hometown. A starstruck

Barbara claimed she got to see the celrfjrity only

after negotiating with an older boy to get her into

the auditorium. He wanted to put his hands under

her blouse and "cop a feel" in exchange for the

ticket, she said, but Barbara would only allow him

to rest his hand between her legs. She had gotten

her way, however, and the lesson she learned was

obvious... bargain for what you want, then play

the game, and win. It was perhaps the first in a

series of trade-offs that would forever change the
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In England during “Four Sided Triangle

John Payton, Air Force Captain, and

wife Barbara Payton

course of her life.

In the late 1930s, the Redfield family

moved to Odessa, a Texas oil town, and the

teenaged Barbara soon evolved into a striking, 5'4-

beauty ("with long legs like an antelope",

remembers one elderly man who knew her). In

contrast to her irmate wholesomeness, she picked

up a brazen and tough-talking persona at some

made enough contacts during her initial stay there

that she obtained a screen test with RKO Studios.

It didn't lead to much at first, but Barbara had her

foot in the door and wasn't about to let the

opportunity get away from her.

Back home, she gave birth to a son, John

Lee, and—in rapid succession—ditched her

husband, left her baby with her parents, and with

point along the way, and was easily seduced by all

the male attention she attracted at Odessa High

School. She later wrote that she lost her virginity at

15_jo a schoolmate's 45-year old father, who had

sexual relations with her in a dry bathtub in his

home while the unknowing guests at his surprise

birthday party celebrated downstairs. Barbara

never reported what was, without question, a case

of statutory rape. It is particularly compelling to

worvder how this higWy inappropriate (not to

mention illegal) occurrence may have influenced

her subsequent attitudes about men—and if her

future sexual habits carried with them an element

of subconscious revenge against the older man

who stole her innocence at 15.

During her junior year at Odessa High

School, Barbara, then 16, eloped with a local boy,

William Hodge, but the marriage was quickly

annulled by her parents. The following year, she

wore a low-cut dress to a dance at a military base

and attracted the attention of a handsome, 22-year

old Air Force Captain named John Payton. They

were married within weeks, and Barbara—who,

like so many, harbored vague dreams of movie

stardom since childhood—convinced him to take

her to Hollywood for their honeymoon. As

enraptured as he was with his sultry young bride,

Payton agreed, and once there, Barbara soaked up

every bit of the town's glamorous ambiance. She

decided this was the place for her and amazingly

a single suitcase, headed back to Hollywood as

fast as she could. Barbara got a job as a carhop at

Stan's Driveln, on the comer of Sunset Boulevard

and Highland Avenue, and used the tips she made

to gain entree into the town's nightclub scene.

With her sweet-but-sexy looks and her somewhat

ribald sense of humor, she quickly became a

popular figure at such plush Sunset Strip hot spots

as Giro's, Mocambo and the Trocadero, and was

dubbed "Queen of the Nightclubs" by a local

newspaper columnist. Though untrained in

acting, Barbara Payton nabbed a starlet's contract

with Universal Studios in late 1948 and did a few

bit parts, but the studio dropped her the following

summer after word got around that she was

having an affair with married man Bob Hope.

They had met in March 1949—at a hotel party in

Houston—and Barbara became a kind of 1940‘s

groupie, following Hope around the country for

several weeks as he made personal appearances.

Upon their return to Hollywood, the actor

allegedly set her up in a little love-nest on

Cheremoya Avenue, for which he promptly

purchased all the necessary furnishings

(including, in the words of one tabloid, "...a king-

size double bed that was the set for many

rollicking good times.") The couple's sex fling,

however, would last just six months—ending

abruptly when Barbara began pressuring him for

large amounts of money to help cover her living
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expenses. Bob Hope's advisors reporledly paid
her off with a handsome sum—with the
stipulation that she kept quiet and disappeared,
Payton happily bowed out ... and went through all

the cash in a matter of months. The foul-mouthed,
booze-swillmg, "hot-to-lrot hoyden with an
angel's face" quickly evolved into a hard and
mercenary little number with a cunning brain. She
went back to partying at Mocambo, where she was
photographed over the next several months dining
with billionaire Howard Hughes, huddled in a
booth between movie tough guy John Ireland and
mobster Mickey CohCTi, and downing shots with
wealthy LA paving contractor jerry Bialac.

Veteran B-movie actor Mickey Knox also dated
Barbara during this time. In an interview with
author Patrick McGillan for the book TENDER
COMRADES; A BACKSTORY OF THE
HOLLYWOOD BLACKLIST (co-authored by Paul
Buhle), he recalls a compulsive and passionate
lover who "...kept me in bed once for three days
and nights, even feeding me (there). She wouldn't
let me get out of bed! 1 had to crawl out on my
hands and knees. A helluva girl!" Payton was
moving so fast she even managed a brief affair

with actor George Raft, and an even shorter
engagement to high-powered entertainment
lawyer Greg Bautzer. Kicking up dust like a wild
mustang on the loose, it's safe to say she was
playing the entire field. Reminiscing about the
young Payton, legendary film producer A C, Lyles
fondly recalls, "Baitara never had an itch she
didn't scratch!"

At 22, Barbara had her first starring role,
as a doomed nightclub cigarette girl, in the well-
received 1949 film noir, TRAPPED, with Lloyd
Bridges—and her first set of unsavory headlines

his bullying ways and propensity for using strong-
arm tactics, Don Cougar was just one of the many
shady characters to whom an excitement-craving
Payton had gravitated. She was also running with
Hollywood party girl Lila Leeds and with several
members of the nolonous Sica mob, and in early
1950, there were more lurid headlines when she
and Cougar were called before a Federal Grand
Jury in the perjury trial of their friend Stanley
Adams, a heroin dealer already serving time for
killing pusher-tumed-informant Abe Davidian.
Payton and Cougar concurred with Adams
testimony that he was dining with them in
Barbara's apartment at the time of the hit, but
apparently their alibis were so weak and
unconvincing, Adams was found guilty of perjury
and remained imprisoned on the murder charge.

Barbara Payton was signed to WB
Studios in 1950—at $5,000 a week—and
immediately co-starred with James Cagney in the
violent crime drama, KISS TOMORROW
GOODBYE. Playing a good girl gone bad through
her association with a sadistic gangster played by
Cagrwy (she ends up killing him after he beats
her), Barbara turned in her finest screen
performance. She acquitted herself so well in the
film, WB doubled her weekly salary and gave her
a featured role as the conniving prairie tramp
"Flo", in the Gary Cooper Technicolor western,
DALLAS. Over the years, it's been widely alleged
that Payton had sexual episodes with both Cooper
and another co-star, Steve Cochran, during the
making of the film. A former scene-still

photographer (who worked for another studio)
knew Barbara in the 1950s and asserts, "(1 know)
she and Steve Cochran fooled around with each
other when they were making DALLAS. They
used to go behind the western sets on the WB back
lot and grab a 'quickie' And, she and Gary
Coopjer had, what 1 guess you might want to call,

that September when the L.A. TIMES reported that
her new boyfriend, a 28 year-old movie extra (and
part-time drug dealer) named Don Cougar, beat
up Barbara's elderly landlady in a 3 a.m. dispute
over the amount Barbara owed on her rent. With

a dressing-room romance' " This man also recalls
an amusing—if pathetic—homage to Barbara's
increasingly trashy reputation; 'There was a story
going around town at the time that the crew would
celebrate the end of each day's filming by sending
Payton's petticoats up a flag pwle, flying them over

the WB lot at half-staff! Barbara Payton was one
hot-looking and rautKhy broad!"

Barbara followed her small but
decorative role in DALLAS with the female lead in
a Gregory Peck film, ONLY THE VALIANT (in
which Army officer Peck and cavalryman Gig
Young vie for her virtuous Cathy Eversham
character), and once again, repxirtedly had a sexual
fling with her leading man during its production.
By this time, Payton was being squired around
town by a new sugar daddy—the classy movie
star, Franchot Tone, a distinguished and wealthy
man twenty-two years her senior. Tone had
spotted her holding court at Ciro's, and was
immediately captivated by Baibara's beauty and
highly irreverent nature. An ex-husband of Joan
Crawford, Tone lavished daily gifts of champagne,
flowers and expensive jewelry on Payton—while
she cooked him gourmet meals—and they were
soon engaged. The debortair actor publicly
announced plans to purchase a ranch for Barbara
in Pomona, and with her film career ascending, it's

clear that the woman whom WB had recently
named 'the white diamond with blue eyes' was
sitting on top of the world.

As was her wont when things were
running too smoothly in her life, Barbara threw
monkey wrench into the proceedings when she
started sneaking around with handsome Guy
Madison, the co-star of her latest film, the big-
budgeted Civil War drama, DRUMS IN THE DEEP
SOUTH. Madison, then married to troubled,
alcoholic actress Gail Russell, quickly fell under
Payton's irresistible spell and began joining her
after work in late-night dates m Barbara's new
apartment. It didn't take long for Tone to get wind
of his fiancee's cheating ways, and one night,

while spying on her, he allegedly caught Payton
and Madison in bed together. The story spread like

wildfire through Hollywood and was exp)osed to
the public in a steamy article in CONFIDENTIAL
magazine, the top exploitation "rag" of the day.

Despite her embarrassing indiscretions, Payton
and Tone remained engaged, however WB Studios
was not pleased with Barbara's antics and
punished her by tossing her to "Poverty Row" for
the now-famous cult film, BRIDE OF THE
GORILLA.

The picture (written and directed by
THE WOLF MAN'S illustrious Curt Siodmak and
co-starring Raymond Burrand an alcohol-wrecked
Lon Chaney) was your typical low-budget, jungle
melodrama of the day, but Payton's appearance in

it proved memorable. First seen dancing alone
under a slow-moving ceiling fan. Barbara-
wearing sexy espadrilles and with her shapely,
hourglass figure encased in a tight sarong—looks
stunning. Her near-perfect physical countenance
and sensuous undulating in this scene were
mesmerizing, and helped disguise the fact that the
film itself was a rather trashy affair (but one,
however, in which Barbara delivered an
exceptionally strong acting performance). During
the making of BRIDE OF THE GORILLA, rumors
bounced around town that Barbara was carrying
on in more sleazy 'dressing room encounters', this

time with two of the film's supporting players

—

aging, alcoholic Tom Conway, and black actor/ex-
LA. Rams football star Woody Strode. In a 2002
interview with author Tom Weaver, the late

Herman Cohen, the film's producer stated,

"Barbara Payton was a gorgeous gal, (and) she was
a fun person. She liked to laugh. ..and she was a
little crazy. (You might say) she was a whore who
got lucky."
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In July 1951, Franchot Tone was in New
York City on business when Barbara attended a

Hollywood pool party at the Sunset Plaza Hotel

and met Tom Neal, a hard drinking, ur^employed,

cowboy actor who had starred some years before

in the renowned film noir classic DETOUR.
Legend'has it that Barbara spotted the 37-year old

Neal on the high-diving board (sporting an

impressively muscular build in a tight pair of

bathmg briefs) and later uttered a statement to the

press that was not only unintentionally comical

but also a keen example of her flighty arvi rather

shallow rmnantici "Hor\ey, I took just one look

at him and i absolutely flippedl" she gushed. "It

was love at first sight. He kMked so wonderful in

his trunks, I knew he was the only man in my life!"

A sexually predatory Barbara Payton evidently

met her male counterpart that day in the macho

Tom Neal, and the couple dove h^dfirst into an

affair. The actor's son (Tom Neal, Jr.) reveals that

his father was "...intrigued by the way Barbara

acted and thought like a man. She was extremely

aggressive and went after what she wanted, with

absolutely no fear whatsoever. Dad said she loved

playing games with men and could rtever get

erwugh attention. She apparently drove the men in

her life nuts and took great pride in her

iovemaking skills. My father told me once that

Barbara was like 'an alley cat in heat' and was

always ready, willing and able to have sex at any

time, anywhere..." Although engaged to Franchot

Torw, Payton proposed marriage to Neal and

invited him to move into her lavish duplex

apartment (for which Tone was paying the rent)!

Her neigWxjrs later told the press that they often

saw a shirtless Tom Neal working out with

barbells on Barbara's patio, while she lay nearby,

drinking champagrw and sunbathing in the nude.

When Tone returned to Los Angeles that August,

Barbara did an about-face artd tossed Neal aside

for her wealthier fiaru^.

What followed in the next few weeks

were tw fewer than half-a-dozen engagements to

both Tone and Neal—sometimes taking place

concurrently! Driven by loo much booze and her

active libido, Barbara devoted more and more of

her time and energy into pitting her two

boyfriends agairst one another. She anrwunced

plans to marry Neal in Las Vegas on September 14,

1951, but on the eve of their wedding, dumped
him for an afternoon tryst with Franchot Tone at

The Beverly Hills Hotel. Upon their return to

Barbara's apartment after a night of bar-hopping,

the triangle fiiully exploded when an enraged

Tom Neal beat Tone in a bloody, pre-dawn assault

on Payton's patio, leaving the older actor comatose

for 16 hours and hospitalized with severe head

injuries. Barbara received a black eye in a brawl

that made worldwide headlines. A series of bizarre

news stories followed, detailing everything from

Barbara climbiitg the hospital's outside fire escape

to visit her battered boyfriend, to her bringing him

shakers of ice-cold martinis, "...to help soothe his

nerves" In the staid societal climate er\gendered

by the McCarthy 'witch hunts', Payton's

freewheeling lifestyle shocked America's

bourgeois sensibilities and the press responded by

crucifying her in print. The dust had barely settled

on the row when irate WB president jack L.

Warner invoked the dictums found in the morals

clause of her film contract and immediately

dropped her from the studio's roster. A.C. Lyles
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remembers Barbara telling him, "I know I'm

getting bad publicity, A.C., but 1 couldn't care less.

I'm havin' so much fun!" Though she and

Franchot Tone wed after his release from the

hospital, the marriage was an alcohol-fueled

nightmare that ran aground in just 53 days when

Barbara walked out on him and returned to Tom

Neal.

A highly-publicized reconciliation

several weeks later at the Warwick Hotel in New
York City ended disastrously following a fiery

argument in which Tone r^wrtedly discovered

Payton talking to Neal on the telephone, and

responded by throwing Barbara's jewelry box out

the 15th floor wirKlow of their hotel suite. The

high-pitched drama continued with Barbara

swirling the phone at her husband's head, nearly

hitting him, and then locking herself in the

bedroom where she swallowed a handful of

Seconal. Barbara's bungled attempt at suicide was

resolved in an extremely messy fashion with an

emetic administered by the hotel doctor. The

drcus-Iike atmosphere surrounding his marriage

to "Hollywood's Hell-Raising Hussy" finally

convinced Franchot Tone that he had had enough.

He divorced Barbara in July 1952, using some

sensational photographs taken by a Hollywood

private detective to prove his allegations of

infidelity. The photos, shot through the transom of

a seedy. Sunset Strip motel room, showed Payton

(naked but for a black garter belt and beads)

engaging in oral sex with Neal. Incensed and

vengeful over this latest betrayal. Tone made

dozens of duplicates of the shots and then

distributed them around Hollywood in sealed,

unmarked envelopes, hoping the sexually explicit

images would destroy Barbara's chances of getting

any future film work. The Tone/Payton divorce

trial found Barbara once again being paid off to

disappear, much like she was in the Bob Hope

affair. She reportedly received a "cash

consideration that was satisfactory" in the

settlement, and subsequently moved into a

beautiful, 15-room mansion (with servants!) in

Beverly Hills.

Now objects of intense ridicule, Payton

and Neal high-tailed it out of town and traveled to

England, where she had star billing in the B-films

BAD BLONDE (a dismal melodrama that found

Barbara camping it up as a sex-crazed murderess)

and the Terence Fisher-directed sci-fi yawn,

FOUR-SIDED TRIANGLE. Neither film furthered

her standing in the business. After five months

abroad, Payton and Neal returned to Hollywood

in December, with Barbara sporting a (faux) British

accent, "...so thick, the Duke of Windsor might

have envied it" (as acid-iongued gossip maven

Sheilah Graham reported in her column). In her

newly acquired—and just as quickly cast aside

—

British cant, Barbara formally announced that Tom

Neal had taken over the management of her career,

and vowed that she would only be accepting, in

her words, "...really strong film roles." Later that

month, Payton obviously relented when she

donned a cave girl outfit and co-starred with

Sonny Tufts, another alcohol-sodden performer on

a career slide, in a ridiculous comedy entitled RUN
FOR THE HILLS OACK BRODER

PRODUCTIONS). Directed in broad, slapstick

style by B-Movie war-horse Lew Landers (THE

RAVEN, THE RETURN OF THE VAMPIRE), the

film's banal plot concerns an insurance actuary's

paranoid over what he believes to be an impending

nuclear holocaust, and his attempts to escape it by

moving into a desert mine with his wife. Peppered

with walk-ons from several lower-rung, if

dependable, performers like Jean Willes, Richard

Benedict and Byron Foulger, RUN FOR

HILLS had the look and ambiance of a
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Three-Stooges short.. .minus the charm and energy. A
tired, old vaudeville sketch in search of an audience, it

went the way of Barbara's two previous filins..straight to

the bottom-half of double bills across the country.

Neal and Payton, both appearing wrecked

and dissipated from too many late rughts carousing cm

the Sunset Strip, wound up next at Lippert Studios, where

they acted in a dreary, botlom-of-the-barrel western, THE
GREAT JESSE JAMES RAID. (Barbara, her tumid body

packed into a tight vest and jeans, had the part of a tough,

buxom, saloon singer). Commenting on Payton's by-iraw

weathered appearance, the film's producer, Bob Lippert,

Jr, says, 'H'o tell you the truth, 1 honestly didn't thmk

Barbara was all that attractive...nol at that point, anyway.

She wasn't a real looker, like Rita Hayworth was, for

instance. But she was a nice person. Not a snob or

anything like that, just a real down-to-earth, small-town

kind of girl. But one, I might add, with a load of

problems."

In June of '53, Barbara and Tom toured the

U.S. in a quickly slapped together summer stock

producbon of THE I’OSTMAN ALWAYS RINGS TWICE.

During the play's opening-night performance at the

Drury Lane Theater in Chicago, Barbara allegedly went

on stage blitzed, aitd passed out in Neal's arms. Revived

moments later only to collapse again, she was finally

carried offstage and brought to a local hospital for

observation. The duo finished the tour in a series of dead-

end. backwater towns—where there came nimors that

Tom Neal was physically beating Barbara—and in late

1953, their sadomasochistic relationship finally dissolved

in a violent storm of booze and fights. (In the mid 1960s,

Neal was accused and convicted of shooting his third wife

to death in a jealous rage, aitd spent 7 years in a California

prison).

In the wake of her well-publicized split with

Tom Neal, Barbara hit the town fast.. .and hard. During

this time, she dyed the front half of her platinum blonde

hair a flaming red color, drew bizarre-looking tattoos on

her face and became a nightly barstool fixture at such

local spots as Chasen's, LaRue's, and the Cock and Bull

Bar. Bedecked in her finest jewelry and furs, Barbara was

always friendly, frequently dnmk, and reportedly

seldom—if ever—went h«ne alone. Veteran celebrity

interviewer Skip E. Lowe says, "By this time, she was

pretty much 'damaged goods' She had gotten into really

wild behavior... (like) picking up strange guys in gas

stations and in two-bit lounges up and down the Pacific

Coast Highway. Barbara frequently stayed at the Carden

of Allah on Sunset, and there were rumors that she was

propositioning all the young bellboys at the hotel and

taking them back to her bungalow." Payton's libertine

lifestyle was hot copy, and local journalists began

referring to her in the gossip columns as "GlitterviUe's

Top Tramp"—that is, when not running blind items cm

her more sensational escapades. She was still maintaining

a high profile on the HoUywood party circuit and was

dating celebrities—married and unmarried, openly and

secretly—in a somewhat frantic display of activity. While

vacationing in Las Vegas, she bedded hotel lifeguard (and

soon-to-be movie Tarzan) Gordon Scott. A 6'3" Adonis

with 19" biceps and curly hair, Scott was ripe for the

picking. He later recalled "...an exciting roU-in-the-hay.

Barbara hadn’t gone completely around the bend yet...she

still 'had if She was hot."

Barbara was delighted when one of her

suitors, a well-known film star, bought her a brand new,

56,000 Cadillac convertible for "services icndeied" "The

second lime he came back, I asked him what he was going

to give me this time", she taler wrote “He got mad at me
and 1 never spoke to him again. Enough of memories.

They hurt." In 1953, it was reported that she took up with

notorious playboy Serge Rubenstein, widely known at the

time as a "high<lass bum" and womanizer whose list of

conquests included many Hollywood actresses. (Soon

after lus affair with Payton ended, Rubenstein was the

victim of a homicide that for many years remained

unsolved). Barbara was no longer very particular in her

choice of companions and went from stuntman to bit

player to gigolo, generously bestowing her favors on all.

Carrying on with punks and riffraff as often as she was

with Hollywood celebrities, Barbara was cutting a mile-

wide swath through a town that was using her up even

quicker than she was using it. Barbara Payton's

name emee again made outrageous front page headlines

in May 1954 when it was alleged that she gave two of her

fur coats (valued at over $12,000) to the owner of a

downtown Los Angeles tavern—in exchange for the

dismissal of a S200 bar tab she owed! Legendary

cinematic bad girl and genre film icon Yvette Vkkers

recalls meeting Barbara that year in a HoUywood
restaurant, and remembers being deeply saddened by

what she learned about Barbara's current Lifestyle. "I was

18 and dating Norman Levin, who was (hen the CEO of

Thrifty Drugs (the well-known drug store chain at whose

Sunset Boulevard Location Barbara's urKonscious body

would later be found)", recalls Vkkers. "He and I were

dining at this nice restaurant in town when Barbara came

in alone and sal at the bar. Norman knew Barbara and

introduced us. I can't begin to teU you just how sturming

she looked that night. Barbara Payton was, without

question, one of the most gorgeous women I've ever seen!

She also seemed like a very warm, friendly person, but

sort of preoccupied ...and sad. Soon after Barbara arrived,

a man came in and sat down next to her, and after about

five minutes, they left together. I remember Norman
telling me that the man was a well-known drug dealer in

Hollywood and that he had heard from quite a few

people in town that Barbara was using heroin and that

this guy was her supplier. 1 was absolutely shocked."

As their lifestyles were appreciably differenl,

Yvette Vickers had no way of knowing that Barbara's

substance abuse had, in fact, started several years prior to

their meeting. The truth is, she had been using illegal

drugs pretty regularly since the late 40$, when she was the

main squeeze of L.A. dope pusher EX>n Cougar, and a

frequent escort of playboy-himed-junkie Stanley Adams.

From smoking pot to popping speed (which she used

almost daily to keep her weight down), to her constant

use of sleeping pills, and now, to shooting heroin, Paytem

had traveled down that long, winding road 1950'9 junkies

called, "the route" However, as Vickers notes, Barbara's

stunning looks had yet to be permanently effected by her

destructive habits. ‘1 can't understand it..Barbara was

still very beautiful. It's just mind-boggling to me that

despite looking so gorgeous and healthy, she was actually

using heroin! But, in a way, I suppose it makes perfect

sense. The town had completely turned ite back on her by

then, and that had to have made her very depressed.

What happened to Barbara is just so sad." Yvette Vickers

adds that she never again saw the real life 'bad girl' after

their ocw brief meeting in the summer of 1954.

The following year, Barbara's last motion

pkture was released, an underrated film noir entitled

MURDER IS MY BEAT, directed by cull movie maverick

Edgar C. Ulmer. Barbara was totally convincing as a jaded

nightclub singer and cemvkied killer who joins forces

with a hard-boiled cop (played by Paul Langton) to try

and prove her innocence. Though Paytoji performed well

in the piece, it was not a success, and her acting career

screeched to a halt. That same year, Barbara took a new
lover—a black man from the other side of town who
made his presence known to her neighbors by roaring

through the grounds of her sumptuous Beverly Kills

estate on a motorcycle Barbara continued thumbing her

nose at convention by moving him mto her home and

orchestrating the couple's splashy arrivals at several

HoUywood parties. Her reckless flaunting of their biracial

relationship aroused the industry's fury and drove the

final nail into a career that was already mortally

wounded.

Carlo Fiore, a struggling L.A. screenwriter

(and recovering heroin addict), was renting a studio

apartment in Payton's pool house at the lime, and, in his

1974 memoir of his close friendship with Marlon Brando,

entitled BUD: THE BRANDO I KNEW, he recalls

"...riding down Sunset Boulevard in Barbara Payton's red

Cadillac convertible with her and her friend, a Las Nbgas

showgirt named Mickey...two gorgeous lookin' broads."

In the book, Fiore, a onetime actor, tells of wandering over

to the main house one day and inadvertently seeing his

landlady and her new boyfriend making love on the

Uving room floor. He abo claims that Payton once

propositioned him during the time he Uved there, by

appearing unexpectedly in his apartment at 2 a m. and

suggesting her "specially" He writes, "Apparently she

was interested only in oral sex. There was something off-

center about thb girl—not sexually, but in some strange

fashion she seemed to drive men insane." Carlo Fiore

maintains that Marlon Brando vbited him often at

Barbara's home during this time and says that he and

Barbara watched the Academy Awards on her television

the night Brando won the Oscar for hb performance in

ON THE WATERFRONT In conclusion, Fiore laments

the day when he was forced to leave the estate after only

a few months, "...when Barbara's finances suddenly

collapsed."

Later that year, Barbara tost her Beverly Hilb

mansion under a mountain of unpaid bilb and was

arrested that October for passing bad checks at

Hollywood's Liquor Locker in order to buy booze.

Newspapers reported that, "A messy and double-chinned

Payton was at least 40 lbs. overweight and wearing skin-

tight black toreador pants and a bulging blouse when she

was carted off to the police station to be booked." Once

there, Barbara "mugged" for news photographers,

laughing and kidding-arotutd as if the arrest was a huge

joke to her. She appeared drugged at her trial and

snickered when she was fined 5100 and given a 60-day

suspended jail sentence after pleading indigence. In 1956,

a female gossip columrust with a lot of clout in

Hollywood—a woman who haled Barbara—staged a

campaign to destroy what little was bfl of her reputation

by exposing many of the actress's character flaws in a

series of scathing columns The negative publicity that

followed brought Barbara's ex-husband John Payton out

of the woodwork with an accusation that she had been

neglecting their 8-year old son (who had been living with

her since the early part of the decade). Among Captain

Payton's long Ibl of compbints were that Barbara had

routinely exposed the boy to "profane language, immoral

conduct, notoriety, unwholescwne activities and no moral

education." An ugly, courtroom custody battle for John,

Jr. followed, with the judge bbsUng Barbara as "...an unfit

mother, not to mention a thoroughly confused and

mbguided young woman." Her name continued Its

rapid slide into the gutter when she lost custody of her

son and was granted rights of monitored visitation only.

Now 29, Barbara threw in the towel and moved to the

desert town of Nogales, Arizona, where she mel a 11-year

old fuiTuture salesman, George Provas—in a bar—and
hastily married him the following week.

Barbara and husband #4 took off in her red

Cadillac and drifted aimlessly around Mexico for a while.

Low on funds, they landed on a side street in Tijuana,

where they holed-up in a rundown rooming house across
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from an all-nighi jai aiai parlor. Slumming in an open

cesspool wilh (he border lown's worst criminal element,

the couple wiled away the hours drinking in a local

cantina while vaguely plotting Payton’s Hollywood

comeback. Tijuana lost much of its raunchy allure for

Barbara once the liquor well ran dry, and her wanderlust

soon led her and her tagalong husband to the tiny coastal

village of Kino Bay. An enclave of tin-roof cannery shacks

on the Gulf of California, the hamlet provided an isolated

refuge for an emotionally banknipt Barbara Payton.

While George Provas acquired a beat-up boat and

attempted an ill-fated commercial fishing business,

Barbara got suntanned and bummed around the

village. ..a barefoot bohemian in a bikini lop and blue

jeans. In a ludicrous scenario straight outof a Ross Hunter

soap opera, Provas wheeled and dealed to get his

alcoholic wife a singing gig in a rowdy, waterfront bar

—

where the fallen star (clad in a rented gown and

accompanied by a barroom piano player) performed a

selection of movie torch songs. A wobbly and glassy-eyed

Payton sauntered among a boisterous, pawing crowd of

field hands and fishermen, and most likely reveled in this

latest burst of attention. However, the job quickly bit the

dust when Barbara started showing up for work loo

drunk to perform. Broke and drowiung in rotgut whiskey,

the couple began arguing—each blaming the other for

their mounting misfortunes. A fed-up Barbara left Kino

Bay and George Provas and in 1958 invaded the desert

resort of Palm Springs, where she hoped to change her

luck and land herself, "...a big otw" Bob Lipperl, Jr.

remembers seeing her one evening, sitting al the bar at the

Palm Springs Riviera Hotel. Old friends from her days al

Lipperl Pictures, Barbara and her former boss spoke only

briefly. "It was obvious to me she wasn't there to

socialize," says Lipperl. "Barbara looked terrible—very

coarse and haggard and heavily made-up. 1 looked al her

hands, and there was dirt under her fingernails, i

remember thinking, 'What happened to this girl'? Later

that night, the bartender told me that Barbara was

working out of the hotel bar as a $100 a night hooker."

Shaking his head in disbelief. Bob Lipperl adds, "Barbara

blew it. She had everything going for her, the world at her

feet.. .and she blew it."

Barbara's stay al the Palm Springs Riviera was

short-lived, as her hard and puffy appearance prevented

her from obtaining much trade in a town overflowing

with beautiful women. Once hotel management heard

about her tax-free business venture, she was promptly

escorted from the premises. Like the proverbial phoenix,

Barbara rose from the ashes of her latest disaster and

hitched a ride north on the hot, desert winds. A modern-

day prairie harlot wandering Ihe Wild West, she touched

down in Nevada, seeking solace for a while in the dusty

gambling town of Searchlight, located several miles

outside Las Vegas near the California border. Barbara

dated a gambler with mob ties (a man she demurely refers

to in her autobiography as “Dick Fortune"). In order to

survive, she again turned tricks—though this tune not in

the lush environment of the Palm Springs Riviera, but in

a tiny, furnished apartment over a casino. For Barbara, it

was a long way from Beverly Hills to what surely seemed

the loneliest spot on earth. Searchlight and "Dick

Fortune" ultimately proved to be little more than

momentary blurs on Payton's twisted road map of

memories. Within months, she was back on the road—

with Hollywood, again, her destination.

In August 1958, at 31, a revitalized Barbara

Payton reappeared in town and called a press conference

to aimounce her divorce from George Provas, and to put

the word out that she was officially resuming her acting

career. Tanned, thin and looking stylish in a tailored suit,

she had managed somehow to pull herself together to face

the openly hostile men of the fourth estate. Sitting on a

tiny table with her skirl-hiked up. Barbara handily

dodged the reporters more acerbic barbs and pushed the

cheesecake quotient for all it was worth. When asked by

one journalist what had brought her back to Hollywood,

her response was fatuous, al best To a round of derisive

and rib-poking laughter, Barbara waved her movie-star

sunglasses, crossed her legs and declared, "The ants in my

pants were crawlin' again!"

William Ramage, a handsome young actor

working in Hollywood in the late I950's, met Payton that

fall at an elegant diiuier parly hosted by her longtime

attorney Milton Golden and his wife, Charlene. As a

testimony to Barbara's amazing and almost miraculous

resilience, Ramage recaUs "a lovely, classy and, above all,

sober lady who prepared a fabulous nwal for Mill and

Charlene's guests and moved among the group as il she

was 'to Uie manor born' Baii>ara had the most luscious,

crystal-blue eyes, and Ihe way site listened to my every

word while making constant eye contact with me was

absolutely mesmerizing! In lad, she listened to me so

intently tiral night, you would think 1 knew the secrets of

the ages! 1 tell you, that beaulilul, wide-eyed gaze of hers

would melt any man's heart!" The only downside to the

evening, says Bill Ramage, was Milton Golden's rather

firm u«istence that Barbara attenxpl to find work outside

tlxe film mdustry—and her equally firm (and immediate)

dismissal of the idea- "Barbara was determined to re-

establish herself as an actress in Hollywood," the

perfonner-tumed banker asserts. "I remember her telling

Milt that she didn't want to do anything else with her life

as she felt she wasn't qualified to do anything else. Milt

and Charlene—who were both very fond of Barbara

—

were absolutely beside themselves! You know, although

she was always very kind lo me. Barbara could also be

quite willful and defiant. She also had this uncanny way

of 'mentally blocking-ouf' other people's anger willt her,

almost like she didn't notice, or it didn't exist. Barbara

would listen attentively to all the good advice Milt and

Charleixe gave her, and then go right ahead and gel IxerselJ

in trouble again. But slxe always did it with such...such

imxocence!" Ramage recalls a sympathetic Charlene

Golden and another dinner guest, wealthy society matron

Evelyn Slebbins, giving Payton "gifts of money and

clothing" that night.

Unfortunately, Barbara's plans for a film

comeback died aboriung. Despondent over her inability

to land a smgle new acting job in Hollywood, the

following year found Payton once again on a downward

path. With her pride completely shattered, she took a

series of low-paying jobs—working as a cocktail waitress

in a seedy strip joint, then as a shampoo girl in a West

Hollywood beauty shop, even pumping gas lor a while on

Hollywood Boulevard. Her ever-loosening ties lo Ihe

motion picture industry remained tenuous, al best, A

lonely and morose Barbara would often accept visits from

a few old-timers she had known from her days al

Universal and WB—hard-drinking, third-rate cowboy

actors and failed bil-parl players, who were, in Barbara's

words, "...mad for my big bosom and womanly form".

Payton, in turn, welcomed the camaraderie of other out-

of-work sIk)w folk and appreciated their modest favors.

Swappuig stories in her gningy dustbin over shots of

cheap booze, she and her guests would gaze out Ihe

window at the sunlit streets below, and recall their long-

lost glory days. But all the hazy memories and forced

laughter in Ihe world couldn’t keep Barbara's

plummeting morale afloat. Each night, as the shadows

turned to darkness over Hollywood, she lilted the

Venetian blinds on the windows of her room, and with her

profile harshly lit in flashing neon from the street lights

below, Barbara shed her clothes for liquor and rent money-

Fruslraled that she had been barred from making the

comeback she had hoped for, she quickly upped her

alcohol intake, gained back the weight she lost, and

watched her beauty disappear-this time, for good.

Tailored suits and bikinis soon gave way to filthy caftans

and dressing gowns she left on for days. Finally rendered

unemployable—and destitute—due to her alcoholism,

Barbara al last gave-up Ihe fight and descended on Ihe

streets of Hollywood.

By 1960, Barbara Payton found herself

hopelessly adrift on a sea of liquor in ^n after midnight

world of seedy dives and back street bars. Long gone

were the plush suites and sculpted gardens she'd once

known al the Beverly HiUs Hotel—replaced now by filthy,

flea-bitten motel rooms overlooking asphalt courtyards in

downtown L.A. Gone, too, were the fancy dinner dates at

Giro's that ended in some movie star's posh bedroom and

luxurious four-poster bed—replaced now by sexual

encounters so vile, they played like scenes lifted from the

paintings of Hieronymus Bosch. Barbara had fallen into

the underbelly of an inner<ily slime pit—and straight

into her own Hell On Earth. With her platinum-blonde

hair bleached whiter, and her lips and fingernails painted

the color of blood crimson, a bloated Barbara Payton was

often seen driving up and down the Sunset Strip in her

rusted, red convertible, cruising for "dates" As her

exquisite Nordic beauty continued to erode under the
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Y BariMra P^aytoh
: DW I W6NT FROM
-$10,000 A WEEK
OVIE QUEEN TO A
jPARTY GIRL!

assault of her constant drinking, she watched her asking
price decline-from $100 to $40...and finally—pitifully—to
$5 a trick. She became a willing—some say, eager
participant of the "five-minute, flve-doUar dale"... quick
encounters on Sunset Boulevard for five bucks a throw, in

cars parked with their motors ninning. The woman who
once earned $10,000 a week as a bona fide Hollywood
movie star, was still in Hollywood, dispensing crude,

curbside sex—where the names and histories of

her dates were neither discussed nor

Sunset Boulevard. Barbara, barefoot, and in die same
white bathing suit, was, according to news accoimts.

"incoheient and in an agitated sUte when awakened" and
was arrested for public drunkenness. Incredibly, another
arrest followed a week later when she threw a wild,

afternoon party in her apartment

—

while naked—and tussled with

I \
two police officers when they

required. Barbara would

frequently have sex with 1

these men, and in her \

confused and heavy-lidded ^

haze, forget to collect any ^

money from them afterward.

She had entered the Devil's Lair \
and stood helpless as the darkness 1

of that world swallowed her ^
whole.

On February 7, 1962, \

Barbara was busted for prostitution \
when she approached an undercover f
cop in a bar on Sunset Boulevard and |

invited him to her apartment for s

Reporters from the L.A. TIMES were I

waiting to photograph her arrival at I

the police station, and the rather I

sUrtling images they caught that night I

show a life completely out-of-control.
[

Clad in a secondhand mink coat, and
[

with her sad, doe eyes resembling I

those of a hunted animal

that had been cornered,

Payton appears drawn, '

distraught and "spaced- \

out"—and nothing like the
)

sensuous starlet she had once
’I

been. Though far away and

glazed over, her eyes that night

held the reflection of a million \"^.'

faded dreams.

By August 1962, worldwide \

glamour icon Marilyn Monroe was \
dead. This occurreiKe—shocking,

yet in retrospect, iiwvitable—likely

pushed Barbara's own self-

destructive mode into advanced ti'''

overdrive. With the passing of our \

premier sex goddess, Barbara was \
reminded not only of her own mortality, \
but also of how much the universally-

\
beloved Moruoe had meant to the world-

at-large—and of how little she had

amounted to. It's clearly evident that

following Marilyn Monroe's death, Barbara's

litany of woes ordy worsened as she rxished headlong
toward what seemed to be an inescapable and welcomed
destiny.

Payton, 35, resurfaced in the headlines that

summer with her complaint that she had been beaten and
raped in a vacant lot by a gang of teenage thugs.

Accompanied by her witness, a middle-aged man in a
bolo tie whom the police report described as, "a diaper

distributor and companion of the victim", a heavyset

Barbara arrived at the Wmdsor Hills police station,

reeking of booze and wearing only a bathing suit, a
sweater and a pair of gold slippers. She was reportedly

covered with bruises and human bite marks, and was
missing several front teeth. No arrests were ever made in

an attack the newspapers would only call "a mystery
beating" The next day, her name made the papers again

when she was found passed-out on a bus stop bench on
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investigate.

Barbara was charged with

drunk and disorderly

conduct and was later

released on twenty-o

dollars bail.

In keeping with her ongoing flirtation with
catastrophe, things got even worse in the fall of 1962 when
Barbara was knifed by one of her Johns and received

thirty-eight stitches for the stab wound. ('TTiirty-eight

stitches from my fleshy belly down", is how she put it).

Her observatioru were downright chilling in their apathy.

"It isn't very clear to me, but 1 think it happei^d in a

cinder block shanty, somewhere in the Valley... Some
filthy drunk got mad at me when 1 wouldn't do 'what he
wanted' Guess 1 goHa be more careful in the future."

After news of the incident spread through Hollywood, a

paperback publisher named Leo Guild tracked Barbara

down to audiotape her memoirs for a book project.

Unfortunately, the resulting "autobiography", titled 1 AM

NOT ASHAMED, was a muddled and untruthful piece of

jurdc that did little to counteract Barbara's emotional and
financial troubles. The book was published in 1963 to

minimal pubfic reception, but did receive some criticism

from industry observers, many of whom had little

sympathy for a life they believed Barbara had actively

chosen. Following a brief blast of noise, it sank without a
trace.

Payton soon moved into what
proved to be one of the worst of her

latter-day Hollywood addresses. Her
new home was the shabby Wikox
Hotel, a monument of ruined lives on
the comer of Yucca and Wikox—an
area of town described cryptically by

underground film maker Nick
Bougas as "...the seediest spot in the

I

universe." A foreboding and desolate

block of bumed^ut and boarded-up

buildings, it is the same Skid Row
section of Hollywood where
infamous, cross-dressing film director

Ed Wood and former "Little Rascal"-

turned-junkie Matthew "Stymie"

Beard lived at the tail-end of their

lives. Bougas, well known on the

west coast for his series of graphic

crime and scandal documentaries,

describes the area as being akin to the

kind of wasteland left standing after

an atomic war. “It's where (elderly

actor) Victor Killian was chased down
and beaten to death by junkies for his

television set," he remembers. "And in that

very same area, two hookers were found
beheaded at the Motel 6. There's also a huge stone

biding on Yucca where a

particularly savage

band of gay bikers were

nailing young boys to

homemade wooden
torture beds in the

basement. And that was

the last place 1 saw local

punk rock legend El Duce

of The Mentors frolicking

with a group of homeless

winos just prior to his being

struck and killed by an

Amtrak train. That area of

Hollywood is the absolute

bottom of the barrel V^ox
and Yucca. YUCCA is right!

Poor Barbara!"

In her one-way slide

into Hollywood Hell, Barbara

Payton had gone from a series

of hot-sheet motels on the Strip,

to a ghetto flophouse in whose

shadowy corridors rats

scampered beneath piles of trash. Eerily, the former star of

such honor fare as BRIDE OF THE GORILLA and POUR-
SIDED TRIANGLE had ended up in a real-life House of
Horrors...lhe kind of place where guests hide behind
double-locked doors and fornicate to a street symphony
of wailing police sirens and screams-in-the-night.

Whatever memories of orchids and moonlight Barbara

had held on to through the years, now completely
disappeared behind the crumbling walls of an inner-city

inferno.

While living at the ominous Wilcox Hotel
Barbara began a brief affair with a down-and-out TV
character actor named John Raybom, An ex-Marine
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sergeant who earned a Purple Heart for Injuries sustained

while fighting the Japaiwse on the bland of Saipan during

World War II, the Chicago-bred Raybom had amassed

over 300 television credits during the fledgling medium's

golden years in the 50's, but by the early I960‘9 had fallen

on hard times. '1 was a drunk," he says now. “A lying,

thieving, no-good son of a bitch, hooked on cheap

cigarettes ar\d 151 rum. For several months, Barbara artd I

holed up in (hat godforsaken V^lcox dump where we

drank all day, screwed, wrote poems and talked about

religion. I laid around on my ass like a bum while she

turned tricks to support us. ! remember the room smelling

like booze, dirty bodies and even dirtier sex. Real nice life,

huh?"

Countless nudnights later, an unflinchingly

candid John Raybom recalls, "Barbara thought she

deserved everything bad that had happened to her in her

life. She believed ail those things the papers had always

said about her—that she was thb wicked, evil woman

—

and she wanted to punish herself. By then, it was all about

her carryittg on in a sleazy arwl demeaiung way in order

to reinforce her feelings of self-hatred. And she seemed

desperate for attention...any kind of attention (good or

bad), just as long as people noticed her. 1 can remember

her sometimes standing at the window of our roOTi and

pulling off her lop to dbplay her breasts to all the people

down on the street. And we'd both laugh about it! 1 mean,

u that pitiful, or what? Barbara once told me that

Hollywood had used her all up, and then when it was all

finUhed with her. threw her out to the curb, 'like

yesterday's trash.' You know, over the years there have

been a lot of bad things that have been said about Barbara

Payton—and granted, she often showed a terrible lack of

judgment—but 1 think it's important to let people know

(hat she was an extremely intelligent person who just

gave up. Barbara had a lot of problems and was quite

cynical by the time she came into my life, but she had a

good heart (pauses]... I loved her." John Raybom's short-

lived affair with Payton was obviously doomed from the

start and he eventually left her behmd at the Wilcox Hotel

and found a far better life, away from show business and

Hollywood (he has been in recovery from his alcoholism

since 1976). To this day, what happened to Barbara still

haunts me," he says, ruefully. "1 remember her telling me

once, 'My life is so messed up and I don't know what to

do...' How 1 wish now that I could have helped her."

Following the end of her association with John

Raybom, Barbara continued her journey through a kind

of twilight world that with each passing day grew ever

darker and more surreal- Finding herself firmly

entrenched in a boneyard of boulevard psychos and

derelicts, Barbara watched an endless stream of bodies cut

a path to her bed in a gray, faceless parade. A human
receptacle for the worst kind of sexual acts imaginable,

she handled It by drinking non-stc^ until she was itearly

CMnatose. The nightmare continued when she was picked

up for shoplifting an outfit from a clothing store, and

arrested again for prostitution. Then, in 1965, 36-year old

Barbara turned a dark comer in her ever-present

downward spiral when she was jailed on drug charges.

Clad only in a men's pajama top, she was seen stumbling

down a hallway at The HoUywood-Palms Motel and was

later busted by an LAPD Sheriff’s detective when he

found drug paraphernalia in her room. Swearing

profusely and appearing totally out-of-it, Barbara was

charged with possession of heroin and a hypodermic

syringe. Retired Lt. Joe Lesnick recalls the sad, tormented

woman "...looking very bad. That place she was slaying

at was a real rattiap, the worst in twenty miles. Arsd,

Barbara, she was just a wreck (sk)... She was missing a lot

of teeth and had numerous open sores ail over her face

and hands, both telltale signs of heroin abuse. Let me tell

you...l was in the 'pool' a long time and 1 saw a lot of

things, but I don't lemember ever seeing anyone sink as

low as Barbara Payton did." Due to 'insufficient

evidence' and some swift legai maneuvering, the heroin
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possession charges agalitst Payton later mysteriously

disappeared In a murky morass of red tape, allowing

Barbara to once again resume her unwavering march

toward disaster.

A former pin-up nwdel and bit-player in

1950'b E-films remembers witnessing the disturbing sight

of a dirty and wasted PayUm staggering along Hollywood

Boulevard, when—like some ghoulish, hollow-eyed

specter—she "flung herself" at a pair of strangers and

shrieked, "Can you believe it? I'm broke...Flat broke!" It

is peihaps symbolic that Barbara spent most afternoons

cloaked in darkness, nestled in a comer nook at the Coach

and Horses Bar. A solitary figure hunched over a shot

glass, a strung-out Barbara sat in the shadows beneath the

bar’s blackout drapes, and drank herself into oblivion.

The bartender's son, author Robert Polito, remembers

well the lonely woman in the oversized muumuus, and

describes her pitiful and shocking physical appearance in

the book O.K. YOU MUGS: WRITERS ON MOVIE

ACTORS [Barbara Payton; A Memotrj: 'Barbara’s face

displayed a perpetual sunburn, (with) a map of veins by

her nose. Her feel were very swollen and she carried an

old man's potbelly that sloshed faintly when she moved.

She must have weighed 200 pourwls.'’ Clinging to the

barest fragments of her Roman Catholic faith, Barbara

kept a tiny stahie of Si. Jude in the pocket of her

housediess and would often lake it out atui talk to it

—

laughing one minute, and crying the next. The mid 196{b

found Barbara Payton's life in ruins.

It goes without saying that America in the

1950s and early 60s was a conservative place—politically,

socially aiul sexually. Payton's story is absolutely the

worst<ase scenario of what happened in that era to

individuals—particularly women—who believed they

could play the Hollywood game with their own set of

rules, arul win. Ckarly, no show business tragedy more

than Barbara Payton's illustrates with greater force the

unforgiving wrath 'Old' Hollywood inflicted on those

who challenged its cast-in-stone, unwritten code of

behavior. Once she came up against the industry’s top

guns and revealed herself to be a rather ballsy and

irreverent woman whose unconventional lifestyle held

little regard for (he social norms of the day, she had been

summarily dismissed from the town's loving fold. Even if

her greatest sin was simply being an uninhibited

ncmconformlat on (he wrong side of society's double

standard, Hollywood is often a cruel and unforgiving

taskmaster especially to a strong-willed, self-assured

iconoclast like Barbara Payton. One can almost unagine

(he town's collective pleasure at the thought of breaking

her, and its satisfaction when her subsequent troubles

forced her exile from the industry. It is therefore not

surprising that, by the 19603, when she desperately

rreeded help for her addictions—and salvation from her

miserable existence—there would be little help

forthcoming from anyone in Hollywood. When asked

what the prevailing opinion of Barbara was in those days,

a film producer who was Kquainted with her, rather

ungraciously replied, "Look, she was a hooker with a

hooker's mentality...even when she first started out.

Everyone thinks Barbara turned to hooking later on in her

life, but I've got news for you..ztv was a call girl before

she started her acting careert Barbara was a sullen,

haughty, stuck-up slut. For years I've heard, Tom Neal

ruined her life.' He didn't ruin her life..zhe niiited his!

Everything was always a big-ass joke to that broad. She

just loved to stir up shit and it's a sin the way she 'played'

both of them (Tone and Neal). Honest to God, 1 can't End

anything good to say about her. She was a pig; a whore

who got her kicks jerking people around and was down to

screwin' street buiru in the end. She got everything she

deserved." One strongly suspects that if asked for his

opinion of the Hollywood bigwigs who wined, dined and

bedded Barbara (many of whom were married), this

gentleman's response would be infinitely less harsh and

far mote charitable.

Amazingly, though completely addled by her

daily intake of booze and drugs, Payton sdll harbored

dreams of returning to her old glory days. Those who saw

her hitchhiking on Sunset Boulevard in the mid 1960s

recall a w«nan consumed by an incongruous mix of

bitterness, naivete and hope. It was almost as if she had

wrapped herself in a protective blardcet of self-delusion,

one that precluded any chance for honest introspection or

recovery. Former burlesque entertainer Skip E. Lowe

frequently spotted her panhandling in town during this

time and would somelintes stop to talk to her. He

remembers a venomous anger in her that was tempered

by a heartbreaking plea for reassurance- "Barbara blamed

Hollywood for everything that had happened to her, and

was pissed off that she had been forgotten," Lowe says.

"And yet, despite this, she seriously believed she could be

a star again and was constantly asking for advice on how

she could 'make it back to the top'!" As her former

attorney, Milton Golden, once asserted. To those who

have basked in fame, anonymity must seem a form of

slow death." Denying the many self-inflicted tortures of

her life, Barbara may have felt she could 'make 11 back',

but was more truthfully courting an impending exit.

Blessedly, perhaps, the end to her misery was in sight.

When Barbara Payton was found unconscious

in the parking lot of Thrifty's Drug Store in February 1967,

she had been living on the streets for several weeks,

languishing in the wreckage of her destroyed life. After it

was determined by the LAPD that there had been no foul

play involved in the incident, and that Barbara's bloody

face and bruises had resulted froiri her hitting the

pavement berreath the garbage Dumpster after an all-

night bout of drinking, she was adnutted, as an indigent,

to the charity ward at LA County Geiwral Hospital. Filthy

and with her stomach badly distended from her rapidly

failiitg liver, she was diagnosed as suffering from "chronic

alcoholic psychosis, malnutrition and over-exposure to

the elements" II is believed that immediately following

her hospitalization, Barbara—homeless and broke, her

liver now irreversibly ravaged by cirrhosis, and in

constant physical pain—was taken by a county social

worker to her parents home in the beautiful Mission Hills

section of San Diego.

Unfortunately, Flip and Mabel Redfield had

long battled their own problems with alcohol abuse and
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thus feU helpless against the sheer magnitude of their

daughter's rapidly deteriorating condition. As a result,

upon her arrival at their home, Barbara’s self-destruction

continued unabated, helped along by her parents

willingness to gel drunk with her. A man named Lee
Wiseman, whose mother lived next door to the Redfields,

remembers not only that Barbara’s parents were
unemployed and living off their savings when she came
to live with them, but also that the trio seemed to be on a

constant bender. Wiseman recalls that it was clearly

obvious that in addition to her physical disintegration,

Payton's mental health had been grievously affected by
the many years of urueknting abuse. At once, paranoid,

combative—and completely despondent, Barbara’s

addictions had exacted a bitter toll on her state of mind.
While in her parents dubious care and with no restraints

in place, her drinking soon accelerated to the point where
she was drunk from morning to night.

On April 25th, Barbara was involved in an
automobile accident when she hit a parked car at the

comer of Fort Stockton Drive and Stephens Road, just a

few blocks from the Rcdfield's home. The San Diego
Police Department traffic investigation report noted that

she was neither hurt in the 3:15 p.m. crash—nor was she

charged with drunk driving. The incident proved to be an
ominous prelude to a denouement that was fast

approaching. Thirteen days later, on the afternoon of May
8th, the curtain made its final descent on Barbara’s sad

and tragic drama.

According to the flan Diego County Coroner’s

report, Barbara had been sleeping on the living room
couch for several hours when she suddenly awoke at 150
p.m. and complained to her parents that she wasn’t

feeling well. Sensing that there was something terribly

wrong going on inside of her body, she staggered to the

bathroom, and was soon heard moaning in absolute

agony. Mabel immediately rushed to her daughter’s side

only to find her slumped over the toilet and already in the

throes of death. By the lime an ambulance and the San
Diego police arrived at the Redfteld’s Titus Street home,
Barbara’s long, circuitous journey had ended violently

with her painful death from heart and liver failure. It was
two days before the authorities realized who Barbara

was—or had otrce been—for her bloated and gruesome

appearance prevented any easy recognition of her from
her movie-star days. Although she died six months shy of

her 40th birthday, one officer noted that, in death,

"Barbara Payton looked like a woman twenty years older

than her reported age" Her 20-year old son, John, whom
Barbara had seen infrequently over the years, was serving

in the Vietnam War at the time of his mother’s death.

Although it was tactfully reported in her back-

page obituary that Payton had died from natural causes,

it seems more likely that her death was, in reality, a slow

and arduous suicide that began the day she left her small-

town Midwestern life in 1947 for the hallowed grounds of

Hollywood Babylon. In a town built on greed, broken

promises and lies, Barbara availed herself of its riches,

and then watched each one of her dreams disappear. In

the end, overwhelmed by a life of wretched excess—and
her own rebellious spirit—she died alone...a crushed and
broken woman.

Hollywood's just like Egypt. Full of

crumbling pyramids. IfU never come back Ifll just keep

on crumbling until finally the wind blows the last studio

prop across the sands.

So said the legendary Hollywood producer

David O. Selznick, in his keen appraisal of the town that

Barbara had reveled in. A town that, for her, once held the

promise of glamorous fame and fortune, but instead,

quickly became a Paradise Lost. Somewhere in her

amazing story of mccedible sadness and pathos lies a

strong cautionary tale for the countless young women
who, to this day. continue to leave their small hometowns

for HoUywood and for the lure of its spotlight. They

might do well to learn the saga of the wild and beautiful

Barbara Payton-taking careful notice of her missteps and

—especially—of the tragic, final outcome of her life.

Surely, her story, though unpleasant, has tremendous

potential in preventing other aspiring actresses from

making similar mistakes. With that in mind, we might

consider naming Barbara Payton Guardian Emeritus of all

HoUywood Starlets. In this way, ifs assured she won’l

ever be forgotten again. And that. I'm certain, would

make her happy at last.

In Ihe crumbling wasteland of this modern-

day Babylon, the unforgiving Santa Ana wind blows the

remnants of Barbara Payton's shattered dreams across the

Sunset Strip. Somewhere in that wind are Ihe haunting

echoes of Barbara's memories, from I AM NOT
ASHAMED: "If I get a wine with bubbles in it and I drink

enough of it, I can look at my reflection in a store window

and see myself as 1 was the first lime 1 wore a mink. 1

don't go out much anymore, and when I do, it's just down

to the Coach and Horses Bar on Sunset Boulevard for a

drink. It’s just a short walk to the place and once in a

while, 1 steal a look at a window. I try not to look, and I

only sec what I want to see..." Hopefully, 'the white

diamond with blue eyes’—this sad-eyed sentinel

hovering somewhere over Hollywood—has won the

peace she found so elusive in life.

Note:

John O'Dowd is the author of the upcoming
Barbara Payton biography, entitled; "FROM TH{
GUTTER TO THE GUTTER: THE RISE AND FALL 01

HOLLYWOOD STAR BARBARA PAYTON", whict

contains over 250 photos of the actress. Payton's

life story is also the subject of a theatrical feature

film currently in development in Los Angeles.
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New Additions! Mnny more in oar tafaiog! Order Mew!
Btittk Jfayoto-IntensB Japanese 'SURVIVOR* thing that pits teens ogoinst eorfi other in o quest

for true survival. Wotdi as these kids bump eodi other off one by one until only one is left stonding!

With ENGLISH subtitles!

BniH Cbfpe-Fun drive*in trosh about o gang of mercenories who harass a Mexican village. They

soon find a couple of hitch-hikers & brutally assoult the woman! UNCUT & IN ENGLISH.

Cry SwtH aka tttfaw row** CdMt-UNCUT & IN ENGLISH with the Al Adamson

vioieflce & trash footage!

fitocfci* Cigflwdi-GREAT and NASTY Italion sex 'n violence hos a transvestite and his pol roping

end obusing young women...But they gel theirs in the end! Sex and gore! Italian language.

msnrnJgMtUim-mi never BEFORE SEEN Shaw Brothers' biker flick! Bener grob

this one! German language.

1h» Jopoww Sp^rmwi-COOL collection of Spiderman done Japonese style direct from

Joponese television complete with cool commerciols ond all! Jopanese longuage but who cares?!

jCfrjMw-AWESOME Japonese modern-day trash film obout a blind samuroi WOMAN with a blode

that pops out from her walking stick! Lots of action & blood! With ENGLISH subtitlesi

Moakotoimo "I Can't St—o"-Newest from Doric Argento b o great return to his dassic style.

A demented midget is killing off beautiful women! Terrific cutting & gore scenes!! in ENGLISH.

i—n# r—db<r aka4f/ aiD«faia«i-LIVE ACTION of this twisted Jopanese

onime series about wild tenlocled demons who molest hot Joponese schoolgirls! IVe hove all 5

nimn. Eodi volume sold seporoteiy so please specify the exact volume you wont when ordering.

In Japonese, but eosy to follow.

Qp—» ofBhtk NIoflfc-Greot block magic horrors from Indonesia} Stars the lovely Suzzonna

os 0 sorcsressl Hard to find ENGLISH language print!

fW Ibrikfffc iWloWof Or-Crozv Turkish version o the U.S. WIZARD OF OZ
but much more strange! A MUST 5EE1 In Turkish only but eosy to follow!

Ilib—*s ffedb-TOTALLY VILE ond BRUTAL Japanese snufl-type video tholhas women eating

ports of their own bodies including their intestines! A must for splotterfreaksl! Japanese lorrguoge.

We Now Carry Import DVI^ Tool

Check VS ovt at witthinghourvideo.com

where you can shop securely ond privately

online at our award-winning website!

Obscure Horror, lost Cult Films, exploitation,

Asian and Drive-In Sleaze as well as

Import DVDs, T-shirts, Horror Soundtracks A more!

Our huge megezrne style catalog is S3 or S2 with a video order

Intemationai customers get your catalog for $6 postage paid!

WiHhinf Hew VUee-DepLCM

na Box 31744

Uxiiigtea,KV 40333-1744^

USA

All videos are $18 each,

order 5-9 videos A they are $16 each,

10 or more $14 each!

Prices include postage for US customers!

Foreign custorners must odd 57 p_er video for air mail postage.

All vmios IN IISA-NTSC(VHS) FORHIAT OHIY!
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From 1963 through 1968. Verne Langdon wai co'owner of Don
Pott Snidjot. During thi» period, he wsu rapoiuible for the

company's inncrvaiive commercial produa and image. A recent in-

depth interview focuiing on the montter-rebted aipecu of Verne'i

life can be found on Jimmy Doughty's Box Of Monicen wduite.

http://www.boxofmonicert.co<n and it recommended reading and
viewing for ihote Cult Movia magaaine rcadcre imereti^ in

rnatlu. and more about Verne Langdon! How that interview came
to be. and how Veme acquired the original (and ONLY!) life mask

of Ekb Lugosi, and a rare bust of tdeviiion pioneer Koria Pandit,

are related here by ^%me for your reading pleasure.

The world of mask collecting is unfamiliar to me, so in the

last year 1 was very surprised to see one of my original

Zombie masks going on eBay to the highest bidder for

$162.50! In 1972, thb very same mask was originally

priced to sell in James Warren's Publications for S39.9S,

and I am amazed at the fact one (and maybe even two!)

are still around, thirty years later

Recently a very talented mask maker, makeup artist and
lab technician, Kelly Mann, magnificently resurrected my
Zombie Mask. It's being offered by Kelly's RETRO
RUBBER in a limited edition (only 30 will be issued before

the mold is destroyed!) You can check it out on Kelly

Mann's most unusual website at

http://happyhaunting.trlpod.com/inasks/.

This mask connection, arranged by my good friend Dante

Renta (himself a mask collector of note), brought about a

very detailed interview with Jimmy Doughty. This

interview opened wide the doors to my memory vault

(with a lot of help from my former Wife but always Very

Best FrierKi Davm, and a few others), and jump-started

seme fond recollections of my mask past, including the

pursuit of boyhood desires for a couple of genuine show
biuiness artists with which you may be familiar.

At Don Post Studios in the 1960's, Don Sr. made life

masks, including Peter Lone’s, Christopher Lee's, Tor

Johnson's, Busier Keaton's, and even one of ME!
I made the life mask of Don Post Sr, that I am told is

making collector's rounds today, and also the life mask of

)(^m Carradiiw.

I eventually assembled our "Don Post Private Col^tUm"
of life masks, consisting of all the stars who had played in

"monster movies," including Boris Karloff, Basil

Rathbone, Lon Chaney Jr., Vincent Price, Peter Lone, John

Canadine, Charles Laughton, Tor Johnson, and last (and

almost never!), Bela Lugosi.

The Lugosi life mask was itearly impossible to find. But I

was determined to Hnd it, and 1 am the knight in

tarnished armor who eventually rescried Bela's life mask
from probable oblivion. Bela Lugosi has always been one

of my faves, and I wanted his life mask if one even

existed because I wanted his life mask!

I methodically explored every makeup department in

Hollywood, including Warner Bros, with Gordon Bau,

and the old lab at Universal, with Bud Weslmore's help:

these expediticna yielded nothing. I learned the studios

wouldn't just do a life mask of you because you might be

a cult figure someday. Not without a purchase or budget

order numbei; and a show to bill it to, with an okay up
front from the producers and/or the studio. The only

reason that studio makeup departments ever took life

mask impressions was if appliances were to be made, or a

dummy head of the star was required. But the extra

expense of a life mask and appliances usually dictated the

alternate use of shint-doubles who with costume and

wig • looked enough like their acting counterparts to pass

on medium or long shots, with dose-ups of the actors

interwoven into the action.

Bela's friend and agent, Don Marlowe, revealed some
years after Beb's passing that Universal had cast actor tan

Keith to essay the rote of "Dracub" in AbMt 6r CosMIo
Mefi Fmnkeiislriu, and only when a persistent Marlowe
stormed the office of a studio head and demanded that

Beb Lugosi be signed to pby the part did the studio drop
Keith and hire Lugosi, a mere five days before shooting

began.

There was no reason for a life mask to done of Beb, and
Bud Westmore would have loaned me the mask if he had
it.

After a year or more, I finally found Beb's life mask in

Columbia Studio's makeup bb, where expert bb
technician/makeup artist Cby Campbell had
immortalized the 61-year old Lugosi's classic counterumce
for the great special effects finale in R/tum of t\te Vampin
(Columbia, 1943). Columbb's Makeup Department Head,
Ben Lane, thought it was a life mask of Paul Muni. I

assured him it wasn't, and borrowed it. I still have it to

this day. Ben is retired now, but I bet he often wonders
whatever happened to that life mask of 'Paul Muru."
A full 3/4 mask, it utcludes Beb's ears and neck, down to

his colUrbone. Lugosi was said to have been
ebustrophobk, and this was the only mask ever taken of

him. If any other Lugosi life mask had existed, 1 would
have, unearthed it.

In 1968 John Chambers borrowed the mask from me,

expbining that Universal didn't have a life mask of Beb
and they wanted one to dbpby on their Universal Studios

Tour. Werner Keppler in Universal’s makeup department

made a mold from which a copy was cast. Sc»nehow

somebody got to it and "lifted" a copy from the duplicate

that Werner made for Universal, and now it's all over

eBay and everyplace else. But I've got the original with

some of Beb's eyebshes still stuck in it When Johnny
retiuned the life mask to me, I couldn't help but notice

that someone in Universal's Makeup Department had

identified it by printing - inside the back of the mask with

a thick, bbek permanent marker "B. LAGOSI" It only

makes you wonder how they would have spelled "Paul

Muni"
Don loved this little collection of life masks, so I took an
impression of his face and approprbtely included his

mask in the 'Don Post Private Collection." We even did a

life mask of Forry Ackerman, and gave Forry a complete
set of copies, including hb own mask.
Speaking of Beb Lugosi's life mask, and just for the

record, the irKiedibly talented Pat (nee Patricb) Newman
- 1 called her "Fingers" sculpted every detail of all our
"Dracub" nu-sks by eye and hand. Her only references for

these works were the photos Universal supplied, and a
few pictures of Dracula from Beb's own private

collection, which Hope Liitinger Lugosi had given to me
in 1956, Portly after Beb's passing. The rumor that Don
Post Studios was "provided a copy" of Beb's life mask to

develop the Dracub mask b incorrect; nothing cmild be

further from the truth. I retrieved the only life mask of

Beb ever taken, for the sole purpose of adding it to the

Post collection, some time after Pat had completed two or
three versions of Dracub.

During my tenure at Dtm Post Studios, 1 also made a life

mask of my Friend and musk instructor, Korb Pandit,

whom I had known siiKe 19^.
Korb was a muskian and a Mesmerist, famous for hb
eyes, hb lips, hb turban with the Smokey Topaz jewel and
hypnotic dangling Diamond, hb beautihiliy inspiraticmal

musk, and the fact that (or ail hb years on radio and
television, he never spoke a word, gazing dreamily into

the camera and into the hearts and imaginations of

miliums of viewers over the years. He became known for

playing hb favorite instruments simultaneously, the

Hammond organ with hb left hand, a grand piano with
hb right. Korb was an extremely gifted virtuoso, who
very quickly earned international acclaim as an expert on

a new instrument, Hammond's "electronk organ" He
was the creator of "Exotka", and he conjur^ it up
muskally on radio (he was the organbt for Chaitdu, the

Magkian), affecting all manner of inventive, never-before-

heard orchestration, percussion, and even sounds like

CULT MOVIES



bird calls and Ihimderslomu.

In 1944 Korla mc« and married a Disney artisl. Beryl June

Debeeson. and as described on Dejavu Records' Korla

Pandit Website: http;//www,KORLAPANDITxoin, the

bust of Korla Pandit was created in 1949 by Korla's wife

Beryl's father, noted sculptor George Debeesun, of

Pontona, California.

The Bust of Korla is llaiid1/2 Inches high by 5" wide and

4" deep. It was originally sculpted by Mr. Debeeson in

water base clay, and Korla signed the clay model on the

left lapel before the mold was made, so that his signature

is part of the bust. Only six castings of the Korla Pandit

bust reportedly were made. Each was cast of bisque (clay

that ha.s been fixed once, but not glazed).

These busts were used a props and set pieces in Korla's

tebvision programs; 1 first discovered them on a visit to

one of Korla's "Adventures in Music" telecasts in 1955,

"live" from KTTV Chaiwel 11, in San Jose, California,

where 1 grew up (so to speak). There were two white

busts with fain gold highlights, a pale blue busi with gold

highlights, a bronze bust, and two gold busts.

The sculpting of the turban so perplexed Beryl's lather,

that eventually Korla wrapped muslin on the clay head to

create the proper look. Hence the mold was made ol the

clay bust with a fabric turban, wrapped upon it by Korla

himselfl

Two of die Korla Pandit busts are now owned by the

Pandit family, two are in the possession of collectors (one

of whklt was purchased at auction on eBay, on July 22,

2001, for $480.00), and the other two are unaccounted for.

Tty though I did, no amount of begging or cajoling would

ever pry one of those busts loose fran Korla or Beryl, who

vaguely indicated to me that someday, if her Father ever

made additional cc^ies, maybe, then, 1 might receive one.

In 1960 George Debeeson passed away, and with him, it

seemed at the time, any chaive i would ever have a Korla

Pandit bust.

How could it be that I would Just "find" that which I had

wanted so passionately over the years? Needles in

haystacks come easier, yet one day in 1986, as 1 was

perusing an issue of The Free Press, I tun>ed a page to

discover an article about an avant-garde photographer,

which featured a self-portrait of the shutter-meister.

There, in stark B&W, the cameraman meditated into his

own lens, amidst several mystic-type items, his props

including -YESSSS! a KC)RLA PANDIT BUST!!!

I immediately picked up my pheme and hurriedly dialed

his number! Yes, the bust was his, and in fact he was

selling oB many of his personal items to finance his

imiTunent relocation to New York City, and yes, indeed, he

would consider a transfer of ownership for a reasonable

Slim 1 offered, he countered, t wrote down his address,

and before the sun sank below the yardarm, I had in my
possessiem that previously unobtainable treasure which

had eluded me ever since Korla, Beryl and I began our

Friendship, some thirty-plus years before.

How did that photographer come by such a grand

trophy? His story went that he obtained it from a

costumer friend, who had received it from a KTLA

TelevisionSludiosexecutive, who had been involved with

the production of the Korla ParuJit show wlten it was first

seen oit the television scene. The bust had then been used

as Koria's stand-in, and, in fact, featured a faux diamond

in place of the sculpted one on its celebrated turban. This

was, indeed, one of the six busts produced by Beryl's

Father; today It commands a place of Honor in my

peaceful beach abode.

Korla Pandit passed away in 1998, Bela Lugosi in 1956,

but I'D never, ever forget either of them, and forever

cherish these rare mementos from their lime on Earth.

I hope you leave this article with more than just this

collector's crowing echoing in your mind- Hold last to

your own desires and goals, and realize that such

happenings, or windfalls, can • and will - come to YOU, in

YOUR Lifetime-

CULT .VIOVIES

My wonderful Father always eiKonragcd me to follow

my dreams, and I've heeded lus sage advice with no

regrets whatsoever. To you. Gentle Reader, may 1 urge the

same: follow your dreams. It's tar more rewarding than

following anyone else's! And, while pursuing your

7cour8e, keep in mind the words of batuniay Evening

Post Editor George Horace Lorimer, who said "It's good

to have money and the things money can buy, but it's

good, loo, to check up once in a while and make sure you

haven't lost the things money can't buy"

Vcme Langdon, September 2002, Monledto-By-The-Sea
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MY FRIEND JOHN: A remembrance

Henderson
In CuK Movies #36. Editor*in*Chief Mike Copner

coined a phrase that urtdeniably describes one a the
reatesl periods in fandom of the 20th Century, the
Monster Boom Generation (as opposed to the Baby
Boom GeneratkM)}. The Monster Boom years for this
writer were from 1956 to 1966. In 1956. this whler got
11^ first teste of full frontal fright on a btissful Sunday
afternoon when one of the local Los Angeles television
stations reran King Kong. A year later, on a weekday
evening I was terrified and driven under the sofa at a
pre-Shock Theater television screening of the 1931
Frankanstah.

Soon after that. I saw a plethora of cinematic shockers
—Oay TTre World £nded (which gave me rkghtmares for

months). House on Haunfed HW. House of Ustiar. Curse
of the Werewolf. Werewolf In a Girl s Dormitory, and the
television airwaves became the terror transmission
stations of the Monster Boomers. Los Angeles stations
its version of Shock Theater, with imitators Chiller

Theater. Jaepers Creeper Theater. Weird. Weird World,
and Science Fictioo Theater. By that lime, monster
magazines were the rage.

AUGUST. 1962— HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA
I had just returned from the compulsory vacation

arranged by parents (to keep them from having nervous
breakdowns) caned summer camp. The summer of 62
had been a high point of fandom insofar as Warren
PuWIcallons had reteased the first Famous Monsters of
Flknlana Yeertook and the first issue of Screen Thrills

Magavr>e. These were hoi items among kids at camp,
and there was nothing more blissful than reading these
zines with Bobby Boris Pickett s hit song The Monster
Mash blasting out of a crackly transistor radio.

While flipping through my Famous Monsters Yearbook
I came upon a rnakeup photograph of Leo G. Carroll in

the advanced stages of acromegaly from the Universal
International picture Tarantula (long before I ever saw
Cuk Movies cover boy Rondo Hatton). The photograph
of 8 melting man burned an indelible imprint into my
juvenile mind. By the age of 12 I was amassing a
collection of what was considered by parents of the day
to be deviant material. And I never forgot that
photograph from Tarenfufa.

Soon we discovered poster excharrges, most notably
Theater Poster Exchange of Memphis, Tennessee. One-
sheets were 50 cents, half-sheets and Inserts were 35
cants. The first two movie posters I had in my ccrflection

were Attack of the Puppef stamng John Agar and
Donovans Brain with Lew Ayres. So one could say a
John Agar poster was the first piece m my collection.

Chiller Theater showed mostly Allied Artists pictures
and other assorted independent production. One
Saturday evening at a friend s house, I got my first taste
of John Agar. Daughter of Dr. Jekyfl was showing that
night, and I was hooked. From there on in. I tried to

catch every John Agar science fiction film shown. Soon
my friends and I began to revel in John s antics as the
20th Century Schizoid Man In The Brain from Planet
Aros, traveled to the center of the earth with John as he
battled the mole people, and i finally ihrilied to John s
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entanglements with a flfly-foot Tarantula. We had all

died and gone to monster heaven, and John Agar was
one of our guides.

FLASH FORWARD MAY 1986
I had some time on my hands on Saturday mornings,

and I bMan to visit a store that specialized in rare
videos. Eddie Brandts Saturday Matinee, in North
Hollywood, California. I d arrive about 8:30 a.m. to

a
uielly go through their vast library of vintage videos,
ine Saturday morning m walked Jocko Mahoney with

two friends by the names of John Church and Herb
Harris. At first, I didn t recognize Jock Mahoney. Luckily,
I was renting some Columbia serials, and alruck up a
conversation with Jocko a friend. Herb Harris. Hence, by
the end of our efM»unler. I had been introduced to Jocko
Mahonev and was invited to breakfast with what has
been referred to as the Jocko Mahoney BreakfesI Club.
Unfortunately, on that Saturday mornirig I had to decline
the offer. But after several weeks of Invitations from
Herb Harris, I had one Saturday morning free and
attended breakfast at Bobs Big Boy restaurant with
Jocko, Herb, and John. There was a promise of an
appearance by Richard Webb, known to baby boomers
and monster boomers as Captain Midnight.
We all sat down, and most of us were having the Bob s

breakfast buffet. But I ordered ala Carta, eggs
sunnyside up— big mistakel Jocko, after filling his plate
with delectable goodies, sat down and asked me, Hey,
watcha got there? To which I replied. Eggs sunnyside
up. Jocko, grinning from ear to ear. said. You know. I

did a couple of pictures with the Three Stooges.
Whereupon. Jocko poked the sunny side out my freshly
fried eggs. It is e fact that in all the years i ate breakfast
with Jocko. I never ordered eggs sunnyside up again — I

switched to omelets. Jocko was the ultimate prsnksterl
True to the code of the Secret Squadron, Richard Webb
indeed showed up.

In late 1966. John Agar was brought Into the group
after being discovered hitting a round of golf balls at the
Whittset Driving Range In Studio City. The group
bounced around from Bob s Big Boy to the Sportsmen s
Lodge, and finally settled at Charlies Restaurant, a bar
and grill In Studio City where actors of Hollywood s
Golden Age hung out and were reminisced ateui the
glory days. I was not bouncing wllh the group at this

time, but I received a call from John Church telling me
the group had settled In at Charlie s
One tranquil Saturday morning, the whole gang was

ensconced at Charlie s, sipping coffee and catching up
on the week s events, when m walks John Agarf
Suddenly my mind was transported back to those
monster boom days of oW, where John Agar was the
aown pfra of monsterdom — Or. Matthew Hastings
battling with the screens first giant spider invasion:
Steve March, a victim of interplanetary brain possession:
Major Jay trapped In Bronson Caves due to an
infestation of recently deceased corpses (In the first and
foremost Mght of the Living Dead fllx): and archeologist
Roger Bentley, who Journeyed to the Earth s core, only to
run afoul of the mole people And here he was. sipping
coffee and swapping stories with his old friends Jocko

and Dick Webb.
Upon being introduced to John, I learned two things up

front. I extended my hand and said. Nice to meet you,
Mr. Agar. First of all, my name Is John. Mr, Agar was
my father, he replied. Wllh that, he shook my hand with
what can only be described as the hand of death —Vb
man had to have had the most powerful handshake on
the planet (Aros or otherwise).

Soon John Agar was a regular of the Jock Mahoney
breakfast club, along with his wife. Loretta. I remember
one breakfast conversation where John was telling all of
us at the table how on ore of the John Ford Westerns,
that John Wayne and Ward Bond would drink
themselves into oblivion before scenes were shot. When
the legendary director John Ford called them before the
camera. Agar marveled how his two toasted friends
coukJ ^ke off their stupor and perform letter perfect
scenes without betraying their over-inebriated state.

Another morning during breakfast. John had to use
eye drops, and we began discussing eye injuries, as this

writer had recently recovered from one. He told me that
the drops were to ease chronic glaucoma that was
caused by the silver spray painted contact lenses he was
forced to wear in The Brain From Planet Aros. John also
told me that he was glad that he had Interests outside
the world of show business, such as bowling and golf, to
occupy his time when he wasn t acting. He became so
adept at bowling that he was a representative for the
Brunswick Bowling Equipment Company, But make no
mistake. John a first love was acting.

John told us a hilarwus golfing story about him and
veteran character actor Tristram Coffin trying to have a
quiet game John related that Trig, preparing to drive a
ball, went into his swing and flatulated loud enough for

all to hear He turned to John and friends and smiled,
and remarked upon missing the ball. "I lost

compression! The visual of the star of King of the
Rocket Men losing compression due to uncontrollable
flatulence on the golf course quite literally kept us
laughing for weeks. My question to John vras. Was he
weanng the rocket packs?
One of my favorite ongoing jokes with John was me

feignir>g great annoyance over a night of lost sleep due
to the fact that John had left the brain from planet Aros
under my bed. and the damn thing talked In K$ sleep
(probably a caftelne-induced hallucination). Every time I

would feign this annoyance. John wrould start howling
like a cross between the Wolf Man and Tarantula, to
which I dubbed him the wildebeest of Burbenk. I only
wish I had photographs of the faces of Ihe other patrons
when John would let out these war hoops. The looks of
horror would have been priceless. John and I loved
being the pranksters.

Jock Mahoney s Breakfast Club continued its

meetings until early In 1 989. Jocko and his wife Autumn
decided to move to Washington stale. There was a huge
breakfast club going away party for Jocko, and friends
and fans turned out to give Jocko a grand farewell.

Unfortunately, by the end of 1989 we lost Jocko, but the
breakfast club continued on in his memory. Jockos
friends and fans continued to attend out of respect for

Jocko. Of course, John Agar was no exception
By the early 90s. Jocko Mahoneys Memorial

Breakfast Club was gaining quite a reputation, and
drawing many celebrity guests and friends of Jocko,
including Terry Frost, Marion Callahan. Denver Pyle,
Michael Berryman. Dana Andrews. Pierce Lyden. Robert
Quarry. Sid Melton, Don Durant. Valda Hansen. Linda
Blair. Ruth Buzzl. David White. Eddie Fontaine, and
many more, Unfortunately, or fortunately depending
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upon /ouf point of view, (his attracted a variety of fans,

most of whom were decent people. Bui on a couple of

occasions, the fandom got the better of the fans.

I remember one Saturday morning where a young

lady, who obviously had just discovered Shirley Temi^
movies, began heavy questioning of John regardirig

Shirley Temple movies, it was apparent that she was

unaware of the trials and tribulations of the Agar/Temple

union. John answered every question politely and

thoughtfully, even though one would think this would be

a source of great irritation. In the sixteen years i knew

John, he never uttered an unkind word about his ex, or

anyone else for (hat matter. In fact, in all the years I

knew him. he did everything within his power on a daily

basis to make amends for any of his past

transgressions. I remember being annoyed at this

young person s barrage of questioning, and cracking off

a bllslenng remark to the young lady. What the hell do

you want to talk about Shirley Temple for when you have

the star of Fort Apache, She Wore A Yellow Ribbon.

Sands of /wa JIme. and Revenge of (he Creelura') But

John was the ultimate gentleman to this young person.

Later that morning, he told me that at thal lime in his life

maybe he hadn i been the nicest person, which I found

inaedibly refreshing in an era of superstars who have a

revolving door to rehab and moan on all the tabloid

television shows about how rotten their lives are, and

who was to blame. No matter how bad things got (or

John, he never complained. In fact, one of the most

alarming things about J^n Is in his later years, when he

was with the gang, and he was not feeling well, he would

never complain. Hence we would nM know If he needed

help. Thai was tough

One member of the breakfast club, Mike Mancini.

worked security for Hugh Hefner at the Playboy

Mansion. It seerrted that even In the heUowed bunny

halls, word of Jock Mahoney s band of merry pranksters

had goiten to Mr. H. In spile of the fad ihat Jocko was

gone four years, a tour of Ihe Playboy Mansion was

arranged by Mr. Mancini (or the breakfast club. Mr.

Hefner wanted to meet Mr. Agar and Richard Webb.

Needless to say that the day at the Playboy Mansion

was not only memorable but most eventful. The group

arrived somewhere around 10 In Ihe morning, and we
were treated to a brunch of coffee and croissants,

followed by a lull (our of the mansion. Mr. Hefner had

assembled an amazing collection of exotic animals,

which included a monkey who svas on a chain, most

probably to keep him from visiting Mr. Hefners

neighbors. In 1967. when this writer was a fledgling

enthusiastic young teenager, he had a neighbor who had

a similar monkey attached In his yard to a chain. One
tranquil Sunday morning, the lady of the abode was
attempting to feed the monkey when the monkey went

berserk and sent her to the emergency room, ripping her

shoulder to shreds. Well, here we are ai Hef s mansion,

and John is admiring a monkey on a chain. I quickly and

briefly related the story of the benevolent lady who was

mutilated by Ihe monkey and cautioned John that these

monkeyshines could g^ a little weird. Several other

members of the breakfast club nodded in

acknowledgment, and expressed concern about John $

safety, but It was too late. John and the monkey had

made eye contact, and before we knew it, John went

over and began scratching the monkey s head. Once
again, John Agar of the jungle reigned supreme. WHhln

a couple of minutes, John and the monkey were the best

of friends.

Not long after John s simian serenades. Hugh Hefner

appeared, and greeted (he group with great warmth. He
extended our tour to the upstairs hallway, which featured

framed photographs of guests of Ihe mansion. I do

remember at this point John and I having a wonder^l

discussion with Mr. Hefner about English actor

Christopher Lee, who portrayed Frankenstein. Dracuia.

and the Mummy for Hammer Films in the late 50 s. The

entire visit was 8 highlight for all members of the

breakfast club.

Charlie s vreni out of business a short time later, and

Ihe group moved to the Sportsman s Lodge a few miles

away. We had lost people like Terry Frost. Pierce Lyden,

Dana Andrews, and Eddie Fontaine while we were still at

Charlie s. but Ihe Sportsman s had its own in-house

celebrHies. Soon we were breakfasting with such

Hollywood luminaries as Burr Middleton, Chuck

McCann. Gregg Palmer, and William Campbell. John

was pleased lo be reunited with his old friends, and this

routine went on for a number of years.

Then Ihe Grim Reaper paid the dub another visit.

This tinm it was the light of John s life, his vnfe of five

decades. Loretta, passed away in their horrte on January

27lh. 2000. The previous weekend John and Loretta

had attended a Ray and Sharon Courts Hollywood

collectibiBs show at the Beverly Garland Hotel in Studio

City. Loretta was in fine health, and they greeted their

fans with great enthusiasm. Her loss was a devastating

blow for John, but he carried on like (he trooper that he

was. A birthday party had been scheduled months in

advance to celebrate John s 7dth birthday. The seldom

seen John Agar film Rand of Death was lo be screened

at this birthday celebration, which was scheduled lo take

place al Aaron Rosenberg $ house In Burbank.

California. When most people would have cancelled a

birthday party and gone Into nwurning. John insisted the

party be held, telling us Loretta would have wanted It this

way. Needless to say, the party ran high with emotion,

and drew a heavy turnout from John s family and friends.

John stood up and gave a speech about how he had

recently lost Loretta, and how this party was not orriy his

birthday but also a tribute lo his late wife.

John survived Loretta by two years, but he continued

to attend breakfast at ihe Sp^sman 8 Lodge when

health permitted. I know (hat he enjoyed seeing us as

much as we enjoyed seeing him, but sadly he passed

away on April 7th, 2002. On Friday. April 12th at 1:00

p.m., John and Loretta were laid to rest (their ashes

mixed in the same urn), John and Loretta vrere given a

21 gun salute al Riverside Memorial Cemetery. The

eulogy was delivered by veteran Paramount producer

and friend. A.C. Lyles. John and Loretta were now
together forever, *•*—
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The Mew A^e of Robert C. Chinn
Adult film stars from Linda Wong to John

C, Holmes have graced the films of Robert
C. Chinn. Just scan the list of Chinn's film
titles and you'll get an idea of the variety of
his work as a director. Pizza Girls.

Dreambody. The Girl From Denmark. The
Seductress. China Cat. More than any other
director in the adult biz, Chinn is known for

both quantity AND quality.

Back in our 24th issue, when Boogie Nights
was playing in theaters, we ran an article on
Bob Chinn and HIS lake on what the new
documentary was portraying about the

1970's adult scene. We also ran a Chinn
checklist of 69 titles, a checklist we declared
to be a complete rundown of his career
output. When we showed him the printed
magazine and our article about him, Bob
scanned the checklist and said politely,

"Well, that's about half of them." I wonder
if we'll ever be able to compile the complete
Bob Chirm checklist?

We thought it was time to run another

item about Mr. Chinn, because he's
breaking his own record, and everyone
elses, by doing something that no one else

in the biz has ever attempted before. And it

all started with a fortune cookie.

"I'm not superstitious, and even though
I'm Chinese, I don't have any special belief

in fortune cookies. But something happened
about a year ago, and things just clicked."

Bob pauses long enough to light a cigarette

before going on with this story. "It's almost
eerie the way it worked out.

"I hadn't made a picture in years,

Somehow I'd put my directing career on

hold. But I was thinking of some way to find
a niche I could fill, get back to making erotic

features in a way that wa.sn't going on at the

moment,"
Mr. Chinn has always enjoyed film noir,

and he had good luck with the "Johnny
Wadd, detective" series in the 1970's. He's
always felt the need to have the sex evolve
out of the natural telling of a story.

"Tlrere are no more theaters, everything's
gone digital, and I was already thinking
about something to do with television when
I bit into this fortune cookie. For the life of
me I haven't been able to find that little

piece of paper since then, and I don't recall

the exact wording. But it said something
about not procrastinating and rise to new
heights doing what I do best. Well, what do
I do best? For years I've written, produced
and directed movies. I decided then to make
some contact phone calls and get back to

work."

To make a long story .short, in the past
year. Bob Chinn has been busier than he's
been in his incredibly productive life. He's
bridging several gaps at once, each time he
makes a film. He n\akes a hard core and a

soft core version of the film in English
language, then makes a hard core and soft

core version of the same film in Spanish. So
a new title will sell to home video in two
languages, and eventually sell to cable TV
in (at the very least) America and Mexico.
And that's just for starters. When he books

a studio for four days of shooting, he goes in

to make three features, each in four distinct

versions. So the end result is twelve movies
at the end of each shooting period.
Obviously this calls for lots of scripting and
preparation.

"Our new series of detective movies are
pre*sold to the Spice Channel and the
Playboy Channel. At Playboy, their

attorneys go over each .script line by line

and approve it before we can shoot even
one page. Once we've got the okay, we don't
alter a single word of the dialogue. They
want these films tailored to their

specifications or they won't run them."
The industrious Mr. Chinn has revived the

Johnny Wadd series, with a young Joel
Lawrence now essaying the role of the
famous detective. The series has done so
well in all markets, the Chinn has gone into

competition with himself by creating a new
and different detective character, one "Peter
Magnum" as portrayed by the handsome
Lee Stone. (One of the Magnum pictures.

Daughters of the Dragon, is of special
interest in that it features a guest
appearance by long time favorite. Jade
East!)

In these accompanying photos we see our
covergirl Miko Lee, the exotic sensation

who stars in Chinn's new espionage thriller,

Re-Enter Johnny Wadd.
Also featured is another Chinn-girl, who

mysteriously bills herself only as
"Bamboo"!!! The sultry Miss Bamboo is a
Viet Namese girl (originally from France),
who is a true Martial Arts expert and is

fluent in many languages.

In a recent discussion about the state of
the biz over the years, we naturally settled

on talking about Boogie Nights, the film

purporting to "tel! it like it was" in the
anything goes 1970's world of adult
filmmaking.

"It's a lot like the film about Ed Wood,
which was largely a fantasy Maybe Martin
Landau did a good portrayal of Lugosi, but
so much of it was fiction. And in the case of

Boogie Nights, they never talked to me.
They hired Ron Jeremy, who wasn't even
around or in town when we were making

films, to be their technical advisor and he
told them what he thought. So the character
of John C. Holmes came out looking more
like what Jeremy wished Jeremy could have
been. And I came out looking like Burt
Reynolds."

I was curious to know if Bob had ever met
Ed Wood. "Yes, when he was around trying

to sell scripts to A.C. Stephens. And we'd
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see him getting drunk at the West Coast

Producers meetings. But I never had the

pleasure of working with Eddie. He was
just an average looking guy, maybe a little

rumpled sometimes. But I never heard

anything about the cross-dressing until

much later. I don't think very many people

knew. Or cared."

Is there anything special that Bob Chinn

looks for in an actress when she's going to

get laid bare before his explicit camera lens?

"She has to be able to project something,

without me telling what it is or how to do it,

that will make the average man at home
want to love her. And of course no two men
want the same thing, necessarily. But when
we're making a film, the director is too busy,

and it's really too late in the game, for me to

give acting class in how to be desirable. The
actress must know instinctively how to be

seductive in front of that camera.

"That same maxim holds true for the crew,

too. I work with the same technical crew

each time so they'll know what I'm looking

for by way of lighting, camera movements,

and so on. When we're making features on

tight schedules, there's no time to explain or

teach a class on what should happen next.

And good talent usually picks up real fast

on the best ways to do things."

What's next on Chinn's agenda? "My desk

is overflowing with scripts to work over,

and get ready for the next few months of

production."

It almost seems like the glorious 1970's are

back again, and Mr. Chinn is leading the

pack in quality and quantity in his output of

eroticism. Things are moving real fast for

him now. And to think it all started earlier

this year with a fortune cookie...-—

"ct/Mjl'iN®

30 XXX TRAILERS
FROM THE 1970'S

ON DVD!
DEEP THROAT, DEVIL IN MISS JONES, TABOO.

DEBBIE DOES DALLAS and MANV MORE!

FRENCH IMPORT DVD - NTSC . AU REGION

74 MIN. . ALSO AVAIUBIE ON VIDEOCASSETTE

$t9.9S plus shipFing*

(*$S US and Canada, $9 avarywhara alaa)

P.O. BOX 1972, DEPT. CUIT
FREDERICK, MD 21702-0972, US

or CALL US AT 301-698-9S56
For lotso' cool rtuff visit oor website

WWW.TRASHPALACE.COM
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CLASSIFIED ADS CLASSIFIED ADS CLASSIFIED ADS
DON’T PAY MORE for rare horror,
science-fiction, art, sexxx, punk, etc.
films on video. 3,000 films most $13
each or two-on-one-tape for $20. Fast,

friendly, efficient service. Professional
duplication. Catalogue - 52. Joseph A.
GervasI, 142 Frankford Ave.,
Blackwood, NJ 08012-3723. E-mail:
Jag666€>erols.com

AMAZING VIDEO - Imports,
blaxpioitation, bikers, blood, sleaze,
drive-ln, music, wrestling,
documentaries, lost TV, and more! Low
prices, quality, fast returns, new
illustrated catalogue only $3.00 (cash
only). Send to: Joe Szabo, 5303-C St.,

Georges Green, Austin, IX 76745.

SUPER RARE videos!!! Karloff, Price,

Chaney Jr., Lugosi. Steele, scream
queens! Free catalog, write:

Video Vamp, 23 Big Spring Circle,

Cookeville, TN 39501. Website:
members.aol.com/vampvldeo

CARL J. SUKENICK'S “SPACE SPAWNS”
Starring Debbie Rochone from
American Nightmare $29.00 payable to
Carl J. Sukenick, 305 w. 28 St. *t2-D,
New York, NY 10001

WANTED: VHS movie “The Nasty Rabbit”
(1965 } starring Arch Hall and Melissa
Morgan (AKA Liz Renay). Write to;

Arcenio Istas, Jr., 909 Nosotros St.,

Calexico. CA 92231.

RARE VIDEOS!!! As low as only $10 each
(postpaid)! Please send a S.A.S.E. for list

to: Scott Ingegno, 525-200 Riverleigh
Ave., Riverhead, NY 1 1901.

GIRLS GALORE! Golden age porn loops
from the 60$ & 70s. Butch bitches &
lipstick lesbians. 75 mins of color, all-

girl action. VHS. Only $9.95 (free
postage) to: Cult Movies, PO Box 1047,

Hollywood, CA 90078.

HOLLYWOOD BOOK & POSTER CO. Classic &
current film, TV & music collectibles,

posters, photos, videos, DVDs, T-Shirts,

mags, scripts, & much more. 6562
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, CA 90028.
www.hollywoodbookandposter.com

FOR COMPLETISTS only! Rare back issue

of Cult Movies issue #5. As mint as an 1

1

year old mag on newsprint paper can
be. Direct from Mike Copner’s secret
stash, a steal at only $50.00. Contact
Cult Movies, PO Box 1047, Hollywood, CA
90078.

BIZARRE EUROPEAN VIDEOS! (Whatever
you want, we have It!)

www.xxxeuro.com

WWW.OOOREQUESTS.COM Do you have
an Odd Request? We cover it all. Videos,
adult tours, models & escorts,
classifieds, personals, request bulletin

board, beautiful men and women,
chance encounters, info site and
services. Website constantly updated:

www.OddRequests.com

ONE LOCK OF VAMPIRA’S HAIR .

Only one available. Certificate of
Authenticity and personalized
autograph on certificate. Only serious
buyers please. Send your offer to PO
Box 685 Torrance, CA. 90508 and email
or telephone number.

Your ad could have been printed here. Let

over 60,000 film fane find out what
you're selling or seeking. Write or type
your ad and we'll print it nextime
Classifieds are still only 50 cents per

word. Send to: Cult Movies, PO Box
1047, Hollywood, CA 90078-1047

www.cult-movies.com

......gg gg^g lUBOSIP"’"’
rfiVes, i’d iike~the
IBLACK DRAGONS
jPOSTER. Enclosed is

$10.00 Sor the poster
and $3.00 Sor s + h.
|Send poster to:
I

il\ame

j
Address

|City S: Zip

Please send coupon
and payment to:

CULT MOVIES MAGAZINE

PO BOX 1047

HOLLYWOOD, CA 90078-1047

BARCLAY
PEMBROKE

THIS COLORFUL XZ” K XS” POSTER WOULD LOOK
EXCITING

ON YOUR wall!
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Hollywood’s lost

Archives
Hollywood ’s archives hold so many hidden treasures ofunproduced, unfinished or unreleased

motion pictures. There are thousands ofscripts and screenplaysforfilms thatfor one reason

or another were

never produced.

Superman And The Secret Planet

The first reference to this 1957 script can be

found in Gary Grossman’s book on the

Superman saga. Superman: From Serial To

Cereal published in 1 976. DC Comics was the

actual producer of the popular television

series The Adventures Of Superman in the

1950s. The pro^^ began as a feature length

B-film Superman And The Mole Men in 1 95 1

.

Mole Men was a feature with a short running

fOUWIEJ

time that was later cut-up into episode nos. 25

and 26 of the series’s first season. Grossman

writes that DC comics had two feature length

scripts written — “Superman And The Ghost

Of Mystery Mountain” (1954) and

“Superman And The Secret Planet” (1957) —
but neither film was produced. Grossman

details. “No one seems to know why, but the

best guess is that DC Comics was more than

satisfied with the success of the television

series and did not care to risk a flop tu the box

office.”

Jan Alan Henderson, author ofReding
Bullet: The LifeAnd Bizarre Death OfGeorge
Reeves in 1999, wrote "Superman And The

Mole Men was re-released in 1957. It is inter-

esting that it was the last year ofproduction of

the TV show. While the show was in produc-

tion for 6 seasons, two other features were in

the production offing. In 1954, a script titled
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‘Superman And The Ghost Of Mystery

Mountain’ was to be produced but never mate-

rialized. The same is true for ‘Superman Aivi

The Secret Planet’ in 1957. No explanaticm was
given as to why these projects never reached

the light of day, but scripts were written.”

Of the two screenplays only “Superman

AikJ The Secret Planet” seems to have sur-

vived. I obtained a ct^ of “Secret Planet,"

but little or nothing can be found on the other

script, “Superman and the Ghost Of Mystery

Mountain,” which would have been written at

the height of the series’ popularity in 1954.

Jan Henderson, in correspondence wrote on

March 14, 1999, “Unfortunately, I do not pos-

sess a copy ofthe Superman script ‘Superman

And The Ghost Of Mystery Mountain.’ After

checking around, 1 have found that this

screenplay probably does not exist.

According to a friend (who knows one of the

higher ups at IX^ Comics), the story was a

back-up episode for the 1953 seascwi, in case

the episode ‘Panic In Hie Sky’ went over

budget There might beastory outline, but no

one I know has it, or has heard of it”

I contacted Jim Nolt, creator and host of

the The Advehtures Continue, a website

(www.jimnoli.com) devoted to the life of actor

Geoige Reeves and the Superman television

series. He responded that Jan Henderson’s

information regarding “‘Ghost Of Mystery

Mountain’ comes from me and that’s the

extent of my knowledge, and I’m not certain

that it is 100% accurate. It was so long ago.

and stories get tw'isted and tangled in that

amount of time. It’s too bad that Whitney

Ellsworth is no longer around to answer our

questions!”

Whitney Ellsworth wrote the screenplay

of “Superman And The Secret Planet,” with

the cast of the television s«ies repe^ing their

roles. George Reeves would play Superman.

Noel Neil would return as Lois Lane, Jack

Larswi reprising his portrayal ofJimmy Olsen,

John Hamilton was ofcourse Perry White, and

Robert Shayne once again as Inspector

Henderson. The screCTiplay is 94 pages, long

enough for a short feature length film, or to be

divided into two television episodes.

Here is a synopsis of the 94-page script

of“Superman And The Secret Planet”-

Old only several - acolony ol "
J„,,derofpure greenMyp—

^ superm^ comes across a boulder
o.

p ^

realiies after loosing Kent
Olsen.

in tlte American
r»est on mite

1 complete surrender.
planet’s ray zero in on ^ (jj;, jimmy and Lois SKK

I tonigh the
, heaK up with calaslrophes Horn j ftm^ning the life “f^

I ale bomb is even drop^ superman and Zonarh^^
s^pman return ai once to^ ^ niy lo start a bto.-

1 * Atthispointthe»fe'*^pJrwhiKandderaa.*Iha- 5 n„anretums.l ^

Wf“?.^.mtltefitenndspotea«^bW
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“Superman And The Secret Planet”

reads exactly like a typical if extended

episode of 7%e Adventures Of Superman.

One can imagine Geoi^e Reeves, Noel Neil,

Jack Larson, and Jc^ Hamilton plying their

parts as they always did. The script (although

badly dated scientific-wise) is good fun and

displays great affection for the characters of

the television series. This could have been a

fun little B-film for fans of the Superman TV
series. Reading the script today is like discov-

ering a lost adventure of Superman!

However, any chance to use the script in the

planned seventh season of the series was lost

with the mysterious death of Geoige Reeves

in 1959.

Officially, ruled a suicide by the Los

Angeles Police Department and the counQ'

coroner, many Hollywood industry irtsiders

and fans of Reeves felt the actor was mur-

dered. Jan Alan Henderson's bode Speeding

Bullet is a well-researched, page-turning who-

done-it, that makes a compelling and some-

times chilling case for homicide in the death

of George Reeves.

Perh^s some reader out there has a

script or even a story outline for that other

missing Superman adventure “Superman And
The Ghost Of Mystery Mountain.” If anyone

does, please contact me care of this magazine.

The Gold Bug
Digging through the archives one can

also find relics and fragments of a proposed

motion picture based on the classic mystery

story by Edgar Allan Poe “The Gold Bug.”

The first Paces of this project can be discov-

ered in the biography Vincent Price

Unmasked by James Robert Parish and Steven

Whitney published in 1974. The authors write

that in 1962, American International Pictures

asked its biggest star, Vincent Price if he

would be interested in making an adaptation

of the Poe classic “The Gold Bug.” with

Roger Corman directing, and Richard

CUUMOVIU

Matheson writing the screenplay. Price said

he would, and so the project was put into pre-

production where it stayed ever since. Is this

the end of the story? Not by a long shot.

The May/June 1996 issue No. 56 of

Filmfax magazine carried a fascinating article

called “The AlP X-Files: Hie Mysteriously

Missed Opportunities Encountered By

American International Pictures.” written by

Christopher Koetting and researched by

Dennis Meikle. This article covers “The Gold

Bug” among many other unfinished or abort-

ed AIP projects. Previously a 1956 United

Artists film entitled Manfish starring John

Bromfield and Lon Chaney, Jr used elements

from both “The Gold Bug” and Edgar Allan

Poe’s “The Tell-Tale Heart.” However author

Koetting writes that the problem with “The

Gold Bug” is that unlike AIP’s other Poe

offerings it is not a ^ory of terror or suspense.

Rather it is a mystery, where a golden scarab

and a piece ofold parchment hold the k^s to

Captain Kidd's buried treasure on an island

off the coast of South Carolina. Samuel Z.

Arkoff, head of AIP, said they thought ^xxit

doing “The Gold Bug” simply because it was

a Poe story and announced it to see how much

intCTest it would generate. Arkoffand his part-

ner James H. Nicholson felt the story needed

to have a supernatural angle in order to sell it

like their previous Poe epics, possibly with the

ghosts ofCaptain Kidd and his crew guarding

the treasure but then the project was kept on

ice for over a year.

Later James Elliot, an independent pro-

ducer, tried to convince AIP to shoot “The

Gold Bug” during the fall of 1966 on location

in Toronto. Canada at Casa Lmna, an incredi-

bly large turreted castle. Casa Loma is one of

the few true castles that can be found in North

America. It was built from 1911-1914 by an

industrialist and is a popular tourist attraction

in Toronto today. Sam Aricoff and James

Nicholson were so intrigued by Elliot’s pro-

posal that they decided to go to Toronto and

tour Casa Loma. Several films had already

been shot there and the city of Toronto was

trying to encourage further production at the

castle. Aikofif and Nicholson did visit Casa

Loma, and while they conceded it was a mys-

terious, and haunted looking castle, decided

that neither Casa Loma nor “The Gold Bug”

had enough ghosts in it for AIP. S^ Arkoff,

who felt strongly they would not really know

how to sell the film, said in the end It just did-

n’t pass muster. Vincent Price always

expr^sed disappointment that “The Gold

Bug" was never filmed. Price stated, “AIP

wanted to turn it into a horror picture, which it

isnt at all. You see its a story of detection.

Theres no way you can turn it into a tale of

horror without completely perverting the orig-

inal story.”

According to the same article. AIP’s

chiefof European production, Louis Heyward

made a final attempt to get “The Gold Bug”

produced. Heyward wanted “The Gold Bug”

to be the very first AIP-French co-production

with BIS Films of Paris, to be filmed at the

Victorine Studios located in Nice. The French

Riviera could be substituted for the coast of

South Carolina, and the Victorine Studios

have an extensive back lot with handsome

period sets. Heyward said, “We were prepared

to go ahead, but the French government made

it very difficult They wanted it to be a French

production with American participatiort not a

co-production. They wanted us to play by

their rules, which of course we wouldn’t”

The Filmfax article never mentions if a

screenplay of“The Gold Bi^” was ever writ-

ten and if it were, who was the author.

That was all we knew of “The Gold

Bug” saga until Mark Thomas McGee pub-

lished his superb book on the history of

American International Pictures Faster And
Furiouser in 1996. McGee’s work often

details the work of AIP screenwriter and

film director Charles B. Griffith. Mr.

Griffith wrote the witty and famed AIP hor-
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ror classics Bucket Of Blood and Little

Shop OfHorrors. In Faster And Furiouser

Griffith offers many candid comments
throughout the book that are insightful,

and seem like a breath of fresh air rarely

32

found in publications of Hollywood histo-

ry. Sure enough, Chuck Griffith speaks
extensively about his screenplay of “The
Gold Bug”, which was intended to be a

civil war comedy!

I contacted Mr. Griffith and filled him
in on the previous written information

about “The Gold Bug” contained in the

Filmfax article. In his return correspon-

dence, Chuck Griffith wrote:
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It was a loss for everyone that Charles

B. Griffith’s screenplay of “The Gold Bug”
was never filmed with that cast of
Hollywood greats: Vincent Price, Peter

Lorre and Basil Rathbonc. Griffith’s “The
Gold Bug” could have been the perfect

bookend to Richard Malheson’s Comedy of
Terrors. Clearly, Jacques Toumer would
have been the best choice to direct “The
Gold Bug” after his sure-handed direction of
the hilaricMis Comedy of Terrors with the

same cast. We can also wish that Boris

Karloff and movie comedian Joe E. Brown
might have been invited back for small roles

in “The Gold Bug” just to add to the overall

fun.

HistwicaJly, many film producers have
always had a mortal fear of making movies
about the Civil War, and would therefore

avoid them like the plague. It appears that an
angry Sam Arkoff later tried to get a horrif-

ic a^tatiwi of “The Gold Bug” off the

ground. There is no evidence to indicate that

a second “Gold Bug” screenplay was ever

written before AIP killed the project If there

is anyone reading this who has a copy of
Chuck Griffith’s screenplay of “The Gold
Bug” or knows where one can be had, please

contact me care of this magazine.

There are many other Items in

Hollywood’s lost archives, such as two Ed
Wood Jr. screenplays intended for Bela
Lugosi, a script for Jerry Lewis* unreleased

“The Day the Clown Died” and an attempt
to find Robert Taylor’s “ghost" film.

Perhaps we can cover them in the future.



Janies Bond and the Actress Curse

noBOOu
DOBSm BBUn

CBPEBP
BBBBBP:

0 kay. so you're a hot, alluring, very beautiful and charismatic

m tioe luaiunzymaH
up-and-coming young actress. You’re on the cusp of serious fame, just an inch or two away from worldwide popularity, and you're at a crit-

ical juncture in your promising career that could make or break you. So, what are you gonna do to consolidate your status as the major “it

girl” of the moment and ultimately go down in history as a true cinematic giant? Why. play the female lead or at least a juicy co-starring

role — the flamboyantly evil bench woman of the main male villain being especially choice — in the latest spectacularly lavish and exciting

007 action-adventure opus. I mean, who can say no to such an offer? We're talking James Bond here, supercool super-agent extraordinaire,

peerless tireless womanizer who gets it on with the tastiest babes of every imaginable tantalizing ethnicity (naturally, this is precisely why

so many full-blooded heterosexual men think Mr. Bond is the cat’s pajamas), who's got a license to kill, has access to all kinds of staie-of-

ihe-art gadgets and weapons, and an unmatched reputation as a playboy swinger spy nonpareil. Now, surely if you're an actress, appearing

in a Bond movie is the way to go, a surefire guarantee of instant tremendous success, and a delicious gravy train that'll lead to all kinds of

significant parts in major motion pictures for years to come. Andyou couldn't be more wrong, because thatJust ain't the case.

For numerous actresses, appearing in a Bond film hurt rather than helped their careers. You see, James Bond films are actually a

road to ruin, an auger ill of cinematic atrocities to come, a token nice slop on a dead end path which leads to horror features of variable qual-

ity. sleazola exploitation trash, worthless direct-to-video junk, abominably ill-advised big budget remakes of movies that no one could con-

ceivably improve upon, and even dropping out of acting altogether for most actresses luckless enough to embark down this grim trail to

immediate career suicide. The following list of hapless actresses whose decision to do a 007 entry caused them much misery, embarrass-

ment, and career setbacks of dismaying magnitude is as sizeable as it is disturbing. One thing's for sure: Acting in a Bond pic is no guaran-

tee ofsuccess; instead it's a curse, an albatross, an intensely egregious and dangerous wrong turn on a tricky turnpike that almost invariably

leads to automatic cinematic oblivion and ignominy.

upsuLa nnoness It makes perfect sense to begin with Ursula. After all she was literally the first

Bond girl, a major popular international sex symbol prior to portraying Honey Rider in Dr. No, and did become

even more of a huge pin-up queen after her appearance in 007's initial celluloid outing. Later appeared in the

ill-received 007 send-up Casino RoyaJe. And, of course, this all proved to be for naught, for by the lime the

‘60s came to an end Ursula's career really hit the skids. In the ‘70s Ms. Andress was toiling away in scuz^

Italian exploitation schlock, doing little more than dutifully doffing her duds in such grubby refuse as The

Sensuous Nurse, Loaded Guns. Stateline Motel, and Slaves ofthe Cannibal God, the last one being particu-

larly notable because not only does Ursula take it ail offonce again, but also because she's captured by a iribe

ofvicious cannibals and damn nearly winds up being devoured by them. The fact that said flesh-eaters tie her

to a pole, strip her naked, and paint her nude body with mud certainly doesn't help matters any. Oh wcU, a

least Ursula has The Tenth Victim to her everlasting credit and did play Aphrodite at the age of 45 (!) in the

big budget fantasy Hop Clash of the Titans. Still, Andress' subsequent nosedive into sheer cinematic swill

following her James Bond movie turn clearly sets the pattern for all future actresses whose careers simi-

larly suffered after doing a 007 pic. Too bad nobody took notice of this bleak precedent early on; a lot of

other careers could have been saved from a one-way descent into the sewer. Ursula herself hasn't acted in

anything for a very long time.
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Following ThunderbaU Ms. Auger's career

didn’t exactly take off. By the early ‘70s she

was relegated to acting in such choice Italian

cheese as the confusing murder mystery

thriller Black Belly of the Tarantula (fellow

007 honeys Barbara Bach and Barbara

Bouchet are in this one too!) and the forget-

table Chris (Insipid No-Talent Son of
Robert) Mitchum revenge outing

Summertime Killer. As of late her acting

career is basically over and done with.

mauD noams The luscious

Ms. Adams holds the rare honor of having

acted in two James Bond movies: The Man
With the Golden Gun and Octopussy, play-

ing the titular part in the latter no less.

However, doing two instead of one 007
films is still no guarantee of a subsequent

prosperous acting career. Okay, Maud did

act in the terrific, uncomfortably prescient

sci-fi doozy Rollerball after her Golden Gun
stint, but the second time she acted in a

Bond pic proved to be the kiss of death for

her career. By the early ‘80s poor Maud
wasn't having a good time of it: she's the

unfortunate lust object of crazed tattoo artist

Bruce Dem in the depraved psycho sickie

Tattoo, then followed that major setback by

acting in such crumbun adventure wipe-outs

as Target Eagle. Hell Hunters, and Jane and
the Lost City before sinking further into the

"your career is flat-out over" abyss with

appearances in the godawful "we all coulda

done without 'em” dlrect-to-video sequels

Angel Hi: The Final Chester and the espe-

cially abominable Silent Night. Deadly

Night IV' Initiation, in which Maud has an

extremely unflattering role as the bitchy

head of a coven of evil man-hating lesbian

witches! 1 think that speaks volumes about

how low Maud sunk after doing two James

Bond pictures.

BaPBana aacH Widely con-

sidered to be Roger Moore's best-ever

distaff foil by (X)7 fans, although this dubi-

ous distinction still

didn’t stop her career

from going beliy-up

in a bunch of Italian

horror flicks that

Barbara wound up

doing after her out-

standing performance

in The Spy fVho Laved

Me. Prior to this film Barbara was in Black

Belly of the Tarantula and Stateline Motel,

co-starring in the latter with original Bond
broad Ursula Andress. After The Spy Who
Laved Me. Bach was in the colossal big

budget dog Force Ten from Navarone, then

Starred in both the enjoyably dopey The
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Island of Dr. Moreau clone Screamers and

the dreadful Jaws copy The Great Alligator

for seasoned Italian dreck pic director

Serg;io Martino (Ursula also acted for

Martino in Slaves ofthe Cannibal God', is it

me or is there some creepy internal organic

continuity going on here?). Poor Barbara

also had the lead in the idiotic Star Wars

cash-in The Humanoid, where she acted

alongside both Richard "Jaws" Kiel and fel-

low Bond girl Corrinc Clcry! Back in the

States Barbara had a solid lead in the

remarkably seedy, perverse, and vastly

underrated early ‘80s psycho sleeper The

Unseen, in which the lovely Ms. Bach gets

terrorized by nutso geek motel proprietor

Sydney Lassick and his pitiably grotesque

overgrown baby incest-spawned son

Stephen Furst (Flounder in Animal Housel),

co-starred with future husband Ringo Starr

in the funny prehistoric comedy Caveman,

and did her best to retain what little dignity

she still had left in the sophomoric comedy
Up the Academy. Then she did the insuffer-

able Paul McCartney vanity project Give My
Regards to Broadstreet and hasn’t acted in

anything since.

Him aasinGBP ms Basinger

had an extraordinarily difficult time being

taken seriously as a bonafidc competent and

c^>able actress after her critically lambasted

performance in Never Say Never Again.

Kim's career was done no favors by her

often fatally indiscriminate taste in largely

lame, most-probably-scrawled-in-crayola-

in-two-hours’-time patently pathetic scripts:

I'm sure I'll get few arguments from readers

when I firmly state that such cinematic

crimes against film-viewing humanity as the

sickeningly sappy The Natural, the Zalman

King-backed soft-core snorefest P Vj Weeks,

No Mercy, Blind Date, My Stepmother Is An
Alien, Cool World, The Real McCoy, and the

needless The Getaway remake all choke the

chicken with a teeth-gnashing vengeance.

Ms. Basinger miraculously salvaged her

career from the cinematic scrapheap with

her top-rate Best Supporting Actress Oscar

winning portrayal ofa melancholy hooker in

the rightfully acclaimed LA. Confidential.

Alas, Kim just had to muff it by acting in the

ludicrously abysmal end-of-thc-world hor-

ror howler Bless the Child.

mantine aesuiiCHe
Like Maud Adams, this fearsome, yet still

strangely enticing brunette tigress holds the

rare distinction of being in two James Bond
movies. More impressively, Beswicke did

'em back to back, appearing in both From
Russia With Love and ThunderbaU within a

year’s lime! Went on to great fame as a

Hammer horror/fantasy film icon, with such

worthy credits as One Million Years. B.C.,

Prehistoric Women, and especially Dr.

Jei^ll and Sister Hyde to her name. Also

quite effectively cast as the Queen of Evil in

Oliver Stone's amazingly oblique and off-

kilter fright film debut feature Seizure. Alas,

by the late ‘'70s Marline’s once steady career

went off the rails, starting with her brief turn

as the head of a satanic cult in the uproari-

ously awful made-for-TV killer canine

howler Devil Dog: Hound from Hell and

culminating in her starring role as infamous

sexual adventuress and best-selling tell-all

author Xaviera Hollander in the totally asi-

nine The Happy Hooker Goes to Hollywood

(Adam West of TV's Batman fame acts in

this one as well, which I think speaks vol-

umes about how miserable this sucker truly

is). Beswicke then went on to further tarnish

her heretofore unsullied reputation by acting

in such sour lemons as the typically terrible

Fred Olen Ray groaner Cyclone, Gary
Graver's slight horror black comedy Evil

Spirits, and the useless "we all coulda done

without it" sequel Trancers 11, plus a voice

only contribution to the futuristic

ALlENes(\ne direct-to-video sequel Critters

4. Oh well, at least Marline had a funny bit

in the first-rate Miami Blues as a snobby

waitress and gave a truly unnerving mute
cameo as a murderess who gets executed at

the very start of the pleasingly twisted and

unjustly overlooked horror anthology sleep-

er The Offspring.

jacouBLine Bisect
After playing Miss Goodthighs in Casino

Royale Ms. Bissett's career really took off

with high profile parts in such succe.ssful

movies as Bullit, the trend-setting all-star

disaster hit Airport, and Murder on the

Orient Express. Became a hugely popular

pin-up queen following her famous wet t-

shirt scene in the otherwise unremarkable

The Deep. By the early ‘8()s Jacqueline's

career ran out of gas with such dismal fea-

tures as the cycle-destroying all-star disaster

fizzler When Time Ran Out!, the costly

clunker Inchon, and the crass teen comedy
Class putting severe blemishes on Bissett’s

previously pimple-free oeuvre. Further

humiliation awaited Ms. Bissett when she

tackled a thankless co-starring part in

Zalman King's horrifically horrendous soft-

core sexploitation stinkcroonie Wild Orchid.

Honon BLacHman Prior

to her astonishing ball-busting turn as the

lewdly named deadly bull dyke bitch Pussy

Galore in Goldfinger, Ms. Blackman had a

distinguished film and TV show career to

her name. Her movie credits included A
Night to Remember, one of the first pics

about the historical sinking of the Titanic
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which is loads better than that horribly over-

rated and interminably drawn-out mawkish

piece-of-shit garbage that James Cameron

later puked forth on an unsuspecting film-

watching public. Moreover, Honor had orig-

inated the part of Ms. Emma Peel on the

long-running British cult program The

Avengers, a role also played by fellow future

Bond babe Diana Rigg (Ms. Rigg isn't on

this list for the simple reason that her post-

007 work is unusually strong and on the

money, as such nothing-to-apologize-for

credits as The Hospital, Theatre of Blood,

and, yes Virginia, even The Great Muppei

Caper happily confirm). Honor’s post-

Goldfinger career went smoothly for awhile,

but come the early ‘70s it petered out.

Starting with the crude slasher prototype

Fright, hitting its biggest low with both the

excruciating comedy Western Something

Big and Hammer's heart-breakingly lacklus-

ter final filmic fling To the Devil A
Daughter, and concluding with the dreary

"why bother?" remake The Cat and the

Canary, Ms. Blackman’s ‘70s career was a

veritable trainwreck of cinematic misfires

that are best left forgotten today.

BaPBana BoucHet
After playing James Bond's fiercely loyal

and adoring secretary Miss Moneypenny in

the much-maligned all-star 007 spoof

Cosmo Royale one would think that this

slinky and arousing Italian sex kitten was

gonna really go places as an actress. Alas,

this was not to be. By the time the ‘70s

rolled around Barbara Bouchet was con-

stantly taking off her clothes for an increas-

ingly ubiquitous series of nude scenes in

countless Italian horror and exploitation fea-

tures: she cockteases a lucky-ass 12-year-

old boy by brazenly flaunting her naked

body in front of him in Lucio Fulci's deeply

unsettling Don't Torture A Duckling, dances

in the buff on a car hood in the jaw-drop-

pingly low-rent Mafia crime picture The

Mean Machine (Chris Mitchum stars in this

one as well; need I say more?), gets boned

up the butt by ferocious hitman Henry Silva

while clinging to a side of beef in the espe-

cially slimy Cry ofA Prostitute, and even

seduces Yul Brynner in the revenge opus

Death Rage. Better still, Barbara also

appeared in Black Belly ofa Tarantula with

fellow Bond babes Claudine Auger and

Barbara Bach! Hasn't acted in anything late-

ly-

BaPBana cappepa this

earth-shakingly sumptuous beauty possesses

a smoldering sensually that's potent enough

to turn even the most hardy and resilient

man's knees into gummy, wobbly, can't keep

my balance if I tried jello. Barbara's career
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got off to a shaky start when her initial cin-

ematic forays Embryo and the '77 The

Island ofDr. Moreau remake failed to click

with a mass audience. Carrera's subsequent

film ventures When Time Ran Out!,

Condorman, and /. the Jury likewise tanked

at the box office and got short shrift from the

critics. Only Lone Wolf McQuade struck

gold with the movie-going public. Then

along came Barbara's superbly sexy and

spirited turn as insanely predatory assassin

Fatima Blush in Never Say Never Again.

One would think that Ms. Carrera's got it

made in the shade. El wrongo, bud. Instead

Barbara's career went inexplicably down the

tubes, starting with the plodding "nobody

asked for it" sequel stiff Wild Geese II.

Barbara gave a hilariously lascivious per-

formance as a constantly on the make witch

in the riotously bawdy comedy Love at

Stake, which rates highly on my list of great

unsung ‘8()s gems that practically no one

has seen. After this victory Barbara again

lost her footing by taking over the title role

in Lany Cohen's shamefully from hunger

comedy Wicked Stepmother after an aged

Bette Davis suddenly died a week or two

into the shooting of the flick! Before you

ask, the film itself is every bit as ungodly as

the gloomy circiunstances which lead to Ms.

Carrera landing the gig would have you

think. Following that debacle Barbara has

plumbed further depths of no-tuming-back

cinematic stagnancy by acting in such

unworthy projects as Point ofIntact, Tryst,

and the madc-for-cable horror pic

Sawbones.

COPPme CLBPB Had tha

degrading got-naked-every-five-to-ten min-

utes title part in The Story of O and co-

starred alongside Franco Nero and David

Hess in the fantastic "danger on the road"

psycho knock-out Hitchhike prior to acting

in Moonraker. Following her 007 stint was

also in The Humanoid with fellow Bond

babe Barbara Bach and Richard "Jaws"

Kiel. Career plummeted into all-out terminal

turkeydom with the hilariously horrible

post-nuke action clinker Yor: The Hunter

from the Future. Last seen taking off her

clothes in Lucio Fulci's tawdry erotic thriller

Dangerous Obsession.

mapyam o'bbo This attrac-

tively willowy blonde made her inauspi-

cious film debut in the wonderfully wacko

anything-goes ALIEN rip-off Xtro as a

yummy French au pair girl who twice

removes her clothes. Following small roles

in Until September and White Knights. Ms.

D'Abo lucked out and sorted the love

interest lead in The Living Daylights. After

this triumph Maryam next acted in the John

Ashley-backed Something Is Out There, a

completely cruddy sci-fi/horror mini-series

that was an unexplainable ratings hit A mer-

cifully short-lived one season wonder TV
series followed. After the show's abrupt can-

cellation Maryam's career predictably fell

apart She took it all off fOT an episode of

Zalman King's stupendously shoddy soft-

core sexploitation cable series Red Shoe

Diaries, plus likewise stripped down to her

birthday suit for such grievously rotten

direct-to-video dreck as Double Obsession,

Tropical Heat, and Tomcat: Dangerous

Desires, the latter starring onetime 21 Jump

Street TV teen scream hunk turned perermi-

al direct-to-video movie mainstay Richard

Grieco (ominously enough, Mr. Grieco had

previously toplined in the flop 007 spy

spoof IfLooks Could Kill, a dud that played

a principal part in condemning Richard to

latenight cable fare obscurity). Although

D'Abo got to keep her clothes on in the

chopsocky saga Shootfighter: Fight to the

Death, the nightmarishly insipid big budget

La Femme Nikita remake Point of No

Return, and the psycho thriller Stalked, none

of these films represents a valid return to

sound form for the officially down and out

Maryam.

sHiPuey EBbon
Curvaceous eyeful Ms. Eaton made an

indelible impression after being turned into

a breathtakingly bronzed human statue in

Goldfinger. Alas, acting in Goldfinger didn’t

prove to be a golden decision on Shirley's

part. Following her 007 stint Ms. Eaton was

in veteran hack dilator Maury Dexter's

automatically unmemorable The Naked

Brigade, a tired-ass umpteenth film adapta-

tion of Agatha Christie's Ten Little Indians,

and both The Girlfrom Rio and The Blood of

Fu Mancho for tireless Spanish I-dredge-

'em-up-right-from-the-celluloid-crudbucket

moviemaker par excellence Jess Franco.

tlULie EGE Following her bit part

as a Scandinavian girl in On Her Majesty's

Secret Service this mouth-wateringly fiill-

figured Norwegian looker's thespic career

was very hit or miss. Starring turns in the

on-target Hammer films Creatures the
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World Forgot and especially the seriously

smokin' kung-fu bloodsucker corker The

Legend of the Seven Golden Vampires as

well as a co-starring part in the splendidly

sardonic post-nuke sci-fi black comedy
smasheroo The Final Programme rate as

Ms. Ege's biggest hits, while the lesser

efforts The Mutations, Percy's Progress.

Think Dirty, Up Pompeii, and Craze qualify

as Julie's most toxically off-tai^et misses.

Eventually quit acting altogether to become
a nurse.

BPitti EHLanO Prior to acting

in The Man With the Golden Gun this gener-

ously proportioned Swedish dish steamed
up movie screens by doing an unforgettably

torrid nude dance in the superlative British

horror classic The Wicker Man. Britt also

registered favorably in the equally fine fea-

tures Get Carter and Asylum. But after her

007 stint Ms. Ekland’s career went on a
gradual, yet inexorable decline. The sadistic

blaxploitation phlegmwad Slavers, the

smutty comedy Sex on the Run, the inane

anthology flick The Monster Club, and the

soft-core sexploitation sludgeball Love
Scenes put a stopper to Britt's previously

pretty-up-to-snuff career, with the lowest

point reached when she acted in the odious

rapist ghost atrocity Demon Rage alongside

fellow erstwhile Bond babe Lana Wood. By
the late ‘80s Ms. Ekiand was goofing her

way through Fred Olen Ray's unbearably

moronic horror comedy crapfest Beverly

Hills Vamp.

QUf^ Following her catfight

scene with the redoubtable Martine
Beswicke in From Russia With Love. Ms.
Gut's film career was similarly trounced, as

such utterly inconsequential nothin' to get

all stirred up about post-007 items as Agent

for H.A.R.M., Tarzan and the Jungle Boy,
Contest Girl, and the especially bum blood-

sucker bilge Beast of Morocco all prove
beyond a reasonable doubt

TEPi HatCHEP Ms Hatcher

soared to immediate favorite-hottie-among-

young-homy-guys fame when she made a

big splash playing Lois Lane on Lois &
Clark: The New Adventures of Superman.

Prior to this immense success Teri had done

time on The Love Boat and had such cine-

matic booboos as the divinely stupid Sly

Stallone/Kurt Russell buddy-buddy cop
bonanza Tango and Cash, the dreadfully

dippy Dolly Parton dud Straight Talk, and

the unwatchably boorish Andrew "Dice"

Clay vehicle Brainsmasher . . A Love Story

cluttering her spotty resume like a very

grave untreated rash. One might assume that

appearing as the love interest in the 007 saga

Tomorrow Never Dies would secure Ms.

Hatcher's celluloid career as smooth sailing

from there on. But that hasn't really been the

case, for such subsequent film excursions as

the failed crime opus Two Days in the Valley

and the pedestrian comedy Since You've

Been Gone are not exactly the stuff of which

true classics are made. Currently Teri has

found gainful employment doing TV com-
mercials for Radio Shack and acted in the hit

children's movie Sf^ Kids, so her career is

doing alright for the moment.

GbOPiB HenOPB Since iiv.

and Let Die was at heart essentially a big

budget blaxploitation movie, it makes per-

fect sense that Ms. Hendry, a former model
and Playboy Bunny who grew up in

Newark. New Jersey, is most closely associ-

ated with that particular uniquely ‘70s low-

down funky genre. Gloria's bang-up blax-

ploitation credits include starring roles in

Black Caesar. Hell Up in Harlem. Black
Belt Jones, Savage Sisters (Hendiy shared

the screen with Sid Haig, John Ashley and
that Ginger girl Cheri Caffaro in this

Filipino pearl), and Slaughter's Big Rip-off
as well as secondary parts in Across IlOth

Street (her debut role) and Bare Knuckles.

Unfortunately, Gloria wasn't happy toiling

away in an endless succession of blaxploita-

tion pics, so she stopped acting altogether

after appearing in Bare Knuckles. Hendry
finally returned to films with a small role in

the strictly so-so direct-to-video sequel

Pumpkinhead II: Blood Wings, but alas has-

n't done anything since that minor come-
back.

pamHB aanssen This
delectably leggy and statuesque Dutch for-

mer model turned actress rocked many a

man's world with her fabulously fiipped-out

performance as a vivaciously loopy Russian

nympho psycho bitch who crushes lucky

guys to death between her literally and figu-

ratively killer thighs in GoldenEye. Alas,

Famke hasn't done so well with her follow-

up films. Robert Altman's disastrously dull

The Gingerbread Man, the totally unexcep-

tional romantic comedy Love & Sex, and the

grossly unnecessary big budget The House
on Haunted Hill remake are gonna be tough

pics to live down. Worse still, the slam-

bang, shoot-the-flreworks, outrageously

gruesome and relentless H.P. Lovecraft on
amphetamines monslermash blast Deep
Rising met with an unfairly brutal critical

reception and didn't make dime one at the

almighty box office, aithou^ yours truly

personally loved this wild-ass go-for-broke

skull-popper as if it was my own amiably
retarded bastard stepson. Fortunately, Ms.
Janssen rebounded from these failures with

a decent co-starring gig in the terrific card-

sharp gambling winner Rounders and
recently toplined in the superhero smash X-
Men, so for the time being her career ain't in

no big trouble.

LUnn-HOLUB
JOHflSOn The girlishly perky and
pretty Ms. Johnson holds the dubious honor
of being the youngest ever actress to tackle

a starring role in a Bond film: Lynn-Holly
was all of 20 when she acted in For Your

Eyes Only. Prior to her 007 stint Ms.
Johnson toplined in the maudlin four-hanky

weepie Ice Castles. Ms. Johnson's post-

Bond career slump began immediately with

the dismally unscaiy Disney horror entry

The Watcher in the Woods, in which she
managed to hold her own with the ever-

imposing Bette Davis. The jarringly bad and
sniggering R-rated '84 remake of WlKre the

Boys Are proved to be the deadly stake that

really killed Lynn-Holly's career. The one-
two double whammy sci-fi stinker punch of
the lifeless Alien Predator and the faltering

Filipino post-nuke pukebag The Sisterhood

are very saddening sights to behold. Ditto

the equally abominable busts Angel River.

Out of Sight-Out of Mind, Diggin' Up the

Business, and Long Way Back. Lynn-Holly
Johnson eventually quit acting altogether

shortly after turning 30.

Gf^CB JOGBS Prior to acting

in A View to A Kill Grace Jones had already

had a successful career in Europe as both a
model and rock singer. Jones gave a thrilling

performance in the otherwise pretty fuckin'

sony-ass sequel Conan the Destroyer.

Grace followed her 007 stint by playing

lethal, exotic, long-toothed Egyptian strip-

per vampire queen Katrina in the profound-

ly cool and entertaining horror black come-
dy pip Vamp. Then the inevitable post-007
career slump kicked in, as such subsequent

stupendously unsightly cinematic blots on
the landscape Siesta, Straight to Hell, and
Boomerang grimly prove. Grace's sole
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recent acting gig of note was in the CD*

ROM game Hell: A Cyberpunk Thriller.

Now prc^ably best known as direct-to-vidco

action star Dolph Lundgren's former better

half

canoLine munro Like

Martine Beswicke before her the scrump-

tious Ms. Munro first earned her cult hor-

ror/fantasy queen stripes by acting in both

Dracula A.D. 1972 and Captain Kronos:

Vampire Hunter for Hammer Studies.

Caroline quickly solidified her status as a

major hottie babe to reckon with by portray-

ing the beautifully preserved corpse of

Vincent Price's dead wife in the Dr. Phibes

films as well as showing off her exception-

ally shapely figure by wearing skimpy cos-

tumes in The Golden Voyage ofSinbad and

At the Earth's Core. Now one would think

Munro's brief but undeniably head-turning

appearance as the head baddie's helicopter

pilot in an eye-popping bikini in The Spy

Who Loved Me would most certainly clinch

Munro's ascent to tremendous breakthrou^

superstardom. Sadly, this was not to be.

Caroline next acted in the delightfully dumb

Star Wars rip-offStarcrash before becoming

the luckless lust object of slobbering obses-

sive murderous lunatic Joe Spinell in the

notoriously nasty gorefest Maniac and the

laudably lousy The Last Horror Film. By

the mid '80s Ms. Munro's once brightly

glowing star was rapidly losing its brilliant

shine: She did a cameo as herself singing on

stage in a nightclub in the yucky yuletide

yawner Don't Open Until Christmas and

was badly miscast in the lead in the similar-

ly shabby slice'n'dicc stiff Slaughter High.

Later credits are just as disheartening: They

include Jess Franco's Faceless, the Paul

Naschy vehicle Howl ofthe Devil, and Luigi

Cozzi’s The Black Cat, where poor Caroline

actually had to sue the cheapskate no-

account filmmakers in order to collect the

full salary that was due to her! I had the

pleasure of meeting Ms. Munro at a

Chillerthon convention and found her to be

a real sweetheart. I bought a picture ofher as

Naomi in The Spy Who Laved Me which she

autographed with the following inscription;

"To you Joe with love." Like I said, she's a

very dear lady who should have had a much
better and fuller career than the rather paltry

one she's saddled with.

Luciana paujzzi This

deliciously voluptuous Italian knock-out

established herself playing va-va-voomish

sexpot roles In such varied pictures as 5ea

Fury and Muscle Beach Party before por-

traying fetching femme fatale Fiona Volpe

in Thunderbalt. Alter that Ms. Paluzzi was

hopelessly typecast as villainesses in spy
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thrillers which include The Man from

U.N.C.L.E spin-off feature The Venetian

Affair. Come the late ‘60s Luciana's career

went into a tailspin. with such resolutely

downscale items as die goofy Japanese sci-

fi monster gut-buster The Green Slime, Jess

Franco's vile broads-bchind-bars barfbag 99

Women, the Jim Brown blaxploitation vehi-

cle Black Gunn, the leering, catfighl-laden

Amazon honeys period actioner War

Goddess, the staggeringly repellent The

Klansman, and the rancidly raunchy Italian

sex comedy wash-out The Sensuous Nurse

(former original Bond babe Ursula Andress

was the star of this one no less!) pockmark-

ing her already splotchy resume like so

many ugly zits.

Tanya noaePES Before

gaining instant TV stardom and becoming a

permanent part ofmany a libidinous teenage

male’s wildest wet dreams by playing one of

the bountifully endowed crime-fighting jig-

gle vixens on Charlie's Angels the stunning-

ly comely, dark-haired, husky-voiced Ms.

Roberts paid her dues acting in the grimy

‘70s drive-in endeavors Forced Entry, The

Yum-Yum Girls, and Tourist Trap. Tanya

retained her sultry sexpot status by doing a

nude pictorial for Playboy, then went on to

obligingly bare her beauteous breasts in

both The Beastmaster and the monumental-

ly bush league big budget box office bow-

wow Sheena. Tanya’s intolerably wimpy

turn in A View to A Kill quite understandably

failed to put her floundering career back on

track. Instead. Ms. Roberts achieved a cer-

tain sordid status as that foxy chick who
always takes it all off in such terminally

tacky direct-to-video soft-core erotic

thrillers as Night Eyes. Inner Sanctum. Siris

of Desire, and Deep Down. The dissatisfy-

ingly tame chicks-in-chains waste-of-cellu-

loid Purgatory rates highly as perhaps Ms.

Roberts single most smelly-ass post-Bond

misstep, although that particular point is

open to a lot of debate. To add additional

abject insult to already appalling injury, a

couple of said schlockers were directed by

chronically all-thumbs hackmeister

supremes Fred Olen Ray and Jim Wynorski!

Not surprisingly, ajustifiably disgusted Ms.

Roberts quit acting altogether for several

years. Tanya has recently resurfaced with a

recurring co-starring part on the hit sitcom

That ‘70s Shaw.

Joanna peEtet Another

Casino Royale cast member whose career

went nowhere slowly after appearing in that

often dissed fiasco. In the ‘70s Ms. Pettett

acted in the odd cannibal opus Welcome to

Arrow Beach and the vigorously mounted

haunted house offering TIk Evil. Was briefly

a regular on the hit TV scries Knots

Landing. By the early '80s the best Joanna

could do was a lead role in the by-thc-num-

bers slasher mystery-thriller nonstarter

Double Exposure. Hasn't done anything

lately.

oemse mcHaros The

awesomely ample-bodied Ms. Richards first

caught male filmviewer’s eyes with her star-

ring turn In Paul Verhoeven's extravagantly

over-the-top big budget sci-fi spectacle

Starship Troopers, which laid a giant lead

egg at the box office, but has since gone on

to acquire an avid cult following. Prior to

that flick Denise had made her decidedly

less-than-showstopping thespic film debut

in the absurdly imbecilic direct-to-video

dodo Tammy and the T-Rex. Denise fol-

lowed this uncertain start with the unde-

servedly maligned and hilariously vicious

black comedy scream Drop Dead Gorgeotai,

which even boasts Adam West doing a hys-

terically funny send-up of himself! Ms.

Richards then set innumerable male hearts

aflutter and probably made said dudes seri-

ously bleach their jeans when she removed

her shirt so guys could get a good, lingering

look at her formidably fine knockers in the

aptly titled Wild Things. Naturally, a showy

part in the Bond pic The World Is Not

Enough seemed liked the logical next thing

for Denise to do in order to solidify her stel-

lar status as one juicy ripe tomato.

Unfortunately, Ms. Richards' performance

in the 007 outing met with uniformly hostile

reviews from venomous asshole critics.

Denise's career took a turn for the worse

when she starred in the stomach-knottingly

ghastly retro-'80s slasher abortion

Valentine. Parts in such direct-to-video los-

ers as the road movie Tail Lights Fade and

the psycho thriller Kill Shot — Denise acts

alongside fellow Starship Trocars veteran

turned perennial latcnight cable TV fare

topliner Casper Van Dien in the latter pic —
followed thereafter. Resorted to parodying

her own vacuous sexpot image in the addle-

pated Austin Powers-s\y\e spy spoof

Undercover Brother. Ms. Richards is per-

haps best known at this present time as the

gorgeous trophy babe wife of smarmy leg-

endary Hollywood bad boy Charlie Sheen.
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diULi Sta. •JDHfl After playing the lead in Diamonds Are
Forever Ms. St. John's previously nourishing career all but sputtered

and died. Prior to her 007 stint Jilt had such nims as Summer Lave.
The Lost World remake. The Oscar, and Tony Rome to her credit.

Ms. St. John's post-James Bond pics are few and far in between.
They include the unpleasantly violent revenge thriller Sitting Target.
the muddied political satire The Act, the seamy women-in-prison
potboiler The Concrete Jungle, and a cameo as herself in Robert
Altman's scathing The Player.

T3L>iS3 SOtO You would think that after her 007 stint

as Robert Davi's much-abused and mistreated kept mistress in

License to Kill that this fashion model turned actress's career
might be going places, Instead Ms. Soto's career went straight
down the ol’ shitter when she decided to essay the titular part in

Jim Wynorski's unforgivably cheap'n'chintzy madc-for-cable
movie travesty of the widely admired comic book heroine
Vampirella.

l-QnS UIOOD There's a very telling and prophetic
moment in Diamonds Are Forever in which ‘70s grindhousc
movie icon Sid Haig tosses Lana Wood out of a high-rise hotel
window. Symbolically this scene is quite chilling, for just like

her ill-fated character Plenty O'Toole Ms. Wood’s career took a
severe plunge into that festering sinkhole known as the sudden
dead-end from which there is no return after acting in this 007
outing. Moreover, being the big-busted sister of much beloved
actress Natalie Wood sure didn't help matters any. Lana suffers
from what I call Celebrity Sibling Syndrome, an often incurable
and unconquerable malady in which the aftlicted can neither
equal nor surpass the fame and respect their more successful
brother or sister amassed before them. Granted. Lana was amus-
ing as a flaky psychic in the immensely fun car chase romp
Speedtrap and gave a creditable performance in Charles B.
Pierce s nicely done Western Grayeagle. However, she was sim-
ply pitiful in the hideously slushy soap opera melodrama A
Place Called Today, which co-starred that Ginger girl Cheri
Caffaro. Furthermore. Ms. Wood hit her career nadir when she
played a luckless woman who's repeatedly raped by an aggres-
sively homy male ghost in the wholly wretched Demon Rage,
which also features fellow former Bond babe Britt Ekland. By
the early 80s Lana Wood's flash-in-the-pan thesping career was
over for good.

Now. as the alarmingly abundant evidence on display
unarguably shows acting in a James Bond movie rates along
with picking your nose in public, letting your underarm hair
grow out for all the world to see. and screaming ”1 love Bin
Laden" in a room full of Marines as something no sane, sensi-
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bie. of sound mind and spirit woman should ever do. Personally.
I panicked when I heard Halle Berry's starring in the latest

James Bond film. Sure, she recently copped a Best Actress
Oscar for her stand-out performance in Monster's Bali, but that
in reality doesn't mean Jack shit. Mira Sorvino got the statuette
for Mighty Aphrodite and she still wound up squandering her tal-

ents in such subsequent cinematic offal as Mimic and The
Replacement Killers. And when was the last time you saw My
C ousin I’inny s Marisa lomci in a high profile major mainstream
release premiering at your local multiplex this Friday? I rest my
case. I wouldn't be the least bit surprised if Ms. Berry winds up
acting in some shit-ass skanky slasher woofer, a comparably
crappy direct-to-video erotic thriller sharing the screen with
either Richard Grieco or Casper Van Dien, or. worst of all. an
overblown "nobody wanted it" big budget remake of an
unmatchably fantastic movie a year or so after her 007 stint. If

this does indeed happen, don't act surprised when you tell me all

about it. Besides. Malle meets two key prerequisites for post-
James Bond career crash and burn: She's a onetime model and
beauty contest winner (Ms. Teen USA of 1987) who co-starred
alongside former Bond babe Famke Janssen in X-Men and
popped her top in the execrable big budget floppola Swordfish.
As we all should know by now. them James Bond movies got
one helluva horrendously dire hex on 'em. Especially if you're a
lovely young actress just itchin’ to make a deni in movies. Take
my advice; .stick to community theater. It may not pay so good
and it sure ain't glamorous, but in the long run it’ll prove to be
markedly less painful and embarrassing than the grueling career
downward spiral you'll experience by acting in a 007 film.
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BY DC)N MANKOWSKI
Tonight's tc^ic is Griffin, the Invisible

Man.

(No. I don't mean Merv Griffin, although

he is difficult to see, Today, he's behind the

scenes, a prolific producer of such popular,

intelligent television shows as Jeopardy, and

even more popular, stupid ones like Wheel

Fortune. But he tmce had an on-camera pres-

ence when he frequently hosted talk and vari-

ety shows in the 1960s. I mean, he'd embarrass

Arthur Treacher, he'd sing with Jerry Lewis,

he'd play the piano for Steve and Edie, he'd

joke with Bob Hope. Ethel Merman's big

mouth. Karl Malden's big nose. Victw Buoto’s

big gut, Zsa Zsa Gabor* s big. . . accent, were all

fair game. But alas, so long as a certain Johnny

Carson was die competition, hardly anybody

knew that Merv was on. Merv. there was an

emcee; but Jcrfinny. why 'e was an emcee-

squared. as Einstein might have put it)

Although Merv might indeed qualify, our

man is Dr. Jack Griffin. One of Universal

Studios' great golden-^e homor characters was

the Invisible Man. Check that, th^- woe the

Invisible Men. No. the Invisible Persons. And

pets. Actually, the invisibilit)' serum itself was

the thread for a series of films. And. keeping to

my now-established style. I'll be discussing

these films in terms of both their internal con-

sistency (not too bad) and their real-world plau-
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sibility (close to zero, but please read on).

In 1933, Universal released The Invisible

Man, an adaptation of H.G Wells' classic

novella of 1897. Dedicated scientist Dr. Jack

Griffin (Wells didn't give him a doctorate, nor

cvoi a Christian name) develops and tests a

drug that renders him invisible. Alas, the drug

has .side effects, much like those modem phar-

maceuticals with the elaborate disclaimers.

Monocane's would read (in upbeat voice):

Warning! Monocane© is not fw everyone.

M^ cause heartburn, hair loss, diarrhea, fre-

quent urination, erectile dysfunction, hyperac-

tivi^, megalomania and insanity. Do ask your

doctor if Monocane® is right for you!

Screenwriter R.C. Sherriff turned in a

tense condensation ofthe Wells stCMy. Whereas

H. G*s Griffin was a bom psychopath. Sherriff

conceived the idea that the drug should induce

his megalomania Director James Whale took

it from there, beginning (as did Wells) with the

muffled stranger trudging through the snow to

Iping. then moving airmg without letup.

As Griffin. Claude Rains reads some

superb lines in his impressive voice (which, in

my opinion, ranks up there with John

Carradine's and Boris Karloffs). The early

sound equipnent fails utterly to match Rains'

vocal range, re^rxling with impotent static

when Rains intones "Power ... to make the

world grovel at my feet!" Griffin feels he can

use invisibility as a weapon of terror, to ulti-

mately rule his domain, and sell his secret to

whenever wants to "sweep the world with

invisible armies." He gels to play flamboyant

[Manks, throw money around (literally), and

"may even wreck a train or two." But he suffers

the fate of the presumptuous when Nature's

own winter conditions bring him low: the

snows that gave him to us reclaim him by

revealing his footsteps.

Wearing originally an unkempt wig and a

rubber nose along with his goggles and artful-

ly-arranged facial bandages, Griffin turns in

later scenes to dark glasses and gauze alone,

establishing this as standard issue for invisible

men. lire ^)ecial effects are frequently no

more than remotely operated doors, gates or

drapes plus cast ehoreo^'^shy, and are quite

effective when augmented by Rains' mutter-

ings or rants. However, cinematographic

genius P. Fulton made use ofmasked neg-

ative and multiple exposure to an effect stun-

ning in the 1930$ even if it appears rather

tagged today. (E.g., outlines bleed a bit. and

you can't see the back of Griffin's collar behind

his invisible neck).

Rains, who is seen cmly in the film's final

take, is rather stiffly supported by Henry

Travers as his mentor. William Harrigan as the
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slimy Dr. Kemp, and Glwia Stuart as Flora, the

Invisible Man's uistful love interest No mat-

ter. as Rains and the quirky bit actors cany the

show. As the story is set in the British counliy -

side. Whale's very odd supporting players (Una
O'Connor el al.) arc more at hcmie here than

they are in Transjlvania or Switzerland or

wherever the Frankenstein pictures are set.

Memorable are the officials' ambitious but

hopeless tactics against the invisible maru and

his implacable stalking of his betrayer. Kemp.
The invisible man becomes visible upon

his death; the attending physicians ftilly antici-

pate that he effect of the drugs will die with

him. The invisibility process must be a dynam-
ic one, highly dependent upon blood circula-

tion or breathing.

Ut Mg Make One Thine Perfectly Clear

The Invisible Man has a scientific origin (a la

Frankenstein) rather than a supernatural

(Dracula. The Wolf Man, The Mummy).
However, Griffin’s premise is just as farfetched

as Frankenstein's, probably more so.

We are. you and I. connoisseurs of the fantas-

tic. I think it's incumbent upon us when dis-

cussing a fantastic film, to at least pause to

assess its real-world plausibility. Some things,

like human vampires changing into bats can be

dismissed outright and the pause isn't a long

one. Something that advertises itself as science

fiction deserves a bit more scrutiny.

To make a substance transparent one

mu.st drastically rearrange its molecules, and

you simply can't torture living cells in such a

fa^ion and still maintain their life functions.

The closest that nature comes to achieving this

is in the cornea of the manmalian eye. This is

one living tissue that has to get by without a
direct blood supply, as even the tiniest blood

vessels would get in the way and render it ncm-

transparent The cornea gets Its nutrients via

diffusion from neighboring cells, and has its

wastes carried away by the same process; this

is something that simply won't work for any

tissue much larger than the cornea. And trans-

parency isn't quite enough, of course: we can

detect glass or ice unless the lighting is such

that none of it is scattered in any way.

There isjust no conceivable way in which

to make living tissue (bone, muscle, etc.) oans-

parent, and at the same time keep it functional.

Someone with no skin pigmentatiem would
have no protective suntan, but the invisible

man needn't fear sunburn so long as the rays are

passing through his flesh without reflection.

But what's one body part that absolutely

requires its pigmentation to function? The reti-

na of the eye. Make th^ transparent and it

doesn't reflect an image to the brain any Icmger.

A truly transparent man would be blind as well,

and that much less a menace.

Transparent Arguments
If true and perfect tran^jarency isn't attainable.

what other ways are there to become invisible?

I can think ofa few.
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Camouflage. Our man changes color to fit

the background. Of course, to be thus invisible

from both directiems. Griffin might have to

resemble factory brickwork on his front side,

green grass and an evening sky on his rear

(which would lend a twist to a line like "Even

the moon's frightened of me! Frightened to

death. The whole world's frightened to death").

Some living creatures, certain fish and lizards,

can do this, and rather well, but not perfectly.

It's of little help when you're in motion, or

when the observers are. And whai an invisible

man is about guarantee that somebody's going

to be moving.

Relativity. Simply arrange for the bending

of light rays around an object Dr. Einstein told

us that light rays would be indeed warped in the

presence of great masses, and damn if he was-

n't right Stars that can be observed near our

sun during solar eclipses aren't seen quite

exactly where we know titem to be; the sun's

mass has altered the path of their li^t
Suppose that the surface of Griffin’s skin has

acquired the property ofdeflecting light around

him so that each observer sees whafs behind

him perfectly focused. (Well, almost perfectly.

It apparently can’t focus too closely behind

him, hence his invisible collar-badc.) I'd guess

that a great deal of aiergy would be involved

here, and from where it comes, who krtows?

Besides, anything inside Griffin’s skin ought to

remain invisible. YeL he tells us that food he

has eaten recently remains visible until digest-

ed. This would indicate that Griffin's invisible

cells assimilate the visible ctxnpounds and ren-

der these transparent, or maybe his body con-

centrates the pigments and excretes fltem. but I

really don’t want to think about that too much.

(Oddly, smoke from Griffin’s cigars is visible

when expelled, but not while within his lungs.)

Clothes, outside the dun. interfoe with the

optical properties and must be dispensed with

for the full effect

Suggediwt something like mass hypno-

sis. Perhaps Griffin’s brain is constantly ema-
nating orders to other minds not to notice him.

It even wrnks while he’s sleeping (as ha{^)ens

in the movie), but not after he’s dead. We'd
expect him to go mad sooner or later, given all

that brain activity. Isnt this how The Shadow
achieved invisibility, by clouding men’s minds?
It must be a hell of a lot easier on the radio.

This wouldn’t explain why Griffin has to strip

olfto be invisible, or how smoke, dust or paint

show up on him - unless the confidence that

such methods imbue in the observer somehow
gets through the mental screen. (Writer Ralph

Ellison used the title Invisible Man for his

acclaimed first novel in 1952. His invisible

man is an American Black as viewed by White

society.)

As we can see, there are problems with

each alternative explanation. No. we are told

by several learned scientists, in this picture as

well as the sequels, that the drug monocane has

bleaching properties, that it turns creahires

white when injected, and that Griffin has some-

how refined it to the point where it renders liv-

ing tissue not wily colorless, but non-reflective.

Fair enough. The laws of physics are different

in the Universal Universe. Remember that

H.G Wells was devoted to science as well as to

fiction. He knew when to let the former go so

as not to interfere with a great story. Wells tells

us that there are a lot of things that are virtual-

ly invisible, such as jellyfi^ microbes, or the

wind; and that most creatores are made up of
mostly transparent tissues with just a few pig-

mentsinthem. He almost convinces us that tile

leap to tree invisibility is a ^rt wie. Almost
Unhappy Returns

When Universal got around to a sequel ofsorts,

they created a new invisible man rather than

dusting off the old one (after all invisible men
are sensitive to dust). The Invisible Man
Returns ( 1940) starred Vincent Price, in maybe
his fourth-ever featured role, ifyou can believe

that Price plays Sir Geoffrey Radcliffe who.

although innocent Is under sentence of death

f«- the murder of his brother. Geoffrey disap-

pears prior to his executiwi, quite literally.

It transpires that he's had the assistance of
Dr. Frank Griffin, no 1^ than the youngw
brother of Jack The Invisible Man” Griffin.

Each having lost a brother under extreme cir-

cumstances, it’s appropriate that these two
should unite. Sutton underplays nicely, a very

believable btMing scientist His family relation-

ship is punctuated with a dossier -

"maniac/murderer" - photo^aph of Claude
Rains, who thus has almost as much visible

screen time here as in the earlier film! We leam
that it’s nine years since Jack Griffin employed
an East Indian herb to render himself invisible,

and that the scientist apparently re-christened

his imfKoved monocane as "duocane."

Inspector Sampson (Cecil Kellaway) of
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Scotland Yard is always one stq? behind

Radcliffe. His seemingly careless cigar about

GrifTtn’s laboratory is a literal attempt to smoke

RadclifTe out. Meanwhile, Geoffrey, done up

in bandages and goggles tike his predecessor, is

hiding out with girifiiend Helen Manson (Nan

Grey). There develops a sense of argent^, as

he's clearly being overtaken lo' madness, and

must solve the case of his brother's murder

while he still can.

He escapes the inspector in the nick of

time and in the expected fashion. 'Take off 'is

clothes?" says the local policeman in p^Kme

conversation. '"E won't do that sir . . . there's a

lady with ’im." Within minutes, it's "*£ took off

'is clothes! No wonder she fitted!" Writer

Curt Siodmak and director Joe try to give

us some James Whale*ish characters.

Throughout, rain, mist and smoke pose prob-

lems fcN* Radcliffe, although he turns it to his

advantage at one point: with all of the police

clad in gas masks, he is ^le to escape dis-

guised as one ofthan. Note that whenever wc

encounter a cat it serves to distract the lawmen

aiKl cover the invisible man's tracks. But count

up)on the dog to sniffhim out

Gcoffirey discovers that the true murderer

of his brother is Richard Cobb (Cedric

llardwicke), and sets out to prove it while

evading retsq^ture by the police. Radcliffe

catches up to Cobb in a dangerous spot on a

coal-loading mechanism. The invisible man is

wounded 1^ gunfire, and Cobb dies, Ixit -

rather decently of him - not before confessing

to the murder.

There's a scene where Geoffity steals

ragged clothing from an equally fcMfom scare-

crow that comes closest to echoing the relent-

less pessimism of the Weils original. Altxig

with whatever advantages that invisibility m^
bestow, one inevitable becomes a wounded,

hungry, naked outcast The invisible man stag-

gers back to Griffin's care and into custody.

Griffin, must be a medical doctor as

well as a biochemist wants to c^jetale to save

Geoffrey's life, but can hardly do so without

being able to see his patient He's about to try a

rather risl^ antidote when it is discovered that

a preliminary blood transfusion was in itself

sufficient to restore Geofff^s visibility. It

appears that the just acquitted Geoffiey will

survive. (One wonders whether Jack Griffin

could have been restored to normalcy via the

same means, but never considered so simple a

solution.)

Mr. Price had not at this stage of his

career, settled into his familiar overplaying per-

sona; ifs just the fact that Geoffrey is cl^y
going crazy almost from the start that gives us

this particular sense of dej& vu.O should I s^,

posterieur vu, thir^ subsequently seat? Price

appeared, or rather disappeared again in the

bricfkjckerto \9AiSs Abbott and Costello Meet

Frankenstein: diere. he lent his voice to a dis-

embodied cigarette.
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Kitty Carroll is a model, working fix a pedan-

tic and tyrannical boss. She hates this situation

so much that she voluntem to help the eccen-

tric Professor Gibbs lest his just-developed

invisibility process. While Uie earlier Invisible

Man films resorted often to quirity humor. The

Invisible Woman { 1 940) is an out-and-out com-

edy.

Professor Gibbs is no Griffin. Oh, he's

crazy all right, but harmlessly so. His inven-

tions include such things as a seif-driving car.

His inviabiiity soum must be supplemented

tty exposure to a weird spark-cracklii^ appara-

tus in his Bride-of-Frankenstein style laborato-

ry-

The professor's benefactor is one Didc

Russell, once a playboy, now bankrupt (aiKl if

he has to live off his whs, he'll clearly remain

so). No, the invisibility treatment is their last

hope. A quartet ofnot-voy-bright internation-

al criminals is also after his newest invention,

hoping to use it for dishonest purposes. I hc^
that you can see where all of this is leading.

Kitty gets the treatment and emerges

invisible. Shell serve frre cause of science in

good time, but first must take care of Mr.

Growley, her execrable employer. After a swift

kick in the keester and a few ghost-inspired

invisible tricks, Growley turns into the very

model of a modem model mogul, considerate

of all ccxicerDed.

But in the meantime, the tough mugs

tevc ^len the professor's invention. Kitty’s

treatment has worn off (she nicely materializes

legs-firstX and things lock grim. But not to

worry, it turns out that ^\hen the lacty ctmsumes

alc<^I, she disappears again. (In &ct there’s a

very odd scene wherein everybody but the 1^-

endaiy boozer Bairymoie is drunk.) And so,

with invisi-Kitty as the catalyst the professor,

the (dayboy, and his lot%-suffering gentleman's

gentleman are able to round up the miscreants.

Marital h^iness for Kitty and Dkk, more

adventure for the professor.

Virginia Bruce plays Kitty, and John

Howard is Richard. Maria Montez, a future

star, has a small role as one of the other mod-

els. John Barrymore, at the end ofa celebrated

film carea; (days the professex. Ifs more of a

Lionel Barrymore role, but brother John gets

tty. And the rest of the cast is all that one could

ask: Charlie Rugglcs as the very proper but

pratfall-fHone valet, Margaret "Wicked Witch

of the West" Hamilton as the housdeeeper, and

Oscar Homolka and Shemp (The Other Third

Stooge) Howard as the bad guys. Siodmak and

May scripted agairt A. Edward Sutherland, a

comedic director (he'd wMked with Laurel and

Hardy as well as Abbott and Costello), got die

assignment, and gave us a fun picture.

The final scene introduces Dick and

Kitty's newborn batty. When massaged with

rubbing alcohol, the tyke dis^pears.

"Hereditary!" muses the dotty professor.

Hardly, but it has been established that the

invisibility machinery minus the serum induces

so|xano voices in tough gitys, so it might very

well affect the genitals. But we're probably not

supposed to be thinking about that, now are

we?

Young Soldiers FadeAwav Too

Ifs 1942 and America, like most of the world,

is at war. Frank Raymond, the proprietor of a

small New York print shop becomes a target for

a group ofGerman and Japanese agents. Why?

Raymond's true name is Griffin, and he’s the

grandson of the cxiginai Invisible Man! The

Axis bad guys want die invi^bility formula. So

begins Invisible Agent.

Young Griffin (Jon Hall) is persuaded to

join the war effort, uses the formula to achieve

invisibility, and parachutes behind the German

lines. His assignment is to liberate a list of

Japanese ^ies fnxn the Germans. Nazi offi-

cers Cedric Hardwicke and J. Edward

Bromberg and Japanese villain Peto* Lorre

make things difficuh for Griffin, but with the

aid of Maria Stxenson, a British spy played tty

lovely Ilona Massey, he manages to cause

enough internal conflict amongst the enemies

(who prefigure their Nazi counterparts from

Henan's Heroes at times) to acccwnplish his

goals. Frank and Maria escape in a ^len

bomber!

Agent (scripted again by Siodmak and

directed by Edward L. Marin) is certainly a

change of pace, and as you've undoubtedly

noticed, boasts a fine cast, aldiough it borders

on the ridiculous all too often. At least you

wcxi't see Frtaik kicking Hitler in the ass.

although I understand that sudt a scene was

almost filmed.

The invisible Frank Raymond-Griffin

seems to suffer fhxn no mental problems (if

you dont count some rather stiff acting) associ-

ated with his grand^her's formula As this is

without doubt the 1940s, Jack Griffin's experi-

ments must be retrofitted to the turn ofthe cen-

tury (as Weils had it), with Geoffrey Radcllfi’s

episode with the earlier Frank Griffin taking

(^ace about 1910.

The most alarming thing here is the refer-

ee to Frank as Jack Griffin's grandstm.

When did Jack Griffin find time to beget any

off^xing? No previous marriages are men-

tioned, and his relationship with Flora seems a

very "(xoper" one in the classic sense. He used

to be a poor chemi^ and felt unworthy of her.

Thereafter he's a ragin' freak, and hence still

unworthy. When Jack was running amuck,

dealing out mischief ifnot exactly terror, grab-

bing hats and bi(tycles and "^thering nuts in

May," did he do a few other things they would-

n't let us see? That "Raymond" name (hat

Frank uses might be that of his legitimate par-

ents. or of his illegitimate granny.

You will recall that Universal’s

Frankenstein sequels of the early 1940s took

place in western and central Eurt^ with no
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apparent regard fcM- the War. It's rather difficult

to imagine the Mummy, the Monster or the

WolfMan used effectively in a wartime setting,

in his 1943 short story "The Devil is Not

Mocked," Manly Wade Wellman had Dracula

punish invading Nazis, but I dcmt think that a

heroic vampire wrnild have been a viable

movie properly in that era. The Invisible Man,

however, was a versatile concept, one that

could be exploited ftM* heroism ot comedy as

well as for villainy.

Vengeance Evaporated

Jon Hall would shcntly

portray yet another

invisible man named
Griffin. Attempting to

branch out from his

usual heroic roles. Hall

assayed the role of

Robert Griffin in The

Invisible Man’s Revenge,

and got above-the-title billing for his trouble.

His sinister poicil mustache should tip you off,

but really there's no ambiguity here: this fellow

is labeled early on (via a new^)^)er clif^ing)

as a liomicklal maniac."

After war and ctmtedy, I think that an

Invisible Man western (“The Invisible Seven”)

or musical (“The Invisible Molly Brown”)

would have been the next logical step, but here

we're back to tfte Universal "B" horrcM* fcHmu-

la. Fwd Beebe produced aitd directed this 1944

effOTt; like Hall's, his background was in

"action" pictures.

Rob Griffin has just escaped from a

Capetown a^lum, killii^ some three staffpeo-

ple in the process, arxi has stewed awt^ <x) a

ship back to Lcmdon (he cuts himselfout of a

large bag, a Caesearian rebirth). It seems that

old cronies Jasper and Irene Herrick (played by

Lester Mathews and Gale Sondergaard) desert-

ed him in tire Jungles ofTanganyika five years

earlier, and kept the ^ils of a diamond mine.

Griffin demands their estate, and their dau^ter

as well.

Jasper atKl Irene drug Griffin and gect

him. A bum named Irby Iggins, er, Herbie

Higgins that is, rescues a drowning Griffin and

becomes his reluctant partner, with echoes of

MistCT Marvel fitxn the original novel. (Herbie

even attempts to assert Griffin's rights witii

legal arguments, but is given the bum's rush

himself)

Where does the invisible man fit in? Fm
cenning to that If Rc4) Griffin is indeed any

relatiwi to the Griffins of the eariia* films, he’s

unaware. Indeed, the shared name appears to

be coincidental; the name has nice mythologi-

cal conrrotations, even if unrelated to invisibil-

ity. If there's any Jack Griffin relation around

and about, ifs the eccentric scientist Dr. Drury,

upcm whose secluded house the outcast Griffin

stumbles.

No one could play a pnoud, aloof, slightly

cra^ scientist like John Carradine. "Moneers
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have always had to ctmterKl with fools. Look at

Galileo, Pasteur. Who believed Curie, excqpt

his wife? What about Ehrlich?" Curie's wife,

dt? Drury doesn't think to memicMi that she was
an even smartCT scientist "Have you ever stud-

ied optical density aix) molecular physics?

No? Too bad."

Drury explains that he can iowo- the

refractive index of a living object "The prob-

lem," says the doc, "was te fitxl a formula ... a

geometric expression involving four dimen-

siOTs - fix use (Ml tissues." This particirlar baf-

flegab is lifted from the Wells text, and implies

that Drury somdiow came into possessitxi of

the origiiuJ Griffin's noteboc^ts. In an epic

understatement Drury cxHicludes. T'Jow if a

man were invisible, he'd be hard to find."

Drury’s lotrfcing fix "a man without a

friend," and Griffin fits the job description.

Griffin is inspired by the sttwy of Drury's dc^
Brutirs. Purebred dogs used to gang up (Xi the

mongrel, we are told, but he has since enjoyed

invisible revenge. However touching the a^-
ity, Griffin and the hound will be adversaries

frcMn then on. Don't trust a mutt named fix an

assassin. (Drury also has an invisible parrot

Methuselah.)

Griffin accepts die injectiott breaks into

the craty lau^ almost at once, and prcMnpUy

fades away. "An invisible man!" exults the

always assured Drury. "Archimedes,

Ct^iemicus, Faraday, Darwin — now I am
immortal." Drury wants scientific acclaim -

he's just about ready to publish, fix Pete’s sake

- Griffin wante his revenge. Is Griffin MAD?
He does say "Hah! Me worry?" just befixe

kTMKking out Drury and venturing out

The invisible thug hides out with Herbie,

and in a crxnical sequence, helps the cockney

dude clean in a match of darts against a

braggart More impcMtantly, he ccmvinces the

Herricks via threats te sign over their holdings

tehim.

Griffin now wants to regain his visibility,

in (Mdo* te claim the Herrick's daughter Julie

(Evelyn Ankers, ratho- wasted in this very

mirKx role). Dr. Drury explains that wily the

total transflisitxi of another man's blood can

accomplish this — another dog had te die so

that Brutus could be restexed to visibility. The

un<mK>us Drury is not a murderw, and attempts

to betray Griffin to the police, with the expect-

ed result: Griffin uses Drury’s corpuscles, per-

forming the transfusion by himself, whit^ can-

not be too easy a process. (Evidently, Griffin

hasn't seen The Ghost cfFrankenstein as he

doesn't w<xiy about any bloctd-type inctanpati-

bilities.) Ctti yes, the dog escapes as Griffin

bums the house.

Under an alias, Griffin has taken over the

Herridc house. The Drury serum must be

stixMiger than the old one, as Griffin begins to

fade away at the most inopportune moment,

while he’s trying to charm Julie at dinner. After

a scrap in an old wine-cellar, Griffin sets out te

drain the blood ofJulie’s bttyfriend Mark, but is

thwarted about halfway throu^ the process tty

the vengeful Brutus, who chows down upon

his bleached, semi-visible neck. (Why does

Brutus remain visible instead of fading like

Griffin? Has he been drinking the blood of
innocoit dogs all the while? Sounds like a bet-

ter horror story going on offscreen!)

"We've nothing to fear from the inviable

man — he’s dead," intones Sir Frederick the

inspector (Leiand Hodgstm). "And judgment
was passed on him by a higher court that ours."

Oh was it now? Aci of dog, I’d say, but maybe
he’s dyslexic. Although htfs lost half his blood,

a cup of tea has p(xx Mark right as rain in the

finale, which gives the last words to Herbie.

Ifs an af^xopriate ending fix a picture that

is at best a rather sad bag ofold bits ofbusiness.

I just loved this film when I was about eight

years old, I suj^xjse because of its buty yet

simple-minded plot and the avenging dog, but

my opini(Hi has, shall we say, mellowed.

^^^thout Carradine, the film might rate an

"unwatchable" verdict Ifs a curious story, with

no admirable characters. Revenge writer

Bertram Millhauser did several Sherlock

Holmes scripts fix Universal, but curiously not

the one where Basil Rathtxme gets his blood

drained, th«i recovws smartly.

Much like Universal’s "Mummy" series

(whicdi I discussed in Cut Movies t34), their

"Invisible" series began with a no-questions-

a^ed classic, moved through distinctly inferi-

or sequels, and ended with an Abbott and

Costello outing. However, you’d have to admit

that the in-betweeners showed a lot more vari-

ety in this case. Much ofthe credit fix the mid-

dle pictures must go to John Fulton and David

Horsley fix their ^jecial effects, and Curt

Siodmak fix his scripts.

A Little Aoueous Humor
Universal had revived a pair of flagging fian-

chises whoi it teamed the comedy duo of Bud
Abbott and Lou Costello with three of their

classic monsters in 1948’s literally-titled

and Costello Meet Frankenstein. The film is

fondly remembered, because against all odds,

they assembled a good comecty and a g<xxl hex-

ror film (featuring the definitive WolfMan and

DraculaX and deftly maged the two elements.

This assured stxne imitations, and these were

not quite so successful. Abbott and Costello’s

encounter with an invisible man occurred three

years later.

Bud Alexander and Lou Francis (guess

who and guess who) are detective school grad-

uates, and their first client is Tommy Nelson, a

middlewei^ boxerwho is accused ofmurder-

ing his manager. (The police description says

that he’s 165 pounds, which would make him a

light-heavyweight, but we'll assume that he can

make the weight when necessary.) I wouldn't

call him punch drunk, but Tommy (played by

Arthur Franz, later a mainstay in sf pictures)

puts ’em up at the sound ofany bell.
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Tommy’s girlfriend Helen (Nancy Guild)

wants her uncle. Dr. Phillip Gray (Gavin Muir)

to give Tommy the invisibility serum and a

chance to clear himself. Gray credits Dr. John

Griffin with the discovery ofthe drug, which he

calls "pripitane." Well, that’s how the closed

captions ^11 it, but maybe the scriptwriters

were thinking "triticane," a logical successor to

monocane aiKl duocane. A framed [^oto of

Claude Rains, who "willed" Gray the formula.

punctuates the relaticm^ip. It prob^ly makes

Raines the Universal All-Time photo appear-

ance champion. In addition to his "invisible"

heritage. Raines' mug shot also adorned

Frankenstein Meets the WolfMan as the late

Sir John Talbot Special effects fans please

note: they still haven’t craiquered the invisible

rear collar, so ifs time to forgive John Fulton.

Gray refuses to administer the drug, citing

the inevitable madness that will resuh, but the

deqjerate Tommy injects himself Danged ifhe

doesn't start lauding hysterically right off. His

maniacal mouthing-offgets so loud in a restau-

rant that Bud must impersonate a Shakespeare-

ranting drunk to provide cover. (No acting

award due here: Abbott was reputed a stalwart

drinker.)

Attention focuses upon fight-fixing mob-

ster Morgan, played by Sheldon Leonard,

whose picture must surely accompany

Webster's entry on "gangster." With Twnmy's

invisible help. Lou convincingly impersonates

a fast-handed fighter who can tattoo the punch-

ing bag without even lodcing This earns

"Louie the Looper” a fight with middleweight

contender Rocky Hanloa (Costello did have

some experience as an amateur boxer, and

throws the requisite punches convincingly

amidst his clowning)

Hanlon can't quite handle the unseen fists

ofTommy Nelson augmenting Lou’s own flail-

ing efforts. The sl^rstick boxing match features

about two dozen knockdowns, most fcM’ a count

of nine, with each fighter strangely sent to his

own comer during the count

The double-crossed thugs are about to

whack Bud and Lou, when Tommy rescues

them, and Morgan is arrested fix the eariier

murder. The newly acquitted Tommy has suf-

fered a serious knife wound, and requires a

transfusiem from Lou; for once, somebody

checked the blood groups, and he was the best

match. Now it is safe forTommy to receive the

invisibility antidote. (Everybody in the script

refers to this drug rather solemnly as "the

reagent" as if it means "counter-agent" or

something like that To a chemist It simply

means stxnething that reacts, i.e., almost any-

thing) However, there’s some backflow of

blood, and Lou turns invisible long enough for

some (really dumb) final ^gs.

Meet the Invisible Man is not quite as

good as Meet Frankenstein, but is better than

the later entries in the /f & CA/eer... sub-series,

so vintage is a good guide here.

Faces You Have Seen Before

Save for Jack Griffin's photographic image,

there are no recurring characters in the six

films, at least none that I can detect Other than

Jon Hall, Cedric Hardwicke is the only actor to

play two significant roles (Cobb in Returns.

Stauffer in ^genr). John Carradine, a major fig-

ure in Reverse, did a bit part in the original

Man. Others appearing twice are supporting or

walk-on players Jimmy Aubrey, Billy Bevan,

and Leyland Hodgson (all in Returns and

Revenge)', Forrester Harvey arid Hany Stubbs

(both in Man and Retums)-, Mary Gordon

(Returns and Woman)', and Holmes Herbert

(Man ar)d Agent). Be my guest ifyou want to

tty to connect any of their characters, I can't.

TTiey were simply right fix a role, twice.

See-TbrtMigh Man Sees it Tbrrmgh

Back in the sixties and seventies, our local tel-

evision station wouldn't show any of die

Dracula, Frankenstein or WolfMan pictures in

the daytime, probably fearing the wradi of the

parents should the kids see these and ^
scared. I ronember that cme station dared to

show Abbott and Costello Meet Frankenstein

about 8:30 p.m., and there was a parental out-

cry, even though the film is rKxninally a crxne-

<fy.
The ban only applied to the classic films,

by the way: the American-International horror

films were an afrer-sebool staple for us.

Michael Landon's wolf man was welcome.

Lon Chaney's was not

However, the Universal Invisible Man
films couldbe shown. I'm not sure of the logic

here, but it was probably something along the

lines of: who's going to complain about the kids

seeing some monster that you can't see any-

way? 'Hiere's that paradox with which we've

been playing all along. Ifthey'd realized that he

was necessarily naked when invisible, I won-

der what that fact would have done to the logic.

A Vanishing Breed

After Universal gave up on it The Invisible

Man concept would be sporadically revived;

there were television series and television

remakes, but nothing that has endured beyond

the curiosity stage.

Ifs odd that a quintessentially British

menace like the Invisible Man was not the sub-

ject ofa Hammer Films treatment in the 1 960s.

But then. Hammer relished putting new faces

on the dd reliables, and here couldn't find a

face for a makeover.

A recent revamping was Hollow Man,

starring Kevin Bacon. It features the special

effects as they always should have been done,

all serving a transparently trashy slasher script.

Kevin's disappearances and reappearances do

logically begin in the bloodstream and proceed

to the denser tissues, and the process wreaks

proper havoc upwi other bodily systems. But

all too often he's presented as flayed muscula-

ture, truly a slab of Bacon with (ahem) sixth-

degree bums. As for his invisible man
indulging in voyeurism and rape, thafs all too

che^ and sadly believable.

Where’s BlBv CrvaiafWhen You Ncwl Him?
If you judge a film's value by its Academy

Award recognition - not something I'd exactly

recommend - then the "Invisible" films were

truly shining lights of the Universal Horror

Universe. Although there was no comparable

award in 1932, /te/umr. Woman ta\A Agent gai-

nered nominations for John Fulton's special

effects in consecutive years (1940, 1941 and

1942). Fultcm would later cany away the top

prize fix other efforts in 1945 arid 1956, the lat-

ter for recreating all of the Plagues in The Ten

Commandments.

Not only does the invisible role call for an

actor of great vocal presence and the abili^ to

mime beneath the bandages, it demands acting

abili^ in the remainder offile company, as they

must believably react to noOiing. 'fhe actors

we've discussed were also Academy standouts:

Claude Rains would go (xi to be nominated for

other suppexting roles four times. Tm t^iagrined

to find neither Vincent Price nor John

Carradine so recognized, although Cecil

Kellaway was offered upon two occasions (I

won’t even get into the record of John

Barrymore's honrxed siblings). Most remark-

able, fully 65 years after her Invisible Man per-

formance, Gloria Stuart was nixninated as sup-

porting actress.

Hidden Meaning

I'd like to close with something like

"Watch the skies ... keep watching the

skies!" but in this case, watching is

futile. Don't worry about concealed

weapons. Put the blame on Rains, it's a

Whale of a Price we pay.

The invisible man combines

dreams of power with fear of the

unseen. He remains the perfect science

fiction monster.
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But see. amid the mimic rout

A crawling shape intrude!

A blood>red thing that writhes fhxn out

The scenic solitude!

It writhes! - it writhes - with mortal pangs

The mimes beccmie its food.

And the seraphs sob at vermin fangs

In human gcMr imbued.

- Edgar Allan Poe

The Conqueror Worm (IS43)

William Castle didn't direct any film

based on die works of Edgar Allen Poe. If he

had, I would bet it would have been a classic.

The following is an account ofthe events lead-

ing up to the filming of Castle's first horror

movie. Macabre.

On Monday. November 21. 1955, a

French horror movie called Diaboiique (Les

EHaboliques) had its Am^can premiere at the

Pine Arts Theater in New York City. Its direc-

tor was Henri-Georges Clouzot, France's mas-

ter of suqiense and an expert at keeping audi-

ences on the edge oftheir seats in films like The

Raven (Le Corbeau, 1943) and Wages ofFear

{Le Saiaire de la Peur, 1953). Diaboiique had

a icmg run at the Fine Arts, plttying until

Sund^, April 15, 1956. On April 18 it opened

city-wide and in the surrounding area plying

to even greater audiences in Manhattan,

CPNOVIQ

^cxAlyn, the Bixmix, Queens, Lor^ Island,

Westchester and New Jersey.

While Diaboiique was scaring the pants

off of audieiKes at the Fine Arts, it operted at

the Beverly Canon theater in Los Ai^eles on

Friday, March 9. 1956, for what would be a 25

week run. It was during this time that William

Castle and his wife, Ellen, went to see the

movie. As Castle remembered, it was on a

rainy ni^t, and he was surprised to see stu-

dents standing in line to see a French film with

English subtitles. Castle was intrigued, so he

asked one of the students wity he was there.

"My friends told me it really scares the shit out

of you," the stud^t told Casde befrxe going

into the theater. A year earlier, Les Diaboliques

was scaring the wits out of filmgoers in Paris.

Genet noted that horror &ns were lining up by

the hour at three of the largest cinemas in Paris

(somedmes even in the rain) to see the film.

Castle and the rea of the audience at the

Beverly Canon that ni^ were not to be disap-

pointed. Clouzot delivered the goods. In the

horrifying suspense-packed finale with the

audi^Ke screaming. Castle knew that he too

had to scare the pants off America, just as

Clouzot had done that night and had been

doing all across America and France the year

before.

So Castle started reading treatments.

scripts, and books. Finally, he decided on The

Marble Forest, a book by Theo DurranL" The

name was actually pst^donym used by 12

mystery and suspense writers of the San

Francisco Bay Area. According to Paine

Knickerbocker of the San Francisco Chronicle,

the idea of writing a mystery using 1 2 different

uithors grew out of a proposal discussed one

evening by a group of writers who were having

dinner with Darwin L. Teihet The writersTerry

Adler. Anthony Boucher. Eunice Mays Boyd.

Florence Ostem Faulkner, Allen Hymson, Cary

Lucas, Dana Lyon, Lenore Glen Offord,

Viigjnia Rath, Richard Shattuck, Darwin L.

Teihet and William Wori^.

The Marble Forest was first published in

1951 by Alfred A. Kn<^f. At the time, the

York Times book critic, Maigeiy H. Oakes

wrote that the bode was, "...a memorable

thriller.. .a whodunit that is brilliantly con-

ceived and smoothly writtea"

Castle must have thought so too.

Thinking that it would make an excellent hor-

ror movie a la Diaboiique. he set out to acquire

the rights to 77te Marble Forest. Acquiring the

rights was not easy, Castle told Paine

Knickerbocker

We had to get the 12 writers to sign a contract so that

we could use their story. Whai a job! It took two
lawyers seven months to find all ofthem. Even now.
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one is in Australia They all have a percentage in the

picture.

Castle next formed a partnership with

Robb While, a writer, who had worked with

him on Men of Annapolis, a syndicated TV
series. Castle and White called their company

Susina IVoductions. Robb White then sat down

and wrote a screenplay that Castle was happy

with.

On Wednesday, July 10. 1957. The Curse

ofFrankenstein, a Hammer horror film had its

American premier at the California Theater in

San Diego. Starting at midnight with a round-

the-clock. 24 hour Horror-A-Thon, the film

proceeded to scare audiences at the California.

Taking no chances. Warner Bros, (which

released The Curse of Frankenstein in

America), posted "legal" notices absolving

themselves of ail responsibility. The notices

appeared alongside ads for the movie in the

downtown dailies, and were handed out at the

theater. They read:

See "The Curse of Frankenstein" AT YOUR OWN
RISK...

To the patrons ofThe California Theatre

Warner Bros. Pictures will not be liable for NER-
VOUS BREAKDOWNS, HEART ATTACKS.
FAINTING SPELLS, LOSS OF VOICE or aiy ills

attributable to fri^t or horror. . . Vie repeat see "The

Cirse of Frankenstein” at your own riskl

In fdtorL Warner Bros, was absolving itself of

any "legal" re^nsibilities. It was great bally-

hoo. And using much of the same ballyhoo,

Warner Bros, opened the film in Los Angeles

city-wide in 14 theaters, on Tuesday, July 16.

The film proceeded to scare the pants off any-

one brave enough to see it

Two weeks later, cm Mcmday. July 29.

Castle started filming Macabre on location in

Chino. California, Beverly Hills and at dte 7\\

studio on Santa Monica Boulevard. Only two

weeks later, Castle finidied filming.

How much did Macabre cost to produce?

In his autobiography. Castle wrote that he

needed $90,000 to film Macabre. Robb White

told the readers of Filmfax, that he had put up

$86,000 of his own mcmey to get the film

made.l7 On Sunday, July 13, 1958. A.H.

Weiler infcMmed the readers of the New Yak
Times that Castle had told him Macabre had

cost ^)out $200,000 to make and it had already

grossed tqjproximately $750,000. Castle also

told Weiler that Robb White had given him a

check for $ 1 SO.CKK) to produce the film. 1 8 And
in die Saturday Evening Post, the figure was

given as $325,000 (most of it in promotion). 1

9

Whatever it did cost. Macabre became a

money maker.

Just as Castle was inspired by Diabolique

when he set out to film Macabre, it appears that

he was also inspired by Warner's ballyhoo for

their Frankenstein. I believe he decided to go

them <mc better, and insure the entire world

against "Death by Fright" while watching his

movie.

"Scared to Death." happens only in

movies and books, not real life. William Castle

knew this when he contacted Lloyds of

London, to insure audiences against death by

fright while watching Macabre. At first, Lloyds

of London was Sceptical, fearing the worst

Since they had nothing written in their actuari-

al tables on how many people die while watch-

ing scary movies - or for that matter, any kind

ofmovie - Lloyds had no idea ofhow much to

charge Castle for such an unusual policy.

Eventually. Lloyds determined that five pet^le

THE TTOE STORY OF THE REHl THEO WIRRHHT
I think I’ve found a bh of horror trivia ^ut the pseudonym. Theo Durrant used by the authors of The Marble
Forest on which Macabre is based. William Henry Theodore "Theo" Durrant was a medical student A Cooper
Medical College in San FrsBKisco in the late 19th Century. He was also a member of the Emanuel Baptist

Churoh on Bartlett Street, between Twenty-second and Twenty-third Streets, where he was m assistant Sunday
School teacher. Sunday usher, secretly ofthe young people's Christian Endeavor Society, chwch librarian and
han<^ai making small repairs around the chi^. From all CHJtward appearances, Theo Durrvit was a paragon

ofvirtue, a staunch supporter of his church, and one who alwr^ conducted himself with nodiing less than the

utmost propriety.
'

Bui Theo also had a dark side that look him to the brothels the Baibay Coast that catered to

degenerates and perverts. After committing San Fnncisco's mest atrocious crime to date in April 1 895 (the
\

San Francisco Examiner headlines called it “The Crime of the Century”), Theo would become known as

“The I>cmon in the Belfty.”

On Wednesdi^, April 3, 1895, between four and four-thirty in the afternoon, (Xvrait lured Blanche 1

Lanont, an 18-year-old hi^ school student, into the church. Lament was a dturch member of with plans of 1

becommg a teacher. Tr^ically, these i^ans were never to be realized because time was naming out for Blanche '

Lamom. As she onered die church, Lament had no way ofknowing that she had only a few minutes left to live.

In the church library, Ikorant made some amorous overtioes lo Lamont, which she rebuffed. Angered, he gratfoed her by the neck with his powerful hands, which
were like a steel vise as they choked the life out of her. In seconds, Blaiche lamont was dead. Durrant then carried Lamont's body up to the belfry, and this was
dqiicted in a woodcut illustration in The National Police Gazette (Saturday. May 4, 1895).

Ten latCT, on Friday. April 12, between 8:(X) and 8:30 in the evening. Minnie Williams, an attractive 21-year-old woman, w® brutally murdered in

the churdi librwy. Like Blani^. Minnie was also a church menfoer. Unlike Blaxfoc, Minnie dk) not resist Durrani's amorous afvances, and at first was a will-

ing pvtner in their sexual tryst.

And yet, a demon within Durrant compelled him lo kill Minnie in a most horrible fashion. Tearing away pieces of Minnie's lace-edged linen underclothes,

Durrant stuffed them into her mouth with such force they became lodged in the throat asphyxiating her.

Diorant then cut up Minnie with a common silver-plated table knife, slashi^ her wrists, forehead, throat, and body. At one point, the dirmcr-tablc cutlery

broke into foree pieces Blood spewed all over the room. Theo Dunam, or “the Pigeon Man" as he was commonly known in the sleazier brothels on the Barbaiy
Coast, was in heaven as he continued to sexually ravt^ Minnie. After he was satiaed with hiso^ of blood and sex, Theo left the church, and at 9:30 attend-

ed a rTKcCing ofdie Christian Endeavor .Society.

It was ftot all that uncommon for your^ people to itsc the church for an occasional trystir^ place for their sexual assignations, therefore when people saw
Theo and Blanche enter the church together on April 3. they didn’t think anything out of the ordinary was happening. Ten later, on April 1 2. Thro and
Minnie were seen entering the church together. Again, to those who observed the couple entering the church, aro-in-arm. nothing seemed out of foe ordinary.

llTcy were just another amorous couple, and after all. Thro was a respected member of foe coi^gaikm. How could they have known a demon was walk-
ing in their church?

On Saturday morning, April 13. the body of Minnie Willians was discovered in the library by four defied ladies who were deovaling foe church for

Easter. Miss Miriam l.ord. Miss Katie Stevens, and Mrs. Nolt entered foe church with armfuls of lillies and flowers. They were met by Miss Lila Beny, who
was there to assist them. When they were done arranging flowers. Mrs. Nolt, who was not a member, asked to s« what books were contained in the church
library Miss Berry opened foe library door and discovered the body. At first, it was thought to be foe body of Blanche I.amonl because foe face was obscured
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might conceivably die of fright while watching

Macabre. And so a policy was drawn up. but

people with weak hearts or ncrvou.s conditions

were excluded. The policy for Lloyds co.st

Caale $5,000. As it turned out, it was cheap

publicity which lured pe(q)le into theaters, not

to be scared to death, but to see someone else

die of fright. As insurance policies go. it was a

good investment.

After Macabre was completed. C^tle

and White started to shop their little horror film

around to the various studios. None were inter-

ested. Tlien, in November. Allied Artists a^eed
to distribute the film. On Monday, February 24.

1958, a full page ad fix Macabre speared in

The Hollywood Reporter and on Tuesday.

February 27, the same ad q^reared in Daily

Variety. Ibe ad copy real:

$1,000 in case ofDEATH BY FRIGHT* During the

showing ofKbxabre

*not valid for people with known heart conditions or

for suicide

It was around this time that the Los Armies
Times' Philip K. Scheuer atterxled a privale

screening of Macabre with his wife. At the

time. Mrs. Scheuer had a heart ailment While

the movie failed to frighten her. she still felt the

need to slip a nitroglycerin tablet under her

tongue following a particularly gruesome

scene that showed a close-up of a decaying

corpse. ShcMtly after that Scheuer informed his

readers in the Times, "I have seen Macabre.

There’s a risk involved, at that."

On Wednesd^. April 16. 1958, a full

page ad in fbneO' announced that Allied Artists

was launching Macabre in a giant six-stale sat-

uration of New England. And with that

Castle's film was well on its way to getting big

returns at the box office.

On April 30, 1958, Macabre had its West

Coast premiere in San Francisco at the RKO
Golden Theater on Market Street at

Taylor. In its first week in San Francisco.

Macabre grossed $24,000 at the box office.

(Remember, these grosses were when admis-

sion prices were much lower than they are at

present)

On Wednesday, May 7, the ad for

Macabre in the San Francisco Chronicle

»..o.THEOWIRWIfrr
The police were called and the diurch was searched fix clues and evidmce. The search continued throu^tout the night and iitto Easter Simday morn-

ing. Just before morning services, the body of Blanche Ijonont was found in the belfry Detective Edward Gibson aid Sergeant Reynolds, Preserved by the cool
winds from the Pacific, her naked body, which lay stretched out on the rough wooden floor, looked like a white marble statue. As soon as the body was removed
from the belfry, r^id and unavoidable decomposition set ia changing the body’s mamorcally white cdor to black.

But already, by Saturday evening, a cloud of su^icion had fallen on Theo DuTrani, When it was learned that he was across flic bay in Walnut Creek on
Mount DiaWo with his National Guard unit Police Chief PtBrick Crowley sent Detective Andy Anthony to anest Durrant and bring him back to Sat Francisco.
On Easter Sunday morning, Anthony took a ferry acfos.s the bay and caught the fust train to Walnut Creek. While on his way. DeL Gibson and Sgt. Reynolds
were just makii^ their ghastly discovery in the belfry.

That aftemooa Dimanl was arrested not far from Walnut Creek on the road to Ml Diablo. He had been on maneuvers with the 2nd Brigade Signal
Corps of the Nalicwial Quad. His unit often men and one officer had been conducting heliogr^ experiments on Ml Diablo. They were met by Dct Anthony
and Dqxity Shenff Palmer of Walnut Creek at the ranch of Fred Moses. The two had ridden out to the rwch in a buggy.

It was around 2 p.m. when Durrant and his unit rode up on their horses, stopping in from of the ranch house, DetAitthony said he was there to arrest
Dwraa for the murder of Minnie Williams. At first Lieutenant Perkins, who was in commaid ofthe squad, didn't want to give Dunan. He tokJ the two law-
men (hat he had taken ten men to Mt Diablo and he must return with ten men. The other Guardsmen, with the cxcqjtion of Dtxrant agreed with the Lieutenant
But when Durrant expressed a willingness to go with Det Anthony, Lt. Perkins acquiesced. Anthcmy then arrested Durrant and returned to Soi Fnncisco in the
evening widt him in custody.

On Monday nxxnmg, April 15, a two-column headline in (he Examiner was calling the double murder "THE CRIME A CENTURY" A three-col-
hcadline in (he Chronicle screamed “Blanche Lamont found dead in Emmanuers Belfry.” and beneath it, a twooolumn headline proclaimed, ‘Slain by the

Monster who Hacked Minnie Williams' Body.”

The double murder, the trial, and eventual execution all proved to be a ciroilation mate's drean come true. The news covert^ sold ncw^i^tefs in
cities across the country as well as in Europe. Not until the sinking ofthe United Battleship Maine and the Spanish-Americai Wa would the dailies have anything
good to write about aid cover.

Durrant was first put on trial for Blaiche Lament ’s murder, and it was one of the longest and most controversial trials in Cdifomia history, b^innir^
on July 22 and lasting until November 1. 1895. On that Friday aftemocHi, the jury retired to decide foe fate of Durrant (the Sim Francisco Examiner a^ Los
Angeles Times both replied tha the jisy took just five minutes of actual time to reach ftcir verdict), and in twenty minutes fliey returned to the courtroom The
jay foreman read. "We the jury find the defendant, William Henry Theodore Durrant, guilty ofmurder in the first degree.”

The reaction was dramatic. The Chronicle obsoved. “...from the crowded retff ofthe room there cane a roar - low, sullen, ttaoa^, gutieraJ [sic] - the
sound ofthe mob type of lawlessness.” The Chronicle noted while the roar lasted only a momwit, "...one could picture wha a wild scene of revolt aid savagery
this courtroom might have been had the jury acquitted the man.” In the ias Angeles Tones, the Associated Press reported, “...men were cheering wildly, while
women wept hystcncally in excitement”

On December 6, Dwrant head Judge Murphy pronounce the dcafri sentence, aiding with the grim judicial words,“...tobehaiged by the neck until
you are dead. And may God have mercy on your soul.” Within ten days, Durrant was taken to San Quentin to awah his execution Withaguilty vadiciaidthc
Jhaigman’s noose all but aroimd Durrant’s neck, the State felt it wasn’t necessay to oy him for Minnie WUliartis' munter.
I On January 7. 1898. after having cxhaisted all legal appeals, Theo Durrant was haigcd a San Quentin. On tha momit^ between 120 aid 200 wit-
Inesses had gathered to see the execution. With nerves ofsteel. Theo Durrant climbed the 13 steps ofthe scaffold. As hangman Amos l.unt slipped the noose /|around his neck, Durrant asked to his final wonfc. One can read in siqqxiscdly aiflhoriiativc books that Theo Durrait was not allowed any last words. Not I^His words were mainly devoted declaring his innocence and forgiving the press ofSan Francisco, which he fch hal hounded hintLunt slipped the black \hood over Duiratt’s head and drew the noose up under his chin and cars. Luni gave the signal and the trap door opened suddenly, dropping Durrant to eternity to \» n^ his m^. Eleven long minutes later, be was pronounced dead. The Demon of the Bdfty was now part erf's® Francisco’s colorful history. \
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wmr THE dimes

SfflJflWrWKRWIE;

By insuring the lives of his audiences with

Lloyds of London, producer William

Castle inherently insured his Macabre with

a surefire exploitable gimmick...This bit

of hokey pokey should pay off, even

though the picture itself isn’t frightening

enough to cause more than uncontrollable

.squirming except in the worst heart cases,

and they're excluded anyway. Castle's film

however, is just as macabre as Its title

insinuates.

...Director Castle, in approaching the]

story with serious intentions, was unwa-

vering in his work. Carl E. Guthrie kept]

the eerie plot going with his cfrcctivc|

camera, and Les Baxter's music furtherj

moved the picture through its cloudy,

paces.

The most delightful part of the wholei

production are the closing credits, run-j

ning their merry way and poking fun at

the 71 minutes that preceded them. Jack!

Rabin. Louis Dewitt and Irving Block

rate top commendation for this work.

-Ron. Weekly Variety. March 12. 1958

Clutching a $1,000 life insurance policyl

in my trembling hands yesterday, I satl

down at the Fox Oakland prepared to bel

scared within mere inches of a heartl

attack as 1 watched the first local showing|

of Macabre.

...However, most of us expecting tol

be frightened were in for a considerable!

disap^intment as the movie got under!

way. True, a few random screams were!

heard in the audience at one or two shock-!

value scenes.

...But, ail in all, those wily Lloyds of]

London salesmen had themselves a sure!

thing when they wrote the Macabre policy.!

—Theresa Loeb Cone. Oakland Tribune. |

May I. 1958

I...Chances of any heirs and assigns col-l

llecting on the $1,000 policies seem!
Islim, judging by the goings-on in this|

Isomber but tepid shocker.

f-A.H. Wetter, New York Times. JulyX

f24. 1958

showed a picture of the RKO Theater with

lines of people at the box office waiting to

buy their tickets and perhaps even see some-

one die of fright. The marquee read;

CROWDS! CROWDS! CROWDS!
39,473 San Francicscans have crowded the

RXO Golden Gale to be shocked... lliousands

have screamed... Many have fainted but none
have collected the $1000 BECAUSE OF DEATH
BY FRIGHT - SO...MACABRE STAYS FOR A
2nd HORRIFIC WEEK!

By the end of the second week, Macabre
had earned another $10,000.

Macabre opened in Los Angeles on

Wednesday, May 21. Opening the same day

was another horror film, The Return of
Dracula, released by United Artists. The
producers, Jules V. Levy and Arthur

Gardner, were using a variation on Castle's

insurance gimmick. Ads appearing in the

downtown dailies first appeared on Tuesday,

May 20. The ad copy read:

Public Notice!

SEE THIS HORROR FILM AT YOUR OWN
RISK*
•Due to the terrifying nature of this picture. 12

leading insurance companies have refused to

assume liability for the followir^ conditions;

heart attack, trauma, nervous shock, convulsion.

hysteria, insomnia and any other form of physical
or mental disorder induced directly or indirectly

from witnessing The Return ofDracula.
The Management of these theatres therefore can-

not be responsible for harm physical or mental to

any patron during this eng^ement.

When Castle first saw the newspaper

ads for Dracula in the downtown dailies, he

contacted his ^tomey, Herbert Baerwiiz,

feeling that what United Artists was doing

was "unfair competition" since it was capi-

talizing on his insurance policy stunt. On
Tuesday, May 20, Baerwitz sent United

Artists a registered letter putting it on notice

to "desist and refrain from capitalizing on”

Castle's insurance policy stunt. By Friday.

May 23. the ad copy had changed:

PUBLIC NOTICE!
ALL NEW! NEVER SHOWN BEFORE see

DRACULA and the virgin

the most horrifying new thrill in the history of
Motion Pictures!

United Artists had dropped their insurance

ballyhoo. Meanwhile, Castle had some new
ad copy of his own. It read:

NOW THERE'S ONLY ONE MACABRE
EXJNT BE MISLED BY IMITATORS! Only
MACABRE is the FIRST picture so frightening

$1000.00
DEATH by FRIGHT

The greatest showmanship

attraction in a decade...

backed by a sensationai

ticket-seiiint campaign

...from ALLiED ARTiSTS
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that w€ have to PROTECT YOUR LIFE with a

guaranteed INSURANCE POLICY! MACABRE
has broken records and stunned audiences from
coast to coast!

Wherever it was shown. Macabre made

money. In some cases l«s of money: $24,000

in Boston, $20,000 in DetroiL $8,000 in

Seattle, $20,000 in Toronto, $9,000 In

Minneapolis, $15,000 in Buffalo, $6,000 in

Providence, and $10,000 in Los Angeles. In

1958, there were 78 films that grossed

$1,000,000 or more, and Macabre made the

roster, The top film was The Bridge on the

River Kwai, with $18 million. Number 78 on

the list was

Thunder Road, with

$1 million.

Macabre was num-

ber 67 on the list In

its initial payoff.

Macabre grossed

$1.2 million at the

box office (that's

$7,088,357 in

today's dollars).

How was this possi-

ble?' The easiest

answer I can give is

Lloyds of Londtm.

in fact Castle told

John Kobler. who was writing an article on him

for the Saturday Evenit^ Post, that without the

insurance policy. Macabre would have

flopped However, I’m convinced that some

people went to see the film not to be scared to

death, but to see someone die of fright while

they were watching the movie. Kobler

infewmed the readers of The Saturday Evenir^

Post that by I960 Macabre had been shown in

some 9,CK)0-odd theaters to ^jxoximatcly 7

million people, and reactions varied from bore-

dom to uncontrollable laughter. No one died of
fright

When Macabre was released in 1958, It

was one of the few movies I was forbidden to

see. Now, after waiting 43 years to see it I was

dis^jpointed. Disaf^inted because it just was-

n't vciy scary. Th^s not to say it wouldn't have

scared the pants off ofme in 1958 when 1 was

fourteen. Two years later, on Halloween,

William Castle's The 7?rtg/crdid .scare me. But

Macabre is another story altogether.

The acting by William Prince, Jim

Backus, Christine White, and others in the cast

is, at best only fair. The music by l^es Baxter is

not to memorable, certainly not a remembered

score, like his for Master ofthe W<^td. I’ll have

to reserve my Judgment on Carl E. (Julhrie’s

black-aixl-white cinematography until I can

see a decent video tape, prefei^Iy one made
from a 35mm master. Tojudge his cir>emat<^-

raphy on the basis of having seen a bad 16mm
dupe as is currently available would be unfeir

to him. The screenplay by Robb White was a

bit on the tall^ side with two flashbacks.

William Castle has certainly directed better

movies than Macabre: Castle was really direct-

ing the gimmick ofthe insurance policy and the

audience. His films got better with the next

few.

The move ad an which appeared in the

newspapers and on the movie poster (one

sheet), promised more than the film delivered.

It was lurid. The artist's wmeeption of the hor-

ror motif behind Macabre showed a grinning

skull beside the faces of three terrified women
next to a graveyard. Even by today's standards,

it looks greaL

prmnisir^ all kinds

of terror. Next to

the insurance poli-

cy, it was the best

thing about the

movie.

According to a

story in Daily

Variety (May 10,

2000), producer

Joel Silver and

director Robert

Zemeckis arc plan-

ning a remake of

Macabre^ with a

$1 5 to $20 millicm budget Thai’s a far cry ft'om

Castle's original budget. No mention was made
of using an insurance policy gimmidc.

When it arrives in my local theater, I'll be

one ofthe first ones in line to see the movie and

maybe see someone die of fright

[Editor^ note: As we go to press, the latest

irformation regarding the Zemeckis remake is

asfollaws. Zemeckis and Silver's Dark Castle

EniertainmerU (which has already re-made two

other William Castlefilms, House on Haunted

Hill and 13 Ghosts) Is expected to release this

in October of either 200$ or 2004. Gary

Oldman. Steve Buscemi, and Rachel Leigh

Cook are cast possibilities.]

"MacAbr*' h l* Wr/HrU*
w* Is V*«r rfar-

lag II* •bawl*#. Tfct* p»lier,

bowavtf, it ool mIW ht
with kftvwn fcaarl ar nafvaai

caadlliaa*arcaia«ar •alcirf*.

worn'
llUMSMIiltQltfl

__

AH AUIED ARTlSrS PICTUW

CDUWIIJ

WHflTTHECRmCS

RBOirr wrcwbre:

Macabre, which opened yesterday at the

RKO-Golden Gate, is more a bag of tricks,

some grisly, some witty, and some drolly

ftineral, than it is a sustained talc of terror.

It builds its suspense, and then it deliber*

ately interrupts it but the final result is

several notches above the ordinary horror

film.

Based upon a novel, “The Marble

Forest” writen by 12 whodunit writers of

the Bay Area. Macabre contains both mys-'

tery and shock.

—Paine Knickerbocker. San Francisco\

Chronicle, May I, 1958

Audiences that like their horror in large!

scale lots should be pleased with this!

William Castle-Robb White Productionl

that Allied Artists is releasing. With hor-l

ror movies presently raking in high prof-1

its. Macabre should do very well at thel

box office. Script here is a tongue-in-l

cheek at the beginning and ending.!

Hiotography by Carl Guthrie bears oul|

the script substance excellently.

-Film Daily. March 13. 1958

Well, you can throw away those Lloyds oil

London policies — they don't cover dealhl

from boredom — and any tranquilizersl

you may be planning to bring.

-Charles Stinson. Los Angeles Times.t

May 22, 1958

The best horror stories were written to!

be read aloud and the best horror playsl

should be enjoyed with others in a ihe-f

atre. Here is a field where the movies!

have a distinct advantage over TV. and!

William Castle's Macabre should enablc|

the exhibitor to take advantage of it

^ack Mqffit, Hollywood Reporter, i

March 10. 1958



PART TW9 F„„l <J. PJL Stitto ,J AnJi P..0L
Editor's Note: As our reguUv readers knoftv. Cult Movies Press' recently publishedfirst book VAMPIREOVER LONDON - BELA LUGOSI IN BRITAIN,

deals with Lugosi's last, forgotten staff tour as Dracula. The book deals mainly with those overlooked eight months of 1951. when Lugosi loured through-

out the British provinces, and then filmed Mother RUey Meets The Vampire before returning to America. Authors Frank Delia Strillo and Andi Brooks

include in Iheir book the behind-the-scenes stories ofLugosi's two earlier Britishfilms. Mystery ofthe Mary Celeste (1955) and Dark Eyes ofLondon (1939)

These are "flashback chapters" cleverly woven into the story cf 1951. Though the stage tour is the mainfocus VAMPIRE OVER LONDON. Delia Strirto

and Brooks did extensive research on those twofilms, and located and interviewed several members of the production teams. Following is an extractfrom

the book, dealing with Mystery ofthe Mary Celeste.

Part 1 of this extract (Cult Movies 1136) recounts Hammer Pictures 'preparationsforfilming Mystery of the Mary Celeste (not "Marie Celeste"

as it is often called) and writer/director Denison Clift's development ofthe script. The extract ends with Bela Lugosi's reception m New York, where he briefly

stopped en route to England. The story continues with the Lugosis' arrival in Southampton.

I

ela and Lillian arrived on ihe

steamship Bcrengaria in

Southampton on Thursday. July 10.

I

All celebrity arrivals that day were

I

overshadowed by the British ^ateur

I boxing team, returning victorious

from New York. Bela let Jean Parker, [ii^erre

Pallettc (arriving to appear in Rene Clair's ITte

Ghost Goes West) and Siirlcy Grey (the lead-

ing lady in Mystery cfthe Mary Celeste) step

forward while he struggled to decif^er the

southern English accent of the reporter. Most

attention went to 18 year-old Jean ParkCT.

When the inevitable questions about Count

E>racula came, he quip^. "It does not make

me a vampire off the films. 1 am really a very

Jolly person, and my wife is rrot a bit afraid of

me.” He apologized for his difficulties in

English, and reminisced that when he fust

arrived In America 1 5 years beftKe. all tha he

could manage in English were “yes” and "no"

He. Lillian and Shirley Grey were met at

50

Waterloo Station by some of 1 lammer's dircc-

UMs. Fw one of them. J. Elder Wills, meeting

Grey was love at first sight and he would pur-

sue her for the remaindw of the filming.

I lammer publicity never quite recovered

from Bela's short delay in emba^ng. A recep-

licHi at the Grosvenor Hotel, not far from

Hammer's offices on Regent Street initially

planned for the 10th was delayed until the i4lh

and then moved forward to the 1 1 th. The mul-

titude of re-scheduling received more press

coverage than the reception itself, where Bela

was at his genial best As he strode across Ihe

lobby to the banquet room, a uniformed page-

boy timidly asked fca* an autograph, and offered

a small album. "Sure! Yes. Come over here."

Bela patted his fan on Ihe head. "I hope i see a

lot more ofyou, son, during my slay here." I le

noticed a watdiing Journalist:

"How I love these kids! They are my real

audience, and how loyal they arc to their

favorites! That's the type of little fellow who

really likes me. I'hey're not fti^tened by my
pictures-not really, llrey love every bit of

them. And when they recognise me in America

the children cluster around me in the street and

shout 'Make funny faces. Lugosi! Make funny

faces!'"

The episode might have been a set-up for

the jM^ss-Hammer's office boy, fine Wells,

often dressed the part complete with green uni-

form, gold buttons, white gloves and pill-box

hat

At the reception. Lillian stayed well in the

background as Bela fielded questions, though

for a moment he pulled her to his side and

extolled her virtues:

"1 think she is the grandest wife in the

wOTld; 1 wish all men had a wife like mine. She

was my book-keeper and .secretaiy for iwo

years before we eloped to get married. She had

youth and beauty and was so loyal and good

that I couldn't help marrying her!"

He struggled with a variety of British
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accents, but had heaid all of the questions

many times before. He covered for his troubles

following the conversations acting very

much the Continental gentleman-clicking his

heels, kissing ladies hands, courtly bows. He
managed such gestures with great panache, and

won over the press and his hosts. Th^ sensed

he only understood a fraction ofwhat they said

to him, and were a surprised at his command of

English when he spoke.

Bela took pains to distance himself from

his Dracula image, an eifort aided by the studio

biography that Universal was then distributing

in England as build-up to release of The Raven.

Such pulp often de.scribed him as srxnething

not far rmiovcd from the mad fiends he por-

trayed. The latest version-written in die first

person though almost certainly a publicist's

inveniion-SCTved first to sell a movie, but it also

mirrwed the actor's lament, which Bela rq)cat>

ed with variations thn)ughout his stay in

England;

"I am made in the same mould as evay-
one else. I don't grow any horns for ears, nor^
I sprout bat's wings on my back. Fan lettos

come to me fiom ail over the wM’ld fiom peo-

ple who have heard strange tales about my
childhood in the Hungarian town of Lugos.

Hic writers ask ifmy parents were hypnotists;

if I commune with ^sts, and vdiether or not 1

practice the supernatural in my [Mivatc life.

They say my eyes have an exprcssirMi unlike

the eyes ofany human being!"

As Bela held court at the Grosv«K>r, a

few blocks away and probably unbeknownst to

him The Mysterious Mr. iVong began its

British release. Film Weekly enjoyed a "quite

effective thriller” about "a mad mandarin with

a nice taste for torture. . . Li^osi himself is dev-

ilish enou^ to chill many a juvenile spine."

Picturegoer's review is more consistent with

posterity’s view of the movie: 'T4o regard is

paid to plausibility or logical develc^ent

...fBela Lugosi] is rather heavy, but definitely

amusing."

On Wednesday July 16, Bela fulfilled the

second half of his small deal with Universal

and appeared at the trade show premiere ofThe

Raven at London’s Prince Edward Theatre.

Viewers — almost entirely theatre owners,

hotting agents and trade journalists — txoke

into tumultuous applause as he .stepped from

behind the curtain. Humbled \yy the unexpect-

ed reception. Beta only managed a heartfelt

thank you and a wish that The Raven "would be
enjoyed and make mon^." He was hardly on

stage long enough for many to realize he had

not shaven for at least three days. In the lobity

he briefly greeted the audience as they left the

theatre, arrd impressed all as dccid^ly non-

macatre. He explained his whiskers as neces-

sary for his upcoming film, and pontificated a

bit on how actors must prepare for parts. A
few young boys sneaked in and asked for his

autograph. One fan gushed cm his sinister and

evil appearance. Not quite following all the

sputtering praise, he replied only "That is

indeed a complimenL" A^ed about the popu-

larity of horror, Bela again described the fan

mail he received from women, and delivered a

CnUNOVlJJ

variant ofone of his oft-repeated re^xrnses:

"Women are interested in terror for the

sake of tmor. For generations they have been

dte subject sex. This seems to have a

masochistic instinct-an enjoymoit of or at

least a keen interest in suffering, experienced

vicariously though the screen...! suppose ifs

because a woman, being psychologically hi^-

strung, likes shocks to the nervous tystem. as a

counter-irritant to her nervous tensicHi."

Evot in the nrale-centered world of late

Hapsbuig Hungary in which he was raised,

Bela had extreme views (Mi the role and pty-
chol(^ of women. But his little discourse on

women arxJ horror was actually the invention

of a writer. Glattys HalL who interviewed

Lugosi from the late 1920s to the early 1940s,

and whose publi^ed pieces owe much to her

own imagination and speculation. Bela was

probably unaware of ^e recent pronounce-

m^ts against movie horror by the British

Board of Film Censors. "The Stroller" — the

ancMiymous columnist of 77ie Kinemaiograph

Weetiy — cast his remark as a rebuttal to the

BBFC [Mesident, Edward Shortt

The trade papers cared more for Bela than

Pw his latest film. The Daily Film Renter

thought The Raven an "excellently conceived

dmiler" that "timed the thrills so effective-

ly.. .Bela Lugosi sustains the central role in a

completely satisfying manner, ranking as one

of the best maca^ studies he has yet given."

To-Day's Cinema found him "indulging in

my^rious |MY>gnostication and maniacal

laughter in about equal proportions," and poses

that "whether [The Raven] can be conside^ to

succeed depends r^er upon the type ofpatron

th^ views it." Most damning was The

Kinemaiograph Weekly, for which The Raven

was "just anodtermanufactured hair-raiser with

the established stooges ofcrime entertainment,

Li^osi and Karloff, putting ov^ their same old

act, the former dishing it out and the latter tak-

ing it.. .Good as these experienced pl^^ are

tliQ' find it difficult towards the fmi^ to pre-

vent the extravagant situaticMis from being

greeted with laughter." Seventy years on. The

Raven still polarizes opinions even among vin-

tage horror aficicMiados.

Two days later —- by then the Lugosis

were in Falmouth fix- location shooting on

Mystery of the Mary Celeste — yet another

Lugosi movie premiered in Ltmd^ Chandu

on the Magic Island, a S6-minute feature edit-

ed fiTMn his latest serial. Not surprisingly, crit-

ics found it "not a happy example of clear con-

tinuity" and only ftM "the very credulous aiKi

unsc^isticated" Thcaigh targeted solely for

Juvenile audiences, the movie's combination of

the occuft and mayhem (a lost tribe kidnaps a

princess fer human sacrifice on Lemuria. "the

magic island" ofthe title; Lugosi for once ply-

ing the hero, saves her) earned it an "A” from

the BBFC ("Aduir — persons under 16 must

be accompanied by an adult This was the

BBFCs harhsest rating short of an all-out ban).

Probably more BriUxis in 1935 than today rec-

ognized the Lemurians, like the Aryans, as one

of the seven root races in the mythology adopt-

ed by the Nazis.

Chandu on the Magic Island m^ not have

quite deserved its A, but A-rated The Raven

barely missed a ban. Kinematoff-aph Weekly's

condoiination of The Raven lamented "the

attraction the eerie thriller c(Mitinues to exercise

on the general public." Any outoy against The

Raven had no immediate effect, as only wedcs

later came MOM’S MadLave, retitled Hands of
Orlac in Britain. It boasts the same basic plot as

The Raven (a surgeon with sado-masochistic

hobbies, obsessed with a younger woman,
plots terrible revenge when denied her), and a
star, Peter Lorre, capaMe ofcharacterizations at

least as unsettling as Lugosi’s. Hands ofOrlac

of course earned an "A" and sparked its share

of debate.

At the June meeting of the CEA
(Cinematograph Exhibitors Ass(Kiation-the

theatre owners guild) in Cardiff, Edward Shortt

claimed (hat he "did not believe that any single

film coukJ have a lasting effect on the public,

but the result of the same theme repeated ova*

and over again might be most undesirable."

Shortfs views had come around to those of

stxne of his harshest critics. One ofthem was

the National Council of Women, which had

long warned that;

"The cumulative effexl of viewing, week
after week, themes of ungovemed human pas-

si<Mis could not but undermine and ccxifuse the

ideas of ri^t and wrong, ofthe normal and the

abnexma], and lead to a craving for thrills in

real life comparable with those (xi the screen.”

Much to the BBFCs dismto', local county

councils (LCCs) throughout Britain were

already af^lying their own standards as th^
iiKMcasin^y rated films iiKlependently. The
LCCs were the ultimate authorities of what

films played in their jurisdictions. The
alliances and coalitions (Xi which the BBFC
depended had started to unravel. Short! resis-

ted many calls to introduce a new "H" rating

("Horrific" — persrxis under 16 not admitted)

and hoped that the film producers and theatre

owners would make his job easier by policing

themselves and "discourage this type of subject

as far as possible." With Universal already

armouncing plarts for at least four more horror

films, and with all the films in release doing

respectable business, neither Hollywood ncr

British theatre owners and filmgoers showed

any sign of abandoning h(xror.

In late July. Film Weekly published an

interview with Bela, probably given at "The

Raven" trade show. Despite the title, "’I Love

Horror Parts' Says Bela Lugosi," he spoke in

very somber terms of the demands of paying

in horror films. He did |XOvide such quotable

lines as:

"In playing Dracula, I have to work

myself up into believing that he is real, to

ascribe to myselfthe motives and emotions (hat

such a character would feet. For a time, 1

become Dracula-not merely an actor playing at

being a vampire."

As with many of Lugosi’s public state-

ments, his inlCTviewer may well have cmbcl-
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lished what he actually said Yet some of the

statements in as “I Love Horror Pans" are quite

similar to what he told he told recent inter-

viewers. and Film Weekly was hardly predis-

posed to cast Lugosi as loving horror. If pre-

disposed at all the London-based magazine

delighted in lowing that the men who made
hwTor films actually disdained them. Later that

year. Film Weekly separately interviewed Peter

Lone and Colin Clive, co-stais of Mad Love.

[-!ach lambasted honor films. In his interview

"Real & Unreal Hofror," lx>ne dismissed all

honor films as mbbish:

"The average horror film from

Hollywood is either absolutely obvious and

silly, or else it i^jpeals to the sadistic emotions

of the audience by showing scenes of torture,

whipping, etc."

Clive, famous for his two performances

as the high strung Dr. Frankenstein, bemoaned
his fate in "I Hate Horror Films"-

"You m^ tell me that millions enjoy hor-

ror films and that out of those millions, thou-

sands appreciate my wcKk in lh«n. and I will

tell you that I still hate playing in them. But I

do not know how to escape from what you
might call the casting curse of

Frankenstein. . .My only hope is that I may out-

live this demand for horror pictures."

I ic did, but just barely-two years later he

succumbed to pneumcHiia.

Also in 1935, Film

Weekly ran another interview,

"'1 Hate Ihe Word Horror’

Says Boris Karioff."

Sensing the mood
of the times,

Karloff cleverly

walked the fine line

between denounc-

ing horror and

defending his

own films,

which he

insisted

were

"thrillers'' not "horrors"-

"For the h(xr<M- film there is no future;

there is no preset; there has been no past...!

think The Raven was a mistake. Here was an

attempt to pile on the thrills without much
logic."

Lugosi largely shared the sentiments of

his fellow actors; but he alone either served up

or had attributed to him pro-horror one-liners:

"...I have deliberately specialised in such

characters, and 1 firmly believe there will be

suitable roles for me fm* a long time to

come.. -Since I make money playing in pic-

tures like Dracula I lollywood says why not let

him ctHitinue to be a fiend, and I heartily agree

with Hollywood."

For the title role of Mystery qf the Mary
Celeste. Hammer contracted the Mary B.

Mitchell anchored off southern Comw^l in

Falmouth Bay. some 300 miles from London.

In naval history, the 130 ft. 227 ton Mary B has

a footnote as the most famous "Q" ship-an

armed decoy-of World War 1. Hammer also

contracted the Archibald Russell for filming

the Mary B at a distance from offshwe. and for

the briefappearanceofthe Dei Gratia. Like the

Maiy Celeste, the Mary B had three masts; and

the dense haze offCOTnwali during most of the

shooting effectively enures the schooner's

steel hull, allowing it to pass for a 1 9th

century wooden brigantine. Falmouth,

with its "bfoodine soirit of

from which the Mary Celeste sails.

For filming on the Mary B, the company
were onboard by 8:00 in the morning, well

after sunrise in Falmouth late July sunrise.

Weather permitting, the Maty B stayed at sea

most of the day. Shirley Grey, as the only

woman in the cast and almost the only woman
in the entire c<mpan>. did not lack fin- atten-

tion. Ntme of. it came from her wouid^je

beloved Tight space onboard left no room for

the film's art director, and Elder Wills, smitten

with Shirley since her arrival, hardly saw her

while In Falmouth. To avoid noise from harbor

traffic, atKl to be able to take advantage ofday-
light from any angle without catching the

coastline. Clift directed that his two ship flotil-

la go well offshore. Almost all of Shirley’s

scenes were with Arthur Margelson. playing

Captain Briggs, her husband in the film. S<x)n,

a real-life love triangle, minuring the one in the

script developed.

Through the week of July 1 3. the filming

troupe assembled in Falmouth, staying at the

Falmouth and Riviera Hotels. On July 17, Bela

and Lillian arrived. Falmouth's newspaper still

practiced the quaint custom of publishing lists

ofall hotel guests to make the visitors feel wel-

come. In Cornwall Bela was not the celeixity

he was in London, and Denison Clift attracted

more aoentitm from the locals. Most of the

company brought their spouses with them, who
k^t each other company while the cast

and crew spent a good part of the d^ at

sea. The weather and the seas were not

too uncooperative, and shooting on the

Mary B, initially sched-

uled to complete

on Sunday.

July 20, fin-

ished on

the 25th

instead
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Bela alone, left, and with director Denison Clift, right, Mystery of the Mary Celeste

Histwy does nol record how Bela’s delicate

stomach fared in the roiling seas offQmiwall.

Always attentive of how he was pho-

to^aphed, Bela watched cameraman Erk
Cross pn^)are for work, and appreciated that he
was no Iwiger in Hollywood. De^ite his

youth Cross already had a decade of experi-

ence, first as a stills photographer at

Twickenham Studios, then as a freelance cine-

matographer wwking out of Wembley. Cross

toted his heavy equipment around the deck
between set-ups. and called on the filming crew
only for help in loading film. During actual

shooting, as Cross manned the camera, a part-

time assistant watched that the Icrus setting stay

put. British cameramen, like dteir Hollywood
counterparts, had light meters; but as a matter

of pide and habit rarely used them. They
adjusted their lenses by dead-reckoning. Those
lenses were red-sensitive, arxl blue eyes like

Bela's could turn transparent on film if the set-

tings were not quite right Cross knew all the

craftsman's tricks for compensating fix sudi

troublesome equipment He carried a collection

of handkerchief-size gauze cloths of varying

fineness and colors. Dq}ending the natural

lighting-a tricl^ calculation with the cloud

cover and reflection from the water-hc would
pick one, bum a hole in its center with his cig-

arette and use it as a rim-filter over his lens.

Sometimes a patch of chiffon or silk stocking

might do the trick. The sound recording equip-

ment was similarly primitive by Hollywood
standards, and compensated ingenious folk

remedies. Acoustic shadows plagued the

shooting, as the sound quality on the final print

testifies.

Cross watched Lugosi as well.

fpiwviEj

Cinematographers tend to be unimpressed with

movie stars, and Cross was no different. More
six decades later. Cross’ sole memtMy of Bela

was "apart from thinking he was Errol Flynn,

he was a great guy." He did not elaborate; but

Bela ftxMn land-locked Hungary was never

much ofa swashbuckler at sea.

Unsure of how the at-sea footage would
turn out, Clift hurried his rushes into

Falmouth’s Grand Theatre, for late ni^t view-

ing by himselfand anywie in the company. In

the wee hours of the morning they left the the-

atre. generally enthusing on the shooting. No
incident of note occurred in Falmouth, but

HOTimer, not to be outdone by MGM, manu-
factured its owa Filming of Mutiny on the

Bounty at Catalina Island off California,

alrcatfy plagued by delays, turned tragic in late

July. A floating set collapsed in the swell,

drowning a cameraman who tried to save his

equipment Immediately a similar story sur-

faced from Falmouth. During the second take

of an action shot when a panic-stricken sea-

man falls to his death in the sea, the stand-in

slipped from the rigging ofthe Mary B, landing

flat on his back in the bay. A rescue launch

soon retrieved the stunned stuntman, who was
little the worse for wear. Clift enthused to

reporters that he cau^t the episode on camera
and would edit it into his film. Hardly surpris-

ing since the "accidental" 1^1 arnl the pick-up

by the laurteh had been planned in advance.

From Falmouth, the cwnpany moved on
to Nettlefold Studios at Walton-wi-Thames. a
few miles southwest of Ixindon, for interior

footing Geoff FaithftilL Nettlefold's resident

cinematographer, replaced Eric Cross, andjug-
ged shooting Mystery the Mary Celeste with

another production. Legal Murder. At
Nettlefold, Clift had a magnifieent toy to play

with. On a field about 100 metres from the stu-

dios, the film crew constructed a replica ofthe
Mary Celeste's deck. Proclaimeit perhaps

trulhlully. as "the biggest set ever built" at

Walton, the onshore ship deck stretched

Hammer’s budget. The deck section was full

scale; teams of men beneath it could rock it

back and forth to simulate rolling in the waves.

Large water tanks set atop towers, and stage-

hands on elevated platforms around the set

wielded air and water hoses and tank releases

to generate storm conditions within the cam-
era’s field of visioa Those cameras had trou-

ble not capturing the platforms as well as the

surrounding landscapes, so all the scenes on
deck were photographed at night. In late July,

full darkness reaches Walton well after 9:00
;»n. With setting the lighting and many other

details, filming could not begin until after mid-
night All the footage on the deck s« had to be
shot in a single night-the budget could not

afford a second night of armies of ttfigc hands

on overtime fix retakes.

Hammer milked every bit of publicity

value from the night shooting. With journalists

and the curious as onlookers, the full company
crowded onto the field behind the studio.

Denison Clift, loudspeakw in hand, literally

rose to the occasitm tm his command post on
<Mte of the platforms. While most actors and
crew waited through the evening fix their call.

Clift darted about tending to everything. With
IK) h<^ that the crowd could hear (x heed any
cry "Action!". Clift blew a police whistle to

signify filming. About 1:30 in the morning the

cameras rolled. In less than 4 hours, the skies
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would begin to brighten.

Irio most important mission of the night

was "the hurricane scene." Most of the cast

would he (Kiboard v^hilc water was unleashed

from the tanks in three waves. Clift decide to

lest the equipment first on much simpler

scene — l.orenzen alone on deck, revelling

in his final revenge. A mast arm swings into

his head: he stumbles about confused and

da/ed before being swept overboard by tor-

rents of w ater. 1 he other actors stood wait-

ing their turn, watching Bela fight the waves,

(iis short scene over. Bela soaked to the

skin, ran across the field to his dressing

room.

A kev man in the hurric^e scene was

(icorge Mo/art the oldest and smallest man
in the cast and also the film’s comic relief

(and also a company director of Hammer).

Quite unlikely that a ship's cook would be

called "to take the wheel” in a storm, but

Mo/art buffeted with water as he clings for

dear life to the enormous steering wheel

made a great image. Clift made a half-heart-

ed la.st minute inquiry on Mozart's frailt>' and

>ears. Suitably rebuffed, he sent an assistant

cameraman aloff to film the action from a

height and took his place next to Faithfull.

Just as he reached for his whistle. Cliff

noticed Bela on deck in street clothes. Bela's

usual custom, when not on call, was to return

to his hotel or stay quiet!)' in the background.

Now. he stood on the set a bottle of Black &
While Whiskey in each hand. Clearly some
R&W was already inside him. hut these bot-

tles were for Mozart and Johnny Schofield,

who like Mozart had to man the wheel and

catch the brunt of the storm. "Slick iL boys,

be brave and when you come out one each

for you." cried Bela. "It’s good. I know. I've

had some." Cliff .shot back. "Off' the ship.

Bela. You're dead. You'll be in the shot in

less than a minute.” Bela hurriedl) scram-

bled over the side. "We're going to shoot.

Stand by. everybody. Now don't lose your

heads. Now everybody ready-the whistle

will blow first, then a short pause. Look out.

Action!" Water came from everywhere, the

ship rolled, the wind howled. Mozart's

bowler hat Hew off. Their lines, just barely

caught on the sound track, might be their dia-

logue or their gut reaction to the deluge;

Schofield: HolySainis, save us!

Mozart: So good, mate — they can't hear

you in this weather.

Mozart knocked his head against the

wheel: wider swept Schofield off the scene

altogether. Clift called "Cut," and immedi-

ately re-staged the set for one last shooting

before dawn.

Bela rushed to Mozart, plied him with

whisky, wrapped a blanket around him and

plied him with more B&W. He all but car-

ried Mozart to his own dressing room in the

studio, forced more whisky down him.

stripped off his wet clothes and insisted he

take another drink. Mozart's dresser arrived

with fresh clothes, but Bela insisted he first

lie down. He put the small actor on a sofa,

covered and tucked him in. punctuating each
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action with vet another shot of whi.sk). and

then personall) went to fetch Mo/uirt a ride

to his hotel. He returned with Arthur

Margelson. whose scene as Captain Briggs

had just ended. Margelson Uk> wa.s soaked

through from the filming, and he too had

consumed his ration of B&W. Mu/art was

now thoroughl) drunk, and just as well. I'he

short ride to the hotel at Shepperton. w ith the

tips) Margelson at the wheel, was a bit har-

rowing

Interior shooting offered no surprises

other than the growing ardor in the scenes

between Margelson and Shirley CJrey.

Everyone in the company sensed something

between them except Elder Wills. Bela con-

tented himself with ffirting with the script

girl, filly Day. whom he dubbed "the

English Ruse." filly read his lines aloud to

him. and Bela copied her pronunciations and

pacing. She was impressed with his mim-
icking skills, which his days of learning lines

phonetically had honed well. After a Sunday

morning of shooting on August 4. most of

the cast and crew retreated to the Thames for

a picnic. Wills arrived in a small boat, natti-

ly attired, with a w icket basket of food and a

Iwttle of champagne, but no Shirley. He
waited nervously for an eternity, until

Shirley and Arthur floated by in their own
boat. The food followed them down the river

as Wills flung it into the water, threw a

tantrum and stormed off. By some accounts

he kept the champagne. When Eric Cross

heard of the incident he did not believe it. "I

can't imagine him screaming at an) one. very

unlike him. I once stole his girl friend at

Wembley and no screaming ensued." Wills,

short and corpulent cut a far less striking

figure than the much-married Margelson.

fhe Lugosis also passed on the picnic,

and spent their free time strolling around

Walton. In Falmouth Bela had spent most

daylight hours at sea. but found a bit of

anonv mil) in the town. Not in u filming cen-

ter where everyone recognized him. He did

his best to ignore his well-wishers, but

always found them courteous and respectful-

something he thought ingrained in their

national character, something he foil he had

not really seen since Hungary. The slower

pace of life and what he thought a higher

degree of professionalism were turning him
into an Anglophile. What impressed him

most of all was that even at a.s small compa-
n) as Hammer, a journeyman director like

Denison Cliff could turn out something of a

personal vision. Bela had personal visions as

well, and wanted an outlet for them.

"Hollywood doesn't let authors and

writers exploit and deliver their talents and

imaginations. It has to go through the mill,

not be passed by one individual talent, right

or wrong. There is something in Fngland we
do not have in the matter of courtesy.

Whether they like you or not they feel if

they would not be kind and courteous, they

would offend themselves. I observed a lot in

England in the way of courtesy I would like

to spread here. They don't curtail actors so

much. They work more at leisure. I'he)’ are

rested people working. That is why they

sometimes get the results they do."

In the decades between the world wars.

England sought to regain its Victorian pros-

perity by extolling Victorian values. Bela

felt an affinity for this charming land which

mirrored his own desire to recapture an ide-

alized past. Britain's great ally to the west

and its great cnem) to the east embraced the

new age and displaced it as the premiere

nations of the modem world, in the I89()s.

Count Dracula chose England not for its

quaintness but for its modernity, a notion lost

on both the land and its visitor in the 1930s.

To distribute Mystery of the Mary Celeste.
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Hammer by-passed Exclusive Films, the

company partly owned by Hammer chair-

man Will Hinds, and signed instead with a
new company General Film Distributors.

Run by one of the most blatantly scrupulous

men in British films. Arthur Rank, and one of
the dodgiest. C. M. Wolff, GFD was anxious

to make its mark, and tapped "Mystery of the

Mary Celeste" as a prime offering of its first

crop of movies. C^nison Clift’s new film

received a better build-up than typical small

studio productions. Its trade show premiere

was timed to coincide with the November
release in Britain of "Mutiny on the

Bounty," when demand for maritime
films would supposedly peak. Notices in

the trade journals were mixed. To-Day's

Cinema bemoaned "narrative drawbacks."
but appreciated the "realistic settings,

faithful maritime atmosphere and
resourceful blend of thrill, mystery and
sensation with effective comic relief."

"Neither the staging nor the story is too
convincing," thought The Kinematograph
Weekly, "but there nevertheless rests on
the grim eeriness of the play and its chilly

message of foreboding, heartily delivered

by the strong cast, a succession of thrills."

Echoing the growing hostility towards

"horror" films. The Daily Film Renter

found Mystery of the Mary Celeste "pret-

ty grim fare, akin to a Grand Guignol per-

formance, with sudden deaths and disas-

ter galore. In fact, slaughter becomes so

commonplace it ceases to have more than

a passing significance." It did quite enjoy

Lugosi’s performance, which "becomes
almost awe-inspiring in the climax." The
American trade paper Variety reviewed
few London trade shows, but thought the

star's performance "outstanding." and the

story "morbid and unsatisfactory." Most
reviewers commented on the grimness

and tragedy of Mystery of the Mary
Celeste, hardly designed for what the

1930s considered mass appeal. George
Mozart’s memoirs describe how
impressed his fellow company directors

were Clift’s finished film, which they saw
as their first real success, and their disap-

pointment with the returns. With the gen-
eral difficulties of booking independent

films, and the 1936 downturn in the film

industry that hit British studios and cine-

mas particularly hard, the film did scant

business.

Trade journal reviews are typically

more generous than criticisms in the more

prestigious newspapers and magazines,
but for Mystery of the Mary Celeste, they

are the only records of the film in its orig-

inal form, with running length of about 80
minutes. What played in most cinemas
that booked the movie and what copies of
it that survive today is a 62 minute ver-

sion, retilled The Phantom Ship for the

American market. Gone entirely is that

portion of the story set in Gibraltar.

Characters in the Gibraltar scenes are list-

ed as cast credits roll across the screen,

but none appear in the film. Gone too are

most scenes on the discovery of the aban-

doned ship, with Eric Cross’ camera
sweeping across the empty decks and
through the deserted cabins. These eerie

shots and the inquest in Gibraltar were
meant to establish the mystery of a ghost
ship, with its crew vanished but its

lifeboats in place. A single dialogue card

replaces them;

"This story was inspired by the find-

ings of the Attorney General at Gibraltar,

and portrays the grim sea tragedy of the

American brig Mary Celeste found drift-

ing and derelict in Mid-Atlantic on
December 5th 1872 — one of the
strangest and most dramatic chapters in



maritime history."

Editing made a grim film even grim-

mer-also gone is the surprise ending with

Briggs and Sarah living in carefree seclu-

sion on a tropical island. Their new fate

is described in a voice-over into Lugosi's

monologue near the end of Ihe film, when
he at last reveals himself as the murderer

to the hated first mate. The dubbing is an

excellent imitation of Bela's voice, and

might not be detectable but for a brief

mismatch with the lip movements:

"Briggs tried to get away on a raft

with his pretty bride, but ! got him. 1 got

her. too."

Stripped of the scenes of the deserted

ship and the sequences in Gibraltar, the

60 minutes screen time that remain

become a pedantic hour indeed. The best

scenes by far are the opening in the har-

bour saloon, which evokes a seedy water-

front atmosphere, though certainly not

one in New York. Except for the lone

American in the cast (Ben Welden, later a

popular character actor in gangster roles),

accents more suggest My Fair Lady than

Guys & Dolls. The crew certainly look

and act like hardened seamen, none more

so that Gunner Moir, as the shanghaied

Katz. A former heavyweight boxing

champion of the Royal Navy, Moir had

massive arms and chest, and by the time

he turned to acting, a massive belly. His

bulk serves mainly as a canvas for a

gallery of tattoos. His chest sports an

almost life-size portrait of Queen

Victoria-a decidedly post-1872 (the set-

ting of the movie) Victoria, but it steals

its few scenes. Arthur Margetson's

refined, aristocratic Captain Briggs

(Variety found his accent "bordering on

the Oxonian") hardly seems the proper

master for such a hoard. Perhaps Clift's

original ending, with Briggs stealing

away with his bride in the night, leaving

his shipmates to their fates, is more

believable than something more heroic

for the Captain.

At sea, action is largely replaced by

talk. The brutality that Mutiny on the

Bounty delights in depicting happens off-

screen in Mystery of the Mary Celeste.

Little excitement or interest is generated

as the killer works his way through the

crew until only Lorenzen (Lugosi) or 1st

mate Bilson remain. Lorenzen drops his

fa9ade. shoots Bilson and throws him still

alive to the sharks, and laughs maniacal-

ly. At last Lugosi slips into his familiar

screen persona and indeed "becomes

almost awe-inspiring." Those moments
are few, as the fateful mast arm swings

into his head, and he soon falls or Jumps

overboard.

Bela needed a director to control or

at least guide his tendency to overact.

Lorenzen's remorse after killing a ship-

mate (not a murder, but in rescuing Sar^
Briggs from an attacker) is simply bad

acting. In the finale. Bela hams uncom-
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fortably as the dazed Lorenzen gropes

around the empty ship. The actor so

adept at portraying larger-than-life char-

acters was never at ease with the mun-

dane.

With Lugosi as the fiend. Mystery of

the Mary Celeste takes an hour to reveal

what the audience suspects from the start.

Even when not in his usual persona, Bela

onscreen seemed responsible for any

mayhem. In murder mysteries, he could

be effectively cast as a suspect but not the

one-who-done-it. "Red herring" roles-the

apparently guilty character who is actual-

ly innocent-were a st^le of his work.

Clift’s failure to heighten any mystery or

suspense thus doubly undermines the

film. The heavy editing of existing ver-

sions may be the culprit, but Clift never

exploits the numerous ironic touches in

his own script: Lorenzen’s religious fer-

vor might be genuine or only a cover for

his plot; his murders only begin after he

kills Sarah’s would-be rapist; Bilson

meets the same fate that he meted to

Lorenzen six years before.

Perhaps Clift had no choice with the

usable footage at hand. Despite the cost

and hype, scenes on the full deck set com-

prise only a few seconds of screen time.

If Bela suffered "water drenching him

like a rat," as Mozart recalls, none of it

survives in the final cut. In Bela's big

scene, wind eerily swirls through

Lorenzen’s long white hair, but not a drop

of water hits him. Likewise, filming at sea

did not justify its expense-the focus is

soft and the sound is indistinct. Clift did

indeed use his footage of the stuntman's

"accidental" spill into Falmouth Bay, but

only at the expense of continuity of action

and character.

Bela’s work in Walton-on-Thames ended

in early August. On August 14th,

Hammer gave the Lugosis a regal send off

at Waterloo Station in London. Bela

thanked everyone profusely, and all but

vowed to return. All press reports of the

filming had been glowing, but Bela har-

bored at least a few reservations about the

end product. He had seen some rushes

and knew that the film had a tacky look,

similar to the shoestring budget films he

had made on Hollywood's poverty row.

Hollywood's richly textured black &
white films that impress audiences even

today were until after World War II a near

monopoly of the major studios. In his

fond reminiscence of making Mystery of
the Mary Celeste, Bela allowed one doubt

to surface, "I think that England, if they

would have the sense to buy the techni-

cians of Hollywood, they would be very,

very keen competition." He probably did

not know that until only a few years ear-

lier British film-makers routinely accept-

ed the extra expense of importing French

or American cameramen, rather than use

the supposedly inferior home-grown tech-

nicians.

The next day Bela and Lillian sailed

for New York on the S. S. Majestic. In

the 1970s, all that Lillian recalled of the

return trip was that Bela's workload

forced them to cancel a planned vacation

to Hungary;

"Universal said we had to get back

immediately for The Invisible Ray, and

they really made a stink about it. Bela

was heartbroken that we wouldn't have

the time to take the trip to Hungary. Then,

when we finally did get back in late

August; they told us that production

wouldn’t begin for at least another month!

That really set Bela off. but by then it was

already loo late."

Though interviewed and profiled

constantly in England, he never men-

tioned a vacation, aborted or otherwise.

What constantly made the press was the

demand for Bela's services. Film offers

were plentiful in America, and now in

England, too. He at last might get the

bankroll and the clout to escape Dracula's

shadow. If Hollywood saw him only as a

monster, England might not. And if not

England, then he could star in his own
films. He had appeared in many low

budget independent films, seen filmmak-

ing on a shoestring first-hand on both

sides of the Atlantic, and thought he

might now produce his own movies. He
sailed for New York as filled with hope as

on his first voyage to America 15 years

before, as a penniless refugee. He hardly

sensed that the impending ban of horror

films in Britain would impoverish him

again, and that of the many films on olTer

to him, he would make only one.

VAMPIRE OVER LONDON - BELA
LUGOS! IN BRITAIN tells the full story of
Lugosi 's Igst "Dracula, ” the story ofboth the

inner workings of the tour and its reception

by the British public. The book also recounts

tells the behind-the-scenes stories of
Lugosi's three British films. Mystery of Ike

Mary Celeste. Dark Eyes Of London, and

Mother RUey Meets The Vampire.

Only I.OOO copies of VAMPIRE OVER
LONDON - BELA LUGOS! IN BRITAIN

exist. To purchase a copy, send a check or

money orderfor $29.95 plus $3 shipping d
handling (Texas residents please add $2.48

sales tax), with shipping address, to:

CULT MOVIES PRESS, 644 East 71/2

Street, Houston, Texas 77007, USA
(For worldwide shifting rates please

direct enquiries to the above address, or to:

lindadellostritto(^pdq.net)

Every copy is individually numbered.

Please indicate in your order whether you

wish your copy to be signed (by at least one

of the co-authors) and, if so, to whom the

salutation should be inscribed.
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EUROPEAN TRASH CINEMA
AMERICA’S PREMIER SOURCE

FOR
EUROPEAN EXPLOITATION

&

X
.V

fW
• Craig Ledbetter has been

collecting European trash

videos since 1981, earning

the distinction of being

referred to as America's #1

expert on the "Golden Age"

of European exploitation

cinema. He has amassed a

library of roughly SOOO titles.

When you purchase from ETC

you are tapping into an

enormous private collection

that expands at the rate of 40

titles a month!

GENRE
FILMS
ON

VIDEO

"EUROPEAN TRASH" is fast becoming a part of film

fandom dialect. The term originated almost 1 5 years
ago as the title of Craig Ledbetter's now legendary
magazine of reviews and commentary...

ETC IS WHERE IT ALL BEGAN!

The focus at ETC is clear. and_ presisfi; no
porn, no anime, no oriental cinema, no music
videos. ETC's catalogue is strictly devoted to
the peak period of European exploitation and
genre cinema, with special emphasis on
amazing Italian films of the 60's and 70's.

IF THIS IS WHAT YOU WANT,
ETC IS YOUR ULTIMATE SOURCE.

Send $3.00 for the ETC catalogue

of videos, magazines, and CDs to:

ETC VIDEO
P. O. BOX I2I«I, SPRING, TEXAS 77391-2161

EXPANDED BUSINESS HOURS FOR PHONE/FAX:

1 2:00 PM to 1 2:00 AM, 7 days a week, at 281-888-8031

For collectors who are on-line check out the cool ETC Video

Website at:

WWW EUROPEANTRASHCINEMA.COM

• Through ETC all

$20.00 titles come in

clam shell cases with

color artwork. There is

no need to settle for

"soft but watchable"

Unless otherwise noted

every title is going to be

of superior first-
generation quality. Plus,

ETC offers an excellent

'bonus buy' policy - all

orders over 5 titles

lenerate free videos!
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Walking along Hollywood Boulevard with

Forry Ackerman our group passes the L. Ron
Hubbard Dianetics Authors Foundation,

which has a giant display window featuring

sci-fi works of only L. Ron Hubbard.

Ackerman stops, looks in at the paintings

and books, wistfully shakes his head and

sadly murmurs, "Hubbard played such an

insignificant part in the overall scheme of

things in science fiction literature. It's a

shame they can't have something like this for

someone more important like Ray Bradbury

or Arthur C. Clarke." And that's all. We
continue on down the hot summer everung

boulevard, the sun mercifully setting on a

Hollywood of record high temperatures.

Fony is cool as ice cream in his Hawaiian

shirt.

"He just doesn't get it, does he?" whispers

one of the fans who are on this little walking

tour. "Doesn't he know that Scientology pays

for all that Hubbard promotion?"

Of course Ackerman "gets it". As a man who
was L. Ron Hubbard's literary agent for

years, he surely knows the score. Anyone
who lives in Hollywood gets enough offers

to take the free "Personality Test" from

Scientology. And as a gentleman who's

devoted his life to SF, Ackerman simply

wishes the tourists and people who live here

could be met with some temple of good,

pure, true SF and Fantasy. And so in this

direction, for some 40 years his home has

been that museum; the famed Ackermansion

visited by fans from around the world on

open house Saturdays.

Six months ago I attended one of the best

open houses I've ever seen at Forry's. On this

occasion the group came equipped with just

the right balance of curiosity, knowledge,

reverence and newness to it all, and Forry

resf>onded by being the most out-of-this-

world host, tour-guide, and teller-of-tales I'd

ever seen him be. The conditior\s for a fun

day were optimal.

Every public person falls back on a staple of

stories and stock material. It prevents them

from being at a loss for things to converse

about, but may cause them to appear

contrived, stale and impersonal to those

who've never lived a life in the public

scrutiny. On this day Forry brought out his

assured crowd-pleasers, such as the one

about the young child claiming it's Vincent

Price on the American perxny. Or about 4E

writing the Karloff record album script and

watching in the recording studio as, "...every

word that came out of Boris' mouth was put

in there by me." He told slightly ribald

background stories about paintings of

Martian ladies on his walls. If you've been

around FJA, you know these stories. On this

magical Saturday he recounted them as if for

the first time. Perfectly, to a spellbound

audience who stood and sat around him in

his living room, silently and delightedly

basking in the glow of llte Master's verbal

spell.

All the puns were good, and they got the

desired laughs at the proper time. Forry was
the most charmirig man in all the universes,

and I wished that afternoon never had to

end. (I've since wondered if the three dozen

guests that day could feel the EXTRA special

quality of the whole thing? Or if Ackerman
felt it was exceptional, or was it just a

Saturday like any other?) Concert artists who
present the same rep>ertoire of songs for a

lifetime are sometimes conscious of

inspirational moments when they perform

better than they usually do. It just

HAPPENS. Sometimes they get the feeling of

the music playing them, rather than the o^er
way around. In any event, it was a very

special day at Ackerman's, and I felt Heaven

might be an eternity of that Saturday

afternoon.

Sadly, that was among the last of the open

houses there will ever be at the

Ackermansion.

Four months ago Forry entered a Los

Angeles hospital for a series of operations

that have left him unable to keep the big

house. Though he's made a remarkable

recovery, he's weakened from nearly 3

months in the hospital He's making every

effort to resume his local activities and
national convention appearances, but he

definitely feels the large house is too much to

care for, and plans to relocate to much
smaller headquarters, in an area closer to

Hollywood. Much of his collection is going

on auction as we go to press. At the same

time he is readying plans for his 86th

Birthday.

What follows here is an interview with FJA
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conducted over a period of several weeks,
just months before his entrance to the

hospital, Recorded at leisure over supper
and dessert at The House of Pies, one of

Forry's many local Hollywood haunts, these

discussions centered on people and events

not frequently discussed about FJA and his

life in science fiction.
»»»»•••»»»»

CM: At your house 1 was looking at your
various awards from the science fiction field.

What is the Bob Qampett Humanitarian
Award?

FJA; When they started the first Comic Cons
in San Diego, I was invited as a guest of

honor and they felt that helped their

attendance. I don't suppose they had more
than a hundred people at the first ones. Now
it's one of the biggest events of its kind and
I'm still an invited guest each year. But when
Bob Clampett died, his widow and son
wanted him to be remembered with an
award, to be given in San Diego. And to my
great surprise I was granted the first Bob
Clampett Award.

CM: There's probably an interesting story to

go with every award in your .showcase.

FJA: 1 guess so. There's a story I find

amusing from 1953 about the Hugo Award
being inaugurated for the best of SF editors

and authors. And just once they had one and
never repeated it, and I received it, for the

Best Fan of the Year. And I felt that if this was
a kind of life achievement thing, okay; but if

it was for the best fan for that year, I didn't

really feel it should go to me. I felt that the

best fan work was done by a British fellow

named Kenneth Slater, who was much more
prominent that year than I was. So I think 1

held the award when I stood up to the

microphone and said, "I'm really thrilled to

receive this, but if there's a fan here who can

take this back to England to Mr. Slater, I feel

he's much more worthy of it than I." And
when I sat down my wife was FURIOUS
with me, saying, "Forry how could you
disgrace yourself and this whole convention?
Why, they've voted this for you and you've
given it away!!!" She made me feel I'd done
such a dumb thing that for the only time in

the 56 World Cons that I've attended, I

refused to attend the costume masquerade.

Which kept young Forry fascinated with science ficition
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for fear everyone would be likewise furious

with me.

Next morning as I crept silently to the hotel

lobby, way early for my breakfast, Robert

Bloch found me and said, "Forry, where were
you last night? Everybody loved that

wonderful gesture.,." and went on with a

hands-across*the-sea speech with me linking

America and Britain, and so on. So 1 needn't
have feared.

And then years later, a man who was not

present at that con, wrote a book and he let

me read the portion of it about me before it

was published. He reported that, "When
Forry Ackerman was awarded the Hugo, he
took the little toy rocket award and gave it

away." Obviously that is a totally inaccurate

rendition of the events. I didn't regard it as a

toy at all, and it wrenched my heart to give it

away. Furthermore, 1 didn't just hand it

away, I sent it to a deserving fan three

thousand miles away with a blessing and
thanks from me. I tried to get this author to

appreciate the differences, and to revise and
correct the story, but it went into print that

way.

CM: Who wrote it?

FJA: It was a book by Richard Lupoff. When
the first famous Monsters came out he called

it Forry's Folly. Six years later his son was
such a fan of the magazine he asked Richard,

"Dad, can we take Forry to lunch?" The son
really loved what we were doing in the

magazine.

At a particular World Con, one speaker was
concluding and the auditorium was
emptying out, and some fans began to

cluster around me asking questions and
wanting autograpKs. This was going on as

the auditorium was starting to fill up for the

next presentation. We were .slow in getting

this group of fans out, and Dick Lupoff came
out demanding "For god's sake, Forry! Get
these creeps out of here!" I don't think he
liked our mor^ster fans...

CM: The price of fame.

FJA; The Science Fiction Academy had a

pretty good idea, which I don't think they've

kept up, called the Retroactive Hugos. They
started giving them first in 1953. So then they

started to imagine who they would have
awarded them to if they'd been doing the

awards back in 1943, They'd kind of travel

back in time. So 1 have two Retro Hugos, one
1st Hugo, and three foreign Hugo Awards
from Italy, Japan, and Germany. Also, the

widow of Hugo Gemsback gave me his own
award.

One year Hugo Gemsback got his nose a

little out of joint and said, "I've never even
seen one of *ese things!" 1 was at the Con in

Chicago, but he was not present, 1 was
traveling on to New York where he had his

office, and I agreed to take the award to him.
That was one of the highlights of my life, to

visit the man who irtspired me to read
science fiction, to be able to walk into his
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office and give a Hugo to Hugo.
Another delight of my life was my own
fanzine called The Imagi-Naiion. In those days
all the magazines out there, such as Planet,

Amazing Stories, and Wonder Stories, all had
readers departments but you could only talk

about the contents of that title. In my fanzine
we could discuss any magazine, any book,
any author. 1 also reproduced everyone's
autograph in the zine, which would be easier
had we had Xerox machines in those days.
There were 50 issues of that fanzine, but after

49 issues I was out of the army and now a
civilian, and realized I had to keep my body
and non-existent soul together, and just
didn't have time for a fanzine. But I wanted
to end it with a blaze of glory.

My favorite story is "The World Below", by
S. Fowler Wright. There's a cast of characters
in it such as a futuristic woman evolved from
a seal, called The Amphibian, and at least

half a dozen other of these evolved
characters. It was as if you'd traveled 500,000
years into the future and found the variously
evolved beings, and 1 wanted a particular
scene of them depicted on my cover. So I

contacted an artist named Hannes Bok,
copied that passage from the book to give
him, and told him exactly what I wanted.
You can't imagine my excitement when that

package arrived with his painting in it. I

performed a bit of a strip tease on the
package, peeling just a bit of the paper away
to reveal a little more at a time of the artwork
inside. A bit more, and a bit more. And if

someone had been photographing my face

they would have seen it slowly falling as the
picture was finally revealed in full. I was
totally disenchanted with the artwork, and it

wasn't at all what I had wanted. It was an
abstract rendering, I suppose you could call

it surrealistic, but it wasn't at all like the
photographic realism of that scene that I'd

desired.

So to give it the benefit of the doubt, I took
the artwork to show at our science fiction

club and asked the members to look it over
and help me decide. They'd read the pas.sage

of the brok and knew what I was looking for.

We weren't judging it positively or
negatively on quality, but the fans agreed it

wasn't that photographic detail the art

should have. I contacted Hannes and said, "I

wouldn't take it on myself to reject

something of yours, but the fans feel this isn't

quite right..."

And he was enraged. He wrote right back
and said, "Send me that artwork back, you
can't have it under any conditions." I th^ik to

his dying day, dear Hannes never forgave
me. I don't know what happened to his

rendering; I've never seen it in any
reproductions of his artwork. In the end I got
Lewis Goldstone up in San Francisco to give
me exactly what I wanted for my 50th and
final issue of Imagi-Nation.

CM: There's a kind of food-chain of
publishers wherein Ray Ferry wanted to be
James Warren, and James Warren wanted to

be Hugh He^er.
FJA: I wonder who Hugh Heffner wanted to

be?

CM: Do people ask you about James Warren
a lot?

FJA: The subject comes up once in a while,
though he once mentioned it was better we
worked 3,000 miles apart when we were
doing Famous Monsters.

CM: And when did you first meet Huah
Heffner?

FJA: It was during the 50th Armiversary of
King Kong, and quite a few celebrities were
present. Fay Wray was there, and the woman
who doubled for Fay up in the tree when the
tyrannosaurus rex is after her. Ray
Harryhausen and Ray Bradbury were driven
up Hollywood Boulevard in a classic car.

John Landis came to the festivities and
bought a model dinosaur from Kong for

$50,000 on the spot. Later there was a party
and Hugh Heffner was there, and we talked
a lot. He's a very nice person.

Some time later when Hugh had put out a

book about the Playboy Bunnies and he was
doing an autograph session, I got his book
signed and we spoke again for quite a while.
He's never come up to my house to see the
museum, though he'd be welcomed.
CM: Speaking of Kong, you once mentioned
that when you saw the premier of King Kong
at Graumann's Chinese Theater, during the
final scenes on the Empire State Building, the
masking opened up to wide screen size...

FJA: It opened up horizontally and vertically.

1 think when the projectionist changed over
the last reel, the projector had a different lens

and aperture plate, which greatly enlarged
the picture on the screen. It gave it fantastic

impact. I've only seen that effect done twice
in films. In Hell's Angels and again at the end
of Portrait of Jennie. In those days it was
another treat like the color tinting in
Frankenstein, and if they did these things
right it could really "wow" an audience.
CM: What are your 10 favorite films?

FJA: In all genres?

CM: Sure. Anything you like.

FJA; Metropolis, Frankenstein, Phantom of the

Opera. King Kong. African Queen, History is

Made at Night, Casablanca, The Exorcist, Green
Mile, and The Jolson Story.

CM: Anyone you want to meet?
FJA: Madonna, Valerie Bertolini, and
Jacqueline Smith.

CM: All brunette women. And what does the

"J" stand for in your name?
HA; Jehovah, and your my witness,

Actually, my father in the business world
was the assistant to the manager of
transportation in what is today the Getty Oil
Company. He admired a man in the office

named James Clark, so he named me Forrest
James Ackerman. I've never so much as seen
a picture of the man. Only thing is that

shortly after I was bom, they decided they
liked the name Clark better and began
calling me that. Until I was 12 years old I

thought I was Forrest Qark Ackerman and
you can actually find some letters from me in

print with that name on them. Then 1 ran
across a birth certificate and found that, lo

and behold, I was really Forrest James.
That was around the time I was getting
interested in numerology, and I tried each of

these three names and found that Forrest J

was the best numerologically and so
dropped the "ames" in James and have been
Forrest J Ackerman since then.

CM; Is there anyone else in your capacity in

all the world, or are you the only one
possible?

FJA: Well, there is a fan named Jerry Weisl
who recently acquired my 75 years of fan
magazines and is going to add a new wing to

his home to house all die magazines. Each of
them will have a sticker stating, "From the

collection of FJA." And there's a young fan
named John L. Coker III who is trying to

catch up and read everything from the 1930's
onward, in all the fanzines and so forth.
Those are two that I can think of.

CM: Do fanzines still proliferate In this

computer age?

FJA: Oh yes! And there's still a need for
them. There's a fan who subscribes to every
fanzine in the field and every month sends
me a big package of them. So they're still

going strong.

CM: You're pretty much an original, a one-
of-a-kind. And it doesn't seem that you
patterned yourself after anyone else.

FJA: TTie only thing might be my hair, which
I patterned after an actor named Warren
Williams. He played in The Dragon Murder
Case and half a dozen other "Murder Case"
films for Warner Brothers. And my
moustache I grew in the style of someone I

met in World War II during my stint in the
army.

CM: Some people have shown pictures
where you resemble Ed Wcx)d.

FJA; I've always seen the resemblance to

Vincent Price, but not Ed Wood.
CM: Last night I was talking with filmmaker
Ray Greene. I told him I'd be interviewing
you today and he wanted me to ask you,
given your association with L. Ron Hubbard,
if you had ever used one of those electronic

devices alleged to guide a person back to
"clear" It looks a bit like a lie detector...

FJA: Yes, I know what you mean. About 1928
the man who created that device had a story
printed in Amazing Stories magazine. I

believe it was called "The Mongolian Ray" I

met him during the Dianetics days, and he
was a guest in my home. But I never had
occasion to use his polygraph device.

CM: Do you remember the EST training

courses? It was something like Dianetics

with a different name. It eventually became
Lifespring.

FJA: Is Lifespring still around? I went
through their course. It was a good positive

thinking seminar. They never want you to

discuss what goes on at their meetings. But

I'll tell you one thing that was so amusing,
where they had us in a circle and said, "Look
around and pick out the one person you
seem lo dislike the most." And they're

supposed to tell them all the things they

dislike about that person. And I thought, "I

can't do that - it's totally against my nature!"

But people paired off until there were only
four or five of us left and it looked like

nobody was going to choose me. One of the
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few people left was a gorgeous young
woman and I chose her and told her, "There's

absolutely nothing about you I dislike.

Everything about you seems fine." And then

the instructor revealed that the person you
chose would most resemble yourself! And
here I am praising her to the skies!

CM: In your first year as a literary agent how
many writers did you pick up to represent?

FJA: About 200.

CM; In one year? That's fantastic!

FJA: Not really. In those early years I was
taking on anyone who could string two
words together. Some of them, like Charles

Beaumont, turned out to be pretty good.

Others of them were time wasters.

CM: Were those tough negotiations selling

science fiction to the magazines?

FjA: No, not really. With some 25 periodicals

out there starving for new material each

issue, and me specializing in exactly the kind

of fiction they needed, it was really a good
situation.

CM: These days when you appear at the

conventions, what is the age group that

seems most attracted to you?

FJA: I'd say the age 20 to 50 is the majority

age group, and then a dwindling group of

old timers from the early days. It's sorta sad

for me to think that I've got more friends and
associates who are dead now, than living.

CM; It's hard to believe that the phenomenal
monster craze of the 1960's took place forty

years ago. By 1966 it was a fading trend, and
we've never seen anything like it since then,

To a lot of us "monster boomers" it seemed
possible because of the melding of several

generations of entertainment on black and
white television, and equally because of your

writing in Famous Monsters. Do the 1960's

seem as significant to you, in retrospect? Or
did you EVER think the 1960's were
something special?

FJA: You'd have to rerrund me of the things

you mean. If you're just talking about the

films alone. I'd say the best years for fantasy

output would be from 1926 to 1936. If I had
to save ten years worth of film, and 1 couldn't

jump around from year to year, it had to be

one continuous decade, I'd say that would be

the period of most importance. It would
include some of Lon Chaney's greatest work,

and on into the dawning of the sound
classics with Karloff and Lugosi, and King

Kong in 1933, and a fairly continuous flow of

early sci-fi films like The invisible Ray. I had
the best of it all during that decade, and that

was the era that was special to me. From then

on the output became more sporadic, with

occasional highlights like Dr. Cyclops, or The

Exorcist as standouts.

CM: In the 1960's I believe reading was more
critical to the horror film fans.

FJA: That may be true. It was in the 1965 that

my wife Wendy and 1 took our 8700 mile

road trip to meet 1300 readers of Famous

Monsters, and we ran into all kinds of funny

situations, At first we had no way of being

sure what kind of reception we’d get. In one
case a young fan's parents wanted to talk to

me. He got me aside and said, "I was afraid

my son would never start reading much, but

because of his enthusiasm for your magazine
he's started going to the library and bringing

home books by H,G. Wells, Poe, Jules Verne,

and really getting into classical literature."

And most of our meetings were positive

ones, like that. And once someone gets

grounded in a subject, their interests will

broaden in other directions. It takes

something to plant the seeds, get their minds
working creatively.

CM: Do you have reflections of the

legendary heroes of the baby boom
generation, such as John Kennedy, or Elvis,

or Marilyn Monroe?

FJA: I really loved Marilyn as an actress,

although 1 didn't pay much attention to her

personal life. It was a true shock the day 1

picked up the phone and some friend called

to tell me that Marilyn had just committed
suicide. A light went out of my life,

A client of mine, Charles Beaumont, who
wrote a great deal of the Twilight Zone
episodes, told me about the day he was
driving down Sunset Boulevard in his open
air car, and a good looking girl came
struggling along the street with a bunch of

groceries. He slowed down and offered her a

ride. So they rode all the way to one end of

Sunset, turned around and rode all the way
back, chatting happily all the way. Finally he

drove her to her destination and she offered

to give him her phone number. But he was a

go^ Catholic husband and a father of four

children, and he was afraid to take the home
phone number of Marilyn Monroe.

As for Kennedy, I don't think we paid as

much attention to a president's indiscretions

as we do now with a Bill Clinton situation. It

wasn't so publicized and their sex lives

weren't public concern. 1 think nowadays
people want a saint who's not a v^ strong

leader, or else a great leader whO/Jias feet of

clay.

CM: What's your definition of a cull film?

FJA: CHjviously a film that catches on with a

certain faction of the public, developing a

following for a time, whether the

mainstream accepts it or not. A cult movie
can evolve out of any genre.

Starship Troopers wasn't a cult film. It was just

a well nr\ade film that became popular right

away with the general public.

CM: I guess it doesn't hurt to be called

"worst film of all time" the way Plan 9 was,

whether it really was the worst or not.

FJA: I'm beginning to wonder if Battlefield

Earth isn't going to replace it as the new
worst. To some people, "cull" sounds like a

bad thing, to others it sounds respectable.

Enough people like the implication that you
should keep calling your magazine "cult"

CM; Thanks, Forry. We will.—

—
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William Wiiickler

CM: The Double-D Ai>enger has been a great

success for your company. Can you tell us
how it all started and how you got into show
business?

WW: Well, first of all, 1 come from a show
business background. My late father, Robert

"Bobby" Winckler, was a known child actor

in Hollywood during the 1930's and '40s.

Between the ages of eight and eighteen, he
worked in over eighty films, and over two-
hundred radio shows with all the stars of the

Golden Age of Hollywood. Charlie Chaplin's
wife, Mildred Harris, got my father into

showbiz with a letter of introduction to Hal
Roach studios. From there he worked in a

dozen Little Rascals/Our Gang comedy shorts,

he played W. C. Fields son, and worked with

hundreds of stars such as Edward G.
Robinson, Eddie Cantor, Gene Autry, Pat

O'Brien, Jack Benny, Bob Hope, and Shirley

Temple. Cult Movies readers might be
interested to know that he rode in the

Hollywood Christmas Parade with Boris

Karloff, and accidentally kicked Boris in the

head! Boris turned around and told my Dad,
"Not too many children can kick Frankenstein

and gel away with it!"

My Dad later went to college and got
interested in law. He became a successful

entertairunent attorney, representing people
both in front of the camera and behind.

Unfortunately, he died of cancer in 1989.

CM: Did you work as an actor?

WW: Yes, earlier on. As a teenager, and into

my twenties, I did episodes of shows like

Remington Steele, and commercials for IBM.
But, my real love was writing, producing and
directing. I studied directing and acting with

the late Don Richardson, who taught Anne
Bancroft, Zero Mostel, John Cassavettes, and
others. I learned a great deal from Don.

The first TV series 1 wrote and produced was
an animated sci-fi show called Tekkaman the

Space Knight. I used residual money I was
earning from my acting to finance Tekkaman.

The series was animated by Tatsunoko
Productions, creators of Speed Racer and
Robotech. This was in the mid to late 1980's,

way before the anime boom. 1 syndicated the

show nationwide, and it also sold well on
home video. I was the youngest producer of

a TV series, being just eighteen. Tekkaman
was about a young space pilot named Barry

Gallagher, who donned an indestructible suit

of armour, becoming a hero to battle evil

alien robots. We got great ratings and
positive fan mail.

CM: What projects did you do next?

WW: After that 1 wrote and produced a

comedy variety series called Short-Ribbs,

which starred the late midget actor Billy

Barty. He was the executive producer and
star of the show, I was producer and main
writer. It was like Saturday Night Liw with
little people. We aired in Los Angeles on
Saturday nights in prime-time on KDOC-TV,
with 7-Up sponsoring. The show had great

potential, but Barty didn't delegate authority,

and I feel that because of his destructive

control of the series, it only lasted one
season. He did good things in his life, like his

charity golf tournaments, but to me he was a

nightmare. Other cast members like Patty

Maloney and Jimmy Briscoe were wonderful
to work with. What is tragic about Short

Ribbs, is that it really had the potential to be a

very successful show, and it was Barty's last

shot at a TV series of his own.
CM: What followed Short Ribbs?

WW: I developed movie projecLs for a toy

company, and was later head of talent at an
internet company called Galaxy Online. 1

was developing original movies for

webcasting {and later for direct-to-video and
DVD) with stars such as Michael York, Bill

Mumy, Walter Koenig and others. When the

dot-com bubble burst, Galaxy burst loo.

So last year I formed my own independent

company, William Winckler Productions. I

have always loved B-movies, cult films, sci-

fi, and adventure. I love the films of the

1960s, the AlP stuff, Gorman's work, and
wanted to recreate the look and feel of them.

Thus, The Double-D Avenger, The film is

^sentially the Russ Meyer "reunion film"

that Russ never made. It stars his most
famous busty actresses. There are a few other

Russ Meyer actresses around, but the three I

cast, Kitten Natividad, Haji, and Raven De
La Croix, have the most marquee name
value, and have the most TV and film credits,

CM: How'd you come up with the idea?

WW: I want^ to start the company off with
a character who could appear in a series. I've

always loved costumed superheros, and
Russ never did any movies about those. So, 1

came up with a whacked-out 'Wonder
Woman' type of character who uses her
super-boobs to fight crime! It's a sexy, action

comedy. I've incorporated the sexiness of the

Russ Meyer films, with the action of the old

Republic serials, and added comedy bits in

the vein of Bermy Hill.

ThLs is not a typical mainstream Hollywood
production in any shape or form. I don't
think there are too many independents like

me around, successfully making profits from
their films. The climate is tough today, since
we have an oligopoly rurming Hollywood.
Seven major companies controlling most of
our TV and film production and distribution,

pretty much putting independents out of
business, especially genre indies. Is this a
violation of state and federal anti-trust laws?
Yes. Is anyone doing anything about it? No,
other than producers like Lloyd Kaufman

from Troma complaining publicly about this

problem.

CM: What was it like working with the cast?

WW: Great. No problems. Weeks before
filming, I rehearsed the cast. I worked with
Kitten a great deal privately, going over her
part line by line. I think this was the best role

Kitten ever had. Forry Ackerman wa.s .super,

and my cinematographer, Raoul J. Germain
Jr., was fantastic. He lit and shot the movie
for film - we ased state-of-the-art digital

video. And the final footage looked like

35mm film.

CM: Any funny incidents occur while
filming?

WW: During the wax museum .scenes, there

were statues of some of Kitten's ex-lovers,

such as Tony Curti-s and Tom Selleck, 1 a.sked

Kitten what Selleck was like, and to my
surprise, she cried out, "Hung like a hor.se!"

For certain FX shots of the Double-D
Avenger jumping. Kitten couldn't do it, nor
could Dezzirae Ascalon (my then assistant

who's now my wife!). So, believe it or not, 1

did some of the stunts! 1 actually put on the

wig, Double-D costume, fake breasts, and
did the flips, to the amusement of the crew!

Hopefully we got enough footage so I'll

never have to do that again.

1 must praise G. Larry Butler, who played the

main villain. Larry carried half the movie,
and did an awesome job, doing his Jackie

Gleason-type character. He performed a style

of heightened acting you rarely see today.

CM: There's a strong nostalgic element.

WW: Yes. I love the classic cult movies.
There's a strong emotional lie there. Having
been involved with mainstream Hollywood
productions, 1 can't stand to watch most of

them. The material all looks the same,
sounds the same, is edited the same, and the

casting is similar, with people who look like

Hollywood actors, not characters. I could
probably make two-hundred movies on the

budget of just one average Hollywood flick.

The crazy thing is that many indie
filmmakers shoot movies that are audition

reels for the big time. They make these as

calling cards, so they can get jobs with major
studios.

I'm making movies for a specific cull film

audience. I don't care about the mainstream,
and my films aren't audition reels for work at

the majors. 1 like making entertaining

entertainment, with characters in larger than
life situations. Not pedestrian, talking head
dramas. We already live in real life, and 1

think our entertainment should take us out
of ourselves. People need escapism, and
that's what I aim for when I produce a film.

CM: What's next for you?
WW: I'll be shooting Double-D Avenger Part

ll, early next year. We'll have another Russ
Meyer name in Lori Williams. Also, Butch
Patrick from the original Munsters 'TV show
will play a major role.

CM; 'Thank you for your time,

WW: The pleasure is all mine! Ta-tas! I mean,
ta-ta!!!

Get Double-D Avenger through their website:

doubledavenger.com; Amazon.com; Movies
Unlimited: etc. Some specialt>' retailers can>’ it. such as

Eiddie Brandt’s Saturday Matinee in Los Angeles.
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S!aro' Russ Moyer's
'‘Fester Pussycai Kill! Killf"

RAVEN DE LA CROIX
Slarof Russ MGyGr's*'Up!’

FORREST J. ACKERMAN
Sci-Fi/Fantasy Film Icon

Big, busty Chastity Knott must use

her new amazing abilities as the

super-stacked costumed crime

fighter, the DOUBLE-D AVENGER,

to stop villainous bikini bar

,^owner Al Purplewood and his"

^exv/iiinurderbns^
' ‘

Approx.

77 mins.

18 & over

'/T ^ ^ ^
Produced by

» William Winckler Productions. Inc.,

k ^ (^ot affiliated with RM Filins Intermational)

VHS Video ($19.95) DVD ($24.95)

FANS!!!....Order Oniine at vr

www.doubledavenger.com
or call 81 8-773-3230
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STUFF TO KFAV

MY FACE FOR THE WORLD TO SEE
(By LIZ RENAY, 457 pages, explicit illustrations.

Barricade Books, July 2002, 517.95)
Liz Ren^ is one of the most remarkable women that I

have hacl the privilege to nwet. She b also intelligent,
bubbly and fun blessed with one of the most beauHhil
faces m the world, with the most amazing eyes, and yes,
they do appear have a polka dot pattern. I could not get
over her sturming beauty. But it b not just physical
beauty: there b an innocence and sweetness wiOdn that
keeps her from the hardness one would expect from the
life she has been exposed to. The moment that I met her
I realized that she was a good person. There b an inner
glow that exudes from her despite the difficult past that
she has had to endure.
MY FACE FOR THE WORLD TO SEE reads like fiction,
from the first page until the last, I was glued to each
page. Mbs Itenay b completely open about her life and
gives detailed in/onnalion about each segment of her life

and the men that she shared her life withT
Bom in Mesa, Arizona to a family of religious zealots. It

b amazing that shedid not become one herself. Running
away from the life she was bom into she soon became the
toast of New York as weU as confidante and girlfriend to
mobsters and Mafia hitmen as weL as a trusted friend.
Whro she moved to Hollywood to find her forturen,
Cecil B. DeMiUes saw her at lunch and wanted to sign
her to star in one of hb films, that b until she was
arrested and led from out m handcuffs before hb
horrified eyes.

She became a good friend to mobster Mickey Cohen and
committed penury on hb behalf and was sentenced to
three years in Terminal Island prison. Even in prbon, she
was beloved and protected by her fellow irunates.
I could go on and on about the book, but you should
really read it for yourself; because no one could tell her
life story belter than Ms. Renay herselfi Viva Liz Renayl

barricadebooks.com
customencrvice#barricadebooka.coin

Reviewed by Coco Kiyonaga

SMOKIN' ROCKETS: The Romance of
Technology in American Film, Radio and
Television, 1945-1962
(by Patrick Lucanio and Cary Coville, 268pp. 535
softcover. Filmography, bibliography, illuitraled)
Scienra and technology had a significant influence on
American culture arui thought in the years immediately
following World War II. The new wonders of science aitd
the threat of the Soviet Union as a powerful new enemy
made Sci-Fi a popular genre in radio, TV, and film.
Mutant creatures spawned by radioactive energy and
intergalacHc dictators unleashing horrific weapons cm
Earth were characterbtic of SF at the time and served as
warnings to the very real dangers posed by the atomic
^e.
This book examines scienceand science fiction in
American culture starting in the year World War II ended

going to 1962, the year of John Glenn's orbital fliglri

and the Cuban Missile Crbb. The radio work of Arch

Oboler and the significance of hb "Rocket from
Manhattan," which aired only one month after the
dropping of the first atomic bomb and asked serious
^eslions about the use of atomic energy, are examined.
Other topics are the conflict between the free world and
the Communbt world in the context of SF plot lines, the
dangers of science as shown in films like C^zilh. TTim.
The Day Mir Earth Stood Stiil. and radio and TV programs,
the flying saucer phenomenon and the treatment of such
stories in the media (with attention given to the 1956
documentary UfO),the changing and more positive
depictions of scientbts, the shift in the balance of world

f
ewer due to the launching of Sputnik by the Russians in
957, the end of ttie world theme in SF, and the American
j^mey into space.
These subjects are hardly dead bsues, and live on into the
night on each broadcast of Art BeUs all-night radio show,
where the real life implicaticms of science, technology,
UFCY s and so on, are the order of the night for five hours.
But that b not the province or within Oie boundaries of
thb book. Perhaps Lucanio and Coville will make that the
subject of their next volume. As it b, thb b a thoroughly
researched, thought provoking look at the border where
real life merges with science fiction (itself a hybrid
concept). Every SF fan will want to add thb to the old

(Ava^able from McFarland & Company, Box 611,
Jefferson, NC 28640. Orders at 800-253-2187.
wwwjncfariandpub^om)
Reviewed by Gino Colbert

CINEMA UNDER THE STARS: America's
Love Affair with the Drive-In Theater
by Elizabeth Mckeon and Linda Everett. 100 paacs
514.95

*

It's hard to believe there was a lime when more than 4,000
drive-in theaters were sattered across the American
landscape, their garish neon lights blinking in the ni^l,
their screens alive with western shoot-outs, atomic
monster invasions, and bikini beach parties. Authors
Mckeon and Everett chronicle the lifeline of the ozoners of
yesteryear from their initial inegition by Richard M.
HoUingsheaii, )r., in Camden, New Jersey, to their
eventual decline as Americans b^an to enjoy the luxuries
of cable television and then, eventually, vldeocassette. In
their presentation, Mckeon and Everett attempt to touch
upon all the major innovations exhibitors used to entice
people to visit their oi>en-air bijous. (Including:
playgrounds and train rides for the kiddies, laundry
wasl^g and grocery shopping services for Mom aiwi
Dad.) Many concession stands are shown, as are stills

from classic Filmic concession trailers. (Remember the
parading holdog, candy bar, popcorn and sparkling soda?
The ones who sang, ’'Let's aU go to the lobby to get
ourselves a treat!" They're here along with the B-B-<5ue,
ice cream and Chihlly DiUy pickle ads, and a non-food
reminder to return the speaker to ib post before leaving
the drive-in.)

Drive in ads extol the virtues and conveniences of local
theaters^ such as "Come as you are," “Eat, drink and
smoke," "No babysitter problems," "No parking
problems," "In-car heaters available," and "Great for
shut-ins(l)." Hfehly illustrated, thb b a great trip down
memory lane for passion pit enthusiasts; and blacktop

students will find a wealth of info within the text.
The book also iiKludes in/o on loirune The Drive-In
Theater Fan Club and an ad for Films, rood A Fun, a
^idebook to operational drive-ins across the country.

( Cumberland House/Molorbooks International 800-
826-6600)

THE JAMES WARREN COMPANION:The
Definitive Compendium to the Great
Comics of Warren Publishii^
(Edited by David A. Roach and Jon K^Cooke. 270 pages,
illustrated, indexed, paperback 529.95)
Janies Warren and his empire of horror gets the full
dociuncntary treatment in thb astounding book. You'll
see the hbtory of Famous Moufterf. Creepy. Sptkemeii,
Vampirello. Mounter World, as well as some of the lesser
known or laler-in-the-day Warren publications such as
Blazitig CoiMfwt, Comn f Inlenialiofml, and the carry-all title

of "On The Sc«»e"
The erratic nature of Warren's newsstand dbtribution, as
well as the inner workings of the mail order entity,
Captain Company, all get the full treatment {in one case,
via an interview with the woman who managed the
Captain Cewnpany offices for several years, and now tells

the secrets!!!) There b a definitive V^^ar^en title checkUsl,
interviews and features with Corben, Frazetla, Dilko,
Wrightson and other artists who worked on the Warren
comKS. Most importantly, there b an interview with
James Warren himself, along with hb idol WUl Ebner (The
^ir/l), and other comics reialed people,
mere's a highly unusual thing about thb book. Thb b a
revealing book about the subject at hand, Mr. James
Warren; it's also an in-deplh memoir about you. ttie

reader. Probably anyone reading these words was a fan of
Warren magazines, and as such had to haunt newsstands
to find their titles, or depend on the nuil order
department to process your purchases of subscriptions,
back bsues, Smm films, spooky records, ant farms. Live

monkeys, and so on. Reading thb book and paging
through the vast assortment of collected eye-candy ^m
the past will bring those days vividly to life again. I

learned a lot, had a lot of ouestions answered about James
Warren and the behinu-lhe-scenes workings of hb
publishing empire, but somehow I kept getting the feeling
that thw was a hbtory of me, or at least many of my
monster collecting interesb of the 1960’s. It's the story of
our generation, perhaps lost in time and space! Editor Jon
B. Cooke hasjo^d forces with hbtorian David Roach to
compile a definitive book on the film and comic world of
a true trail-blazer.

You never gel that feeling more than in the personal
mterview they print with The Man himself. Jim Warren
reflects on howW was thrown out of advertbing agency
after agency by reps who equaled hb monster magazine
to pornography. Warren, himself a successful advertbing
agent, had done his homework, and would go in
prepared to illustrate the demographics of hb new
fdWOMs Monsters magazine. Be it Schwuui bikes or an ice-
cream company, \^Srren could show how hb readers
would have the desposable cash (of their parents!) to
spend on these products. Some representatives (and
Warren remembers their names!) told him, "We wouldn't
advertise in this trashy magazine if you paid US to
advertise in it!" Some meetings were held in lobbies, since
they wouldn't even allow Warren to come into the actual
offices to make hb presentation.
So out of sheer necessity, Jim Warren got into the mail
order business, turned the back pages of each magazine
into a catalog for masks, models, and things we kids
would like, and became very successful in his endeavor,
it's a fascinating story, often told by Warren himself, in a
well illustrated segment on the birth of hb enterprise. The
rest of the book lays out the ups and downs of several
adventurous decades, the "whys" of certain practices,
aided by other points of view with interviews from artbts,
editors, writers, and various employees of the firm.
Warren talks about the reasons for the excessive use of
reprints. Also about why comics occasionally appeared in
FM (Ackerman hated them; Warren thought they were a
good idea). Detailed, arcane reading.
There are two editions of this book available. A 272-page
Trade Paperback, featuring a new painted color cover by
Alex Horley, showii^ Warren surrounded by his
monstrous creations. The price b $35.00 U5., which
includes shipping
Also available as a Limited Edition Hardcover (limited to
1000 copies) signed by Jim Warren, with custom
endleaves, 16 extra pages, plus a Bemie Wrighbon plate
not in the Trade Paperback. A beautiful 288 page
Hardcover

,
priced at $57.00 U.S., which includes

shipping.
(To order, tend check or money for desired edition to:

Cult Movies, P.O. Box 1047, Hollywood, CA 90078.)

Reviewed by Michael Copner

GOING TO PIECES: The Rise & Fall of the
Slasher Film, 197S-1986
(by Adam Rockoff, 205 pages, hardback, illustrated.
From McFarland and Company, Box 611, Jefferson, NC
28640)

Wth a cover still from Halloween 6, and a title such as thb,
you know exactly what to expect. This b a nke, concise
run down on lots of slasher films, both foreign and
domestic, and the way they've impacted the genre and
public over the years. Adam looks in on the early relatives
of the cycle, such as the original Psptito, before there really
was a cycle, and shows how they played a part in the
scheme of things 15 years later.

All kinds of surprises turn up. There's a stiil of Yvonne
peCarlo, looking much better than i remembered her, in
Silent Scream (1980). The author details and shows
pictures from things like When a Stranger Calls, but never
pays miKh tribute or comparison to fire grandpa of them
all, William Castle's I Saw What You Did.
All in all it's a good book, and those who like these films
will enjoy reliving the "shock that was", when these
things became commonplace in the theaters.

Reviewed by Coco Kiyonaga

FILM FATALES: Women in Espionage Film
and Television, 1962-1973
(by Tom Liianti and Louis Paul, from McFarland & CO.,
2002. 341 pages, including index.)
As readers oTCu/( Movies book reviews may know, author
Tom Lbanli b making a minor industry out of Baby
Boomer's Hgh-schooi wilasies. First with FrtMM.iy Feniin^
of Sixties Ciiieiaa and now with Film Fatales, Mr Lisanti,
along with writing partner Loub Paul, cover the "Austin
Powers” spy genre from both sides of the Atlantic during
it's decade-long flourish.

After leading off with brief biographies of Mali Hari and
Ian Flemming, Lisanti and Paul launch into the lives and
careers of no less than one hundred and seven film arid
TV actresses. (Thb after a brief apology in fire preface that
due to space, they can't be all irKlusive!)
In these pages we read of Marline Beswicke and A licia

Cur (the gypsy wildcats fighting it out for benefit of Sean
Connery ui From Russia With Love), to Israeli Daliah Lavi
(Lady Janres Bond in Casino Rogale) lo the beautiful Susan
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“The king of the interviews

...Tom Weaver is amazing

...long may he rule”
-- Classic Irnn^t’s

Science Fiction Confidential

Interviews with 23 Monster Stars

and Filmmakers

Going to Pieces

The Rise and Fall of the Slasher

Film, 1978-1986

Adam Rockoff. 223pp.. 2002, $39.95

hardcover (7x10), 108 photos, notes,

appendix, annotated bibliography,

index, ISBN 0-7864-1227*5.

The Cinema of Generation X
A Critical Study ofFilms and Directors

Peter Hanson. 227pp.. 2002, $35

softcover, photos, notes, filmography,

appendices, bibliography, index.

ISBN 0-7864-1334-4.

Cinema Arthuriana

Twenty Essays, revised edition

Edited by Kevin J. Harty. 317pp.,

2002, $39.95 hardcover (7x10),

photos, notes, filmography,

bibliography, index,

ISBN 0-7864-1344-1.

The Baseball
Filmography
1415 iftfOUgH 2001

The Baseball Filmography,

1915 through 2001, second edition

Hal Erickson. 560pp., 2002, $45

hardcover (7x10), 89 photos,

bibliography, index,

ISBN 0-7864-1272-0.

Tom Weaver. 320pp., 2002, $38.50 hardcover (7x10),

124 photos, filmographies, index, ISBN 0-7864-1175-9.

Film Fatales

Women in Espionage Films and
Television, 1962-1973

Tom Lisanti and Louis I^ul

Foreword by Eileen O’Neill

352pp., 2002, $36.50 hardcover

(7x10), 120 photographs,

bibliography, filmographies,

index, ISBN 0-7864-1194-5.

The Independent

Film Experience

liitcnicm with

The Independent Film
Experience

Interviews with Directors and
Producers

Kevin I. Lindenmuth

Foreword by Fred Olen Ray

240pp., 2002, $35 softcover (7x10)

127 photos, appendix, index,

ISBN 0-7864-1075-2.

H.G. Wells on Film

The Utopian Nightmare

Don G. Smith. 205ro.. 2002, $39.95

hardcover (7x10), photos, bibliography,

index, ISBN 0-7864-1058-2.

The Cinema of Tsui Hark
Lisa Morton. 256pp., 2001, $45

hardcover (7x10), 59 photos,

annotated bibliography,

filmographies, listings, index,

ISBN 0-7864-0990-8.

McFarland & Company, Inc., Publishers

Box 611, Jefferson NC 28640 • 336-246-4460

FAX 336-246-5018 • OniWy 800-253-2187

www.mcfarlandpub.com
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MORE TO HEAD! 1

1

Hart in her spy turn: Dr Goliilbol mul the Bikm Mikhiiw,
costarruig Vincent Price and Aron Kincaid.
If there is any bone to pick at all with this fun, well*
written tome, it's with the statement that the authors
decided to limit tJieir coverage to "starlets" of the day. I

can’t really think of IJoris Day as a "starlet" by this time
in her carver; ditto Terry Moore or Stella Stevens. Other
than that, it's great to read about Dank la Rianchi, Barbara
Rouchet, and Joanna Petlet after all this time and to see
how A. I. P.'s Beach Buiuues from Lasanti's first book,
Yvonne Craig, Lana Wood, Nancy Sinatra, and Celeste
Yamell, effortlessly moved into the Swinging Spy movies
and television series of the late sixties and early seventies.

In keeping with his previous work, Lisanti agaui has a
straightforward approach to his sut^ts, always treating
their lives and careers with dignity and respect whik
providing gosslnv tidbits direct m>in the horse's mouth.
Example; ftom Martine Beswickc, "1 was a very nice girl,

but Alizia Cur was a cow ..We had terrible clashes and I

was disgusted with her I had a lot of anger inside me, so
that scene tin Fro»i Rioism Witfi L(»>c] was the perfect way
to work it out."

A good read, a (lerlect reference book, with an extensive
Bibliography and index. Film futnfcs should be added to

anv fan's hook shelf and furnish the definitive answer to
Baby Roomer trivia questions for years to come.

Rnyietved by Katherine Orrison

IF CHINS COULD KILL: CONFESSIONS OF a
B MOVIE ACTOR
(By Bruce Campbell 344 pages if you count the Photo
erraits. 1 do.}Sl.1.95 soft cover.

Bruce Campbell is an enigma. An actor comfortable
acting in tW B movie genre especially in the cult

horror/scifi classics. In case you didn't know, he is the

star of the legendary "EVIL DEAD" movies. There are 36
web sites arid tribute pages devoted to him. In recent

vears Bruce has made a successful shift into mainstream
film and television as well.

Me is a film writer, a producer, a director, actor but can he
write books? My personal answer is "Yes". Quite frankly,

before I had an opportunity to interview Mr. Campbell or
to read hb book. I wasn't sure what type of writer he
really was. Did lie really have any insights for me to lear?

Sure, he was probably one of the most popular stars at the

many conventions that he has attended. (After all, he is

very handsome) But popularity is fleeting and there are

so many good tooking actors around that can be ve^
insincere What I discovered after reading is that iF

CHINS COULD KILL is a very funny, engrossing book of
Bruce Campbell's life from his early chudhooa onward.
It kept me in stitches through most of it. He won me over
with his eloquence, his honesty and his wit. This is a

good guide to any prospective actor or director because
It describes the pits and falls as well as what one can
expect in the tough business of tilm. I will be watching
for the next book which will be out very soon.
Availabk as a Griffin Trade Paperback/THOMAS
DUNNE BOOKS/LA Weekly books.

REVIEWED by Coco kiyonaga

VOd/e/O'/VVV/kiU'yOo

nEVi^ws
TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE: A FAMILY
PORTRAIT
<1986, dir. Brad Shellady, MTI Home Video, 66 mins.)
A Fainilu Porfrnil comprises intervkws with the four
actors that portrayed the cannibalistic family ui Tobe
Hooper's watershed 1974 horror fibn TVir 'Jrvrt.< tVwuiMitt’

Miissnin'. Gimnar Hansen (Leatherlace), Edwin Neal (the

Hitchhiker), John Dugan (Grandpa), and Jim Siedow (the

Cook). It's Luicertain whether director Brad Shellady
always intended to limit the scorn of the documentary to

just the four "family members,*' or whether the Family
Portrait title and theme came only when Shellady
couldn't get interviews with Tobe Hoo^r, actress Marilyn
Bums, or other key Cluuifaui personnel. Evidence for the
latter b the fact that f^llady was not so commit ted to the

"Family" theme; thrown in at the end of Porfroit are
interviews with non Family, non-Chainsaw peopk; sci-fi

expert Forrest ) Ackerman and illustrator Chas Balim At
an^ rate, remarks from Hooper and Bums are a bit

missed.

Fans of The Texas Chainsaw Massacre may already know
that the film's low-budget production included lousy,

even dangerou.s working conditions. Interviewees
Hansen, ncal, Siedow, aiwl Dugan tell exactly how lousy
and dangerous - the sweltering Texas heat, heavy
costumes and masks, flying chainsaws, on-screen violence

that was more real than staged, and the 26 hour shoot of
the climax in a cramped room full of hot lights and rotting

meat. The anecdotes are interspersed with corresponding
film clips and stills and production photos-
Edwin Neal gives not so much an interview as a
performance, Incorporating different voices into hb
seemingly rehearsed anecdotes. Gimnar Hansen
discusses the personal and societal consequences of fiLm

viokiKe (it's trotuc that the ubviouslv sophisticated and
erudite Hansen b responsibk for ^ performance of
Leatherface, a disgusting, crazed, and dim-witted killer)

But what is sorely laclung in these interviews are the
actors' reactions to Tobe Hoopers disappoinltne and
repubively gory Texas Chainsaw Massacre 2, released
two years pnor to thb documentary. And why did most of
these actors fail to be cast in the sequel, even when their

characters return? Edwin Neal's Hitchhiker character b
run over by a tractor-trailer at the end of the 1974 film, so
it's not hard to see why he didn't recreate hb rok (an

entirely similar character named "Chop Top" fUb the

Hitchmker void in TCM 2). But Leatherface, the Cook,
and Grandpa - the characters originated by Haiuen,
Siedow, and Dugan all return for the sequel, yet only
Siedow appears m the second film to reprise hb rok. Fans
of the first film, even if they rightly haled the sequel,
probably want to know why flansen and Dugan were not
cast (indeed, Dugan was working as a waiter in the 1980$
and perhaps would have enjoyed retunung to film work).
Family Portrait director Brau Shellady seemed to have
either instructed the mterviewees to avoid the topic of the

sequel, or had mentions of TCM 2 cut out. Siedow telb us
that he was approached by an autograph seeker on the set

of the sequel, but that b all.

Rekased on OVD with slight changes in late 2000 as The
Texas Chainsaw Massacre: A family Portrait REVISITS.

Reviewed by Mike Malloy

CONCEALMENT (2001. Written, produced, and
directed by David Stewart). Thb movie b aabout a

mysterious woman who shows up in Charlottesville,

Virginia, and the local man who falls in love with her. He
falb head over heeb for her, and il seems as if her feelings
are reciprocal, yet she refuses to tell him anything about
her past. It's as if she didn't exbt before she came to hb
town. Yet a particularly nasty man b after her, someone
she stok quite a bit of money from, and once he shows up
with hb henchmen all becomes ckar. Or does il?

It's always chanev when the writcr/direclor of an indk
film casts himseff in the kad, but David Stewart had
already shown us hb aacting chops in 23 Hours, and putb
thb role off quite well. The lead actress b also quite good.
A veiy well done thriller. For more irdo checK out their
website at:

Reviewed by Kevin Lindenmuth

MIGHTY URSUS <1962. SUrrine Ed Fuiv Moira Orfie,
Luii Prendes, and Criitina Gajont. Dir. by Carlo
Campogalllani}
Finally, an Ed Fury movie that doesn't swk. I'm sorry,

there |ust was no other way for me to start thb revkw.
Fury b actually very impressive in thb film, his secoiul in

the series 1 believe He gives a sincere, overall serious

performance but works in the light touch that
overwhelmed hb other outings tor this genre. Fury's

build b at it's peak and they dr^ him to show it off at iVs

best, making the total package all the better. Even the

acting part of hb performance looks like it might have
been^proved if ttuy had gotten him back to dub in hb
own lines instead o( relying on the man who did the

voices for all the male kaas in most of these movies. There
are times that Fury's obviously giving a line of dialogue

much mure emnlvisis than the person who's voice you're
hearing. .Now frankly, I never thought I would ever he
given the chaiKe to say such nice things about Ed Fury,
given the work I've seen of his up until now The lighter

touch in hb performance that 1 mentioned above b used
like a sledge hammer in his other films. Movie after movie
b ruined uy hb comedic twbt he thinks hb character
needs, and it never comes off so much as funny as
annoying and inappropriate to the story. Having hb
character act a link cocky in a bar when some guy picks a
fight wouldn't be alJ that out of place. When it happens in

this film. It works perfectly. Where Fury usually went
downhill b acting like a cocky idiot for the whole 90
minutes no matter whal wa.s going on.
Fury came to these films after making a big name for

himself in the 50's muscle and beefcake magazines like

Physique Pklorial and shows that he brou^l some of
what he learned in modeling with him to the screen.
Whik not out of place. Fury does lend to know just how
to stand in order to show off hb build, but without
making it look like that's wliai he'd doing. Unfortunately
thb becomes a Litk more obvious when he's striking an
action stance than il does when he's relaxing.

The plot of thb film b a slight twbt to the normal but b
bogged down with a long journey in the middk where
almost nothing happens, and what does has little to do
with the story. Fury's character of Ursus returns home
from lighting a war to find that his fiancee has been
kidnapped. With a blind stave girl in tow, Ursus seb off to
find her only to get a big surprise when the evil CJueen
who orchestrated the kic^ppmg lakes off her mask. It's

kind of a melaiKholv happy eru^g when Ursus saib off

into the sunset with lus new love, the formally blind slave
girl who gels her eyesight back when a bull luU her in the
head, but considering they're the only people kft in the
movk alive, it was probably a good idea not to hang
around.
Except for a few fights in the begmning of the film. Fun's
pretty much left to walk around one setting after another
tryir^ to find hb girlfriend, whik the bund slave girl

hangs on hb arm professing her love lor him. Thereb a
nke piece of continuity that Mips bring a Litle reali^ to

thb film that many others don't go for. As they go along,
through the desert, being attack^, running out of water.

Fury starts to look like someone who's actually gone
through all thb. It's nothing more than showing the s^hl
shadow of a beard growing and dirtying him up some,
but it's proper to see one of the heroes of these fums like

like hb triab had some effect on him. We expect the fuU
pump, straining-muscled superhero in these Italian epks
to survive any attack and shrug off any torture, but they
don't have to look like they're Scotchguard^. While
they've hit paydirt with thb nil of realbm. there's some
continuity with Ed Fury's hair coloring they slip up with.
He starts off as a light brawn, bordeime on bfonde with
pknty of highlights. By the time he's Ming tied to the

stake, it's a dark brown bordering on blac£ only to be
blonde again by the ending. I don't think thb b caused by
the lighting, sixKe the actress he spends most of the movie
with keeps her same hair tone throughout.
Fury's build b at the top of ib form, nut he never did get
all that massive with his muscles. It's the overall balance
that made him so piopular years before in the magazines.
Hb arms might be slightly smaUer than some of the other
genre stars, out there's an evenness to how the upper
body goes with the kgs that many uf hb contemporaries
didn't strive for. Legs Ming the finest muscle group to

build up are usually the weakest point in these stars

builds. For Futy, they might not have had the mass but
they have the definition needed for them to balaiKe with
the rest of hb build. If there b one thing you can expect
from an Ed Fury film, it’s that hb character b going to

have to do battle with some targe animal at some point. I

say "character" because as in this film, it's always so
obviously not Fury doing the stunts. The foreshadowing
for thb scene is that Fury b suddenly dressed in a piece of

clothing that's not form filling and' exposes hb museks.
The idea b that the clothes are big and loose enough so
that you can’t tell it's someone e\se, such as the animal's
trainer, when shot at a slight distance. In thb film it's a
bright yellow tunic with longer sleeves than he's wearing
just be/ore he has to take on a bull in the arena. The fight

against the bull is very urtnerving considering that the

person, or probably persoits, getting thrown around by
the bull are Mtiing a pretty gi^ thrashing just to make
thb movk. Hie bull doesn't look like it's having any
trouble picking people up with its horns, throwing them
in the ajr time and again. Fury's left to do the obhgatory
close-up shot fighting a stuffed bullhead, but the editing

b no worse than in any other of these filtns.

Maybe thb isn't the b«t film the genre has to offer, but
(like the bull fight) il certainty b no let down, either. It's

enlertaininz ard, until recently, was one of the scarcer
films to find on video.

Revieived by Stephen Flacassier

STRANGE BUTTRUEFOCHBALL STORIES
(1987, NFL Films Video)
Qukk! When you think of football action, what's the first

name that pc^ into your head? If you said "Vincent
Price", then you're just the audience for this spine-
tingling documentary, hosted by the not-so-macho horror
star Actually the football segments are narrated by Jeff

Kaye, with Prke turning up occasionally to offer oul-of-
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place conunenlary.
The makerB of this video do their best to make the pigskin
sport seem spo<Ay and mysterious, beginning with the
standard Tu/ilighI Zoxe-imitallon/parody credits
sequence. Then Price appears and explains that even the
likra of r/tf TTfug/er and Tiwrb of Ugeia are not as weird as
football, because they were thought up by writers,
whereas football b REAL Um, okay, Vincent. (I wonder if

he went on like thb at dinner parties.) just look at the
stranee tales on display; The one<yed quarterback!
Redskins coach who did karate! Tne Immaculate
Reception! The snow tractor driver who got on everyone's
nerves! William "Refrigerator" Perry's fat ass! Most of
these anecdotes disappointed me with their lack of true
straiweness. It IS interesting to learn about the time the
Cowboys collected some of their blood in a bowl before a

f
ame (they lost anyway). Then there's Bob St. Clair, the
9er who drank a bowl of cow's blood a day, on his
gn^iTOther's advice. Small wonder they called him

The ^st part b the "feel of clay" segment, where we see
embarrassing moments like ]im Marshall running the
wrong way to make a touchdown and Roger Staubach's
botCM final play, as he throws the ball to an ineligible
player. It's alw amusiire to hear Price relate irrelevant
infomution about l^^lon Churchill and Lyndon
Johnson, saving things Like "Something magic happens
when the circus comes to town, for under tire big top b
where dreams come true", and even appearing in douole,
though I refuse to make any puns about two mr the Price
of one. Oops, I did it anyway!
He also mixes some metapnors, telling us "life b like a
record" before staling that life b like being lost in a forest.

The whole thi^ wiifos down with him liredly reciting a
parody of hb "Tnriller" rap (a parody of a parody). Sad as
all thb often is. Price b the reason to watch, unless you're
a diehard sports fanatic, or just want proof that coaches
are frequently crazy jerks and that players do some pretty
dumb Ihines (both of which are hardly weird or
surprising). If you like^ur sports served with a dash of
queeny menace, thb might be for you.

Reviewed by Brett Taylor

STRANGER ON HORSEBACK
(l9S5, A Leonard Goldstein Production)
the title stranger (Joel McCrea) rides through the
Southwest, diligently reading a law book. In a voiceover
he tells us, 'In the old West, justice and courtrooms were
often strangers.” He b interrupted frcrni hb reading ^ a
voice: a preacher doing some reading of hb own. Ine
occasicHi IS a funeral.

Thus Stmigfr on HorsriwtJt b off to a pronusing start, with
the understated feel director Jacques Tourneur b known
for. The black and white moodiness of the landscape b
well captured by rinettulographer Ray Rennehan. Can
Tourneur endow thb Western with the same poetry he
nreviousiy brought to the noir (Out of tlw Pasl) and the
norror film (/ Walktil With a Zotnbir)! A^, conventionality
takes over.

The stranger b a circuit judge, and the town he rides into
is Baruierman, which b controlled by one Josiah
Barurerman (John Mclntire, who bter swiuhed to the
right side of the bw as the sheriff in Ptn^Vio) and his

family. The funeral was for Sid Morrison', a man shot
down by Baiurennan's son, Tom (Kevin McCarthy) and
no one b man enough to bring Tom to trial. ..until our hero
rides ia of course.

The characters are all pretty standard, as b to be expected
where story credit goes to Loub L'Amour, liiere's the
town drunk. A wethmeaning marshall. A fiery Mexican
senorita. A grieving daughter. And of course, our tough-
nosed Strang on norsebiuk. There are some shadings to
these parts. The elder Bannerman, grumpy and moc&ig,
turns out to have some integrity and realizes the need for
justice, even if it means hb son might hang. John
Carradine b entertaining as the cigardoving,
flamboyantly verul lawyer who does little to &gube tus
corrupt nature. In fact, the cast b strong all around, and
there are occasionally other touches (like when McCrea
gives a coin to a poor Mexican child, who promptly tries

to eat it) to make thb movb walchable, If not particularly
exciting.

After the standard climactic shootout, the killer

Bannerman b brought to face Justice. The film ends as the
trial begins. We are not told the verdict, only assured that
justice and the legal system will prevail in the end...as
long as law-abiding heroes are around to save the day, at
least. Westerns would became murky and ambivalent in
future years. Slmngfr on Horsthatk b from the days when
th^s seemed simpler, if only on the screen. Those who
ei^y thb type of Western wLD find Slmiigir to be an okay
if not espeebLy memorable programmer (it clocks in at a
mere 66 minutes, which helps). Those who expect more
from Tourneur will just have to watch Nigfef cfVif Demon
once again. Incidentally, Tourneur and McCrea dbpensed
further justice in another 19S5 Western the oigger
(Cinemascope), better-known Wkiula. {Stranger on
HorsetuKk b available from Six Cun Video, PO Box 162,
Smithville, GA 31787)

Reviewed by Brett Taylor

GOLD RAIDERS
(19S1, Bernard Glasser Productions, Inc.)
Edward Bemds directed many Three Stooges shorts in the

CULT fioviES
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OMIY'

$19.99

Shemp era, including
Sridrfrss Groom (1949^
one of their funniest if

not THE funniest.
When he made thb
feature-iei^th (well, 56
minutes) Stooge movie
he brought along his

usual collaborator
Elwood Ullman as

cowriter, but Uk laughs
were Karce, since tlie

boys were relegaled to

comedy relief in a
standard 'oater'.

The hero b George
O'Brien, a guy who’d
seen belter days,
having appeared in
Suririsr and She Wore a
Yellow RjWwi. He also
appeared in a fair

number of forgettable

films. Gold Ratilers b
definitely in the second
category. After working
for such imposing
figures as F. W. Mumau
and John Ford, doing a

movie like this must
have been about as

E
aid to stand aroui
le plays a former Uil.

Marshall turned agent
for the Criterion
Insurance Company,
cleverly named CMrge
O'Brien. The 6'foogni are

con-men: Moe and
Larry hawk eyeglasses
to a crowd of diunks
while Shemp,
dbgubed with beard
and cane, acts as their

shill. They nearly get

killed by an angry mob
before our Lnsurance-
prabing hero
intervenes. It seems the
town of Red Mesa b
controlled by the

dastardly Taggart (Lyle

Talbot, sporting a moustache) and hb cohorts, as the
cowardly, stuttering sheriff (Fuzzy Knight b no match for
them. Yep, thb town needs cleaning up, and guess who's
the man to do it? No, not Shemp. It's George O'Brien.
Our middle-aged hero turns out to be downright saintly,

since as soon as he arrives he's facing off withTaggarat s

men, giving the Stooges fobs and enlisting them in hb
posse, reforming an elderly drunken doctor (Clem
Mvans), all the never forgetting to sell insurance to

everyone in sight.

Taggart's lust Tor gold leads to a climactic shootout in a
saloon, during wtuch Larry, Moe, and Shemp are largely
kept on the sidelines (the same goes for much of the
movie). Shelia Ryan plays the drunken doc's
granddaughter (seeminely the only female in town) but
the expected romance between her and O'Brien never
occurs, which b symptomatic of the half-baked feel of the
^tire film. Ullmw's cowriter was one William Lively,
who doesn't live up to hb surname here. It's easy to
speculate that UUman and Bemds look an ordinary
Vvestem script and added some Stooge scenes at the last

minute. There are occasUmal funny mootfnts. When, in

the middle of a shootout, Moe says, "Fire at Will!", Larry
asks, "Who's Will???” Corny, but you have to find laughs
where you can in a movie like thb. These throwaway gags
will be familiar to anyone who's seen the Stooges before.
Bemds made Western parody shorts with the trio; The
Three TrouNedoerf (1945), Punclii/ CourpuiHiiers (1950), and
Merry Mavertekn (1951) were ail funnier than Gold Rrtiders.

^ is the feature-length Curly joe era TTie Outlaws is

Coiiifiig.' (1965), written by Ullman. It's a shame, since
Shemp only made two full-length films with the team:
Gold Raiders and Soup la Nuts way back In 1930. The best
thing about Gold Raiders b that the ninning lime is so
brief, it's over almost before you realize youTe watching
it. It’s not the most embarrassing thing O’Brien ever did
that was back in the 30's, when he posed naked for a
photograph, as Cupid. Hb last performaiKe was in John
Ford's final Western, Cliiyeni/e Auluran in 1964. Bemds
gave Moe a cameo in Spuiv Master X-7 (1958).

Reviewed by Brett Taylor

VINCENT PRICE'S ONCE UPON A
MIDNIGHT SCARY
(1979, Assclin Productions)
You might say 1 should go easy on something like thb,
since, after aU, it's aimed at children. But I say the kids
deserve something better
Price starts off prattling the usual nemsense about
ghosb and then we're off with a bowdlerized adaptation

Lord Of The Dead
FUNNY'/ ULTRA-CAMP//

W YOUVE GOT TO SEE
THIS ONE/f

SEND CHECK OR
MONEY OADEP TO:

PAAKCA FILMS

lOnDENBYAVE I

IAS VEGAS, NV 89104
neMloA OuflMovI*/ aod a '

rWM T-/hM lulNi each ardedll

WWW.I.ORDOFTHEDEAO.COM

of Tlu- Ghost Belonsed to Me. the first of Richard Peck's
popular series of books (set in the 1910b) about young
psychic Blossom Culp and her famfooy pal Alexander.
Blossom b here a briefly glimpsed, obnoxious brat with
pigtaib and braces, not how 1 remember her from the
books. Alexander goes to a haunted house where a ghost
immediately shows up to give dire warning of a bridge
that's about to collapse. Thus Alexander (Christian
Berrigan) b able to save the life of an idiot driver, though
I don I think it was worth the effort. The story b just

getting started when Price shows up to let us know that if

we want to leam the whole story, we'U just have to find
the book. Thai's right, class, tnb b one of those (no
groaning, students) EDUCATIONAL type videos. You
know, the kind that's supposed to educate schoolkids but
usually lunu them off books forever.

Never mind all that, we're off to a tale that will rattle your
imaginatioix, or so Price says. It's "The Legend of Sleepy
Hollow" by Washington Irving, and Dbney already dia it

better, so why bother? But they do it anyway, with Rerte

Aubeiymob (of many a Robert Altman film, Oiough more
people probably remember Kim as Clayton on Benson) as
Ichaivd Cmne and some nobody as Bram Bones, who
declares he likes nothing better than 'whompin' cm
swine”, the best thing about thb segment b that it’s belter
than the Jeff Goldblum versfon.
Next up is John Bellair's The House With a Cfcx'fc in Its

Walls, tne most obscure of the three tales. Severn Darden
(of hippie-era faves like The Last Movie and 77ir Him/
Haiiif) b a wizard who owns a house with a secret pknel,
a book of speib, an old organ, and yes, a clock whicn
blow up the whole world if ever set off. Darden's beerts
looking for vears for the "doomsday plan" that will help
him find the clock and destroy it. His little nephew Lewu
(Michael Brick) shows up and finds it immecuately, but it

doesn't matter because it turns out to be useless anyway.
Lewb wants to be a sorcerer too, so he invites a baseball
playing schoolchum to visit a graveyard at midnight to
watch him raise the dead. Lewis b excited to bring an old
lady back to life, but, not surprbingly, hb pal b terrified,

and nuts away. Darden b proud but scolds, "You should
have asked first." Unfortunately thb act of twcromancy
sets off the "doomsday clock" which surely signab the

end of the world... unless our little hero and His dotty
uncle can stop it. Lewb comes up with the idea of using a
nonsense spell, ie. making one up as they go along. It

works. “I'llM jiggered," uncle Darden declares.

Bellairs' story b amusingly eccentric enough to make thb
the most tolerable episode, but it’s still hampered by
cheap effeeb and child actors who haven't been weu
directed by Nell Cox (who gels the blame for this and the
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other episodes), tt would be fun to show this segment to

all those hindamenlatist crackpots who want to ban Harry
Potter books • they'd probably shit their pants to see thu
kid casually conjure the dead back to li/e.

Price shows up again, this time with a raven on his arm,
and tells us there^ more to rtie story, but we'll have to get

the book. Was this show Hnairced by the Booksellers'

Association, or what? He also tells us to "believe it or
not" as if auditioning /or that ABC show. He tells us he's
gome out for a bite, then laughs maniacally (apparently
tncres something hiianously evil about tood). then he
disappears, leaving us with a final eiicouragemeni to buy
books, as the camera pans across copies o/ the preceding
tales, with a copy 0/ Dracula thrown in (guess they didn't
have the money to do that one), and then it's all over, at a

scant SO minutes.

RtPtewed by Brett Taylor

THE BEST OF SEX AND VIOLENCE
(1981, Dir. Ken Dixon)
The wonderfully lurid, lay it ail out on the table somethin'
blalani title d^oes not lie! Thhis resolutely seamy,
uruniligated pip does indeed glee/uUy spew /orth 40 o/

the most spectacularly loopy, torrid, and trashy late 70's

and early BO'S exploitation trailers to ever ooze across a
drive in screen. In /act, this unrelentingly,
unapologetically, and almost unbelievably boisterous and
wanton junk/esl is downright mesmerizing in all its

marvelously meretricious magni/icence.

There's lotsa sexy, shapely, succulenlly unclad dista// skin
on glorious display in this baby. Among the lovely ladies

who show ofi what they got (and, to be per/eclly /rank,

they sure do got plenty to show o/i, man) are the

adoraable Cheryl "luinbeaux" Smith {Cindfivlla), vampy
Russ Meyer starlet Edy Williams (Dr. Minx with William
Smith), superb 6 /oot tu drink 0/ dirty blonde water Dixie

PeabCM^ {Buiy Mr An A’lerl, which Doasts the immortal
blurb: "bhe's a howlin' hellcat humpin' a hot steel hog on
a roann' rampue o/ revenge!"), the perpetually nude
Laura Gemser (Eimnufllr Arouinl tile Worl^, a pie-Prince
Vaidty (Tiiujai’s /s/arii/) and not one, but two stupmdously
scuzzy Claudia Jennings coming attractions Cnie Single

Girls, and the rowdy reonick romp TVui'k 5«m Women, tne

latter also featuring Uschi Digart)- Fans of the delectably

buxom Phyllis Davis get to see a lot of this

underappreciated actress substantial assets in the
memorably sleazy trailers for Sweet Sugar and Terminal

Island. Even better wt, Cassattdra Peterson (aka "Elvira")

in the promo for the Working Girls gets to show off her
indisputably bcxlacious, bountiful bazongas.
Other trarucendently tacky trailers irKlude the eerie

Tourist Trap, an enjoyably dippy Bevond Allaiith, the

simply dall Fain/tales (one of Linnea dSiiglcy's first>ever

movies), the still disgusting after ail these years slime

classic I Spit on Your Cri»’ (alas, you don't get to see the

kick-ass bathtub castration scene in it scrDlum-shriveling

uncut entirety), the histrionic ZornMc ("If you loved Dawn
of the Dead, you'll just eat Zomfrir!!!"), and much more. The
biggest laughs stem from the uproariously gonzo Dr. Blaek

am Mr Hifde spot, thanks to said plug’s inspired use of

curse woixl-latfen free-form rap phrasing ('Don't give

him no sass, Or He'll kick yo assl"). However, the

arrogant Rudy Ray Moore's ml^ty troika of over-ihe-top

ridiculous ads for Dolomite, The Humn Tomndo, and the

especially risible D/si'o Godfather ("We're flying high on a

disco trip!") are also pretty gawdamn amusing.
Hosted by an obnoxiously supercilious, wamelessly
mercenary, and noticeably under the weather John
Carradine (sons David and Keith cameo at the very end),
directed by Filmgore's Ken Dixon, produced by tireless

cheese king Charles Band, scriptra by a wince-worthy
emphasis on dreadful puns by Frank Ray Perillo (who
scripted Laserbtasi, Mansion ^ tlie Doomed, and Pirms/fi*for
llie C/iurkrr), and topped on by a hard-Ihrashin' Richard
Band rock score, this blithely degenerate cavalcade of

unbridled cinematic scumminess qualifies as essential

viewing for any self-respecting schlock pic addkt.

Reviewed by Joe Wawrzyttiak

THE BEING
(1980/not released until '83; dir. Jackie Kong) aka Easter

Sunday)
'There are certain stinky movies whose very fetid, noxious,
nostril hair-curling pulridness takes on a so-iinbelievably-

shitty-it's-weirdly-sublime glow. This exceptionally piss-

poor atrocity is (me such appealing abomination.
The first surefire sign of superior suckiness stems from the

sloppy, unfocusseu. rambling all over the fuckin' place

ploaaing plot: a murderous one^yed, flay-skinned,
slime-dnpping upright biped mutant with a rather

unfortunate resemblance to a large humanoid walking
penis that was created by illegal dumping of loxk waste
(WARNING:bewaie of heavy-handed subtext concerning
the dire corwequences beget by man's thoughtless
disposal of dangerous radmactive chemicals) brutally

slays the wholly deserving inhabitants of the ass-

backwards sleepy slick central hamlet Pottsville, Idaho- A
second testament to this pic's pathetic sludgewad allure is

the slumming, suitably embarrassed "we aU really needed
the money" semi-star cast: a dour barely awake Martin
Landau as a shady, spineless, untrastworthy scientist, a

cranky Jose Ferror as the gloomy mayor, a highly
annoying Ruth Buzzi as Hizzoner's nagging shrew wUe, a

haggard, nuidown 13orothy Malone as the harried mother
of a missing littfe boy (said missing tyke might just be the
monster, but thanks to murky, half-assed scripting this

plot thread dangles unresolved throughout), the eternally

goofy Murray 'The Unknown Comic" Langston as a

doomed dorkmunch deputy, former pom filmmaker
turned thespian William (flesh Oordon) Osco as the
charmless good oTboy sheriff, Kenny Rogers' hot babe
"can't act for spit" wUc Marriane Gordon as the
constantly shrieking heroine, and oddest of all in a pretty

bizarre bunch, sensationally saturnine country and
western music satirist Kinky Friedman as an iil-fated

townie.

Toss in Jackie (Flight Patrol) Kong's tumble-fingered
(mis)direction, witless attempts at broad humor (a stoned
out of his skull on weed natron at a drive in gels pulled
out of his window and Villed by the beaslie when he
rudely tells it to "fuck off!), fake looking gore, dimly lit

photography, across-the-board lousy production values, a
meandering oii-and-off pace, and one of those always
irritating "it ain't over )Tt!" sequel set-up non-endings,
and you've got all the right wonderfully wretched stuft

that the most enjoyably ghastly Grade Z turkeys are
made of-

Reviewed by Screaming Joe Wawrzyniak

AFTER MIDNIGHT
(1989 Dir Jim 4 Ken Wheat)
Anthology fright flicks experienced a brief, but welcome
resurgence in the mid 1980's up until the early I990's, as
evidenced ^ the loveably chintzy Crmis/amr 2. the truly

disturbing Tiie Offing, the woiulerfuiiy offbeat horror-
Westem favorite Gnm Frame Tales, the gruesome indie

efforts Chillers and Campfire Tales, and this well-done
sleeper.

A creepy coUege professor (a very intense Ramy Zada)
and several of his students (which includes Pumnicinhead
victim Kerry Remsen, who meets a similar ill fate here)

tell each other a trio of urban legend-style terror tales

throughout the course of your standard dark and stormy
night. First and most ironic vignette, "The Old Dark
House" Young married couple Marc McClure (Jimmy
Olsen m the Superman movies) and Nadine Van Der
V^lde are forced to spend a ni^l in a spooky, dilapidated

old mansion when their car nreaks down. Second and
most unintentionally sidesplitting story, "Night on the

Town" - A quartet of screammg, vacuous, wholly
deserving binwttes (American Nmja's Judi Aaronson
among 'em] are terrorized by a demented gas station

attendant (outrageously overplayed to the sneering
fruitbag hill by ubiquitous sleazeball thesp Lub
Contreras, who portrayed nasty Hbpanic villains in such
action items as Stand Alone. Extreme Prejudke, Walking tiu-

Edj^e, and Dollnuin) and his pack of vicious wild dogs.

Tmrd and best, "All Night Operator" Thb taut, gripping
little yam features a bang-up performance by the ever-

lovely and engaging Marg Helgenberger as Alex, a sexy,

resourceful receptionbt who receives menacing phone
caUs from and, naturally eventually gets stalked t>y some
homicidal loony tune (a finely flipped-out frreako turn by
Alan Rosenburg).
Writers/directors Jim and Ken Wheal, who also made the

excellent, underrated suspense thriller Lies and penned
such goodies as the solid susher pic Silent Scream and the

hugely undervalued sci-fi/horror knockout Pitch-Black,

do a customarily up to snuff job with thb fun, thrilling

omnibus affair: the brisk, steady pace never flags for a

minute, ane acting is uriiformly good, a suitably eerie

atmosphere pervades throughout, each anecdote leads to

a reasonably frightening conclusion, and the nightmarbh
finish might be pretty silly, but it still works in a goofy
over-the-top hokey carnival funhouse sort of way. Sure,

it's no Irendselting, genre-bending innovative
masterpiece, but Mer Midnight nonetheless doesn't
deserve its current obscure status and certainly makes for

a nice, pleasing late night with the lights out and the

shades arawn horror movb viewing experience.

Reviewed by foe Waiorzyniak

NEON MANIACS
(1985, dir. Joseph Mangine)
A motley bunch of garishly made-up malevolent,
murderous mutant motherfuckers (biker, surgeon. Native
American, Green beret, etc.), prey upon various
unfortunates in suimy, rainy sweet old San Franci.sco.

Naive, virginal teenager Natalie Lawrence (the comely,
Ibsome, but extremely vapid Leilani Sarelle, who went on
to portr;^ Sharon Stone's mannbh, possessive lesbian

lover in Aisic Instinct and married character actor Miguel
Ferror, who^ co-starred with in the first-rate soum of

the border film noir thriller The Harvest) survives a socko
sanguinary park slaughter in which six of her friends are

brutally butchered (one's a tasty cooze who gets beheaded
while sucking off Iwr boyfriend!) Natalie teams up with
handsome, but insipid hunk Steven (the hideously bland
Allan Hayes) and spunky horror movie loving adolescent
mbfil Paula (the ^rky, likeable Donna Locke) to kick

some serious monster ass.

Thb thoroughly shil-witled, but amusing five'n'ten cent

GriTnfnis rip-olf boasts a hefty corpse tally of 24(1),

plentiful outbursts of gory violence (a grbly gamut from
dbembowelment to an arrow thruu^ tne neck to a

throat-slking to a hanging to a... weU, you get the basic

wall to wall wackoid bloodshed idea, this pup's anything

but dull and uneventful), painfully crummy "blurt the

lines and grimace" pseudo-acting from a nonslar cast,

many uproariously obvious logical holes (e.e., the
grotesque thingofarobbils can be deslr^ed with mere
water, yet they Live inside the Golden Gate Bridge and
reside in 'Frisco, a city that's not rerwwned for its dry, arid
weather!), righteously gruesome make-up f/x, and
hopelessly inadequate direcUon by cinematographer
Joseph (.''flkirHi, Alone in the Dark) Mangine (the rowdy
climactic mgh school prom massacre in particular u
hilariously bungled). Screenwriter Mark Patrick
Carducci, who presumably penned the dead simple script

in about two hours (prooabiy with magk markers, no
less), later wrote the glorious Pumpkinhead, which only
goes to show that oise really can get up from off the floor.

Hell, thb gut-bustingly asinine creature feature howler
even comes complete with one of those oh-so-ghastly-BO's
inconclusive "it ain't over yell" non-endings which leaves

the door wide open for a possible sequel that alas never
got made. Sometimes, life just intensely sucks the
proverbial big moby dkk, doesn't it?

Reviewed by Joe Watvrzyniak

TIME WALKER (1982)
The CaLifomu Institute of ScierKes procures a coffin

found within King Tut's tomb that contains Ankh-
Venharis (the "Nobel Traveler"). After exposing him to

high teveb of radbtion from an X-ray machine our
mummy wakes up. A lab assbtant finds five crystals

within the coffin and seUs them to hom-dog coUege
students who give them to their girlfyiends and hope lor

sex. Old rag-boy stumbles around the campus, remeving
hb crystals from terrified sorority girb and inflkting
everyone he contacts with a strange black and green
fungus that eats away human flesh. Finally, rag-boy has
all his cryslab and puts on a low budget light show and
reveab himself as actually being an alien from another
world.
The attempt to update and cross-polUnate the mummy
legend wim science fiction b a great Idea but this cheesy
little New World Ficlures flick doesn't quite pull it ofi.

Certainly the premise was a neat one but centering on a
campus and fropulating the story with braindead-nomy
frat brats and obnoxious sorority gab probably wasn't the

best move. Still, the film b not without ib virtues. It offers

some terrific grade B schlock and is a great party tape
when you gel together with friends. The ending makes no
sense. Pul it's part of the fun. Fans will delight in the great
cast, which includes Nina Axelrod, Ben Muiphy, I^vin
Brophy, James Karen, Shari-Belafonte-I larper, Warrington
Gilfette (who played Jason in Friday the i3th Part 2) and
Asseu/I 0)i Pret incl 13 stars Darwm Joston and Austin
Stoker.

TIME OF FAVOR
(2000, Written 4 Directed by Joseph Cedar. 101 minutes,
letterboxed, in Hebrew with Engibh subtitles. On VHS
and DVD from Kino on Video)
Here b a taut and poignant thriller about the tense
relationship between Orthodox nationalists and the
military in contemporary Israel. Both a politico-

psychological drama ana a love story between a
passionate woman and two best friends, the film raises

important questions about religious faith, nationaibm
and the future of the Israeli Slate.

The stoiy follows Menachen (Aki Avni) an Orthodox
army ofdxr living in a West Bank settlement rtm by Rabbi
Meltzer (well known Israeli actor/director Assi Dayan), a
man who preaches about the need for the Jewbh
community to rule all of the Holy Land, including the

Temple Mount. Menachem, who t^ been chosen hb
military superiors to command an all-Orthodox unit,

finds himself Increasingly tom between hb dufy and hb
faith. He b also in love with Mkhal, daughter ol the Rabi,

who has been promised to Menachem's best friend, Pinl
(Eda Allerman). As the love triangle evolves, so does a
violent scheme to blow up the Dcmw of the Rock, Islam's

Ihird-mosl-holysite (this film was shot prior to Ariel

Sharon's appearance on Jerusalem's Temple Mount in

2000).

Director Joseph Cedar, bom in Manhattan and raised in

an Orthodox home, immigrated to Israel withThii family

al the age of six. After studymg philosophy and theatre at

the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, C^ar got a film

degree at NYU's Tisch School of the Arts. A former
infantry paratrooper with a yeshiva background, Cedar
lived for a year in a West Bank setHemenl to research and
write the screenplay whkh became Time of Favor.

Thb b a compelling study of the motivations behind a

movement that has infiuenced the current Middle East

politkal situation. Kenneth Turan of the Los Tiiites

called it, "One of the most successful contemporary Israeli

films." Deborah Sontag of the New York Tunes called it a

thriller wlikh, "...takes the unimaginable to the brink.”

Meanwhile, over al the Village Voke, J. Hobennan called

it, "An engrossing thriller.. .exotk...erotic. ..highly

atmospheric."
You can order thb by calling Rodrigo Brandao at Kino
on Video at ai2l 629-6880.

Reviewed by Coco Kiyonaga
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SHOCKING VIDEOS
HC77 BOX 111, HINTON, WV2S9S1 USA

Tired of empty ^ve're #1" hype, long
waits, poor quality and new arrivals

lists full of boring junk? Then, buddy,
it's time you checked us out. Don't
let the hillbilly mailing address fool

you. We've got years of e)q>erience,

worldwide contacts, state-of-the-art

transfer equipment and an amazing
selection of titles. Plus, all of our
tapes come with an unconditional

30-day moneyback guarantee. But
don't Just take our word for It. Listen

to what our customers are saying;

‘f've been ccHecting for about a yearand a hatf

and rve browsed through many places like

Bizarro Video. Video Junkie. Video Screams.
Midnight Video. Ransom Note Graphics arid

others butyou Ye the best"

A.P.

V subscribe to a number of video companies but
your selection and prices are the best overall,

and your service is speedy too
'

S.F

Just wanted to let you know how much I loved
the videos you sent me. All the videos were
excellent and the print quality was great too.

J.G.

I was pleased with the reproduction quality—
much belter than those folks in Miami'

R.G.

Ifyou keep spoiling me wiO) this great service I

just may have to quit doing business with VSoM
and some of the others I have dealt with over
the past to or IS years. The best part is that you
have s**7 they wouldn't be able to find with both
hands!'

KO.

Now we're not going to blow smoke
up your skirt and tell you we have
everything (nobody does). And we
aren’t going to try to hustle you into

buying some clunker just because
it's “rare." Outbreaks of cholera are
rare too: that doesn't make them
good. And we definitely vion’l waste
your time and money with multiple

generation dupes that look like they
were recorded off a drive-in screen

by a spy satellite on a foggy night.

What we will do is offer you the best

possible videos at a fair price ($15.
or $20 if it comes with color box art,

plus postage), shipped in a reason-
able amount of time (normally vMthin

two weeks or less of receiving your
order) with a minimum of attitude.

What kind of videos? The odd, the
obscure, the sought after, the kind

you’re looking for. Sure, we've got
“shocking" ones, but that's only the

beginning. Whether it's sleaze,

horror, gore, pom, sexploitation.

Eurotrash, drive-in swill, arthouse
obscurities, martial arts mayhem.
Third World weirdness, forgotten

documentaries, or whatever; if it's

overlooked, out of reach, or currently

unavailable and it's weird, wild, or

wonderful, then we're all over it like a
cheap suit. Here's just a small

sample of what we have to offer’

BAMBOO GODS AND IRON MEN;
BOXER’S OMEN; BRIGADE DES
MOEURS; A BULLET FOR PRETTY
BOY; CANDICE CANDY; CULT OF
THE DAMNED; DEATHMASTER;
FORTY DEUCE; EMANUELLE IN

AMERICA: GUYANA: CRIME OF
THE CENTURY; HELL’S BLOODY
DEVILS; HOTEL PARADISE; LIFE
IS CHEAP... BUT TOILET PAPER IS

EXPENSIVE: LONG WEEKEND;
MISTER FREEDOM; MY FRIENDS
NEED KILLING: NIGHTMARE
COUNTY: NO MAN’S ISLAND;
PERCY; OF FREAKS AND MEN;
PRISON FOR WOMEN; PUNISH-
MENT PARK; RIOT ON SUNSET
STRIP: SAFARI RALLY; SCHOOL-
FOR UNCLAIMED GIRLS: SOUL
SOLDIER; SUNNYSIDE; SWING-
ING BARMAIDS: TAKING OFF;
THREE TOUGH GUYS; TURKISH
STAR WARS; TWISTED NERVE;
WHITE DOG; YAKUZA CRUEL
SECRETS; THE ZEBRA KILLER

To name just a few. So what are you
waiting for? Send us $3.00 along
with your name, address and a 21+
age statement and we'll rush you our
mind-boggling collector's catalog of

video rarities from around the globe.

And if you tell us which magazine
you saw this ad in we ll even include

a coupon good for $5.00 off on your
first order. What a deal! Order NOW!
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BOWERY AT MIDNIGHT and DEVIL BAT
(2002, Lugaai Enterpriiei)

Here are the (i«l two DVDs ^
released by the son of Bela^
Lugosi. With all newf
packaging, bonuses such as a

rare photo and poster gallery I
on each DVD, theatrical^
trailers, and nuiny other '

goodies. The greatest thing about
''

seeing these itew releases is the commentary track whkh
feature Bela G. Lugosi discussing the film at hand with

interviewer Ted Newsome. Not everyone could be lucky

enough to have the son of "Dracula" in their homes,

talking about the films of his dad. These DVDs are the

next best thing.* The* commentaries are revealing,

entertaining, and in some ways, the most intriguing

material to be released about The Great Man in quite a

while. Even though the commentary can be a bit sparse at

times; one must realize how difficult it is to continually

talk through a film. And anyone who has had contact with

Bela G. Lugosi will know that he is a man of thought. He
would not prattle just (or the sake of filling up tap>e. Even

if you have these classic films on home video in some
otiWr format, these new Lugosi Enterprises releases are

worth adding to your collection.

There are other releases In the senes on the way. We'll

have a feature story about them in an upcoming issue.

Reviewed by Coco Kiyonaga

EAT THE RICH
(CUT THROAT VIDEO, 87 mins.)

This film a writer/director Ron Atkina attempt to recreate

the intensity of the horror classic, rexes Cteuiseu’ Mtissai re.

Ron's new film is unrated, but it contains scerres of

violeitce, nudity and lots of "adult" language. I wonder
what this WOULD be rated if he'd aonlied for a rating?

His previous film was the horrifying Necrotnaniacs
In EAT THE RICH, an FBI agent is sent in to the

underground sewers of the Nevada desert to bust a family

of cannibals. What he discovers in this world of flesh and

bones may best have been left undiscovered! Ron's

direction, and the able cast of Terry King, |asmin

Putnam,and Jennifer Atkins create a new level of shock in

the world of indie productions. It mixes dark humor with

true terror creating- a truly unusual mood.
WWW XTrrTHROATVIDEO.COM
Reviewed by Coco Kiyonaga

HAUNTED WORLD OF EDWARD D WOOD, JR.

(2002, Image EnterUinmcnL 112 min.)

Word is out that the Bm Burton docu-drama on £if Wood

is not going to be released on DVD for some time. I

wonder why? In the meantime, if you want to have a

Wooden experience, the best thing is this famous, ail

inclusive look at Eddie's life and films. The producers

have covered all the bases. They've iturluded a rarely

seen TV pilot, Cmssmads ofLar^o, so you can see one

way Ed Wood was trying to break into mainstream

television director atul acting. There are interviews with

Conrad Brooks, Vampira, Nonna McCarty, and countless

more players in the life of this alleged "worst director"

As Bryan Singer, director of X-Mrri states: 'No matter

what you've seen or read about Ed Wbod, you must see

THIS film." We couldn't agree more. To get further info,

check out: www.image,entertainmenl.com or

wwwdvdinfonnation,coin

Reviewed by Coco Kiyonaga

NEON GENESIS EVANGELIONr DEATH
& REBIRTH (2002, Manga Video, US mins.)

Thb is the first half of the two-part conclusion to the Neon

Genesis Evangelion saga. Its erul-of-the world Anime at

it's most itrtaginative. There are bio-engineered creatures,

secret knowledge, out of this world sci-fi action, and tlie

awakening of a new age of mankind. Featuring

groundbreaking aiumated action sequences and dramatic

revelations, this is a composition of epic proportions! The

DVD is two-sided and iiKludes tons of extra features,

such as original Japanese trailers, subtitle options for

dialogue, photo-galleries, and commentary by Amanda
Wiim Lee (English Language Ehrector and character voice

in the feature). Play Magazine calls this 'The Anime Event

of a Lifetime." Like most Anime, it coven some pretty

mature themes, but life in this world is becoming more

nuturej it's time that our "cartoons" reflected this new

reaUty. MUCH MORE ANIAAE NElCr ISSUE!

^^SATfSFYmeAU YOURCRAMNBS
FORNomteiccxpiOfTArtOM

ASBCPlOimnOlISlMEMA!

MascNpfSFORmmsc/mtoe
oumTusmmAT

mm.soMnHmwBRD.coM/
SFCm ONUNC SROPPINOf

ALL VIDEOS
$15 EACH!

Special Edition

DVDs
available!

Vn3BO<
FOB 33660 SEAmi, WA 98133 „ „' Please State with

206-361-3759 • PAX 206-360-7526 Signawteyotfreist

GUMMING SOON! (2002, Lucky Banana

Pmductions, 75 min.)

What a delight! The best adult DVD of the year is this

compilation of 1970s trailers. It

was a theatrical phenomenon, the

XXX onslaught that brought us

countless new adult film stars, all

collected on this silver disk: Linda

Lovelace, Seka, John C. Holmes,

Kay Parker, Linda Wong, and

many more- Such lilies as Cfuiu

Lust, Erupfioti, Taboo. Erotic

Advftiltiref of Coridy are fading

memories now; quality sex films

with production values way
above the shot on video output of

today. But the 31 previews of coming attractions on this

DVD will help rec^ the adult American scene, the coolest

and the wUd^ films ever made for the sex cinemas of the

day.

Reviewed by Gino Colbert

HARDWARE WARS; collector's edition.

Color. Approx. 60 min. This film is legendary! To think

that after all this time it has finally resurfaced at an

antique toad show. Feel the lej\sion building as the

whole story is laid open to our wondrous eyes. Enjoy the

hour. Feel the waves of excitement build as you view this

irreverent piece of fUm as the greatest farce that ever

lived! Anyone who stood u\ line for fiTAR WAR5 will

appreciate this piece of film footage that was lovingly

crafted for future generations to come. Order your copy

today Checkout their website: wwwjnwp.com
Best money you'll spertd this month.

Reviewed by Coco Kiyonaga

LORD OF THE DEAD
(Creg Parker. Productions 85 min.vhs

(widescreen/Letterfoox Edition)

You gotta see this erne. It starts off with a really great

character, STEVE. This guy is lovable and yet something

deeper must be lurklitg

ittside. He is the world's

greatest geek and yet, is

the sexiest guy you'll ever

want to be slimed with.

This film has it all. Kinky
women, the fetishes of

youth, monsters,

mayhem, the sweetness

of true love. Monsters of

the Dark aitd the Book of

the Dead.

You can tell that this indie

director went to film

school arid is one the high

road to success. I am so

impressed with this guy
you should look for an

interview all about him in

an upcoming issue.Order

this film today!!! Not only

is it worth the 519.95 whkh includes tax aiul shipping you
will get free stuff as well Parker Films 2012OmbyAve.
Las Vegas, NV 89106 or try their website at

www.LordOfThcDeadiCom. It's a hell of a website. You

might even wm an actual prop from the movie.

Reviewed by Coco Kiyonaga

FEATURED FILM REVIEWS IN UPCOMING ISSUE WILL

INCLUDE: FATAL KISS by JEFF RECTOR. ONE OF THE
BEST CRAFTED INDIES OF THE YEAR
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Remem beri ng
Doris IVishman

iVriter and Jocumentarian Raf Greene

offers a memorial fo the late director

ofsuch nodie eaties and sexploitation

films as Nyile on the Moon, Do«lly

Itfeoponi, WDouble Ajont 73.

BYRAYGREENE (ANB FRIENDS) _

CULTIWVIEJ

its earliest public screening.s. 1 also witnessed the first ever

public showing of her blighted ‘SOs era "slasher" pic A
Night to Dismember (see below for a remembrance ofthat
experience). For her part, Doris' not only attended the fes-

tival screening ofSCHLOCK! (thereby becoming only the

diiid of its principal "stars” to sec the film on the big screen)

but I am told by those who sal near her she talked back to

her one-time sexploitation competitors David F. Friedman

and Harry Novak every single time they appeared

onscreen!

She loved the movie, though - thank God, because

D«ts could be a very, very tough audience, As 1 write this.

I'm sitting with a glass of wine rereading again and again

the card she sent me afterward (and fingering a treasured

pair of Wishman sunglasses sent to replace the pair 1 gave

her when her shades were mislaid on the second day of the
Chi-fest). Here’s what the card says:

7]

Who, Cut Movies editor Mike Copner asked me to come
up with a way of paying tribute to the inimitable Dewis

Wishman. I was at a loss. Having Just made my own feeble

attempt to honor late producer Sam ArkofFin the last issue of
CM. here 1 wa.s, being called on once again to perform the

sad ta.sk of trying to summarize and quantify a person who
defied all the known boundaries.

As with Sam. I owe Doris a professional debt thanks to

her agreement to be orre of the principal interviews in my
documentary lealure SCHLOCK! The Secret History of
American Movies (a brief bio and photos of
Doris are visible on our website at

kttD://schJockthem(jvu> rnmV In Doris' case, the

situation was complicalcd by the fact that she

became a close perstxial friend, someone I

exchanged cards and compliments with over the

course of the last five years, and with whom I

had the great pleasure ofa joyous reuniem at last

year's Chicago Underground Film Festival. It

was a magical encounter, not only did I get to see

Doris' latest film Satan Was a Lady during wie of

"VOU'RE ONLY SAYING

THAT BECAUSE YOU WANT

TO PLAY A LESBIAN"



"I found [the documentaiy] extremely interesting and really enjoyed

watchir^ it. . . However. 1 look so ugly. I had to shut my eyes every time

I appeared on the screen. Ugh! You did a 'great job.' Love D«is"

I'm still trying to figure out what the quotations marks around "great

Job" actually mean.

The phobia about her appearance isn't feigned, by the way - it was

vanity in part that kept those sunglasses most of the time (Doris

always said she looked too old without them) - thou^ at la.<it year's

Chicago Undeiground Film Festival 1 did itotice Doris' eyes were water-

ing chronically, which made me wonder ifthere wasn't a medical reason

for the aversicKi to bright light as well.

Doris was a stud)' in contradictiems. A famously cantankercHis

woman who could become as coquettish as a teenager at the drop of a

hat. A filmmaker who trafficked in sex, violence and extremity, but who

never sent me a card that didn't have a picture of Qowcts on the front of

it or else a sentimental image of a cat. She was tough, she was driven

and she was making films right up to the end. reportedly telling her biog-

rapher and pal Michael Bowen that everybody diould "just keep wcffk-

ing on the movie" - her latest Each Time I Kill, shot only this past June,

and now in the editing stage - as she was checking into the hospital that

final time.

Doris was a complete original who led a long, eventful and unbe-

lievably bizarre life that mi^t make a better movie in the conventional

sense than many of the films she herselfoeated. But she was also one of

the great cinematic outsiders, a crackpot folk artist and viskxtary who

created a wexid on film more intense and personal and in its own way

more revealing ofwho we were in her time and what we are as she leav^

us than that of many more unjustly famed filmmakers.

In the immediate afrermath ofher passing, Dmis' official website at

hnp;://doriswishman.c(xn became a grieving space fca* those who loved

her. With webmaster David B. Wilson's permission, I wrote to many of

the mutual friends I knew and some I did not know who had posted

things there I found particularly salient or touching or profane. I asked to

reprint their testimonials or else requested that they write sMnethii^

unique and specific for th^ pages. The results are published below, and

they present a kaleidoscopic impression ofHurricane Doris ai work and

at play that is fuller than anything I alone can say.

Before I turn you over to those humorous, poignant and occasion-

ally obscene reminiscences, though, 1 wanted to sign off by paying trib-

ute to the unsung hero behind the Indian Summer of media atten-

tion arxi creative (^}portunity that wafred acro^ Doris' life in her final

five years or so. IJiat person is Michael Bowen, Doris' dedicated biogra-

pher. principal advocate, unstinting promoter and closest frioid, who

tirelessly and selflessly put her interests above his own for the entire half-

decade I knew her.

It was through Michael's efforts (and, let it be said, the excellent

{xesentation and promotion given her classic '60s and ’70s era works by

Mike Vraney and Lisa Petmcci of Something Weird Video) that Doris

became the doyen of the undergrouixl film scene after years of neglect

An example; It was no surprise to see Doris at the Chicago Underground

filmfest last year, since she was receiving the evenfs lifetime achieve-

ment award - deservedly so. It was veiy surpnising to see Michael Bowen

there, though, siixe he was living in France and working on his disserta-

tion at the time. Mike looked like a suit that had been slept in when I ran

into him that first of the four nights I was there, aiul if anything, he

looked even rruxe tired when 1 left

His jet-tagged patience with Doris' sometimes demanding nature

was something touching to see, and knowing that he was with Doris in

her final d^s, >^1ten cartcer finally clamed her at the^ of 83. makes

the thought of her passing a little easier to bear. Aixl so I will risk being

presumptuous s^ing on behalfof ail Dexis' friends aixl fans the wcxld

over Thanks Michael frx not only seeing Doris' value as a person and a

frlmmakeL but for having the tenacity to present it to the rest of the

world, against some long odds.

But enough of the sob stuff. A life-force like Doris deserves to

go out with a party, and so here it is. as thrown by friends and

strangers and passersby. all of whom loved her in one way or anoth-

er.

The cover chaige for you? That you buy the cassettes, read the

articles, and keep her memory alive. It'll be worth il and it's a once-

in-a-lifetimc opportunity. For surely (xic thing even those who don't

"get" her films can't dispute is that we will never see the like of

Doris Wishman again.

Tributes t Z r i s IV i s h m a n

IS THAT LOVE?
When my late father-in-iaw

passed away, Doris came over to

sit shivah — a Jewish custom of

consideration for the dead. "You
know... out of respect." she said.

And she delivered: A little com-
fort. the proper gesture, and an

elevating diversion to those in

mourning. She immediately won
more converts - as she often did.

I'll say this about Doris: It

was an Event — to know and to

work with her. She got under my
skin the first time she called me. I

was infatuated. I cared about her,

I worried about her, 1 wanted to

get my hands around her throat

and squeeze. I'll miss her intense-

ly. Is that love? RIP, Sweetie.

- BEAU GILLESPIE. PRODUCER,
SATAl^WASALADY

VES, I'M AN IDIOT!

Ehuing all those films we made together (I've

lost count) you called me an "idiot" on each

one. The only idiocy was not making more of

them with you! As you have become an icon

you have made me a mini-iccMi! (Wth apolo-

gies to Mike Meyers.)

-C.DAVISSMITH. XULTCINEMATOGRA-
PHER TO THE STARS"

TOO COOL FOR SCHOOL
Doris wasn't just cool fw her age-shc was cool

In general! Gosh, am I glad 1 got to meet her last

year. She had this idea for a film starring me
called, “Have Paiis, Will Travel." I was so hop-

it would ha}^)en! Sigh. I sure am gonna miss

tfie Little Doll and am most regrettable I never

got to cast her Tits. One of my Favorite

Superheroes of all Tunes!

Much Love,

-CYNTHIA PLASTER CASTER FILMMAK-

ER SCULPTRESS. SUPERGROUPIE

THE PURE POWER OF '7(k PUNK

Doris Wishman was the MOST
prolific female filmmaker of

all time. Her work invokes a

bizarre combination of the cre-

ative spirit of the French New
Wave and the pure power of

1970's punk rock.

We can only hope that her

tragic passing will cause such

wonderful companies as

Something Weird Video and
Fly By Night Films to release

all of her cinematic work on
DVD She deserves A LOT
more, but that will do for now.

We love you and miss you
Doris!

- SAMMcABEEA LYNORA GOOD
Smirmtesonline.com
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SHE LOVED FURTINO WITH MV
HUSBAND
Doris always wanted me to tell her the truth.

She demanded 1 always give ho- my honest

opintTMi. And when I did. we would have

fight. She hated people "yes-ing" her. And
would say to me, "Never, never 'Yes' me.

Don't ever tell me what you think I want to

hear...after all, I dont know eveiything, 1

could be wTOTg.... but I do know, my cat's

smarter than

yours"!

I love Doris Wishman. I cry as I write

this.... I had the honor ofworking with her in

her first film in almost 25 years, "Satan Was
Lady." 1 didn't know she was ill during that

time, as she didn't tell anyone. 1 admit, if 1

had, I may not have be^ so hard on her at

times, (which is exactly why she didn't tell

anyone).

After receiving a call from Beau

Gillespie (the producer of Satan), 1 went to

my local Vidiots video store and rented Let

Me Die a Woman. It was tremendous.

X)uldn‘t believe 1 never knew who Doris

iVishmai was... How did I miss this??? liter-

ified me, but 1 knew I had to do it 1 had to

vork with her. It would be history to work

vith hCT. And it was.

When 1 first laid ^es on Doris (the day

wfore we ^t), I remember thinking how
nuch die looked like my family, 1 mean

^OOKED like my family. She could be my
jTandmoiher ... (but Grandma never talked

ike that)! We walked and talked for hours. 1

lad flown in fiom 1,.A. She showed me all of

'oconut Grove, including the "Dildo Store'

where she worked during the period when
she was between famjects. For the next few

weeks, my life was "DORIS"... when we
weren't shooting, we were on the phone.

Laughing. Arguing. Dishing. It was the

last night of shooting. We wrapped around I

am.... After a brief stop at a local bar. Beau

drove us home.

He dropped me at my hotel first, 1 went

to Doris to say good-bye and she gave me ha-

hand and said, "Now, don't cry. Honey." 1 did.

The following year I had the good for-

tune of seeing Denis on many occasions at

film festivals. She LOVED flirting with my
husband and got mad at me when I told her

she was pretty.

1 called Doris every other Friday. It's

hard to believe that 1 can't call her anymore...

But I still talk to ha.

[Xiris, you are so loved and so missed. I

still hear your voice ^d for that, 1 am so

grateful. - HONEY UUREN, ACTRESS

BEHIND THE SHADES
My first impression upem meeting Doris was, "That is one tough little old lady." She was
assertive, cantankerous, demanding and. at select and well-chosen moments, uttaly charming. It

was then that 1 realized we were dealing not with an eccentric, not with an interview subject, but
with a director. She had us in the palm of her hand. She wasn't a subject in our movie. We were
actors in ha movie — the movie ofher life.

And those shades - neither James Dean nor Elvis nor Jack Nicholson eva looked cooler.

Unlike most women ha age, she wore them with youthful aplomb and vigor. She looked hip.

They belonged on ha face. And how beautifully she used them. Like an actor uses their eyes,
Doris wielded her shades. Not once during the interview did she remove them. And at no time
did we wish she had.

And then, off-camera. I saw her remove them - just for a moment For all of five seconds
1 MW ha eyes, a fraction of a moment during which 1 caught a glimpse of the woman behind the
director, the human being beneath the legend. She had a soul, this defiant little sparkplug, and it

wam't what I expected. It was sweet, sensitive and honest.

The shades went back on. but my perception of ha, my respect and love, was foreva
changed.

However l(Mig it takes the rest of the world to appreciate Doris, to come to a recognitiem of
ha place in film histwy. those of us who woe jxivileged to mea ha, to know her, howeva
briefly, will continue to keep die flame alive.

- WADEMAJOR, PRODUCER. SCHLOCKl THE SECRETHISTORYOFAMERICAN
MOVIES
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MY BEST FIEND

Testy, tou^ bul with an abiding sweetness about her, Dons

Wishman is the most memorable film personality I've known.

Her friendship, which grew out of an interview I did with her

for my documentary SCHiCX^K! The Secret History oj

American Movies, was one of the most valuable things (in a

personal s^se) that came from the film.

Although I spent years editing the project and whittling

down the 120 minutes or so wc spent together into the seven

minutes that appear in the film, what I remember most about

Doris isn't the interview Itself bul everything that sumtunded

that experience, and the wonderful reunion we had last year

over Ute course of several days at the Chicago Underground

Film Festival.

Things like: Dori.s' ctMnpulsion to create new titles for her

unmade projects - "Jane Blonde, Secret Agent" was the idea

she pitched me during the drive back from mu' shoot. Or Doris'

unexpected reunion with several old business cohmts during an

appearance at L.A.'s Nuart theatre. There was a person in the

audience there who she felt had cheated, as she made clear

when approached by this unexpected guest in the lobby after

the show. Ilte war between her anger over the past and the sen-

timental rush she got out of seeing an old and former friend

played out on her face in such an open and direct way, I remem-

ber it with emotion to this day • an image of the polarities of

aggression and feeling that drove this amazing woman, and

which played out in her films.

Perhaps my fondest memory of Doris is the way she

snuck up behirtd me during the first-ever public soeening ofA
Night to Dismember in Chicago last year. It was a thin crowd

thanks to the incredibly stupid decisiem by a feminist organiza-

tion to run counter-futtgramming by rock acts and filmmakers

against the CUFF, but Doris • who was in some ways surpris-

ingly shy - didn't seem to mind.

In one ofthose odd film festival moments, I was watching

the movie accompanied by Cynthia Plaster Caster, the notmi-

ous '608-013 rock groupie. Suddenly. I felt a hand gabbing my
shoulder. I turned: Dmis had snuck up behind me. "Did that

scare you?" she said of her sudden invasion of my pltysical

space. "It's a scary movie, that was .supposed to scare you."

I told her it did (a white lie) and kissed her hand.

I think it’s altogether wonderful that Doris left us with one

last Wishman project to add to the canon, fhe mdomitable

feroci^ of her commitment to filmmaking is, I believe, what

kept her so alive and vital well into her '80s. That she left us

with her career as a filmmaker uninterrupted - with an ellipsis

as opposed to a period - is the most appropriate ending to her

biological life cycle 1 can imagine. Because her celluloid life

cycle, arxl the peculiar beau^ of her cinematic achievement,

will only grow and pro^)er over time.

I love you Dwis. Say "Hi" to Sam Arkoflffw me
- RAYGREENE, WRITER/DIRECTOR, SCHLOCK! THE

SECRETHISTORYOFAMERICANMOVIES

FAN IN THE STREET

I've been a fan ofyours ever since I first saw Another Day. Another Man. I was

kiKFcked right out by your style! I began collecting your videos. Then I saw you

on the Incredibly Strange Film Show and was really hooked. What a wonder-

ful, funny, smart woman. I thou^l! Most recently, I absolutely fell in love with

you after listening to your commentary onA Night to Dismember, and I thought

how wonderful that you were making more rhovies, and that someday 1 might

get to meet you.

On Saturday I was buying a copy ofSatan lYas a Lady (xiline, and thought

I'd check in here. I saw the memorial and couldn't believe it I was so sad But

reading all the sweet messages from friends and fans here makes me remember

how haj^y and grateful 1 feel for the wonderful movies that you made and that

I love so much.

Rest In Peace, Sweet Doris. I miss you.

BRUCE GAULD. FAN

A TINY UTTU MAE WEST OR SOMETHINO
Doris was directing her 30th movie just two months befwe passing away,

never once admitting to any of us that she was ill. Krwwn as the most |HoUfic

female filmmaker of all time, Doris had begun independently writing, direct-

ing, and producing her own movies at a time when women just didn't do that

sort of thing.

But the thing dtat made E)oris special for me was her spirit Playful and

coquettish and dry, evenjoking with me up until the very last day she was able

to take phone calls, it was her inte^ty and belief in her art and her dreams diat

kept her alive so Itmg. 1 completely fell for her when we worked together,

watching how she charmed everyone around her. this

tiny little old lady with a huslty voice and unstcqrpable flirtatious behavior. It

was like being around a tiny little Mae West or something.

Doing Ute movie with her was the first movie I'd ever done, the first act-

ing I'd done since grade school, and I was painfully nervous. She was so nur-

turing and patient and play-acted with me to get me to relax, making sure I felt

comfortable and guiding me lovingly, and generously giving praise.

It amazed me to see how this wtnnan in her eighties widi advanced can-

cer and a curved ^ine not only commanded a room like she was the most

beautiful woman in it, but kept wcxking until the day she died. I learned three

things from being around her.

1 . Always tell peqsle you love them, as you never know how much Iwiger

you have with them, and I am thankful to have had die opportunity to tell her

I love her.

2. Always steal at least three mini muffin samples when you're in a

Starbucks because you never know when you might get hungry. So what if

they stare. And:

3. How important it is to ke^ working, no matter what, which is I'm sure

what kept her going.

One of Doris's most famous quotes was, "When Til die, Til make films in hell."

By the lime I get there she'll probably have like twenty mwe films finished.

After making Each Time / Kill, Doris asks David Wilsw (the exec pro-

ducer), "Would Lisa be willing to play a lesbian in the next movie?" David

says, "She'd love to." So when I call Doris in the hospital, one day before she

got moved to intensive care and started going in and out ofwmsciousness, I tell

her I love her and that I hope she gets better. Without missing a beat, and please

ifyou know her start picturing the Doris Voice and Deliveiy ri^t now, die says

to me, "You’re only saying that because you want to play a lesbiaa" She was
Doris dll the end.

- USA FERBER ’'KATE BAXTER” INEACH TIME I KILL

YOU WERE JUST OETTINO STARTED
I cant believe how lucky I was to be able to spend some time with you. My only regret is that we never got a chance to make "Ben-Her..." or

"Teacher WasA Hooker..." or "Straight To Hell..." or "The Kids In The Closet.." or "29 Anton Lane..." or "No More Room In Hell..." or "The

Summer We Died..." or "Hell Hath No Fury..." or "WhatA Fuckin' Life..." or even "Lukie." Thirty films in, and you were just getting started.

‘DAVIDB. WILSON. WEBMASTER, doriswishman.com & EXECUTIVE PRODUCER. EACH TIME IKILL
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TO MY DEAREST "AlIHEA"

When we first met, Doris was convinced we'd dated in a

previous life. I was flanered. So, ovct the last fouryears I’ve

been known as "Jcrfirmy" in the sweet notes !'d exchange
with "Althea." (It's fitting that a woman so direct would

choose a pet name that means "truthful.")

Despite prcrtrably a 50-year difference in age. I found

Doris to be (me of the most playfiil. fun. flirtatious and

open-minded people I've ever met It was easy to forget that

the person y<Mi were talking to locJced like a little old

Florida grarxima-type. If someone were to see a trans<Tipt

ofour phone conversations, they’d probably think "Althea'

was a dreamer with big plans for her life after film school,

for her dreams were vast and plentiful. And though she

realized many of her dreams, no doubt her mind was flood-

ed with all her plans for the future as she lay in Jacksem

Memorial Hospital. No doubt she's hard at work in the

afterlife pursing those dreams. And (sorry Doris), I don't

believe she’s making films in hell as jHophesized For I

believe she’s somewhere in heaven complaining that none
ofher actors can speak, and that it's gonna cost a fortune to

overdub them in post-prcxiuction.

While I was grateful to see Doris cnc last time at

Jackson Memorial, the memories I will cherish are the

scores ofour marathon phone conversations and the times

we shared when she’d visit NYC, inviting the curiosity and
stares of every p«son in any room she entered, even amid
a sea of transvestites at Lucity Chang's.

I miss her very much already, but like all ofyou. I'm

eternally grateful to have had her in my life.And ifshe can't

help fixrni diecking in on us, I have this message for

Doris...

Althea, I love you, too. Your Dearest Johnny

DANIEL FERGUSON. SEGMENTPRODUCER LATE
NIGHT WITHCONAN O’BRIEN

THE OUTSIDER

Doris Wishman was without doubt the most important "outsider" filmmaker in the

history ofthe cinema. Her work rivals that of C^ssavettes or the Kuchar Brothers -

even Godard - in this respect; yet while each of these has been recuperated by the

discourse on underground and independent filmmaking, only the outsider designa-

tion fully serves to situate Doris’s unique output

Self-motivated, self-trained and self-financed as a feature filmmmaker during

a time when American women had little to no presence behind the camera. Doris

Wishman reinvented filmmaking with every new film she produced. She was
Melies, Porter and Griffith all rolled into cme, puzzling out the mysteries of narra-

tive ccMistruction with every new scene, not as a self-conscious innovator in an
overly-sophisticated art form, but rather as an ingenue willfully set adrift on the

ever-vanishing tides ofsignification. Nobody who knows the cinema - nobody who
LOVES the cinema - can miss this quality ofabsolute primal trust in the movies as

a medium of self-actualization that is so evident in Doris Wishman's expansive

work.

It was my great privilege to know and work cicely with Doris over the course

of nearly a decade (we met almost exactly 8 years ago this month) and I do not

think 1 will ever meet a person more inspirational in the rest ofmy life. As 1 often

told audierrees when I had the honor of introducing her to ^preciative crowds all

over the world, "If I were a filmmaker, there is only one filmmaker that I would
like to be. And that pers(Mi is D(m1s Wishman."

Goodnight, my dear friend. Thank you for the boundless gift ofan incompa-
rable cinema to keep us all company until we meet you again

•MICHAEL BOWEN. WISHMAN BIOGRAPHER

SHE mVEDTHEHM/
The news of Doris’ passing was met with much sadness at Something Weird head-
quarters. She was one-of-a-kind, a true original who kept up a dynamic pace evoi up
to the end. We will always admire her spunk and unusual appitsach to filmmaking.
We’re honored to have so many of her films, and will work hard to keep Doris’ cine-

matic legacy around fra- generations to come.
Thou^ most ofthe SWV staffhad never actually met D<ots before, they fehthey

knew her personally given how many times they had seen and been in the company of
her films on video. There's barely a time that one of her movies isn’t being made for a
customer.

1 (Lisa) was fortunate enough to meet this fabulous lady in the flesh, and will
always remember how warm and loving she was to me. Doris was in Boston for a

screening ofBad Girls Go to Hell. That night there was a blizzard. It was difficult driv-

ing to the theatre given all the snow, and I probably shouldn't have been out and about,
but this was an opportunity of a lifetime. I introduced myself to Dcais (and Michael
Bowen) at the press party before the screening. She was genuinely happy to meet me,
and that really meant so much. She asked me to sit next to her and held my hand while
we talked. 1 couldn't get over the feet that she was wearing high-heeled open-toed mules
(^ven the weather), dark sunglasses (it was nighty and a lightweight green wool coat
(it was cold) but attributed this to keeping up hw glamiwus persona People woe tak-
ing her picture left and right At (me point swneone snai^red a photo when she momen-
tarily removed her sunglasses and she shrieked, "Oh, you monster!" The shutterbug
was totally taken aback. Experiencing Doris' wit and humor firsthand was truly a magic
moment and 1 treasure that memory.

Doris will always be an inspiration and role model. She paved the way for
exploitation-loving bad girls like me. Doris, thanks for always being yourself. I'll miss
you. -USA PETRUCCIAND MIKE ERANEY, SOMETHING WEIRD VIDEO

A TRUE AMERICAN ORIGINAL
I don’t know where to begin. I don't think words can express what a remarkable
woman Doris was. Complex in evety way. A walking contradiction on so many
levels. Irrepressible. Unpredictable. A creative mind spinning at a thousand miles

per hour. I've never been so in awe of a person in my life.

She had a killer intellect and was sharp as a tack. She was energetic and prob-

ably the most vibrant person I have ever met She could flirt with you outrageoits-

ly and make a grown man blush and then turn on a dime and threaten you with bod-
ily harm. When she wanted to be glamorous, she was glamour personified. WTien

,

she wanted to be charming, the most cynical person

turned to JeIl-0. She was kind and g(xxl and loving. She
was also stubborn and demanding and exasper^ing.

She was one of a kind. A true American original. What
she accomplidied in a Man's world is almost unfath-

omable. A one-woman tour de fixee. She had a unique

vision. Anyone who doesn't find art in her work is real-

ly not paying attention.

The thing that ccxnforts me ri^t now is the fact

that near the end of her life, Dtms was rescued from

obscurity and was showered with adulation from peo-

ple all over the world She could never believe that peo-

ple still cared about her work and it inspired her to get

back into doing the thing she loved most And of

course, she really went out in a blaze of glory with

"Satan Was a Lady." You really could not have scripted

the last couple of years any better.

The last time I saw Doris was outside ofa Chinese

restaurant in NYC. She was standing all alone. I hailed

a taxi and as I was getting in, I looked back at Doris,

and she blew me a kiss. It made me smile and I blew a
kiss back at her. I will miss you so much, Dtxis. You
will alw^s be an inspiration and a hero to me. God
bless Michael B., and David W., Beau G and everyone

who made Doris' life so wondrous and wonderful

in her final years.

- MIKEHOOVER FRIENDAND FAN
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WORKING WITH WISHMN
OR

"I WAS DORIS WISHMAN'S CAMERAMAN...AGAIfl!!!''

Cinematographer C. Davis Smith on 38 Years ofCollaborating With Doris Wishman

WhenJuture generations look back aver the works

of Doris Wishman. they will hi^jully recognize

the pivf^al role in her achievements played by cin-

ematographer C. Davis Smith. As director ofpho-

tography on most of her films after 1964, it was

Smith who helped achieve the harrowing hand-

held immediacy that characterized her early

roughies, a startlingly effective me of the light-

weight 16mm cameras that became available dur-

ing the period that bearsfavorable comparison to

the work ofproclaimed independentfilm "genim-

es" like John Cassavetes and the cinema verite

documentarians ofthe same era

Smith kept working with Wishman right to the

end, leasing portions of the irrfamom Chesty

Morgan features Deadly Weapons and Double

Agent 73 in the 1970s and much of Wishman's

blighted 1983 attempt to capitalize on the "slash-

er" craze, A Night to Dismember Thanks to

Wishmanfiiend and amanuensis Micahel Bowen,

Smith returned to work with Wishman on her last

project, the upcoming Each Time I Kill shot in

June of2002. When contacted to contribute to this

Cult Movies tribute. Smith surprised m all by

offering to write a full-blown article, and we

eagerly agreed His reminiscences ofalmostforty

years of working with Wishman offer a rare and

pricless glimpse ofthe production apf^xxich cfthe

"Queen of the Nudies, " and a moving personal

tribute to one irreplaceable woman. - RtQi Greene

e temperature marked 100 degrees as I

parked my mini-van on the comer of Miracle

Mile and Ponce De Leon in Coral Gables. I

could see into the window of Starbuck's Coffee

Shop which was to be the gathering place for

cast and crew on many of the oncoming morn-

ings. Tliere sat Michael Bowen, die line pro-

ducer of Doris' latest epic Each Time /

KilL.dnd Dwis herself

So far things had gcme as I expected. Fch*

the six hours that it took me to drive throu^

the center of PlcMida from my h<Mne in the mid-

dle of the state to the rendezvous point I had

anticipated with much anxie^ the return of

madness revisited of thirty years past

(Ripple Dissolve with eerie mmic)

Manhattan - 630 Ninth Avenue - 1964

Saul Swimmer of the Mike Todd

76

Organization was supervising the negative

matching ofa friend with whom I shared space

(m the third floor of The Film Center Building

and casualty a^ed my friend if he could rec-

ommend a cameraman for a lady director who

was about to dioot her first film in New York

Ci^. He explained that the woman had made

several nudist (or nudie-cutie films as we in the

trade liked to call them) in FIcmda but had

moved back to the ci^ and was about to con-

tinue her career. Needless to say, my friend rec-

ommerKied me.

(Ripple Dissolve with bosa music)

Coral Gables - Starbuck's - July, 2002

"So, your willing to do this again?" Doris

asked me in her best New York Queens accent

Her mouth pursed out in that Doris Wishman

trademarked smile as if she were sucking a

thick milkshake through a straw in which there

was a slight obstruction. She shook her head in

a n^ative manner. "Chuck, you're an idiot!"

she squeaked...then sipped her cappuccino.

(Ripple Dissolve with 60’s elevator music)

Times Square - Paramount Building - 1964

Dmis's office was on one of the higher

floors in the building. There were two desks

and no windows. At one desk sat a tiny older

woman talking on the telephone whom I

assumed was a secretary. On the walls were

posters of...

Behind the Nudist Curtain {1964)

Playgirls International (1963)

Gentlemen Prefer Nature Girls (

1

962)

Nude on the Moon ( 1 962)

Prince and the Nature Girl The ( 1962)

Diary ofa Nudist {\96\

)
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Blaze Starr Goes Wild ( 1960)

Hideout in the Sun ( 1960)

The dichotomy of nude female body

pictures plastering the room with this prim

and proper looking secretary of another era

and dress was my introduction to the

bizarre world of Doris Wishman.
"1 have an appointment with Doris

Wishman." I said.

"I know! 1 know, already! You’re

Chuck Smith, right?" she said. It was a half

scream. "I just got off the phone with

Saul." She had calmed. "He said he was

sending you over."

Doris could have been my Jewish

mother with her speech patterns and man-
nerisms... if I hadn't been raised a

Presbyterian.

"Would you mind filming females in

the nude?" There was a coyness in her

question. She scrutinized my every reac-

tion.

Silently, 1 thought, "Hey, I'm the orig-

inal red-blooded American boy!"

"Now that was a stupid question!" She

seemed to be able to read my mind. "Of
course, you wouldn’t!"

That year was the beginning of the

"roughies" for Doris. I shot Bad Girls Go to

Hell and The Sex Perils ofPaulette. I hand

held a 35 mm Arriflex and shot in black

and white on the streets ofNew York and in

the apartments of friends of Doris.

Although Doris appeared to ad-lib the

scripts she always seemed to have an idea

of what she wanted. I and the actors never

found out what it was until were about to

roll the camera.

CUUMWIEJ

During the almost forty years I knew
Doris it seemed to me she never changed.

Oh, maybe a few more wrinkles, maybe
bent a little more from the aging process.

Doris was a diminutive five-foot-nothing

of explosiveness and crafty-calm. She
always retained her dry and sly sense of

humor. Referring to herself, she claimed

that good things come in small packages.

After awhile, when we became work part-

ners and could throw friendly insults I was

able to add to that statement. "So does poi-

son!"

I hadn’t thought much about Doris in

the twenty-odd year interim between the

time I worked on A Night to Dismember as

the cameraman and the phone call I

received from Beau Gillespie asking me to

provide my voice as one of the two narra-

tors on the commentary track for its DVD
release. The other voice was, of course,

Doris. I'm told people are buying the DVD
Just to listen to the commentary track. We
met in a post production house in Miami
where 1 was seated next to Doris and we
were fitted with lapel mikes. She kept hit-

ting hers with her hand. It must have driv-

en the recordist nutty cakes! There are a

few funny comments on the track alluding

to this. Actually, Doris had little skill in the

technical aspects of film/video making and

had always relied on her support system of

crew and post. But she had an incredibly

bizarre imagination that she was able to

transfer her personality to the screen.

Michael Bowen, who was functioning

as the line producer on Each Time I Kill

had become Doris’ biographer and had

phone interviewed me several times in the

past seven years searching the musty cor-

ners ofmy memory for tidbits about Doris.

He knew more about Doris and me than I

was able to recall. He even knew that I had

photographed much of the two Chesty

Morgan pictures. Deadly Weapons and

Double Agent 73, even though I had not

received screen credit.

He asked me if 1 wanted to be

involved with ETIK. I said that I did but he

informed me that it was a low-low-low

budget and would I do it for per-diem? I

remembered something I had told an inter-

viewer for an article about myself in an ear-

lier interview, "I love making films so

much I would do them for free.. ..but don’t

tell my clients!" Evidently this part of the

article stuck in Michael's mind. I felt like

those guys you see on the street with the

signs that say, "Will work for food!" But

the main draw, to me, was the opportunity

to photograph another Doris Wishman pro-

duction.

After thinking about my commitment

for a couple of days my psychosomatic

knee was hurting, telling me not to get

involved! But that’s the smallest masochis-

tic tendency I had.

Doris understood match edits but

there are a lot of times she would shoot and

use cut-aways that seem to be an interfer-

ence to the grammar of the film. She

always wanted me to film tilts and pans of

something from which to cut.. .trees, sky,

water, wild animals, ash trays, telephones.

They didn't need to make any intellectual

sense. Just the fact that they were indige-

nous to the shooting location was enough

for Doris. They were her editing safety

devices.. .the shots that got her over rough

matches of continuity if she changed the

thrust of the film during the editing

process. Which she did regularly out of

necessity.

Usually she would only have enough

money to shoot for two or three days at a

time and then when we picked up the cur-

rent production again, sometimes weeks or

months later, actors had vanished or loca-

tions were not available. But Doris some-

how made films from these snips and

pieces of film that she had squirreled away.

! find myself writing of Doris in the

present tense and continually go back over

what I have written changing it to the past.

But Doris's productions keep her alive in

our midst and will do so as long a fans

world-wide continue to discover them.

Doris was known as the Queen of exploita-

tion films...

Long live the queen!

(Fans ofDoris can contact C. Davis Smith

at his Email address craxytoo@yahoo.com)
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... THINK AGAINH!

AVAILABLE AT LAST ON VIDEOCASSETTEI

THE CRITICALLV ACCLAIMED TRIBUTE TO

THE GOLDEN AGE OF EXPLOITATION CINEMAI

SCHLOCK’.
The Secret Hlsfory of Aiviericar) Moviey

THC HOUVWOOP YOU'VE NEVER SEENI RARE FILM ClIRRI

RHOCKINO INTERVIEWS! BRAZEN WOMENI LUST-CRAZED MEN!

90 MINUTES OF UNBELIEVABLE, EDUCATIONAL EXPLOITATION ENTERTAINMENT FOR JUST

$19.9S PLUS SHIPPINO AND HANDLINDi STUN VOUR FRIENDSI OFFEND YOU PARENTSI

IMPRESS THE OPPOSITE SEXI

ORDER NOWAND GET OUR FULL CD SOUNDTRACK FEATURING AUDIO

CLIPS FROM THE MOVIE, THE FULL SCORE BY LEGENDARY L.A. POP
ICON JOHNNY ENGLISH AND UNUSED MUSIC EXTRAS ABSOLUTELY
FREE! SUPPLIES OF THIS FREE CD ARE LIMITED SOACT FAST

'

WHEN THEY,RE GONE, THEY.RE GONE!

"BecauM o( me nature of ns subject mansf. 'SCHLOCK' The Secret History of American Movies' contains scenes al svong

sexual conlenl and some violence In purchasing this home vtdso product you are cerblying lhai you are oid enough to know
but are wiling (o walk on Uie wild s<de anyhow Good lor you

Th« SEXY SHOCKER the erities called:

•VASTLY ENTERTAINING" (LA WEEKLY)
"RIVETING" (GLUE MAGAZINE)
"REMARKABLE... DESTINED SURELY FOR CULT STATUS" (THE HOLLYWOOD REPORTER)

"A FUN AND EDUCATIONAL DOCUMENTARY THAT DEFIANTLY FILLS MY
QUOTA OF BREASTS AND BLOOD IN A FILM!" (FILM THREAT)

You’ve heard of Hollywood, a lou'/i of tinsel and glamour, the town of Paramount, Columbia and

MGM. But there is another Hollywood, a place where maverick independent EXPLOITATION
FILMMAKERS went toe to toe with the big guys and came out on lop.'

"SCHLOCK! THE SECRETHISTORY OFAMERICAN MOVIES" takes you behind the scenes

with the legendary EXPLOITATION and SEXPLOITATION filmmakers of those golden

"DRIVE-IN" MOVIE days. It'ssexy.' It's strange! And every word is true!

STARRING: FORREST J ACKERMAN SAMUEL Z. ARKOFF PETER BOGDANOVICH
ROGER CORMAN DAVID F. FRIEDMAN HARRY NOVAK MAILA NURMI (aka VAMPIRA)
DORIS WISHMAN

THINK YOU KNOW EVERYTHING

ABOUT MOVIESP
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EIXITERT^VI IXI IVI EIXIT

IXIEIVI>%:“
HrPER HORROR e SCI-FI /WOVIES

ATOM AOE VAMPIRE (1960) Dubbed in Engbtb From France I A Mad Ooctor Reatorea A Beautiful WomanV Faca & Becomea A Vampire

)

BATTLE BEYOND THE SUN (1963) Sea Alena That Look Lice Human Sex Organa BatM ) Plui Ruaa«n Stock Footage ! M Englah '

THE BRAINIAC (1961) Dubbed In Englith ! A Brain Sudong Fiand Cornea From Time & Space For Revenge I Wacky 6 Fun 1

CURSE OF THE DOLL PEOPLE (1961) Dubbed in Engkah ' Weed Earw Horror From Maoco • Very Underatad '

CURSE OF THE SWAMP CREATURE (1966) Starmg John Agar 4 Francna York A Mad SetenbatTuma Peopla Into Monatara Wlh Ptng Pong Bad Eyea!

THE DEVIL'S WEOOMG NIGHT (1973) Dubbed In Englah • A Wead Caaba 4 A Bunch Of NMad Ladiaa Watmg For Oracula

'

THE DEVIL DOLL (1964) Oubbad In EngNan ! ‘A Stage Dummy Takes Over The Mnd OfHlaMaatar * ACul Claaaic I

ON THE THRESHOLD OF SPACE (19$7] Starring Guy Madiaon. A Story About Man's Strugglaa To Achieve Space Travel

RIDERS TO THE STARS ( 1966) A FIm By Curt SMmak * A Tala Of Mans Early Voyages Into Space

SAMSON Va THE VAMPIRE WOMEN (1962) Dubbed In Engksh ' Strange Horror From Meaco !

SAMSON IN THE WAX MUSEUM (1963) Oubbad In Englah ' A Masked WreaOer Against Classic Wax Monatara '

VOLCANO HIGH SCHOOL (2001 )
In Korean Wlh Engkah Subbbes * A Kurtg Fu Psycho Version Of H»ry Poltar

'

VOYAGE INTO SPACE (1970) Oubbad In EngNsh. From A Rwa 16mm Print I A Boy 4 Giant Robot Baiba Aganat Giant Monaiars

!

VOYAGE TO THE END OF THE UNIVERSE (1964) Dubbed In Engfesh The Catch S<>f i Spaca Epic ' Impoilad To The USA By AlP.

!

ZONTAR THE THING FROM VENUS (1968) Starnng John Agar In Th» Remake Of ' II Conguerad The World ' Amazing

!

PSYCHO SWORD e S/^ND/^L FPICS
HERCULES &1HE PRINCESS OF TROY (1965) StaningGoRk)nS(xQ'H6rcBaUes A Great Looking Sa Monster

HERCULES AGAINS THE BARBARIANS (1964) Starnng Uaik Forest ! Here Helps The Polsh Amy A^anst The MongoB Levi By The So^

DESERT WARRIOR (1960) Waning RichariioMorialian' RKhardo is Tbe Son CKASlavi Sultan Who Mist Batfie To RectenHsFatlieYs Throne!

MEDUSA Vs THE SON OF HERCULES (1962) The Son or Here Must Battle Aganst Medusa & Her Stone Men Hordes A Dragon/^ Wei! Wild Elects'

THOR AND T>£ AMAZON WOMEN (1960) Thor Bsdes Amazon Women! Tte Is Coisidersd The Best* Bad* Sword SSarxW Movie Ever I Tor« Of Buzorri Babes I

VULCAN. SON OF JUPtTER (1962) Starnng Rod FIsshfViicwBaOles Greek Gods FiomOtyrnpus, Lizard Like Monster Mm S Weird Utiderground Monaco

VENGEANCE OF URSUS (1962) Utsus Seeks S Gets Revenge Against His Enemies S Helps The Opressed Cdzens 01A Snul Viage

!

ATOMIC ASIAN SUPERHEROES $ MONSTERS
ATOMIC RULES OF THE WORLD (1957) Dubbed In Engliah * WWi Starman *

Birdman ask Faroe JETMAN (1991) Epieodee 1-4 * in Engliah * A 5 Member Team & A Robot Battles Monsters t

EVIL BRAIN FROM OLTTER SPACE (19SQ) Dubbed In Englisti * WHh Starman *

KIKAIOA The Android Of Justica (1972) 10 Votumee Available VWb Episodes In Chronological Order I English Subtitled I

MAGIC SERP^4T (1966) English Dubbed * Lettertx>xed Or Full Screen * Nin|aB a. Giant HAonsters

SPACE GIANTS (1966-67) 13 Volumes Available ! In Chronological Order * In Engliah & Some Japanese *

SPACE WARRIORS 2CX30 (1965) Engit^ Dubbed. A Ton Of LRtre Warriors Battle Wse Cracking Monsters t

VOYAGE INTO SPACE (1970) Dubbed In English * Transferred From A Rare 16mm Prim *

YOJNG GU & DINOSAUR JU JU (1997) In Korean Only. This Dino Looks Mora Uke "Yongary* Than The Remake I

WEIRD ll>ITERN.ATION^L ODDITIES
FILIPINO BATGUY & THE ROBBERS (1 991 ) 30% In English * The Costume Looks Just Like Mr. West's I

HEEE-MAN ; MASTER OF NONE (1969) 10% In English * A Weird Not So Manly Blonde in the Jungle I

KOREAN BATGUY A THE ROBOT (1993) In Korean Only * A Mix Of Animation & Live Action I

TURKISH E T (1985) in Turkish Only * You Won't Believe This Alien's Buggered Look I

TURKISH EXORCIST (1962) In Turkish Only * This Actress Won't Be Doing A '* Roller Boogie ” Movie I

TURKISH SUPERGUY (1978) In Turkish Only * A Dead Ringer For C. Reeves & A Nutcracker 11

TURKISH EVIL SPIOER-GUY (1975) In Turkish Only * Plus Mr America & The Max Wrestler I

TURKISH STAR T**K (1979) Turkish Only ' See Mr. SpaakI You Won't Believe This One I

TURKISH STAR W*RS <1 982) Turkish Only * See Luke Kick Aset Wild As HeM I

ZUMA THE HELL SERPENT (1989) In Filipino * Psycho Gore A Weird Reptiles I

VHS -$17,95
DVD-R - $24.95

FlkES IVWEDtA RATC P08TA0E
IN THS COKT1NENTAI. U.8A.
Add $4.00 Per Your Cnttre
Order W You Went Yeur
Order Sent First Clese.
Allow $ To 4Wire

SNppIno-

Payalil««MallabtaTo:

CULT MOVIES
P.O. Box 1047

Hollywood, CA 90078

ALJ.8ALESFt4ALI A1 Ta|waS DIaaa Fiedh i cled Baton Bdng

ATTENTION 1

PkMse DO NOT ORDER Any Of Our
Titles On DVD-R If You Do Not Know If

Your DVD Player Is Compatible To This

Format Of Disc I Go To www.vcdhalp.com
To Check If Your DVD Player Can Play DVD-Rs.

Thank You I
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Back Issues of Cult Movies!

*l_Our all' Lugosi issual 100 pages.

120 photos, posters, ptessbook repros.

Guide to Bela's Hollywood homes. <i)m

checklist, special articles, video reviews

and much more

#7_Turban Bey; GexUilla vs. Mothra:

Karloft's Montio Satordo: Mexican Trash

Cinema, Superman. Bela meets MiRon

Berle; over 100 video reviews, and much

more

»8_Coitin Joe, Vampira: Harry Novak

Interview; Heiiavision, Kenneth Anger;

final interview ol Peter Coe; Bay Dennis

Sleekier filmography: Jade East

Interview, and more.

•9_Bob Cressa interview. Vincent P'>:-

Karloff & Lugosi; Frank Henemoitnr

interview: Godzilla director I Honoa

interview; Coffin Joe. Roadshow ramies

much more.

«i0_Coftin Joe: Dinosaur Island:

Zacherle: Korla Pandit: Pete the Pup:

Lon Chaney remembered: Ultraman:

Dark Eyas Ol London, Nighi Ol The

Lhnng Dead, much, much more

#13_Balman Serials: Dave Stevens

interview; Lugosi, Lydecker brothers. Ed

Wood, Jack Hilt: Ja0( Baker remem-

bered: Kay Parker: Samurai films, part 2

by Chris D.. and more.

#14_Britisb horror ban of the 1930's.

Gordon Scott interview. Loretta King

interview. Titus Moody. Special double

issuef Complete George Reeves bio-

bookl 120 rare photos! much morel

l•15_Tod Browning & Lon Chaney t"4

Mummy; Dave Stevens interview, pan i

Vincent Price ray Dennis Siecxi^r

Murders m me Rue Morgue Nyoxa

Samurai lilms and more

fenzhut

iri6_Maria Ouspenskaya; Smurai film.

Part 4'Erolic elements. Lugosi on stage,

John Agar: Al Adamson: The Monsters;

Android Killers: Lon Chaney. Korla

Pandit; much more

<f 17_Joe Dailesandro. Asian Invasion, from

Anna May Wong to Annabel Chong,

Godzilla, invisible Horrors. Titus Moody
interview. Tin Can Terrors. Forrest J

Ackerman's ''Dead'lmes from Kanoffomia'

iri8_Joe Dailesandro Returns; Sieve

Reeves interviewed. When Karloft was
king. The Apeman revisited: Bloodthirsty

vampires of Mexico: Jack Arnold. Charlie

Chaplin on 'The Art ol Corned/ more.

«20_Hercules; Boris Kalotf and the

Horror Ban, Moe Howard Pal Pnssi

interview; Buster Keaton, vanisnmg

Pomt Harry langdon The Raven press-

book. much, much more'
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»2l_Double Issue-Cull Movies &
SpacemenI Ed Wood. Harry Langdon.

Laurel & Hardy, Toho Studios overview,

Forres J Ackerman interview Star Trek.

Star Wars Mars Aiiackst Harry Thomas

#22_Phaniom of me Opera: Dwight Frye,

HerscheU Gordon Lewis: Japanese

Gangster cinema, classic sc>-li Alex Gordon

interview. Harry Langdon Donna Martel

interview, Tony Cardoza, much more.

«23_Vincent Price; Hercules on film;

Roger Corman. Liz Renay. Ghidrah.

William Castle; Spanky. Hope Lugosi's

personal reeolteciions of Bella. Japanese

genre film mavericks, Larry Fine. more.

»24_Starring Lon Chaney Jr ?. Svengaii

on film. Boogie Days 6 Nights of Robert

Chmn; Ben Turpin revisited. Lugosi, the

vampire's curse by Frank j Oailo Sintio

and much! much more!



•25_Deep inside the 3 Stooges:

Japanese erotic cinema western world

ot Sergio Leone: Sara karloft: Shirley

Ulmer: Carl Laemmie Jr: Vampires in

Vegas: Abtxjti & Candido. much more.

aSS.Conrad Veidt. Mystery ot Manly Han.

Verne Lar>gdon, KarWf on TV. The Phantom
Creeps. Black Fndays. This island Earth,

Starship Trooper Symposium, The
Acfcermonster Chrenicles. Anhur Hiler. more.

a33_Oestinalion Moon. Return of

Chandu the Magician, Devil Bat, all

about Vbu'ii Pind Out. the Pamela Sue
Martin story, Oracuia's Last Hurrah, by
Frank Dell© Slrilto, and much more.

*26_Special double issuel Cult Movies &
SpacewomenI Frankenstein meets the

Wolf Man: the reat Godzilla: Forrest J

Ackerman remembers Metropolis: Tribute

to Rocketship X-M, Dr. Who, much more.

Woo, OarleneTompkins: David L Hewitt:

Straw Dogs; Lugosi; Forry and much
more.

ii34_Bons Karloft biography, all about The
Mummy. 20.000 Leagues Under the Sea.

the Last Days of Dracula, Godzilla vs

Megaguirus, Ackermonsier Chronicles,

and much mors.

(r27_Toho’s "Frakenslein Movies' Helen

Otander. Beta Lugosi Best Dracula Ever.

Blade Runner, Lon Chaney Ludty Brown

Studos, Sfempiia, 4SJ Ackerman, ar^ much,

much morellli

#31_Yvelte Vickers; Orson Welles:

Dracula Invades England; Frankenstein;

Drug films; Bob Chinn; Reptilicus: and
much more'

*35_Reg Park, another alternative

Hercules. The Fly. W.C Fields, Human
Vapor; Japanese sci-li, Mel Brooks.

Harry Langdon, Andy Milligan's Surgikill.

and much more.

#28_'l Eat Your Skin' Ghost of

Frankenstein. Japanese Erotica. 20
Million Miles to Earth Joyce Jamison

Interview, George Reves Bram Stoker

and much more

#32_Mighty Joe Egg Foo Ybong. the sell-

ing of Psycho, Mark Forest story, the

Last Omega Man, Francme York suoer-

mode'. Cattighis in the Cmema me
Terrors of Allred Hitchcock, and more

A comprehensive look at the making oi

two long-losi pilot episodes of TV--

Superboy and Superpup Contain-
scripts, interviews, over ISO rare photos

and IS a must-have for DC supertans

Send Check ofi Money Order Payable To: Issue #1 S9.95 -1 Issue #23 $7.95

lJ Issue #7 $7.95 _l Issue #24 S7.95

CULT MOVIES MAGAZINE Li Issue iHS $7.95 J Issue #25 $7.95

$7.95

PO BOX 1047 U issueiriO $7.95 J Issue #27 S9.95

HOLLYWOOD, CA 90078-1047 Jlssue«13 $7.95 J Issue #28 $7.95

vJ lssue#l4 $19.95 J Issue #29 $7.95

Issue#l5 $7.95 J issue #30 $7.95

Name Jlssue«l6 $7.95 —I Issue #31 $7.95

J Issue #17 $7.95 J Issue #32 $7.95

J Issue #18 $7.95 J issue #33 $7.95

J Issue #21 $7.95 J Issue #35 $7.95

Citv State Zip .J Issue #22 $7.95 -1 Superpup $9.95

TOTAL ENCLOSED

S
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As you look through this magazine

you’ll see ads for many mail-order video companies

but there is only one Leader of the Pack:

\nd60 Search ofMiami is
ACCORDING TO AN INDEPENDENT SURVEY CONDUCTED BY THE EDITOR OF DARK WATERS MAGAZINE. A RESPECTED ON-LINE NEWS SERVICE.

VIDEO SEARCH OF MIAMI RATED #1 AMONG ALL VIDEO MAIL-ORDER COMPANIES IN THE WORLD CHECK WEB FOR RESULTS;

http://siJper.zippo con/~di'kwalrs/resource8/mailorder.html

Video Search is the Largest A Best

Mail Order Compait^ /» America *

*as recommended by FANGORIA, PSYCHOTRONIC, SHOCK CINEMA,

VIDEO WATCHDOG, ASIAN CULT CINEMA, SHOCKING IMAGES and WIRED.'

plus VSoM is also acclaimed by VIDEO HOUND MOVIE GUIDE,

the WHOLE EARTH CATALOG and COUNTER CULTURE HANDBOOK.'

and Video Search Of Miami is the ONLY graymarket mail-order company

endorsed by LEONARD MALTIN in his MOVIE & VIDEO GUIDE BOOK.'

...now, after 15 years,

IfSoM is still the leader

i

i^VmSBUCnON
THE LARGEST SELECTION IN THE USA'
MORE THAN 12.000 TITLES IMPORTED FROM
EVERYWHERE IN THE WORLD

VSoM IS NOT A FACELESS COMPANY;
PERSONAL TELEPHONE CORRESPONDENCE
AVAILABLE DAILY FROM NOON TO 6 PM

VSoM IS THE MOST RELIABLE IN AMERICA,

VIDEOS ARE ALWAYS SHIPPED WITHIN 2 DAYS

NO EXCEPTIONS

efFBcrtvB
(memmYi

ALL TITLES DUPLICATED ON

VHS TAPE OR DVD

[^\/Tdeo Search of Miami

i

I PO Box 16-1917 Miomi FL 33116 (8881 279-9773 !

TOLL FREE NUMBER

VSoM accepts all major credit cards

VISA, DISCOVER, MASTERCARD
and AMERICAN EXPRESS

CHECK OUT OyRlBSITE:WWW.VSOM.COIII
FULL AND DETAILED ON-LINE DESCRIPTIONS FOR 12.000 TITLES!
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Approx.

77 Mins.

Ages 18

And Over

Kg, busty Ckstity Kiott Mist use

her M« iMobig ibilhiMn the

sii|Mr-stfckMi csstuMd criiN

fightw.tlMlMILE-imNSEI,

to stop villaioous bikini bar

Ollier Al Pirpleiood ond bis

sexy, iHirdorous strippers.

^KITTEN NATIVIDAD
Star of Russ Meyer’s

"Beneath The Valiey Of The Ultravixens"

HAJI
Star of Russ Meyer's

“Faster Pussycat Kill! Kill!"

RAVEN DE LA CROIX
Star of Russ Meyer's“Up!“

FORREST J. ACKERMAN
Sci-Fi/Fantasy Film Icon

VHS Video ($19.95) DVD ($24.95)

Visit our website at WWWmdOUblSddVSnQOi".COfTI
or caii 8 18~773“3230




